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INTRODUCTION

pROUDE had this merit a merit he shared with Huxley
.done of his contemporaries that he imposed his convictions.

He fought against resistance. He excited (and still excites)
i violent animosity. He exasperated the surface of his time

md was yet too strong for that surface to reject him. This

:ombative and aggressive quality in him, which was successful

n that it was permanent and never suffered a final defeat,

should arrest any one who may make a general survey of

he last generation in letters.

It was a period with a vice of its own which yet remains to

)e detected and chastised. In one epoch lubricity, in another

anaticism, in a third dulness and a dead-alive copying of

he past, are the faults which criticism finds to attack. None
if these affected the Victorian era. It was pure though
ainted with a profound hypocrisy ;

it was singularly free

rom violence in its judgments; it was certainly alive and new :

nit it had this grievous defect (a defect under which we still

abour heavily), that thought was restrained upon every side,

"lever in the history of European letters was it so difficult

or a man to say what he would and to be heard. A sort of

:ohesive public spirit (which was but one aspect of the ad-

nirable homogeneity of the nation) glued and immobilised all

ndividual expression. One could float imprisoned as in a

tream of thick substance : one could not swim against it.

It is to be carefully discerned how many apparent excep-
ions to this truth are, if they be closely examined, no excep-
ions at all. A whole series of national defects were exposed
.nd ridiculed in the literature as in the oratory of that day ;

>ut they were defects which the mass of men secretly delighted
o hear deaounced and of which each believedhimself to be free.

ix a 2



x Introduction

They loved to be told that they were of a gross taste in art

for they connected such a taste vaguely with high morals anc

with successful commerce. There was no surer way to a large

sale than to start a revolution in appreciation every five years
and from Ruskin to Oscar Wilde a whole series of Prophets
attained eminence and fortune by telling men how something
new and as yet unknown was Beauty and something just pas
was to be rejected, and how they alone saw truth while the

herd around them were blind. But no one showed us how t<

model, nor did any one remark that we alone of all Europe hac

preserved a school of water-colour.

So in politics our blunders were a constant theme ;
but n(

one marked with citation, document, and proof the glaring

progress of corruption, or that, for all our enthusiasm, wi-

never once in that generation defended the oppressed agains

the oppressor. There was a vast if unrecognised conspiracy

by which whatever might have prevented those extreme evil

from which we now suffer was destroyed as it appeared
Efforts at a thorough purge were dull, were libellous, wer^

not of the "form" which the Universities and the publi<

schools taught to be sacred. They were rejected as un

readable, or if printed, were unread. The results are witln

us to-day.

In such a time Froude maintained an opposing force, whid i

was not reforming nor constructive in any way, but whic i

will obtain the attention of the future historian, simply be

cause it was an opposition.

It was an opposition of manner rather than of mattei

The matter of it was common enough even in Froude' 1

chief decade of power. The cause to which he gave alle

giance was already winning when he proceeded to champio i

it, and many a better man, one or two greater men, wer

saying the same things as he
;
but they said such things i

a fashion that suggested no violent effort nor any deman

for resistance : it was the peculiar virtue of Froude that h

touched nothing without the virile note of a challenge sound

ing throughout his prose. On this account, though he wi

convince our posterity even less than he does ourselves, th

words of persuasion, the writings themselves will remain : fo
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ie chose the hardest wood in which to chisel, knowing the

trength of his hand.

What was it in him which gave him that strength, and
vhich permitted him, in an age that would tolerate no for-

native grasp upon itself, to achieve a permanent fame ? I

<vill not reply to this question by pointing to the popularity
>f his History of England ;

the essays that follow will

ifford sufficient material to answer it. He produced the

effect he did and remained in the eminence to which he

lad climbed, first because his manner of thought was rigid

ind of a hard edge ; secondly, because he could use that

,teel tool of a brain in a fashion that was general ; he could

ise it upon subjects and with a handling that was com-
orehensible to great masses of his fellow-countrymen.

It is not certain that such a man with such interests would

lave made his voice heard in any other society. It is

loubtful whether he will be translated with profit. His field

*vas very small, the points of his attack might all be found

:ontained in one suburban villa. But in our society his

jrip and his intensity did fall, and fall of choice, upon such

natters as his contemporaries either debated or were ready
:o debate. He therefore did the considerable thing we
enow him to have done.

I say that his mind was rigid and of a close fibre : it was
i mind (to repeat the metaphor) out of which a strong

jraving-tool could be forged. Its blade would not be

Blunted : it could deal with its material. Of this character,
which I take to be the first essential in his achievement, the

"ew essays before us preserve an ample evidence.

Thus you will find throughout their pages the presence of

:hat dogmatic assertion which invariably proceeds from such

i mind, and coupled with such assertion is a continual con

sciousness that his dogmas are dogmas : that he is asserting

jnprovable things and laying down his axioms before he

oegins his process of reasoning.
The contrary might be objected by some foreign observer,

or by some one who had a larger acquaintance with European
history than had he. I can imagine a French or an Irish

critic pointing to a mass of assertion with no corresponding
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admission that it is assertion only : such a critic might quote
even from these few pages phrase after phrase in which

Froude poses as certain what are still largely matters o

debate. Thus upon page 144 he takes it for granted tha

no miracles have been worked by contact with the bodie:

of saints. He takes it for granted on page 161 that the

checking of monastic disorders, and the use of strong lan

guage in connection with them, was peculiar to, the genera
tion which saw at its close the dissolution of the monasteries

He takes it for granted on page 125 that what we cal

"manifestations" or what not, spirit rappings, table-turnings-

and the rest are deceptions of the senses to which super,

stition alone would give credence.

He ridicules (upon p. 128) the tradition of St. Patrick whicl

all modern research has come to accept. He says downrigh

(upon pp. 186-187) that the Ancient world did not inquir<

into the problem of evil. On p. 214 he will have it that th--

ordinary man rejects,
" without hesitation," the interfereno

of will with material causes. In other words, he asserts tha

the ordinary man is a fatalist for Froude knew very wel

that between the fatalist and the believer in a possibility oi

miracle there is no conceivable position. He will have it (o.i
i

p. 216) that a modern doctor always regards a "vision" a-1

an hallucination. On p. 217 he denies by implication th<j

stigmata of St. Francis and so forth one might multipl

the instances indefinitely. All Froude's works are full c i

them, they are part and parcel of his method but thei i

number is to no purport. One example may stand for al
,

and their special value to our purpose is not that they ar

mere assertions, but that they are assertions which Froud

must have known to be personal, disputable, and dogmatic.

He knew very well that the vast majority of mankin

accepted the virtue of relics, that intellects the equals of hi

own rejected that determinism to which he was bound, an

that the Pagan world might be presented in a fashion ver

different from his own. And in that perpetual often gratuil

ous affirmation you have no sign of limitation in him bi

rather of eagerness for battle.

It is an admirable fault or perhaps no fault at all, or if
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"ault an appendage to the most considerable virtue a writer

)f his day could have had : the virtue of courage.

See how he thrusts when he comes to lay down the law,

not upon what the narrow experience of readers understands

md agrees with him about, but upon some matter which he

cnows them to have decided in a manner opposed to his own.

See how definite, how downright, and how clean are the

sentences in which he asserts that Christianity is Catholic

)r nothing :

"... This was the body of death which philosophy de-

:ectecl but could not explain, and from which Catholicism now
:ame forward with its magnificent promise of deliverance.

"The carnal doctrine of the sacraments, which they are

:ompelled to acknowledge to have been taught as fully in

he early Church as it is now taught by the Roman Catholics,

las long been the stumbling-block to Protestants. It was

he very essence of Christianity itself. Unless the body could

oe purified, the soul could not be saved
; or, rather, as from

ihe beginning, soul and flesh were one man and inseparable,

vithout his flesh, man was lost, or would cease to be. But

'he natural organization of the flesh was infected, and unless

>rganization could begin again from a new original, no pure
naterial substance could exist at all. He, therefore, by whom
3od had first made the world, entered into the womb of the

/irgin in the form (so to speak) of a new organic cell, and

iround it, through the virtue of His creative energy, a

naterial body grew again of the substance of His mother,

jure of taint and clean as the first body of the first man when
t passed out under His hand in the beginning of all things."

Throughout his essay on the Philosophy of Christianity,

vhere he was maintaining a thesis odious to the majority of

us readers, he rings as hard as ever. The philosophy of

Christianity is frankly declared to be Catholicism and Catho-

icism alone
;
the truth of Christianity is denied. It is called

i thing "worn and old" even in Luther's time (upon page 194),

md he definitely prophesies a period when " our posterity
"

.hall learn "
to despise the miserable fabric which Luther

Pitched together out of its tatters."

His judgments are short, violent, compressed. They are
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not the judgments of balance. They are final not as a goa
reached is final, but as a death-wound delivered. He throw

out sentences which all the world can see to be insufficier

and thin, but whose sharpness is the sharpness of convictio

and of a striving determination to achieve conviction in other

or if he fails in that, at least to leave an enemy smarting,

Everywhere you have up and down his prose those shoi

parentheses, those side sentences, which are strokes of offencr

Thus on page 199, "We hear or we used to hear when tk

High Church party were moreformidable than they are" &c.

or again, on page 210, "The Bishop of Natal" (Colensc
has done such and such things,

"
coupled with certain aritr

metical calculations for which he has a special aptitude
There are dozens of these in every book he wrote. The-

wounded, and were intended to wound.

His intellect may therefore be compared, as I have con-

pared it, to an instrument or a weapon of steel, to a chis<

or a sword. It was hard, polished, keen, stronger than wh?i

it bit into, and of its nature enduring. This was the first <

the characters that gave him his secure place in Englis
letters.

The second is his universality the word is not over-exac

but I can find no other. I mean that Froude was the exa<

opposite of the sciolist and was even other than the studen

He was kneaded right into his own time and his own peopl
The arena in which he fought was small, the ideas he corn

bated were few. He was not universal as those are univers; <

who appeal to any man in any country. But he was eag<

upon these problems which his contemporaries wrangled ove

He was in tune with, even when he directly opposed, tr <

class from which he sprang, the mass of well-to-do Protestai

Englishmen of Queen Victoria's reign. Their furniture ha.<

nothing shocking for him nor their steel engravings. K i

took for granted their probity, their common sense, and the

reading. He knew what they were thinking about, ar

therefore all he did to praise or blame their conviction

to soothe or to exasperate them, told. He could see tht

target.

Perpetually this looking at the world from the standpoh
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.f the men around him makes him say things that irritate

nore particular and more acute minds than his own, but I

/ill maintain that in his case the fault was a necessary fault

nd went with a power which permitted him to achieve the

ympathy which he did achieve. He talks of the " Celt "

nd the "
Saxon," and ascribes what he calls

" our failures

n Ireland" to the "incongruity of character" between these

wo imaginaries. He takes it for granted that "we are

omething which divides us from mediaeval Christianity by
.n impassable gulf." When he speaks of asceticism he must

luote
"
the hair shirt of Thomas a Becket." If he is speaking

f Oxford undergraduates one has "pleasant faces, cheerful

'oices, and animal spirits," and at the end of the fine but

>artial essay on Spinoza we have six lines which might come

)odily from a leader in the Daily Telegraph^ or from any

:opy of the Spectator picked up at random.

These are grave faults, but, I repeat, they are the faults of

hose great qualities which gave him his position.

And side by side with such faults go an exceptional

ucidity, a good order within the paragraph and in the

uccession of the paragraphs. A choice of subject suited to

lis audience, an excision of that which would have bored or

>ewildered it, a vividness of description wherewith to amuse

tnd a directness of conclusion wherewith to arrest his readers

-all these he had, beyond perhaps any of his contemporaries.

Occasionally that brotherhood in him leads him to faults

nore serious. You get gross commonplace and utterly false

.ommonplace, of which when he came back to them (if

ndeed he was a man who read his own works) he must

lave been ashamed :

" Persecutions come, and martyrdoms, and religious wars
;

ind, at last, the old faith, like the phoenix, expires upon its

dtar, and the new rises out of the ashes.
"
Such, in briefest outline, has been the history of religions,

natural and moral."

Or again, of poor old Oxford :

"The increase of knowledge, and consequently of morality,
s the great aim of such a noble establishment as this

;
and

:he rewards and honours dispensed there are bestowed in
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proportion to the industry and good conduct of those wh
receive them."

But the interesting point about these very lapses is tha

they remain purely exceptional. They do not affect eithe-

the tone of his writing or the value and intricacy of hi

argument. They may be compared to those undignifie
and valueless chips of conversational English that pop u

in the best rhetoric if it be the rhetoric of an enthusiasti

and wide man.

While, however, one is in the mood of criticism it is nc

unjust to show what other lapses in him are connecte

with this common sympathy of his and this very compre
hension of his class to which he owed his opportunity an
his effect.

Thus he is either so careless or so hurried as to use-

much too commonly words which have lost all vitality

and which are for the most part meaningless, but which g <

the rounds still like shining flat sixpences worn smooth
The word "practical" drops from his pen ;

he quotes "in

glass darkly," and speaks of "a picture of human life"
;
th

walls of Oxford are " time-hallowed
"

j
he enters a churc !

and finds in it "a dim religious light"; a man of Froude'

capacity has no right to find such a thing there. If he write

the word "sin" the word "shame" comes tripping aftej

It may be that he was a man readily caught by fatigue, o

it may be, it is more probable, that he thought it sma^

millinery to "travailler le verbe." At any rate the resu]

as a whole hangs to his identity of spirit with the thousand

for whom he wrote.

To this character of universality attach also faults not onl

in his occasional choice of words but in his general style.

The word "
style" has been so grossly abused during th

last thirty years that one mentions it with diffidence. Matthew

Arnold well said that when people came to him and aske*

to be told how to write a good style he was unable to reply
for indeed it is not a thing to be taught. It is a by-product

though a necessary by-product, of good thinking. But whei>

Matthew Arnold went on to say that there was no such thinji:

as style except knowing clearly what you wanted to say, an<
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saying it as clearly as you could, he was talking nonsense.

There is such a thing as style. It is that combination of

rhythm, lucidity, and emphasis, which certainly must not

be consciously produced, but which if it arise naturally from

a man's pen and from his method of thought makes all the

difference between what is readable and what is not readable.

If any one doubt this let him compare the French Bible

with the English both literal and lucid translations of the

same original ;
or again let him contrast the prose phrases of

Milton when he is dealing with the claims of the Church
in the Middle Ages with those of Mr. Bryce in the same
connection.

Now I say that just as the excellences of Froude's prose

proceeded from this universality of his so did the errors into

which that prose fell, and it is remarkable that these errors

are slips of detail. They proceed undoubtedly from rapid

writing and from coupling his scholarship with a very general
and ephemeral reading.

A few examples drawn from these essays will prove what

I mean. On the very first page, in the first line of the

second paragraph we have the word " often "
coming after the

word "experience," instead of before it. He had written
"
experience," he desired to qualify it, and he did not go back

to do what should always be done in plain English, and what

indeed distinguishes plain English from almost every other

language to put the qualification before the thing qualified ;

a peculiarly English mark in this, that it presupposes one's

having thought the whole thing out before writing it down.
On page 3 we have exactly the same thing; "A legend

not known unfortunately to general English readers." He
means of course,

"
unfortunately not known," but as the

sentence stands it reads as though he had meant to say,
somewhat clumsily, that the method in which English readers

knew the legend was not unfortunate.

He is again careless in the matter of repetitions, both of

the same word, and (what is a better test of ear) of rhymes
within the sentence : we have in one place

" which seemed to

give a soul to those splendid donations to learning," and
further on in the same page

" a priority in mortality."
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On pages 34 and 35 you have "an intensely real convic

tion." You are then told that "the most lawless men did

then really believe/' Then that the American tribes were

in the eyes of the colonists " real worshippers
"
of the Devil,

and a few lines later we hear of " the real awfulness of the

world/''

The position of the relative is often as slipshod as the

position of the qualicative ;
thus you will find upon page 37

that the pioneers
"
graved out the channels, and at last paved

them with their bones, through which the commerce and

enterprise of England has flowed out of all the world." This

sentence is quite deplorable ;
it has a singular verb after two

nominatives, and is so framed that one might imagine the

commerce and enterprise of our beloved country to have flown

through those hollow interior channels, with which, I believe,

our larger bones are provided, and in which is to be dis

covered that very excellent substance, marrow.

It is singular that, while these obvious errors have excited

so little comment, Froude should have been blamed so often

and by such different authorities for weaknesses of the pen
from which he did not suffer, or which, if he did suffer from

them, at least he had in common with every other writer

of our time and perhaps less than most.

Thus, as an historian he has been accused of two faults

which have been supposed by those who are ill acquainted

with the history of letters to be correlative : a straining

for effect and an inaccuracy of detail. There is not one of

his contemporaries who less forced himself in description

than Froude. Often in Green, very often in Freeman and

always in Carlyle you feel that your author is deliberately

exciting his mind and your own. Violent colours are chosen

and peculiar emphasis from this Froude was free. He was

an historian.

To the end Froude remained an historian, and an historian

he was born. If we regret that his history was not general,

and that he turned his powers upon such a restricted set of

phenomena, still we must rejoice that there was once in

modern England a man who could sum up the nature of

a great movement. He lacked the power of integration.
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He was not an artist. But he possessed to an extraordinary

degree the power of synthesis. He was a craftsman, as the

modern jargon goes. There is not in the whole range of

English literature as excellent a summary of the way in

which the Divinity of our Lord fought its way into the

leading brains of Europe, as appears upon page 192 of this

book. It is as good as Boissier; there runs all through it

knowledge, proportion, and something which, had he been

granted a little more light, or been nurtured in an intellectual

climate a little more sunny, would have been vision itself :

"The being who accomplished a work so vast, a work

compared to which the first creation appears but a trifling

difficulty, what could He be but God ? Who but God could

>have wrested His prize from a power which half the thinking

world believed to be His coequal and co-eternal adversary?
He was God. He was man also, for He was the second

Adam the second starting-point of human growth. He was

virgin born, that no original impurity might infect the sub

stance which He assumed; and being Himself sinless, He
showed in the nature of His person after His resurrection,

what the material body would have been in all of us except
for sin, and what it will be when, after feeding on it in its

purity, the bodies of each of us are transfigured after its

likeness."

There's a piece of historical prose which summarises,

teaches, and stamps itself finally upon the mind ! Froude

saw that the Faith was the summit and the completion of

Rome. Had he written us a summary of the fourth and

fifth centuries and had he written it just after reading some

dull fellow on the other side what books we should have

had to show to the rival schools of the Continent !

Consider the sharp and almost unique judgment passed

upon Tacitus at the bottom of page 133 and the top of

page 134, or again, the excellent sub-ironic passages in which

he expresses the vast advantage of metaphysical debate :

which has all these qualities, that it is true, sober, exact,

and yet a piece of laughter and a contradiction of itself. It

is prose in three dimensions.

That pedantic charge of inaccuracy, with which I have
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already dealt in another place, in connection with anothei

and perhaps a greater man, is not applicable to Froude. He
was hasty, and in his historical work the result certainly was

that he put down things upon insufficient evidence, or upor
evidence but half read

; but even in his historical work (which

dealt, remember, with the most highly controversial part ol'

English history) he is as accurate as anybody else, except

perhaps Lingard. That the man was by nature accurate,

well read and of a good memory, appears continually through
out this book, and the more widely one has read one's self

the more one appreciates this truth.

For instance, there is often set clown to Disraeli the remark

that his religion was "the religion of all sensible men," and

upon being asked what this religion might be, that Oriental

is said to have replied,
"
All sensible men keep that to them

selves." Now Disraeli could no more have made such a

witticism than he could have flown through the air; his

mind was far too extravagant for such pointed phrases.

Froude quotes the story (page 205 of this book) but rightly

ascribes it to Rogers, a very different man from Disraeli

an Englishman with a mastery of the English language.
Look again at this remark upon page 20,

" The happy allu

sion of Quevedo to the Tiber was not out of place here :

'

the

fugitive is alone permanent.'" How many Englishmen know

that Du Bellay's immortal sonnet was but a translation ol

Quevedo? You could drag all Oxford and Cambridge to-da>

and not find a single man who knew it.

Note the care he has shown in quoting one of those hack

neyed phrases which almost all the world misquotes, "Que
mon nom soit fle'tri, pourvu que la France soit libre." Of a

hundred times that you may see those words of Danton's

written down, you will perhaps not see them once writter

down exactly as they were said.

So it is throughout his work. Men still living in the

Universities accuse him vaguely of inexactitude as they wili

accuse Jowett of ignorance, and these men, when one exa

mines them closely, are found to be ignorant of the French

language, to have read no philosophy between Aristotle and

Hobbes, and to issue above their signatures such errors or
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plain dates and names as make one blush for English scholar

ship and be glad that no foreigner takes our historical school

seriously.

There is always left to any man who deals with the writings

of Froude, a task impossible to complete but necessarily to be

attempted. He put himself forward, in a set attitude, to

combat and to destroy what he conceived to be in the

moment of his attack the creed of his countrymen. He was

so literary a man that he did this as much by accepting as by

denying, as much by dating from Elizabeth all we are as by

affirming unalterable material sequence and the falsity of

every transcendental acceptation. His time smelt him out

even when he flattered it most. Even when he wrote of the

Revenge the England of his day luckily for him thought
him an enemy.

Upon the main discussion of his life it is impossible to

pass a judgment, for the elements of that discussion are now

destroyed ; the universities no longer pretend to believe.

And "free discussion" has become so free that the main

doctrines he assailed are no longer presented or read without

weariness in the class to which he appealed and from which

he sprang.
The sects, then, against which he set himself are dead :

but upon a much larger question which is permanent, and
which in a sort of groping way he sometimes handled,

something should be said here, which I think has never been

said before. He was perpetually upon the borderland of the

Catholic Church.

Between him and the Faith there stood no distance of space,
but rather a high thin wall

;
the high thin wall of his own

desperate conviction. If you will turn to page 209 of this

book you will see it said of the denial of the Sacrament

by the Reformers and of Ridley's dogma that it was bread

only
" the commonsense of the country was of the same

opinion, and the illusion was at an end? Froude knew that

the illusion was not at an end. He probably knew (for we
must continue to repeat that he was a most excellent historian)
that the " commonsense of the country

"
was, by the time
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Ridley and the New English Church began denying the real

presence, and turning that denial into a dogma, profoundly in

different to all dogmas whatsoever. What " the common-
sense of the country

" wanted was to keep out swarthy men.

chivalrous indeed but imperialists full of gold who owned

nearly all the earth, but who, they were determined, should

not own England.
Froude was fond of such assertions, his book is full of them,

and they are more than mere violence framed for combat .

they are in their curious way definite expressions of the man's

soul ;
for Froude was fond of that high thin wall, and liked

to build it higher. He was a dogmatic rationalist one

hesitates to use a word which has been so portentously mis

used. Renan before dying came out with one of his lasl

dogmas ;
it was to this effect, that there was not in the

Universe an intelligent power higher than the human mind.

Froude, had he lived in an atmosphere of perfectly free dis

cussion as Renan did, would have heartily subscribed to thai

dogma.
Why then do I say that he was perpetually on the border

land of the Catholic Church ? Because when he leaves for &

moment the phraseology and the material of his youth and o;

his neighbourhood, he is perpetually striking that note of in

terest, of wonder, and of intellectual freedom which is the

note of Catholicism.

Let any man who knows what Catholicism may be reac

carefully the Essay on the Dissolution of the Monasteries

and the Essay on the Philosophy of Christianity which sue

ceeds it in this book, but which was written six years before

Let him remember that nothing Froude ever wrote wa<

written without the desire to combat some enemy, and, having

made allowance for that desire, let him decide whether one

shock, one experience, one revelation would not have whirlec

him into the Church. He was, I think, like a man who ha<

felt the hands of a woman and heard her voice, who know;

them so thoroughly well that he can love, criticise, or despist

according to his mood ;
but who has never seen her face.

And he was especially near to the Church in this : tha

having discussed a truth he was compelled to fight for it anc
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o wound actively in fighting. He was an agent. He did.

He saw that the mass of stuff clinging round the mind
}f wealthy England was decaying. He turned with regret

:owards the healthy visions of Europe and called them
llusions because they were not provable, and because all

Provable things showed a face other than that of the creed

and were true in another manner. He despised the cowardice

for it is cowardice that pretends to intellectual conviction

and to temporal evidence of the things of the soul. He saw
ind said, and he was right in saying, that the City of God is

built upon things incredible.

"
Incredibilia : nee crederim, nisi me compelleret ecclesiae

auctoritas"

H. BELLOC.
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ESSAYS ON LITERATURE

AND HISTORY

ARNOLD'S POEMS

"IVE years ago there appeared a small volume entitled

The Strayed Reveller, and other Poems, by A." 1
It

'as received we believe with general indifference. The
ublic are seldom sanguine with new poets ; the excep-
ons to the rule having been for the most part signal
listakes ; while in the case of " A." the inequality of

lerit in his poems was so striking that even persons
rho were satisfied that qualities were displayed in them
f the very highest kind, were yet unable to feel confi-

ence in the future of an author so unusually incapable,
s it appeared, of knowing when he was doing well and
hen he was failing.

Young men of talent experience often certain musical

msations, which are related to poetry as the fancy of a

oy for a pretty face is related to love
;
and the counter-

iit while it lasts is so like the reality as to deceive not

nly themselves but even experienced lookers-on who
re not on their guard against the phenomenon. Time
i either case is requisite to test the quality both of the

ibstance and of the feeling, and we desired some
irther evidence of A.'s powers before we could grant

1 The Strayed Reveller, and other Poems, By A. London :

849.
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him his rank as a poet ;

or even feel assured that h

could ultimately obtain it. There was passion, as in

little poem called "
Stagyrus," deep and searching ;

ther

was unaffected natural feeling, expressed sweetly an

musically ;
in

" The Sick King of Bokhara," in seven
of the Sonnets and other fragmentary pieces, there wa

genuine insight into life and whatever is best and noble;

in it
;

but along with this, there was often an elaborat

obscurity, one of the worst faults which poetry can have

and indications that the intellectual struggles whicl

like all young men in our times, he was passing througl
were likely to issue in an indifferentism neither pleasin
nor promising.
The inequality in substance was not more remarkab'

than the inequality in the mechanical expression of i

" The Forsaken Merman "
is perhaps as beautiful

finished as anything of the kind in the English languag
The story is exquisitely told, and word and metre E

carefully chosen that the harmony of sound and meanir

is perfect. The legend itself we believe is Norwegian
It is of a King of the Sea who had married an earth

maiden ; and was at last deserted by her from sonn

scruples of conscience. The original features of it a

strictly preserved, and it is told indirectly by the o

Sea King to his children in a wild, irregular melody,
which the following extract will convey but an imperfe
idea. It is Easter time, and the mother has left her s<

palace for the church on the hill side, with a promise
return

" She smiled, she went up through the surf in the bay.
1

Children, dear, was it yesterday ?

Children, dear, were we long alone?'
' The sea grows stormy, the little ones moan.'
*

Long prayers,' I said,
'

in the world they say.

Come,' I said, 'and we rose through the surf in the bay,
We went up the beach, by the sandy down,
Where the sea-stocks bloom to the white-walled town,

Through the narrow paved streets where all was still,

To the little gray church on the windy hill.

From the church came a murmur of folk at their prayer
But we stood without in the cold blowing airs.
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We climbed on the graves, on the stones worn with

rains,
And we gazed up the aisle, through the small leaded

panes.
She sate by the pillar, we saw her clear.
*

Margaret ! hist ! come, quick, we are here !

'

* Dear heart/ I said,
' we are long alone.'

'The sea grows stormy, the little ones moan.'
1

But, ah, she gave me never a look,
For her eyes were sealed to the holy book.
Loud prays the priest, shut stands the door.

Come away, children, call no more.
Come away, come down, call no more.''

Down, down, down,
Down to the depths of the sea.

She sits at her wheel in the humming town,
Singing most joyfully.

Hark what she sings :

'

Oh, joy ! oh, joy !

For the humming street, and the child with its toy ;

For the priest, and the bell, and the holy well
;

For the wheel where I spun,
And the blessed light of the sun.'

And so she sings her fill,

Singing most joyfully,
Till the shuttle falls from her hand,
And the whizzing wheel stands still.

She steals to the window, and looks at the sand,
And over the sand at the sea,

And her eyes are set in a stare,
And anon there breaks a sigh,

And anon there drops a tear,
From a sorrow-clouded eye,

And a heart sorrow-laden,
A long, long sigh,

For the cold strange eyes of a little Mermaiden.
And the gleam of her golden hair."

Not less excellent, in a style wholly different, was A.'s

reatment (and there was this high element of promise
i A. that, with a given story to work upon, he was

Iways successful) of the ^Egyptian legend of Mycerinus,
legend not known unfortunately to general English

eaders, who are therefore unable to appreciate the skill

Displayed in dealing with it. We must make room for
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one extract, however, in explanation of which it is or

necessary to say that Mycerinus, having learnt from t

oracle that being too just a king for the purposes of t

gods, who desired to afflict the ^Egyptians, he was

die after six more years, made the six years into twel

by lighting his gardens all night with torches, a

revelled out what remained to him of life. We can gi

no idea of the general conception of the poem, but a:

mere piece of description this is very beautiful.

ci There by the river bank he wandered on,
From palm grove on to palm grove, happy trees,
Their smooth tops shining sunwards, and beneath

Burying their unsunned stems in grass and flowers
;

Where in one dream the feverish time of youth
Might fade in slumber, and the feet of joy
Might wander all day long, and never tire :

Here came the king, holding high feast at morn,
Rose-crowned : and even when the sun went down,
A hundred lamps beamed in the tranquil gloom,
From tree to tree, all through the twinkling grove,

Revealing all the tumult of the feast,

Flushed guests, and golden goblets foamed with win
While the deep burnished foliage overhead

Splintered the silver arrows of the moon."

Containing as it did poems of merit so high as the

it may seem strange that this volume should not hi

received a more ready recognition ;
for there is no

cellence which the writer of the passages which we h;;

quoted could hereafter attain, the promise of wh;:

would not be at once perceived in them. But

public are apt to judge of books of poetry by the r

of mechanism, and try them not by their strongest pi

but by their weakest
;
and in the present instance

mention nothing else) the stress of weight in the 1 t

which was given to the collection was laid upon w
was by no means adequate to bearing it. Whatever
the merits of the "

Strayed Reveller
"
as poetry, in

certainly not a poem in the sense which English pec ]

generally attach to the word, looking as they do r
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ily for imaginative composition but for verse
; and

certainly if the following passage had been printed

erely as prose, in a book which professed to be nothing
56, no one would have suspected that it was composed
an agglutination of lines.

" The gods are happy ; they turn on all sides their shining
es, and see below them earth and men. They see Tiresias

ting staff in hand on the warm grassy Asopus bank, his

be drawn over his old, sightless head, revolving inly the
om of Thebes. They see the Centaurs in the upper glens
Pelion, on the streams where the red-berried ashes fringe
e clear brown shallow pools ;

with streaming flanks and
ads reared proudly, snuffing the mountain wind. They
e the Scythian on the wide steppe, unharnessing his

iceled house at noon
;
he tethers his beast down and

ikes his meal, mare's milk and bread baked on the
ibers

;
all around the boundless waving grass plains

etch, thick starred with saffron and the yellow hollyhock
d flag-leaved isis flowers."

No one will deny that this is fine imaginative painting,
d as such poetical, but it is the poetry of well

itten, elegant prose. Instead of the recurring sounds,
lether of rhyme or similarly weighted syllables, which
institute the outward form of what we call verse, we
ive the careless grace of uneven, undulating sentences,

wing on with a rhythmic cadence indeed, but free

)m all constraint of metre or exactitude of form. It

ay be difficult, perhaps it is impossible, to fix the

easure of license which a poet may allow himself
such matters, but it is at least certain that the

eatest poets are those who have allowed them-
Ives the fewest of such liberties : in art as in morals,
id as in everything which man undertakes, true

eatness is the most ready to recognize and most

illing to obey those simple outward laws which have
Jen sanctioned by the experience of mankind, and
e suspect the originality which cannot move except
i novel paths.
This is but one of several reasons which explain the

)athy of the public on A.'s first appearance. There
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was large promise, but the public require performance
and in poetry a single failure overvveighs a hundre
successes. It was possible that his mistakes were tl

mistakes of a man whose face was in the right directic

who was feeling his way, and who would ultimate

nnd it
;
but only time could decide if this were so

;
ar.

in the interval, the coldness of his reception would sen
to test the nature of his faculty.

So far we have spoken with reserve, for we ha^

simply stated the feelings with which we regarded th

little volume on first reading it
;
but the reserve is r

longer necessary, and the misgivings which we e

perienced have not been justified. At the close

last year another volume was published, again of misa
laneous poems, which went beyond the most sanguii

hopes of A.'s warmest admirers. As before with "Tl

Strayed Revellers," so again with "
Empedocles (

^Etna,"
l the piece de resistance was not the happiest sele

tion. But of the remaining pieces, and of all tho

which he has more recently added, it is difficult

speak in too warm praise. In the unknown A., we a

now to recognize a son of the late Master of Rugby, E

Arnold. Like a good knight, we suppose he thought
better to win his spurs before appearing in public wi

so honoured a name
;
but the associations which belo

to it will suffer no alloy from him who now wears

Not only is the advance in art remarkable, in greaf

clearness of effect, and in the mechanical handling

words, but far more in simplicity and healthful

of moral feeling. There is no more obscurity, and

mysticism ;
and we see everywhere the working of

mind bent earnestly on cultivating whatever is high
and worthiest in itself; of a person who is endeavourii i

without affectation, to follow the best things, to \

clearly what is good, and right, and true, and to fast

his heart upon these. There is usually a period in t

growth of poets in which, like coarser people, t? i

1
Empedocles on &tna, and other Poems. By A. Lond<

1852.
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listake the voluptuous for the beautiful
;

but in Mr.

Arnold there is no trace of any such tendency ; pure,
without effort, he feels no enjoyment and sees no beauty
i the atmosphere of the common passions : and in

iobleness of purpose, in a certain loftiness of mind

ingularly tempered with modesty, he continually re-

ninds us of his father. There is an absence, perhaps,
>f colour; it is natural that it should be so in the

;arlier poems of a writer who proposes aims such as

hese to himself; his poetry is addressed to the intel-

ectual, and not to the animal emotions
;
and to persons

)f animal taste, the flavour will no doubt be over

iimple ;
but it is true poetry a true representation of

rue human feeling. It may not be immediately popular,
3ut it will win its way in the long run, and has elements
)f endurance in it which enable it to wait without

mxiety for recognition.

Among the best of the new poems is
"
Tristram and

fseult." It is unlucky that so many of the subjects
should be so unfamiliar to English readers, but it is

cheir own fault if they do not know the " Mort d'Arthur."
We must not calculate, however, on too much knowledge
in such unpractical matters

;
and as the story is too

long to tell in this place, we take an extract which will

not require any. It is a picture of sleeping children as

beautiful as Sir Francis Chantrey's.

" But they sleep in sheltered rest,
Like helpless birds in the warm nest
On the castle's southern side,

Where feebly comes the mournful roar
Of buffeting wind and surging tide,

Through many a room and corridor.
Full on the window the moon's ray
Makes their chamber as bright as day.

It shines upon the blank white walls,
And on the snowy pillow falls,

And on two angel heads doth play,
Turn'd to each other : the eyes closed,
The lashes on the cheek reposed.
Round each sweet brow the cap close set
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Hardly lets peep the golden hair
;

Through the soft opened lips the air

Scarcely moves the coverlet.

One little wandering arm is thrown
At random on the counterpane,

And often the fingers close in haste,
As if their baby owner chased
The butterflies again.

This stir they have, and this alone,
But else they are so still

Ah, you tired madcaps, you lie still
;

But were you at the window now,
To look forth on the fairy sight
Of your illumined haunts by night,
To see the park glades where you play
Far lovelier than they are by day,
To see the sparkle on the eaves,
And upon every giant bough

Of those old oaks whose wan red leaves

Are jewelled with bright drops of rain

How would your voices run again !

And far beyond the sparkling trees,

Of the castle park, one sees

The bare heath spreading clear as day,
Moor behind moor, far far away,
Into the heart of Brittany.
And here and there locked by the land

Long inlets of smooth glittering sea,

And many a stretch of watery sand,
All shining in the white moonbeams ;

But you see fairer in your dreams."

This is very beautiful ;
a beautiful description of o

of the most beautiful objects in nature
;
but it is a descr

tion which could never have been composed except

a person whose mind was in tune with all innoce

loveliness, and who found in the contemplation of su

things not merely a passing emotion of pleasure but t

deepest and most exquisite enjoyment.
Besides " Tristram and Iseult," we select for espec

mention out of this second volume, "A Farewel

"Self- Dependence,"
"
Morality

"
;
two very highly-finish

pieces called
" The Youth of Nature," and "The You
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>f Man," expressing two opposite states of feeling,

vhich we all of us recognize, and yet which, as far as

?e know, have never before found their way into lan-

;uage ;
and " A Summer Night," a small meditative

loem, containing one passage, which, although not

)er fect_f r,
if the metre had been more exact, the

ffect would, in our opinion, have been very much

jnhanced is, nevertheless, the finest that Mr. Arnold

las yet written.

" And I. I know not if to pray
Still to be what I am, or yield and be

Like all the other men I see.

For most men in a brazen prison live,

Where in the sun's hot eye,

With heads bent o'er their toil, they languidly

Their minds to some unmeaning taskwork give,

Dreaming of nought beyond their prison wall ;

And as, year after year,

Fresh products of their barren labour fall

From their tired hands, and rest

Never yet comes more near,

Gloom settles slowly down over their breast,

And while they try to stem

The waves of mournful thought by which they

are prest,
Death in their prison reaches them

Unfreed, having seen nothing still unblest.

And the rest, a few,

Escape their prison, and depart
On the wide ocean of life anew.

There the freed prisoner, where'er his heart

Listeth, will sail ;

Nor does he know how there prevail,

Despotic on life's sea,

Trade winds that cross it from eternity.

Awhile he holds some false way, undebarred

By thwarting signs, and braves

The freshening wind and blackening waves.

And then the tempest strikes him, and between

The lightning bursts is seen
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Only a driving wreck,
And the pale master on his spar-strewn deck

With anguished face and flying hair,

Grasping the rudder hard,
Still bent to make some port he knows not where,

Still standing for some false impossible shore.

And sterner comes the roar
Of sea and wind, and through the deepening gloom,
Fainter and fainter wreck and helmsman loom.'

;

In these lines, in powerful and highly-sustained met;

phor, lies the full tragedy of modern life.

"
Is there no life but these alone,
Madman or slave, must man be one ?"

We disguise the alternative under more fairly-sotmdin

names, but we cannot escape the reality ;
and we kno

not, after all, whether there is deeper sadness in

broken Mirabeau or Byron, or in the contented pro;

perity of a people who once knew something of nob;

aspirations, but have submitted to learn from a practic;

age that the business of life is to make money, and th

enjoyments of it what money can buy. A few ai

ignobly successful
;

the many fail, and are miserable

and the subtle anarchy of selfishness finds its issue i

madness and revolution. But we need not open th

painful subject. Mr. Arnold is concerned with tt

effect of the system on individual persons ;
with th

appearance which it wears to young highly sensith

men on their entry upon the world, with the choice

a life before them; and it is happy for the world th;

such men are comparatively rare, or the mad sort wou<

be more abundant than they are.

We cannot but think it unfortunate that this poer
with several others of the highest merit, have bee

omitted in the last edition, while others find a plac

there, for which comparatively we care little. Un
formity of excellence has been sacrificed to uniformi

of character, a subsidiary matter which in itself is
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light importance, and which the public would never

[uarrel for if they were treated with an ever pleasing

ariety. As it is, we have still to search three volumes

or the best specimens of Mr. Arnold's powers, and

>pportunities are still left for ill-natured critics to make
:xtracts of an apparently inferior kind. There is a

emedy for this, however, in the future, and the neces-

,ary sifting will no doubt get itself duly accomplished at

ast. In the meantime, before noticing the late edition,

ve have a few words to say about Empedocles, the

ground of objection to which we cannot think Mr. Arnold

idequately understands, although he has omitted it in

ais present edition, and has given us his reasons for

ioing so. Empedocles, as we all know, was a Sicilian

philosopher, who, out of discontent with life, or from

Dther cause, flung himself into the crater of Mount
/Etna. A discontent of this kind, Mr. Arnold tells

as, unrelieved by incident, hope, or resistance, is not

j fit subject for poetry. The object of poetry is to

please, and the spectacle of a man too weak to bear his

trials, and breaking under them, cannot be anything but

painful. The correctness of the portrait he defends
;

and the fault, as he thinks, is not in the treatment, but

in the subject itself. Now it is true that as a rule poetry
is better employed in exhibiting the conquest over

temptations than the fall under them, and some escape
of this kind for the feelings must be provided in

tragedies, by the introduction of some powerful cause,
either of temptation acting on the will or of an external

force controlling the action, in order to explain and
reconcile us to the catastrophe. A mere picture of

imbecility is revolting simply ;
we cannot conceive our

selves acting in the same way under the same circum

stances, and we can therefore feel neither sympathy with

the actor nor interest in his fate. But we must be
careful how we narrow our theories in such matters.

In Werther we have an instance of the same trial, with

the same issue as Mr. Arnold has described in Empe
docles, and to say that Werther was a mistake, is to

circumscribe the sphere of art by a definition which the
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public taste will refuse to recognize. Nor is it true, ir

spite of Schiller's authority, that
"

all art is dedicated tc

enjoyment." Tragedy has other objects, the Kadapo-u
or purifying of the emotions for instance, which, if we

are to continue to use words in their ordinary sense, is

something distinct from enjoyment, and not always re

concilable with it. Whatever will excite interest in a

healthy, vigorous mind, that is a fair object of poetry,
and there is a painful as well as a pleasant interest

;
it

is an abuse of language to describe the sensations which

we experience on reading
" Philoctetes

"
or " Hamlet "

a*

pleasant. They are not unmixedly painful, but surely
not pleasant.

It is not therefore the actual fate of Empedocles
which fails to interest us, but we are unable to feel thai

Mr. Arnold's account of him is the true account. li

the absence of authentic material, the artist who hopes
to interest us in his fate must at least make the story

probable as he tells it
;
consistent in itself, with causes

clearly drawn out proportioned to the effects resulting
from them. And this it cannot be said that Mr. Arnolc

has done. Powerful as is much of the language which

he places in the mouth of Empedocles, he has failec

to represent him as in a condition in which suicide

is the natural result. His trials, his disgusts, as far

as he exhibits them, are not more than man ma)
naturally be supposed able to bear, while of the im

pulses of a more definite character there is no trace

at all. But a more grave deficiency still is, that amon
all the motives introduced, there is not one to make the

climb of ^tna necessary or intelligible. Empedocles
on /Etna might have been Empedocles in his roorr

at Catana, and a dagger or a cup of hemlock woulc

have answered all purposes equally well with a plunge
in the burning crater. If the tradition of Empedocle;
is a real story of a thing which really happened, \vt

may feel sure that some peculiar feeling connectec

with the mountain itself, some mystical theory or loca

tradition, led such a man as he was to such a means o

self-immolation.
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We turn from Empedocles, which perhaps it is scarcely
air to have criticised, to the first poem in the latest

;dition, "Sohrab and Rustum." 1 a poem which alone

vould have settled the position which Mr. Arnold has

. right to claim as a poet, and which is remarkable for

ts success in every point in which Empedocles appears
leficient. The story comes down out of remote Persian

mtiquity ;
it is as old. perhaps it is older, than the tale

)f Troy : and, like all old stories which have survived

he changes of so long a time, is in itself of singular
nterest. Rustum, the Hercules of the East, fell in

vith and loved a beautiful Tartar woman. He left her,

md she saw him no more
;
but in time a child was

}orn, who grew up with the princes of his mother's

:ribe, and became in early youth distinguished in all

nanly graces and noblenesses. Learning that he was the

;on of the great Rustum, his object is to find his father,

md induce him, by some gallant action, to acknowledge
md receive him. War breaks out between the Tartars

md the Persians. The two armies come down upon
:he Oxus, and Sohrab having heard that Rustum had
emained behind in the mountains, and was not present,

:hallenges the Persian chief. Rustum, unknown to

Sohrab, had in the meantime joined the army, and

igainst a warrior of Sohrab's reputation, no one could

DC trusted to maintain the Persian cause except the old

.iero. So by a sad perversity of fate, and led to it by
:heir very greatness, the father and the son meet in

Dattle, and only recognize each other when Sohrab is

iying mortally wounded. It is one of those terrible

situations which only the very highest power of poetry
:an dwell upon successfully. If the right chord be not

couched to the exactest nicety, if the shock of the

incident in itself be not melted into pathos, and the

nobleness of soul in the two sufferers be not made to

rise above the cruel accident which crushes them, we
cannot listen to the poet. The story overwhelms and

1 Poems, By Matthew Arnold. A New Edition, London :
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absorbs us

;
we desire to be left alone with it and wit

our own feelings, and his words about it become officiou

and intrusive. Homer has furnished Mr. Arnold wit

his model, and has taught him the great lesson that th

language on such occasions cannot be too simple and th

style too little ornamented. Perhaps it may be though
that he has followed Homer's manner even too closeb

No one who has read "
Mycerinus

" and the " Forsake
Merman " can doubt that Mr. Arnold can write richl

if he pleases. It is a little startling, therefore, to fin

the opening of this poem simpler than one would mak
it, even if telling it in prose to a child. As in th
"
Iliad," the same words are repeated over and ov<

again for the same idea, without variation or attemj
at it

;
and although it may easily be that our taste

spoiled by the high seasoning of the modern style, th

result is that it strikes the attention to an extent whic

would have been better avoided. A perfect style doe

not strike at all, and it is a matter in which the read<

ought to be considered even more than the abstra<

right. We have soon, however, ceased to think of tha

the peculiarity which we have mentioned is confined 1

the beginning, and the success of the treatment is be

proved by our forgetfulness, as we read on, of art an

artist language and manner, in the overpowering intere

of the story as it is drawn out before us. Extracts w
convey a poor idea of a poem in which the parts are

wholly subordinate to the effect of the whole, and ye
in spite of this disadvantage, we can justify at lea

partially to our readers the opinions which we ha^

generally expressed.
We will take the scene of the recognition, whf

Sohrab, lying wounded, and as yet ignorant of the nan

of his adversary, has declared himself Rustum's so

The father, at first incredulous and scornful, is led stt

by step, through the mention of old names and time i

towards the avayvupia-ts, and after the most delicate

traced alternations of feeling, all doubt is ended by tl

mark of the seal on Sohrab's arm which Rustum h<

given to his mother.
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How say'st thou ? [Sohrab says.] Is that sign the proper

sign
Of Rustum's son, or of some other man's ?

He spoke : but Rustum gazed, and gazed, and stood

Speechless ;
and then he uttered one sharp cry,

Oh, boy, thy father !

"

his is the first hint to Sohrab who has been his foe.

" And his voice choked there,

And then a dark cloud pass'd before his eyes,

And his head swam, and he sank down to earth.

But Sohrab crawled to where he lay, and cast

His arms about his neck, and kiss'd his lips,

And with fond faltering ringers stroked his cheeks,

Trying to call him back to life : and life

Came back to Rustum ;
and he op'd his eyes ;

And they stood wide with horrour : and he seized

In both his hands the dust which lay around.

And threw it on his face, and smirched his hair,

His hair, and face, and beard, and glittering arms :

And strong convulsive groanings shook his breast,

And his sobs choked him, and he clutched his sword
To draw it, and for ever let life out.

But Sohrab saw his thought, and held his hand,
And with a soothing voice he spoke, and said
*

Father, forbear, for I but meet to-day
The doom that at my birth was written down
In Heaven, and thou art Heaven's unconscious hand.

Surely my heart cried out that it was thou,

When first I saw thee
;
and thy heart spoke too,

I know it
;
but Fate trod those promptings down

Under its iron heel
; Fate, Fate engaged

The strife, and hurled me on my father's spear.
But let us speak no more of this : I find

My father : let me feel that I have found.

Come, sit beside me on this sand, and take

My head betwixt thy hands, and kiss my cheeks,
And wash them with thy tears, and say

'' My son !"

Quick : quick ! for numbered are my sands of life,

And swift
;
for like the lightning to this field

I came, and like the wind I go away.
Sudden and swift, and like a passing wind :

But it was writ in Heaven that this should be.'
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So said he : and his voice released the heart
Of Rustum

;
and his tears broke forth : he cast

His arms round his son's neck, and wept aloud,
And kiss'd him

;
and awe fell on both the hosts

When they saw Rustum's grief; and Ruksh, the

horse,
With his head bowing to the ground and mane
Sweeping the dust, came near, and in mute woe,
First to the one, then to the other mov'd
His head, as if enquiring what their grief

Might mean
;

and from his dark compassionate
eyes

The big warm tears roll'd down and caked the

sand."

As a picture of human life in Homer's manner, \v

cannot see why this passage, and indeed the whole poemi
should not be thought as good as any one of the epii

sodes in the "./Eneid." We are not comparing Mi
Arnold with Virgil : for it is one thing to have writtei

an epic and another to have written a small fragment
but as a working up of a single incident it may ranli

by the side of Nisus and Euryalus, and deeper chord?

of feeling are touched in it than Virgil has eve

touched.

And this leads us to Mr Arnold's preface, and to th

account which he gives us of the object which h-<

proposes to himself in poetry : and our notice of thi

must be brief, as our space is running to its conclusion

He tells us, in a manner most feelingly instructive

something of the difficulties which lie round a younii

poet of the present day who desires to follow his art t

some genuine purpose ;
and what he says will reminr

readers of Wordsworth of Professor Wilson's beautifu,

letter to him on a very similar subject. Unhappily th

question is not one of poetry merely, but of far wide

significance. Not the poet only, but every one of u

who cannot be satisfied to tread with the crowd alonjt

the broad road which leads we used to know whitbei

but desires
"
to cultivate," as Mr. Arnold says, "what i

best and noblest
"
in ourselves, are as sorely at a los
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he is with his art. To find the best models, that

deed is the one thing for him and for us. But what

3 they and where? and the answer to the aesthetic

Acuity lies as we believe in the solution of the moral

e. To say this, however, is of infinitely little service

the practical direction of a living poet ; and we are

re advised (and for present purposes no doubt wisely)
fall back on the artists of classic antiquity. From
em better than from the best of the moderns, the

ung poet will learn what art really is. He will learn

it before beginning to sing it is necessary to have

:fnething to sing of, and that a poem is something else

an a collection of sweet musical sentences strung

.gether like beads or even jewels in a necklace. He
11 learn that the subject is greater than the manner

;

at the first is the one essential without a worthy
oice of which nothing can prosper. Above all, he
11 learn that the restless craving after novelty, so

aracteristic of all modern writing, the craving after

NW plots, new stories, new ideas, is mere disease,

d that the true original genius displays itself not in
* fabrication of what has no existence, but in the

ength and power with which facts of history, or

>ries existing so fixedly in the popular belief as to

.ve acquired so to say the character of facts, shall be
hibited and delineated.

But while we allow with Mr. Arnold that the theory
11 best be learnt from the ancients, we cannot allow,
he seems to desire us to allow, that the practice of it

s confined to them, or recommend as he does the dis-

oportionate study, still less the disproportionate imita-

<n of them. All great artists at all times have followed

i same method, for greatness is impossible without it.

ie Italian painters are never weary of the Holy
smily. The matter of Dante's poem lay before him
the creed of the whole of Europe. Shakespeare has
t invented the substance of any one of his plays,
id the "

weighty experience
" and "

composure of

Igment" with which the study of the ancients no
ubt does furnish "those who habitually practise it,"

B
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may be obtained we believe by the study of the though
of all great men of all ages ; by the study of life in ar

age, so that our scope be broad enough.
It is indeed idle nonsense to speak, as some criti(

speak, of the "
present

"
as alone having claims upc

the poet. Whatever is great, or good, or pathetic, <

terrible, in any age past or present, belongs to him, an

is within his proper province ;
but most especially, if r

is wise, he will select his subjects out of those whic

time has sealed as permanently significant. It is n-

easy in our own age to distinguish what has tl

elements in it of enduring importance ;
and time

wiser than we. But why dwell with such appare
exclusiveness on classic antiquity, as if there w
no antiquity except the classic, and as if time we;

divided into the eras of Greece and Rome and t

nineteenth century? The Hellenic poet sang of t

Hellenes, why should not the Teutonic poet sing
the Teutons ?

" Vixere fortes post Agamemnona."

And grand as are Achilles and Clytemnestra, they ;

not grander than their parallels in the German e

Criemhilda and Von Tronje Hagen. We do 1 1

dream of prescribing to Mr. Arnold what subject
should choose. Let him choose what interests hims 1

if he will interest his readers
;
and if he choose what

really human, let it come from what age it will, hurr

hearts will answer to it. And yet it seems as if Teuto

tradition, Teutonic feeling, and Teutonic thought 1

the first claim on English and German poets. A\

those among them will deserve best of the mod-

world, and will receive the warmest welcome from

who will follow Shakespeare in modelling into form;

beauty the inheritance which has come down to th

of the actions of their own race. So most faithfu

if least directly, they will be treading in the st

of those great poets of Greece whom they desire
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dtate. Homer and Sophocles did not look beyond
eir own traditions and their own beliefs

; they

and in these and these only their exclusive and

.undant material. Have the Gothic annals suddenly

-come poor, and our own quarries become exhausted

id worthless ?
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MANY long years had passed since I visited Oxford, -

some twenty-eight or more. I had friends among tl

resident members of that venerable domicile of learnin

Pleasant had been the time that I had spent there,

which intervening years had not diminished the remei

brance perhaps heightened the tone of its colourir.

On many accounts I regarded that beautiful city wi

affectionate veneration. There were more than loc

attractions to render it interesting. There were t

recollections of those who ceased in the interval to

denizens of this world. These could not but breat

sadness over the noble edifices that recalled men, cc

versations, and convivialities which, however long c

parted, shadowed upon the mind its own inevital

destiny. Again were those venerable buildings befc

me in their architectural richness. There were tow

and roof, and gateway, in all their variety of outlii

defined with the sharp light and shade peculiar
ecclesiastical architecture. There were tufted gro

1

overshadowing the haunts of learning ;
and there, t

was old Magdalen, which used to greet our sight

pleasantly upon our approach to the city. I beg
to fancy I had leaped no gulf of time since, for 1

Cherwell ran on as of old. I felt that the happy allus

of Quevedo to the Tiber was not out of place he

"The fugitive is alone permanent." The same river 1

on as it had run on before, but the cheerful faces t:

had been once reflected in its stream had passed aw
I saw things once familiar as I saw them before

;
1

" the fathers, where were they ?
"

I was in this resp
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ke one awaked from the slumber of an age, who found

imself a stranger in his own land.

I walked through High Street. I entered All Souls'

nd came out quickly, for the quadrangle, or rather one

lance round it, was sufficient to put "the past to pain."

went over the different sites, and even paced Christ

Ihurch meadows. But I could not deceive myself for

moment. There was an indescribable vacuum some-

here that indicated there was no mode of making the

ast the present. What had become of the pleasant

tees, the cheerful voices, the animal spirits, which

jemed in my eyes to give a soul to those splendid
onations of our forefathers to learning in years gone
y ? That instinct soul, spirit, whatever it be which
aimates and vivifies everything, and without which the

.alace is not comparable to the hovel possessing it,

lat instinct or spirit was absent for me, at least. At

:ngth I adjourned to the Star, somewhat moody, more
lan half wishing I had not entered the city. I ordered

ly solitary meal, and began ruminating, as we all do,
ver the thousandth-time told tale of human destiny by
^neration after generation. I am not sure I did not

reet with sullen pleasure a heavy, dark, dense mass of

.oud that at that moment canopied the city. The
lind finds all kinds of congenialities grateful at such
loments. Some drops of rain fell; then a shower,

>lerably heavy. I could not go out again as I intended

oing. I sat and sipped my wine, thinking of the fate

f cities, of Nineveh the renowned, of the marbles

.tely recovered from thence with the mysterious arrow-

saded characters. I thought that some future Layard
tight exhume the cornices of the Oxford temples. The
eaths of cities were as inevitable as those of men. I

:lt that my missing friends had only a priority in

lortality, and that the law of the Supreme existed to

e obeyed without man's questionings.
But a sun-burst took place, the shower ceased, all

ecame fresh and clear. I saw several gownsmen pass
own the street, and I sallied forth again. Several who
ere in front of me, so full was I of old imaginings,
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I thought might be old friends whom I should recogniz
How idle ! I strolled to the Isis. It was all glitter ar

gaiety. The sun shone out warmly and covered tl

surface of the river with gold. Numerous skiffs of tl

university-men were alive on the water, realizing tl

lines,

" Some lightly o'er the current swim,
Some show their gaily gilded trim

Quick glancing to the sun."

Here was the repetition of an old performance, b

the actors were new. I too had once floated over th

glittering water, or lain up by the bank in conversatic

or reciting verses, or, perhaps, in that silent, drear

vacancy, in which the mind ruminates or rests fold

up within itself in the consciousness of its own i:

mortality.
Here I must place a word or two in regard to t

censures cast upon this magnificent foundation of leai

ing relative to the extravagances of young collegia]

Let it be granted, as it is asserted by some, that the

is too much exclusiveness, and that there are impro^
ments to be recommended in some of the details of

organization so ancient. It may be true to a cert;

extent, for what under heaven is perfect? But a v;

mass of good is to be brought to bear on the oil

hand. I cannot, therefore, agree in those censu:

which journalism has cast upon the officers of the u

versity, as if they encouraged, or, at all events, did r

control, the vicious extravagance of young men. I ;

expressing only an individual opinion, it is true; a

this may be a reason why it may be undervalued, wh

the justice of a question is not the criterion by whi

it is judged. All that such a foundation can be <

pected to do is to render the advantages of learni

as accessible as possible, upon reasonable terms, tl

genius, not wealth alone, may be able to avail itself

its advantages. If the present sum be too high, let

reduction be considered with a view to any practica
'

change. The pecuniary resources of the collegian
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acomes no part of the duty of the university to con-

ol, beyond the demands necessary for the main object

F instruction. As the circumstances of parents vary,

) will the pecuniary allowance made to their offspring.

: would be a task neither practicable nor justifiable

>r the university to regulate the outlay of the collegian,

r, in fact, become the paymaster of his menus plaisirs.

)nly let such a task be imagined in its enormity of

ontrol, from the son of the nobleman with an allow-

nce of a thousand a year to one of a hundred and

fty pounds. It is not in the college, but prior to the

rrival there of the youth, that he should be instructed

i the views his relations have in sending him, and be

mght that he must not ape the outlay and show of

lose who have larger means. If a youth orders a

ozen coats within a time for which one only would

>e found adequate, I do not see what his college has

3 do with it. Youths entering the navy and army
re left in a much more extended field of temptation.
Jo time - hallowed walls shelter them. No salutary

ollege rules remind them of their moral duties, daily

nd almost hourly. They go up and down the world

.nder their own guardianship, exposed to every sinister

ifluence, and with inclinations only restrained by their

iwn monitorship. The college discipline, even if it

xtend not beyond college duties, is a perpetual remem-
>rancer of the high moral end for which the student is

)laced within its precincts. His only allurement to ex-

ravagance is the desire of vying with those who make
. greater display than himself, or else it arises from,
f possible, a less defensible motive, namely, that of

Becoming himself an object of emulation to others. It

s not the duty of the college authorities to compensate
)y their watchfulness the effects of a weak understand-

ng, or that lax principle, or the want of self-command,
)f which the neglect of the parent or guardian has
)een the cause. If the freshman is destitute of self-

iependence and self-restraint he must suffer from the

:onsequences. Not only in the navy and army is youth
exposed to temptations very far beyond the collegian,
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but in the inns of court young men are left to take car

of themselves, in the midst of a great capital, withoi

any surveillance whatever. From these youths aris

excellent men of business. Most assuredly under th

surveillance of a college in smaller cities, and wher

many heads of expense are from the nature of the

position wholly out of the question, it does seem sir

gular that such complaints should arise. It is tru<

display is the vice of modern society among the old

well as the young, and in both cases most dishone;

means are had recourse to to sustain those appearance:
which are all the world looks to. It is possible, then

fore, that little efforts have been made to initiate youtl

prior to entering the universities, in that path of sel

denial and high-mindedness which are the safeguar
from vicious prodigality. They bring with them th

vices of their caste, whatever that caste may be. Yout

is imitative, and seldom a clumsy copyist, of the faul

of its elders, provided those faults are fashionable fault

however unprincipled.
'

However this may be, I mu

protest against the universities being made answerab

for these doings. Attempts have been made, and faile<

in respect to manners and to credit
;
and have faile

clearly because they were impracticable, and, more tha

that, better left alone. The university ought not to t

answerable in such cases, any more than the benche

for the Temple students. It cannot be expected th,

the noble quadrangles of our colleges are to becon

something like poor-law prisons, and the regulations

the night be extended over the day. The very exis

ence of the collegian, as such, implies something lil

freedom, both mental and bodily. Learning that

converted into a tyranny will never bring forth goc

fruit. It is the duty of parents and schoolmasters

impress upon the mind of youth that a seat of learnir

is the home of an easy frugality rather than of prodig

rivalry; that the university will only give degrees ar

honours where there is industry and good moral co:

duct. It is to be feared that youth, quitting the disci

line of the school, looks upon the university as tl
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;lace where he may indulge in his own wayward will,

:nd be as idle and indolent as he please. If this be

ic case the university is not to blame for such lapses,

.ut a bad prior apprehension of duty, and a defective,

1-directed education.

It is impossible to read the biographies of some of

ur most celebrated men, and not to see that with

leans scanty enough they were enabled to keep their

>rms with honour, and in the end confer additional

elebrity upon the noble foundations where they had

:udied. If such be the case, we have only the result

f personal good or ill conduct to explain the whole of

ic affair. But enough on this subject.

But it is not the venerable appearance of University

'.ollege, hallowed by the associations of so many cen-

iries in age, nor Queen's opposite, nor All Souls', nor

ny other of the colleges as mere buildings, that so

onnect them with our feelings. We must turn the

lind from stone and wood to the humanity in con-

ection with them. It is that which casts over them
.ie "religious light," speaking so sadly and sweetly to

ie heart. In University College we see the glorious
ame of Alfred, and nearly a thousand years, with their

erished annals, point to it as the witness of their

eparted successions. Who on seeing New College
oes not recall William of Wykeham ? and then, what
roll of proud names own this renowned university

)r their Alma Mater. The very stones "
prate of the

'hereabout
"
of things connected with the development

f great minds, and while we look without fatigue at

le gorgeous mass of buildings in this university, we
iel we are contemplating what carries an intimate con-

exion, in object at least, with that all of man which
larches in the track of eternity. It is not mere anti-

uity, therefore, on which our reverence for a great

sminary of learning is founded. Priority of existence

as no solid claims to our regard, except for that verde

ntique which covers it, as it covers all things past,
ood or indifferent ;

it is the connexion of the founda-
on with the history of man with the names that, like
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the flowers called "immortals," bloom amid the wrecl

and desolateness with which the flood of ages strew th

rearway of humankind.
Of late there has been small response to feeling

such as these in the great world, for we have not bee

looking much toward what is above us, nor discrim

nating from meaner things those which approach t

heroic natures. We must abandon Mammon, politic
and polemics, when we would approach the threshol

of elevated meditation when we dwell on the illustrioi

name s of the past, and tread over the stones which the

trod. I never wandered along the banks of the sedg
Cam, at that lone, twilight hour, when the dimness <

external objects tends most to concentrate the facultit

upon the immediate object of contemplation, but

have fancied the shades of Bacon, Milton, or Lock>

to be near me, as the Indian fancies the shades of h

fathers haunt the old hunting-grounds of his race,

know that these are heterodox feelings in the preset

day. I know that he who speaks of Homer or Milto

for example, is continually answered by the questio
"Who reads them now?" The truth being, perhap'
that we are getting too far below them to relish the

superior standard in sterling merit. But there are st

in our universities, if not elsewhere, some who a

content to be the last of the Goths in the estimatk

of the multitude, who cannot see the Isis, or Cherwe
or the reedy Cam, without feelings of which the crov*

knows nothing; who can dream away an hour in t
1

avenue of Christ Church, and almost conjure spir

from the depths of the grave to realize the pictures

imagination, which are there always invested with puri :

and holiness, so much do external things impress thi*

character on our imaginings. This is the true poet
'

of life, neither found in the haunts of fashion, n

among the denizens of Cornhill or St. Giles'. The go
and deep things of the mind, the search into the seen

of nature, the sublimest truth, the purest philosophy
which man has to boast, has proceeded from those w
were inhabitants of such seats of learning. It is i
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'Ossible to state the precise amount of assistance which

emus and learning may derive from the ease and peace

njoyed in such a university. They are inestimable to

be student from association, tranquillity, and conveni-
: nce. The very "dim religious light

w of college rooms
re solicitations to reflection. Then there are the con-

eniences of first-rate professors, and access to the

writings of the learned in all ages. Thus some who
>rofessed a distaste for a university life, have returned

D it again, and made it the arena where they have con-

uered a lasting reputation such, for example, was the

ase with Gray the poet.
The increase of knowledge, and consequently of

aorality, is the great aim of such a noble establishment

s this
;
and the rewards and honours dispensed there

're bestowed in proportion to the industry and good
onduct of those who receive them. If the offences of

reshmen outside the walls be unvisited by the university
rom wariness in the offenders, or the impossibility of

ontrolling them, they are certain to meet with a just
stimation of their demerit here

; and, as before noticed,
his is perhaps the best mode of repressing them. The
.ssistance derived by the industrious student from the

miversity itself is invaluable. The very locality is an
.id to progress. Where can there be places more
avourable for thought than those noble buildings,
.ncient halls, and delightful walks ? Everything invites

o contemplation. Magdalen always seemed to me as

f soliciting the student's presence in a peculiar manner.
A. favourite resort of mine, at certain times, was the road

)assing the Observatory, leading to Woodstock. But
)f all the college walks, those of Magdalen were the
nore impressive and attractive. It appeared to embody
;he whole of the noble city in its own personification,
is a single .word will sometimes express the pith of an
mtire sentence. The "Mighty Tom" in the olden

:ime, even of Walter de Mapes, if its metal was then
out of the ore, never sounded (then perhaps not nine)
Dut the midnight hour, to that worthy archdeacon, with

aiore of the character of its locality, than the visual
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aspect of Magdalen represents the beautiful city to on
in its entirety. It seems a sort of metonymy; Maudlin

put for Oxford. The walk is, after all, but a sober path

worthy by association with one of the walks of Eder
Yet it shows no gay foliage, nor "shade above shad
a woody theatre," such as is seen on a mountab
declivity. It is a simple shadowy walk shadowy t

richness, cool, tranquil, redolent of freshness. Ther^
the soul feels "private, inactive, calm, contemplative,
linked to things that were and are not. The mello"
hue of time, not yet stricken by decay, clothes th

buildings of this college, which, compared with othe

edifices more steeped in maturity of years, occupie:
as it were, a middle term in existence.

The variety of building in this city is amazing, an

would occupy a very considerable time to study eve

imperfectly. At a little distance no place impresses th

mind more justly with its own lofty pretensions. Th
towers, steeples, and domes, rising over the masses

foliage beneath, which conceal the bodies of the edifice

seen at the break of morning or at sunset, appe;
in great beauty. Bathed in light, although not tt
" alabaster tipped with golden spires

"
of the poet, f<

even the climate of Oxford is no exception to the d
facement of nature's colouring, everywhere that co

smoke ascends
;
but the tout ensemble is truly poetic

and magnificent.
Oriel still, they say, maintains its precedency

teaching its students how to conduct themselves with

view to university honours, and to the world's respec
The preliminary examinations there have proved
touchstone of merit, and elevated Oriel College in

something near the envy of every other in this countr

Worthy Oriel, the star of Oxford. "
I don't know he

it is," said the Rev. C. C., walking down High Street 01

day,
" but Oriel College is all I envy Oxford. It is t!

richest gem in the ephod of the high-priest (vie

chancellor) of this university. I should like to ste

and transplant it to my Alma Mater among the fens."

There was formerly a Welsh harper in Oxford. \vhc
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ie collegians sometimes denominated King David,

le was the first of the Cymri brotherhood I ever heard

erform. Since that distant day I have often heard

lose minstrels in their native land, particularly in

iorth Wales, at Bedd Gelert, Caernarvon, and other

laces, but I confess I never was so much struck as by
lis Oxford harper. He often played at the Angel,
'here the university men used to group round him, for

e excited general admiration. His music was not of so

laintive a character as that in his own land, or else the

cenery of the latter had some effect in saddening the

lusic there through association perhaps this difference

-as, after all, only in fancy.

Christchurch, the noblest of the churches ! How
ave I heard with delight its merry peal of bells, and the

eep resonance of the "
Mighty Tom," that sounds with

"friendly voice" the call home of the students still,

presume, as it did so many years ago ! There is a

Dng list of names, of no mean reputation, educated

ere, since the rapacious Henry VIII. seized the founda-

ons, which had belonged to Cardinal Wolsey. The
ratitude of posterity, never very strong, has in the

resent case preserved the remembrance of Wolsey,
:

I recollect aright, by a statue of the proud man in

is cardinal's robes. The grove of trees belonging to

"hristchurch, and the scenery accompanying the entire

uildings, are eminently impressive. Here, when divine

ervice is celebrating, there is a peculiar propriety, or

ither adaptation of the architecture to the feeling ;
the

ees, and every accompaniment, are suitable to the end.

"here is religion or its sentiment addressing the mind
ere through every sense. All that can raise devotion
1 external appliances, combines in a wonderful manner

;

nd when the sound of the organ is reverberated deeply
long the vaulted roofs and walls, the effect was inde-

cribably fine. Christchurch walk or meadow is an

djunct to this college, such as few places possess. I

ave trod it with those who will never tread it again. I

ave skimmed over its smooth shaven surface when life

semed a vista of unmeasured years. Its very beauty
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touches upon a melancholy chord, since it vibrates th-

sound of time passed away with those who lie in dust ii

distant climates, of whom memory alone is now the onl

record that they were and are not.

I remember being told by an eminent, but age
doctor in divinity, who had been the better part of hi

life employed in the education of youth, that he ha;

kept an account of the history of all his pupils as far a

he could obtain it, and they were very numerous. Fror ,

his own tuition and there were some celebrated name

amongst them he traced them to the university,, or t

professions of a more active nature than a sojour<
at the university would allow. To Oxford he ha

sent the larger number of his pupils.
" And afte

wards, doctor?" " Some came off nobly there: othe:j

I heard of in distant parts of the globe in their countn
service : but it is the common tale with nearly all

them they are dead." What hosts, I often though
who had moved among the deep shades of this univi

sity until it became entwined with their earliest affectio

who had studied within those embattled walls un
the sight of them became almost a part of his existen

what hosts of such have but served to swell t'

waters of oblivion, and press the associations of

common mortality upon the mind in the reflection (

this very truism ! The late Sir Egerton Brydges-
writer whose talents, though admitted, were never i

ceived as they merited to have been by the worl

owing, perhaps, to an untoward disposition in oth

respects was of opinion that the calmness and sec!

sion of a university were not best adapted for calli

forth the efforts of genius but that adversity and sor

struggling were necessary to bring out greatness
character. He thought that praise enervated the mir

and that to bear it required a much greater degree
fortitude than to withstand censure. The consequer
of this would be, that the honours decreed in a univ

sity must be pernicious to youth. This cannot be cc

ceded. Sir Egerton's notion may be just in relation

himself, or to one or two temperaments irregularly C(
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ituted ;
but a university exists not for the exceptions,

it for the many. How numerous is the list of

iose who, but for the fostering care of Oxford or Cam-

idge, would have never been known as the orna-

ent and delight of their fellow-men ! How much
ore numerous is the list of those, whose abilities not

sing beyond the circle of social usefulness have lived

obscure to fame," yet owe the pleasure they imparted
> their friends, and the beguilement of many troubles

iseparable from mortality, to the fruits of their university

udies, and to a partial unrolling before them of that

;ap of knowledge, which before those of loftier claims

id some hold upon fame had been more amply dis-

ayed ! In this view of the matter, the justness of

hich cannot be contested, the utility of such founda-

ons is boundless. The effect upon the social body-
do not speak of polemics, but of the sound instruction

lus made available cannot be estimated. In the midst
~

fluctuating systems of instruction, it is something to

ave a standard by which to test the measure of

nowledge imparted to youth. If accused of being
istricted in variety of knowledge, the perfection and

lastery in what is taught must be conceded to Oxford

id Cambridge. Perhaps there is too much reason to

:ar, that without these foundations we should speedily
ill into a very superficial knowledge, indeed, of the

lassical languages of antiquity. This would be to ex-

lude ourselves from an acquaintance with all past time,

xcept in monkish fiction and the feudal barbarism of

le Goths of the north.

There are, I verily believe, or I should rather say
icre were, imbibed at the university so many attach-

lents at one time to words in place of things, that the

ollegian in after life became liable to reproach upon
lis head. Pedants are bred everywhere out of litera-

jre, and the variety in verbiage once exhibited by some

niversity men has been justly condemned. But while

uch word-worms were crawling here and there out of

le porches of our colleges, giants in acquirement were

triding over them in their petty convolutions. Their
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intertvvinings attracted the attention of the mere gaze
who is always more stricken with any microcosm

object that comes casually in the way and is embrace
at a glance, than with objects the magnitude of whk
demand repeated examinations. But all this while tl

great and glorious spring of knowledge was unpollute
The reign of mere verbiage passed away ; the ben
fits of the universities had never ceased to be impartt
the whole time. The key to the better stores of kno

ledge was placed in the hands of every one who cho
to avail himself of its advantages. The minds of t

collegians were filled with an affection for the works
the writers of antiquity, which have been the guic

solace, and pleasure of the greatest and most accoi

plished men since the Christian era commenced. Stud
will teach their own use in after life

"
by the wisdc

that is about them and above them, won by observatioi i

as a great writer observes
;
but then there must be \

studies.

There seems of late years much less of that feel

for poetry than once existed
;
the same may be observ

in respect to classical learning. Few now regard h

perished nations lived and passed away, how rr

thought, acted, and were moved, for example, in

time of Pericles or the Roman Augustus. What

they to us ? What is blind Meonides to us, or t

Roman who wrote odes so beautifully who unc

stood so well the philosophy of life and the poetry of

at the spring of Bardusia? In the past generation

part of the adolescent being and of manhood extent

a kindly feeling towards them. We hear no admirat
of those immortal strains now. We must turn

them to our universities. People are getting shy of th-

as rich men shirk poor friends. Are we in the dec

ing state, that of " mechanical arts and merchandi
to use Lord Bacon's phrase, and is our middle agt

learning past ? Even then, thank Heaven, we have
universities still, where we may, for a time at le

enter and converse with the spirits of the good,
<v

sit in the clouds and mock "
the rest of the gre
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Drld. They will last our time glorious mementos of

e anxiety of our forefathers for the preservation of

arning; hallowed by grateful recollections, by time,

nown, virtue, conquests over ignorance, imperishable
atitude, a proud roll of mighty names in their sons,

id the prospect of continuing to be monuments of

ory to unborn generations. Long may Oxford and

ambridge stand and brighten with years, though to

me they may not, as they do to me, exhibit a title to

e gratitude and admiration of Old England, to which
would be difficult to point out worthy rivals.



ENGLAND'S FORGOTTEN
WORTH IES

THE Reformation, the Antipodes, the American C<

tinent, the Planetary system, and the Infinite deep
the Heavens have now become common and famil

facts to us. Globes and orreries are the playthings
our school-days ;

we inhale the spirit of Protestanti <

with our earliest breath of consciousness
;

it is all t

impossible to throw back our imagination into the ti i

when, as new grand discoveries, they stirred every mi i

which they touched with awe and wonder at the rev

tion which God had sent down among mankind,

spiritual and material continents lay for the first ti

displayed, opening fields of thought and fields of en

prise of which none could conjecture the limit, i

routine was broken up. Men were thrown back
their own strength and their own power, unshack
to accomplish whatever they might dare. And althoi

we do not speak of these discoveries as the cause

that enormous force of heart and intellect wh

accompanied them (for they were as much the ef

as the cause, and one reacted on the other), yet

any rate they afforded scope and room for the

of powers which, without such scope, let them h

been as transcendent as they would, must have pas

away unproductive and blighted.
An earnest faith in the supernatural, an inten:

real conviction of the divine and devilish forces

which the universe was guided and misguided,
the inheritance of the Elizabethan age from Cath
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hristianity. The fiercest and most lawless men did

len really and truly believe in the actual personal
resence of God or the devil in every accident, or scene,
-

action. They brought to the contemplation of the

?w heaven and the new earth an imagination saturated

ith the spiritual convictions of the old era, which

ere not lost, but only infinitely expanded. The
;anets whose vastness they now learnt to recognize

ere, therefore, only the more powerful for evil or for

x>d
;
the tides were the breathing of Demogorgon ;

id the idolatrous American tribes were real wor-

lippers of the real devil, and were assisted with the

ill power of his evil army.
It is a form of thought which, however in a vague
id general way we may continue to use its phraseology,
as become, in its detailed application to life, utterly

range to us. We congratulate ourselves on the

ilargement of our understanding when we read the

scisioiis of grave law-courts in cases of supposed
itchcraft; we smile complacently over Raleigh's story
"

the island of the Amazons, and rejoice that we are

Dt such as he entangled in the cobwebs of effete

id foolish superstition. The true conclusion is the

Dposite of the conclusion which we draw. That

aleigh and Bacon could believe what they believed,
id could be what they were notwithstanding, is to

5 a proof that the injury which such mistakes can
iflict is unspeakably insignificant : and arising, as they
ose, from a never-failing sense of the real awfulness

id mystery of the world, and of the life of human
)uls upon it, they witness to the presence in such

.inds of a spirit, the loss of which not the most perfect

:quaintance with every law by which the whole creation

.oves can compensate. We wonder at the grandeur,
le moral majesty, of some of Shakespeare's characters,
) far beyond what the noblest among ourselves can

aitate, and at first thought we attribute it to the

j
mius of the poet who has outstripped nature in his

cations
;

but we are misunderstanding the power
id the meaning of poetry in attributing creativeness
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to it in any such sense
; Shakespeare created, but or

as the spirit of nature created around him, worki
in him as it worked abroad in those among whom
lived. The men whom he draws were such men as

saw and knew
;
the words they utter were such as

heard in the ordinary conversations in which he joint
At the Mermaid with Raleigh and with Sidney, a

at a thousand un-named English firesides, he fou <

the living originals for his Prince Hals, his Orland
his Antonios, his Portias, his Isabellas. The clo

personal acquaintance which we can form with t

English of the age of Elizabeth, the more we ;

satisfied that Shakespeare's great poetry is no m<
than the rhythmic echo of the life which it depicts

It was, therefore, with no little interest that

heard of the formation of a society which was to emp i

itself, as we understood, in republishing in accessi

form some, if not all, of the invaluable records compi i

or composed by Richard Hakluyt. Books, like eve

thing else, have their appointed death-day ; the so

of them, unless they be found worthy of a second bi

in a new body, perish with the paper in which tl

lived, and the early folio Hakluyts, not from tr

own want of merit, but from our neglect of them, w
expiring of old age. The five-volume quarto editi

published in 1811, so little people then cared for

exploits of their ancestors, was but of 270 copi
it was intended for no more than for curious a

quaries, or for the great libraries, where it could

consulted as a book of reference
;
and among a peo]

the greater part of whom had never heard Haklu

name, the editors are scarcely to be blamed if it ne

so much as occurred to them that general readers wo
ever come to care to have it within their reach.

And yet those five volumes may be called the Pr

Epic of the modern English nation. They contain

heroic tales of the exploits of the great men in wh
the new era was inaugurated ;

not mythic, like

Iliads and the Eddas, but plain broad narratives

substantial facts, which rival them in interest ; i
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randeur. What the old epics were to the royally or

..obly born, this modern epic is to the common people.
Ve have no longer kings or princes for chief actors, to

/horn the heroism, like the dominion, of the world had
i time past been confined. But, as it was in the days
if the apostles, when a few poor fishermen from an

bscure lake in Palestine assumed, under the divine

lission, the spiritual authority over mankind, so, in

he days of our own Elizabeth, the seamen from the

>anks of the Thames and the Avon, the Plym and the

)art, self-taught and self-directed, with no impulse but
rhat was beating in their own royal hearts, went out

cross the unknown seas fighting, discovering, colonizing,
nd graved out the channels, and at last paved them
ith their bones, through which the commerce and

nterprise of England has flowed out over all the
rorld. We can conceive nothing, not the songs of

lomer himself, which would be read, among us at

iast, with more enthusiastic interest than these plain
lassive tales

;
and a people's edition of them in these

ays, when the writings of Ainsworth and Eugene Sue
irculate in tens of thousands, would perhaps be the

lost blessed antidote which could be bestowed upon
s. The heroes themselves were the men of the people
-the Joneses, the Smiths, the Davises, the Drakes

;

nd no courtly pen, with the one exception of Raleigh,
int its polish or its varnish to set them off. In most
ases the captain himself, or his clerk or servant, or

Dme unknown gentleman volunteer, sat down and
hronicled the voyage which he had shared, and thus

lorganically arose a collection of writings which, with

11 their simplicity, are for nothing more striking than
>r the high moral beauty, warmed with natural feeling,
hich displays itself through all their pages. With us,
le sailor is scarcely himself beyond his quarter-deck.
r

he is distinguished in his profession, he is professional

lerely; or if he is more than that, he owes it not to

is work as a sailor, but to independent domestic
alture. With them their profession was the school
F their nature, a high moral education which most
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brought out what was most nobly human in them
;
ar

the wonders of earth, and air, and sea, and sky, were
real intelligible language in which they heard Almigh
God speaking to them.

That such hopes of what might be accomplished 1

the Hakluyt Society should in some measure be d

appointed, is only what might naturally be anticipati
of all very sanguine expectation. Cheap editions a

expensive editions to the publisher, and historic

societies, from a necessity which appears to encumb
all corporate English action, rarely fail to do their we

expensively and infelicitously ; yet, after all allowanc

and deductions, we cannot reconcile ourselves to t

mortification of having found but one volume in t

series to be even tolerably edited, and that one to

edited by a gentleman to whom England is but i

adopted country Sir Robert Schomburgk. Raleig
"
Conquest of Guiana," with Sir Robert's sketch

Raleigh's history and character, form in everything t >

its cost a very model of an excellent volume. I

every one of the rest we are obliged to say of the

that they have left little undone to paralyze whate
interest was reviving in Hakluyt, and to consign tb

own volumes to the same obscurity to which time a

accident were consigning the earlier editions. V
little which was really noteworthy escaped the indus

of Hakluyt himself, and we looked to find reprints
the most remarkable of the stories which were to

found in his collection. They began unfortunal

with proposing to continue the work where he 1

left it, and produce narratives hitherto unpublisl
of other voyages of inferior interest, or not of Eng
origin. Better thoughts appear to have occur

to them in the course of the work ; but their

destiny overtook them before their thoughts could

themselves executed. We opened one volume \

eagerness, bearing the title of "Voyages to the No
west," in hope of finding our old friends Davis

Frobisher, and we found a vast unnecessary Edit

Preface
;
and instead of the voyages themselves, wl
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ith their picturesqueness and moral beauty shine

nong the fairest jewels in the diamond mine of

[akluyt, an analysis and digest of their results,

hich Milton was called in to justify in an inap-

ropriate quotation. It is much as if they had under-

iken to edit "Bacon's Essays," and had retailed
' hat they conceived to be the substance of them in

leii own language ; strangely failing to see that the

ial value of the actions or the thought of remarkable
icn does not lie in the material result which can be
athered from them, but in the heart and soul of those

ho do or utter them. Consider what Homer's

Odyssey
" would be, reduced into an analysis.

The editor of the " Letters of Columbus "
apologizes

>r the rudeness of their phraseology. Columbus, he
ills us, was not so great a master of the pen as of the

rt of navigation. We are to make excuses for him.

/e are put on our guard, and warned not to be

ffended, before we are introduced to the sublime record
f sufferings under which his great soul was staggering
nvards the end of its earthly calamities, where the

larticulate fragments in which his thought breaks out
> om him, are strokes of natural art by the side of

hich the highest literary pathos is poor and meaning-
ss.

And even in the subjects which they select they are

iirsued by the same curious fatality. Why is Drake
) be best known, or to be only known, in his last

uyage ? Why pass over the success, and endeavour to

nmortalize the failure ? When Drake climbed the tree

i Panama, and saw both oceans, and vowed that he
ould sail a ship in the Pacific

;
when he crawled out

pon the cliffs of Terra del Fuego, and leaned his head
ver the southernmost angle of the world

;
when he

:ored a furrow round the globe with his keel, and
jceived the homage of the barbarians of the antipodes
i the name of the Virgin Queen ;

he was another man
om what he had become after twenty years of court
fe and intrigue, and Spanish fighting, and gold-hunting,
'here is a tragic solemnity in his end, if we take it as
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the last act of his career

; but it is his life, not his deatr

which we desire not what he failed to do, but whs
he did.

But every bad has a worse below it, and more offensiv

than all these is the editor of Hawkins's "Voyage t

the South Sea." The book is striking in itself; it i

not one of the best, but it is very good; and as it i

republished complete, if we read it through, carefull

shutting off Captain Bethune's notes with one h.inc

we shall then find in it the same beauty which breathe

in the tone of all the writings of the period.
It is a record of misfortune, but of misfortune ^vhic

did no dishonour to him who sunk under it
;
and thei

is a melancholy dignity in the style in which Hawkir
tells his story, which seems to say, that though he ha

been defeated, and had never again an opportunity <

winning back his lost laurels, he respects himself sti

for the heart with which he endured a shame whic

would have broken a smaller man. It would ha 1

required no large exertion of editorial self-denial

have abstained from marring the pages with puns ,

which Punch would be ashamed, and with the vulg \

affectation of patronage with which the sea captain
the nineteenth century condescends to criticize at

approve of his half-barbarous precursor; but it mi
have been a defect in his heart, rather than in 1

understanding, which betrayed him into such an offen

as this which follows. The war of freedom of t

Araucan Indians is the most gallant episode in t

history of the New World. The Spaniards themseh
were not behindhand in acknowledging the chivalry befc

which they quailed, and, after many years of ineffecti

attempts to crush them, they gave up a conflict which tt

never afterwards resumed ; leaving the Araucan s alo;

of all the American races with which they came

contact, a liberty which they were unable to tear fr<

them. It is a subject for an epic poem, and whate-

admiration is due to the heroism of a brave peo
whom no inequality of strength could appal and
defeats could crush, these poor Indians have a right
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^mand of us. The story of the war was well known in

urope : and Hawkins, in coasting the western shores of

Duth America, fell in with them, and the finest passage
his hook is the relation of one of the incidents of

te war.

"An Indian captain was taken prisoner by the Spaniards,
id for that he was of name, and known to have done
s devoir against them, they cut off his hands, thereby

tending to disenable him to fight any more against them,

ut he, returning home, desirous to revenge this injury,
maintain his liberty, with the reputation of his nation,

id to help to banish the Spaniard, with his tongue in-

eated and incited them to persevere in their accustomed
ilour and reputation, abasing the enemy and advancing
s nation ; condemning their contraries of cowardliness,
id confirming it by the cruelty used with him and other

s companions in their mishaps ; showing them his arms
ithout hands, and naming his brethren whose half feet

ey had cut off, because they might be unable to sit on
)rseback : with force arguing that if they feared them not,

ey would not have used so great inhumanity for fear

oduceth cruelty, the companion of cowardice. Thus

icouraged he them to fight for their lives, limbs, and

)erty, choosing rather to die an honourable death fighting,
an to live in servitude as fruitless members of the common-
ealth. Thus using the office of a sergeant-major, and

iving loaden his two stumps with bundles of arrows, he
ccoured them who, in the succeeding battle, had their

ore wasted
;
and changing himself from place to place,

limated and encouraged his countrymen with such comfort-
)le persuasions, as it is reported and credibly believed,
at he did more good with his words and presence,
ithout striking a stroke, than a great part of the army
d with fighting to the utmost."

It is an action which may take its place by the side
'

the myth of Mucius Scaevola, or the real exploit of

.at brother of the poet ^schylus, who, when the Per-

ans were flying from Marathon, clung to a ship till

)th his hands were hewn away, and then seized it

ith his teeth, leaving his name as a portent even in

'6 splendid calendar of Athenian heroes. Captain
ethune, without call or need, making his notes merely,
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as he tells us, from the suggestions of his own mind a

he revised the proof-sheets, informs us, at the bottor

of the page, that "it reminds him of the familia

lines,

" For Widdrington I needs must wail,
As one in doleful dumps ;

For, when his legs were smitten off,

He fought upon his stumps."

It must not avail him, that he has but quoted from th

ballad of Chevy Chase. It is the most deformed stanza

of the modern deformed version which was compose
in the eclipse of heart and taste, on the restoration

the Stuarts
;
and if such verses could then pass f<

serious poetry, they have ceased to sound in any ear ;

other than a burlesque ;
the associations which the

arouse are only absurd, and they could only have co:

tinued to ring in his memory through their ludicroi

doggerel.
When to these offences of the Society we add, th*

in the long laboured appendices and introductior

which fill up valuable space, which increase the e

pense of the edition, and into reading which mai

readers are, no doubt, betrayed, we have found nothii

which assists the understanding of the stories whi

they are supposed to illustrate, when we have found wh
is most uncommon passed without notice, and what
most trite and familiar encumbered with comment

;
'

have unpacked our hearts of the bitterness which the

volumes have aroused in us, and can now take our lea

of them and go on with our own more grateful subject'

Elizabeth, whose despotism was as peremptory as th

1 Here is the old stanza. Let whoever is disposed to think

too hard on Captain Bethune compare them.

" For Wetharrington my harte was wo,
That even he slayne sholde be ;

For when both his leggis were hewen in to,

He knyled and fought on his knee."

Even Percy, who, on the whole, thinks well of the modern ball'

gives up this stanza as hopeless.
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>f the Plantagenets, and whose ideas of the English
onstitution were limited in the highest degree, was,

otwithstanding, more beloved by her subjects than

ny sovereign before or since. It was because, sub-

tantially, she was the people's sovereign ;
because it

/as given to her to conduct the outgrowth of the

lational life through its crisis of change, and the weight
f her great mind and her great place were thrown on
he people's side. She was able to paralyze the dying
fforts with which, if a Stuart had been on the throne,
he representatives of an effete system might have made
he struggle a deadly one

;
and the history of England

5 not the history of France, because the inflexible will

>f one person held the Reformation firm till it had
ooted itself in the heart of the nation, and could not

e again overthrown. The Catholic faith was no longer
ble to furnish standing ground on which the English
T any other nation could live a manly and a godly
ife. Feudalism, as a social organization, was not any
acre a system under which their energies could have

cope to move. Thenceforward not the Catholic Church,
nit any man to whom God had given a heart to feel

nd a voice to speak, was to be the teacher to whom
nen were to listen

;
and great actions were not to

emain the privilege of the families of the Norman
tobies, but were to be laid within the reach of the

oorest plebeian who had the stuff in him to perform
hem. Alone, of all the sovereigns in Europe, Elizabeth
aw the change which had passed over the world. She
aw it, and saw it in faith, and accepted it. The Eng-
and of the Catholic Hierarchy and the Norman Baron,
ras to cast its shell and to become the England of free

bought and commerce and manufacture, which was to

'lough the ocean with its navies, and sow its colonies
ver the globe ;

and the first thunder birth of these enor-
lous forces and the flash of the earliest achievements of
he new era roll and glitter through the forty years of the

eign of Elizabeth with a grandeur which, when once its

tistory is written, will be seen to be among the most
ublime phenomena which the earth as yet has witnessed.
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The work was not of her creation ; the heart of the

whole English nation was stirred to its depths ;
and

Elizabeth's place was to recognize, to love, to foster,

and to guide. The government originated nothing
at such a time it was neither necessary nor desirable*

that it should do so
;
but wherever expensive enterprises

were on foot which promised ultimate good, but nc

immediate profit, we never fail to find among the list:

of contributors the Queen's Majesty, Burleigh, Leicester

Walsingham. Never chary of her presence, for Elizabeth

could afford to condescend, when ships were fitting fo^

distant voyages in the river, the Queen would go dovri

in her barge and inspect. Frobisher, who was but ;;

poor sailor adventurer, sees her wave her handkerchie

to him from the Greenwich Palace windows, and h -

brings her home a narwhal's horn for a present Sh

honoured her people, and her people loved her : an.

the result was that, with no cost to the governmem
she saw them scattering the fleets of the Spaniards

planting America with colonies, and exploring the mos
distant seas. Either for honour or for expectation

profit, or from that unconscious necessity by which

great people, like a great man, will do what is right, an

must do it at the right time, whoever had the means t

furnish a ship, and whoever had the talent to comman
one, laid their abilities together and went out to pionee
and to conquer, and take possession, in the name <

the Queen of the Sea. There was no nation so remo'

but what some one or other was found ready to unde
take an expedition there, in the hope of opening a trade

and let them go where they would, they were sure

Elizabeth's countenance. We find letters written t

her, for the benefit of nameless adventurers, to eve

potentate of whom she had ever heard, to the Empero
of China, Japan, and India, the Grand Duke of Russi

the Grand Turk, the Persian Sofee, and other unhear

of Asiatic and African princes ; whatever was to 1

done in England, or by Englishmen, Elizabeth assist*

when she could, and admired when she could not. T'

springs of great actions are always difficult to analyze-
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tpossible to analyze perfectly possible to analyze

ily very proximately, and the force by which a man
rows a good action out of himself is invisible and

ystical, like that which brings out the blossom and
e fruit upon the tree. The motives which we find

2n urging for their enterprises seem often insufficient

have prompted them to so large a daring. They did

lat they did from the great unrest in them which

ade them do it, and what it was may be best measured
the results, by the present England and America.

svertheless, there was enough in the state of the

)rld, and in the position of England, to have furnished

undance of conscious motive, and to have stirred the

owsiest routinier statesman.

Among material occasions for exertion, the popu-
don began to outgrow the employment, and there

is a necessity for plantations to serve as an outlet,

en who, under happier circumstances, might have

1 decent lives, and done good service, were now
iven by want to desperate courses

"
witness," as

chard Hakluyt says, "twenty tall fellows hanged last

ochester assizes for small robberies
;

" and there is an

imirable paper addressed to the Privy Council by
iristopher Carlile, Walsingham's son-in-law, pointing
't the possible openings to be made in or through
ch plantations for home produce and manufacture.

Far below all such prudential economics and mercan-
2 ambitions, however, lay a noble enthusiasm which

these dull days we can hardly, without an effort,

ilize. The life-and-death wrestle between the Reforma-
n and the old religion had settled in the last quarter
the sixteenth century into a permanent struggle

tween England and Spain. France was disabled.

1 the help which Elizabeth could spare barely enabled
2 Netherlands to defend themselves. Protestantism,
it conquered, must conquer on another field ; and by
^ circumstances of the time the championship of the

formed faith fell to the English sailors. The sword

Spain was forged in the gold-mines of Peru
;

the

;ions of Alva were only to be disarmed by intercepting
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the gold ships on their passage ; and, inspired by a

enthusiasm like that which four centuries before ha

precipitated the chivalry of Europe upon the East, th

same spirit which in its present degeneracy covers ou

bays and rivers with pleasure yachts then fitted ou

armed privateers, to sweep the Atlantic, and plunde
and destroy Spanish ships wherever they could met
them.

Thus, from a combination of causes, the whole fore

and energy of the age was directed towards the se:

The wide excitement and the greatness of the interes

at stake, raised even common men above themselves

and people who in ordinary times would have been n

more than mere seamen, or mere money-making me
chants, appear before us with a largeness and greatne:
of heart and mind in which their duties to God an

their country are alike clearly and broadly seen and fe

to be paramount to every other.

Ordinary English traders we find fighting Spanish w
ships in behalf of the Protestant faith

; the cruisers

the Spanish main were full of generous eagerness for tl :

conversion of the savage nations to Christianity; ar

what is even more surprising, sites for colonization we
examined and scrutinized by such men in a lofty staU

manlike spirit, and a ready insight was displayed !

them into the indirect effects of a wisely-extended coi

merce on every highest human interest.

Again, in the conflict with the Spaniards, there was

further feeling, a feeling of genuine chivalry, which w
spurring on the English, and one which must be w
understood and well remembered, if men like Dral

and Hawkins, and Raleigh, are to be tolerably und
stood. One of the English Reviews, a short time a{

was much amused with a story of Drake having exco

municated a petty officer as a punishment for so

moral offence
;

the reviewer not being able to see

Drake, as a man, anything more than
"

a highly bn
and successful buccaneer, whose pretences to relig:

might rank with the devotion of an Italian bandit to I

Madonna. And so Hawkins, and even Raleigh,
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:garded by superficial persons, who see only such out-

ard circumstances of their history as correspond with

leir own impressions. The high nature of these men,
id the high objects which they pursued, will only rise

it and become visible to us as we can throw ourselves

ick into their times and teach our hearts to feel as

tey felt. We do not find in the language of the

>yagers themselves, or of those who lent them theii

jlp at home, any of that weak watery talk of "pro-
ction of aborigines," which as soon as it is translated

to fact becomes the most active policy for their

2Struction, soul and body. But the stories of the

jalings of the Spaniards with the conquered Indians,

hich were widely known in England, seem to have

fected all classes of people, not with pious passive

)rror, but with a genuine human indignation. A
.ousand anecdotes in detail we find scattered up and
Dwn the pages of Hakluyt, who, with a view to make
em known, translated Peter Martyr's letters; and
ich commonest sailor-boy who had heard them from

s childhood among the tales of his father's fire-side,

id longed to be a man, that he might go out and
icome the avenger of a gallant and suffering people,

high mission, undertaken with a generous heart,

Idom fails to make those worthy of it to whom it is

ven
; and it was a point of honour, if of nothing more,

nong the English sailors, to do no discredit by their

mduct to the greatness of their cause. The high

mrtesy, the chivalry of the Spanish nobles, so conspicu-
is in their dealings with their European rivals, either

iled to touch them in their dealings with uncultivated

olaters, or the high temper of the aristocracy was
lable to restrain or to influence the masses of the

Idiers. It would be as ungenerous as it would be un-

ue, to charge upon their religion the grievous actions
'

men who called themselves the armed missionaries of

j
atholicism, when the Catholic priests and bishops
ere the loudest in the indignation with which they
enounced them. But we are obliged to charge upon
that slow and subtle influence so inevitably exercised
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by any religion which is divorced from life, and converte

into a thing of form, or creed, or ceremony, or systen
which could permit the same men to be extravagant i

a sincere devotion to the Queen of Heaven, whos

entire lower nature, unsubdued and unaffected, ws

given up to thirst of gold, and plunder, and sensualit;

If religion does not make men more humane than the

would be without it, it makes them fatally less so
;
an

it is to be feared that the spirit of the pilgrim father

which had oscillated to the other extreme, and ha

again crystallized into a formal antinomian fanaticisr

reproduced the same fatal results as those in which tl

Spaniards had set them their unworthy precedent. B
the Elizabethan navigators, full without exception

large kindness, wisdom, gentleness, and beauty, be

names untainted, as far as we know, with a single crin

against the savages ;
and the name of England was

famous in the Indian seas as that of Spain was i

famous. On the banks of the Oronooko there w
remembered for a hundred years the noble captain w
had come there from the great Queen beyond the sea

and Raleigh speaks the language of the heart of 1

country, when he urges the English statesmen to co

nize Guiana, and exults in the glorious hope of drivi

the white marauder into the Pacific, and restoring t

Incas to the throne of Peru.

" Who will not be persuaded," he says,
" that now at lenj

the great Judge of the world hath heard the sighs, groa
and lamentations, hath seen the tears and blood of so nit

millions of innocent men, women, and children, afflict

robbed, reviled, branded with hot irons, roasted, disme

bered, mangled, stabbed, whipped, racked, scalded with

oil, put to the strapado, ripped alive, beheaded in sp<

drowned, dashed against the rocks, famished, devoured

mastiffs, burned, and by infinite cruelties consumed, i

purposeth to scourge and plague that cursed nation, anc

take the yoke of servitude from that distressed people,
free by nature as any Christian."

Poor Raleigh ! if peace and comfort in this we

were of much importance to him, it was in an ill <
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iat he provoked the revenge of Spain. The strength
r

England was needed at the moment at its own door ;

ic Armada came, and there was no means of executing
ich an enterprise. And afterwards the throne of

lizabeth was filled by a Stuart, and Guiana was to be

3 scene of glory for Raleigh ; but, as later historians

e pleased to think, it was the grave of his reputation.
But the hope burned clear in him through all the

eary years of unjust imprisonment ;
and when he was

grey-headed old man, the base son of a bad mother
;ed it to betray him. The success of his last enter-

ise was made the condition under which he was to be

irdoned for a crime which he had not committed ; and
> success depended, as he knew, on its being kept
cret from the Spaniards. James required of him on
s allegiance a detail of what he proposed, giving him
the same time his word as a king that the secret should

5 safe with him, and the next day it was sweeping out

the port of London in the swiftest of the Spanish

ips, with private orders to the Governor of St. Thomas

provoke a collision when Raleigh should arrive there,

iich should afterwards cost him his heart's blood.

We modern readers may run rapidly over the series of

aithets under which he has catalogued the Indian

fferings, hoping thatjthey are exaggerated, seeing that

ey are horrible, and closing our eyes against them with

riftest haste ; but it was not so when every epithet sug-
sted a hundred familiar facts ; and some of these (not

sting on English prejudice, but on sad Spanish evi

nce, which is too full of shame and sorrow to be

spected) shall be given in this place, however old a

;>ry it may be thought ; because, as we said above, it

impossible to understand the actions of these men,
iless we are familiar with the feelings of which their

arts were full.

The massacres under Cortez and Pizarro, terrible as

iy were, were not the occasion which stirred the

epest indignation. They had the excuse of what

grit be called, for want of a better word, necessity,
d of the desperate position of small bands of men in

D
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the midst of enemies who might be counted by million:

And in De Soto, when he burnt his guides in Florid

(it was his practice when there was danger of treachen

that those who were left alive might take warning) ;
c

in Vasco Nunnez, praying to the Virgin on the mour
tains of Darien, and going down from off them into th

valleys to hunt the Indian caciques, and fling them ali\

to his bloodhounds ; there was, at least, with all th

fierceness and cruelty, a desperate courage which v

cannot refuse to admire, and which mingles with ar

corrects our horror. It is the refinement of the Spaniarc

cruelty in the settled and conquered provinces, excuse

by no danger and provoked by no resistance, the deta

of which witness to the infernal coolness with which

was perpetrated ;
and the great bearing of the India

themselves under an oppression which they despaired i

resisting, which raises the whole history to the rank of

world-wide tragedy, in which the nobler but wea
nature was crushed under a malignant force which

stronger and yet meaner than itself. Gold hunl

and lust were the two passions for which the Spania
cared; and the fate of the Indian women was onlym
dreadful than that of the men, who were ganged
chained to a labour in the mines which was only to ce

with their lives, in a land where but a little before t

had lived a free contented people, more innocent

crime than perhaps any people upon earth. If we
conceive what our own feelings would be, if, in

"development of the mammalia" some baser but rm

powerful race than man were to appear upon this pla:

and we and our wives and children at our own ha
firesides were degraded from our freedom, and bee,'

to them what the lower animals are to us, we

perhaps realize the feelings of the enslaved nation

Hispaniola.
As a harsh justification of slavery, it is someti

urged, that men who do not deserve to be slaves

prefer death to the endurance of it; and that if

prize their liberty, it is always in their power to a

it in the old Roman fashion. Tried even by so ha<
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ule, the Indians vindicated their right, and before

tie close of the sixteenth century, the entire group of

ie Western Islands in the hands of the Spaniards,

ontaining, when Columbus discovered them, many
millions of inhabitants, were left literally desolate from

uicide. Of the anecdotes of this terrible self-immola-

.on, as they were then known in England, here are a

3w out of many.
The first is simple, and a specimen of the ordinary

lethod. A Yucaian cacique, who was forced with his

Id subjects to labour in the mines, at last "calling
lose miners into an house, to the number of ninety-

ve, he thus debateth with them :
"-

" ' My worthy companions and friends, why desire we to

ve any longer under so cruel a servitude? Let us now go
Qto the perpetual seat of our ancestors, for we shall there

ave rest from these intolerable cares and grievances which
e endure under the subjection of the unthankful. Go ye
2fore, I will presently follow you.' Having so spoken, he
aid out whole handfuls of those leaves which take away life,

-epared for the purpose, and giving every one part thereof,

sing kindled to suck up the fume
;
who obeyed his com-

and, the king and his chief kinsmen reserving the last

ace for themselves."

We speak of the crime of suicide, but few persons
ill see a crime in this sad and stately leave-taking of

life which it was no longer possible to bear with

nbroken hearts. We do not envy the Indian, who,
ith Spaniards before him as an evidence of the fruits

hich their creed brought forth, deliberately exchanged
it the old religion of his country, which could sustain

m in an action of such melancholy grandeur. But
ie Indians did not always reply to their oppressors
ith escaping passively beyond their hands. Here is a

ory with matter in it for as rich a tragedy as QEdipus
Agamemnon ;

and in its stern and tremendous

>atures, more nearly resembling them than any which
ere conceived even by Shakespeare.
An officer named Orlando had taken the daughter

:

a Cuban cacique to be his mistress. She was with
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child by him, but, suspecting her of being engaged
some other intrigue, he had her fastened to two wood*

spits, not intending to kill her, but to terrify her
;

ar

setting her before the fire, he ordered that she shou

be turned by the servants of the kitchen.

"The maiden, stricken with fear through the cruel

thereof, and strange kind of torment, presently gave up t!

ghost. The cacique her father, understanding the matt<

took thirty of his men and went to the house of the captai
who was then absent, and slew his wife, whom he h.

married after that wicked act committed, and the worn

who were companions of the wife, and her servants eve

one. Then shutting the door of the house, and putting f

under it, he burnt himself and all his companions tl

assisted him, together with the captain's dead family a.

goods.
;

This is no fiction or poet's romance. It is a t;

of wrath and revenge, which in sober dreadful tri

enacted itself upon this earth, and remains among t

eternal records of the doings of mankind upon it.

some relief to its most terrible features, we follow it w
a story which has a touch in it of diabolical humour.
The slave-owners finding their slaves escaping thi

unprosperously out of their grasp, set themselves

find a remedy for so desperate a disease, and w
swift to avail themselves of any weakness, mental

bodily, through which to retain them in life. One
these proprietors being informed that a number of I

people intended to kill themselves on a certain dij

at a particular spot, and knowing by experience t|

they were too likely to do it, presented himself th

at the time which had been fixed upon, and telL

the Indians when they arrived, that he knew tl<

intention, and that it was vain for them to attemp

keep anything a secret from him, he ended with say
that he had come there to kill himself with them ;

t

as he had used them ill in this world, he might
them worse in the next

;

" with which he did dissu

them presently from their purpose." With what effic

such believers in the immortality of the soul were li.n
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> recommend either their faith or their God; rather,

ow terribly all the devotion and all the earnestness

ith which the poor priests who followed in the wake
f the conquerors laboured to recommend it were

lamed and paralyzed, they themselves too bitterly

.ment. It was idle to send out governor after governor
ith orders to stay such practices. They had but to

rive on the scenes to become infected with the same

:ver, or if any remnant of Castilian honour, or any
.intest echoes of the faith which they professed, still

ickered in a few of the best and noblest, they could

at look on with folded hands in ineffectual mourning ;

icy could do nothing without soldiers, and the soldiers

ere the worst offenders. Hispaniola became a mere
ssert ;

the gold was in the mines, and there were no

Dor slaves left remaining to extract it. One means
hich the Spaniards dared to employ to supply the

icancy, brought about an incident which in its piteous
iithos exceeds any story we have ever heard. Crimes
ad criminals are swept away by time, nature finds an

itidote for their poison, and they and their ill con-

:quences alike are blotted out and perish. If we do
Dt forgive them, at least we cease to hate them, as it

"ows more clear to us that they injured none so deeply
*; themselves. But the ^/oiwcfys Ka/aa, the enormous
ickedness by which humanity itself has been outraged
id disgraced, we cannot forgive, we cannot cease to

ate that
;
the years roll away, but the tints of it remain

i the pages of history, deep and horrible as the day
which they were entered there.

'"When the Spaniards understood the simple opinion
"

the Yucaian islanders concerning the souls of their

jparted, which, after their sins purged in the cold northern
ountains should pass into the south, to the intent that,

<aving their own country of their own accord, they might
iffer themselves to be brought to Hispaniola, they did
irsuade those poor wretches, that they came from those
aces where they should see their parents and children,
id all their kindred and friends that were dead, and
lould enjoy all kinds of delights with the embracements
id fruition of all beloved beings. And they, being infected

LIBRARY ST. MARY'S COLLEGE
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and possessed with these crafty and subtle imaginations

singing and rejoicing left their country, and followed vair

and idle hope. But when they saw that they were deceived

and neither met their parents nor any that they desired

but were compelled to undergo grievous sovereignty anc

command, and to endure cruel and extreme labour, the;;

either slew themselves, or, choosing to famish, gave u\

their fair spirits, being persuaded by no reason or violenci

to take food. So these miserable Yucaians came to thei

end."

It was once more as it was in the days of th

apostles. The New World was first offered to th

holders of the old traditions. They were the husband

men first chosen for the new vineyard, and blood an

desolation were the only fruits which they reared upo
it. In their hands it was becoming a kingdom not c

God, but of the devil, and a sentence of blight wer

out against them and against their works. How fatal!

it has worked, let modern Spain and Spanish Americ

bear witness. We need not follow further the histoi

of their dealings with the Indians. For their colonie

a fatality appears to have followed all attempts ;

Catholic colonization. Like shoots from an old deca ,

ing tree which no skill and no care can rear, they we

planted, and for a while they might seem to grow ;
b

their life was never more than a lingering death,

failure, which to a thinking person would outweigh
the arguments against Catholicism whole libraries

faultless catenas^ and a consensus patrum unbrob

through fifteen centuries for the supremacy of i

Peter.

There is no occasion to look for superstitious caus

to explain it. The Catholic faith had ceased to be t

faith of the large mass of earnest thinking capal

persons ;
and to those who can best do the work,

work in this world sooner or later is committt

America was the natural home for Protestants; per
cuted at home, they sought a place where they mi

worship God in their own way, without danger
stake or gibbet, and the French Huguenots, as aft
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yards the English Puritans, early found their way
here. The fate of a party of Coligny's people, who
lad gone out as settlers, shall be the last of these

tories, illustrating, as it does in the highest degree,

he wrath and fury with which the passions on both

ides were boiling. A certain John Ribault, with about

[oo companions, had emigrated to Florida. They were

juiet inoffensive people, and lived in peace there several

'ears, cultivating the soil, building villages, and on the

>est possible terms with the natives. Spain was at

he time at peace with France; we are, therefore, to

suppose that it was in pursuance of the great crusade,

n which they might feel secure of the secret, if not

;he confessed, sympathy of the Guises, that a powerful

Spanish fleet bore down upon this settlement. The
French made no resistance, and they were seized and

layed alive, and their bodies hung out upon the trees,

ffith an inscription suspended over them, "Not as

Frenchmen, but as heretics." At Paris all was sweet-

iess and silence. The settlement was tranquilly

surrendered to the same men who had made it the

scene of their atrocity; and two years later, 500 of

i;he very Spaniards who had been most active in the

nurder were living there in peaceable possession, in

:wo forts which their relation with the natives had

obliged them to build. It was well that there were

Dther Frenchmen living, of whose consciences the Court

nad not the keeping, and who were able on emergencies
to do what was right without consulting it. A certain

privateer named Dominique de Gourges, secretly armed
and equipped a vessel at Rochelle, and, stealing across

the Atlantic and in two days collecting a strong party
of Indians, he came down suddenly upon the forts,

and, taking them by storm, slew or afterwards hanged
every man he found there, leaving their bodies on the

trees on which they had hanged the Huguenots, with

their own inscription reversed against them, "Not as

Spaniards, but as murderers." For which exploit, well

deserving of all honest men's praise, Dominique de

Gourges had to fly his country for his life
; and, coming
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to England, was received with honourable welcome b;

Elizabeth.

It was at such a time, and to take their part amids
such scenes as these, that the English navigators ap

peared along the shores of South America, as the armec

soldiers of the Reformation, and as the avengers o

humanity ;
as their enterprise was grand and lofty, s<

was the manner in which they bore themselves in al

ways worthy of it. They were no nation of saints

in the modern sentimental sense of that word; the;

were prompt, stern men more ready ever to strik

an enemy than to parley with him
; and, privat

adventurers as they all were, it was natural enougl
that private foolishness and private badness should b

found among them as among other mortals. Ever

Englishman who had the means was at liberty to f

out a ship or ships, and if he could produce tolerabl

vouchers for himself, received at once a commissio
from the Court. The battles of England were fougr

by her children, at their own risk and cost, and the

were at liberty to repay themselves the expense of the

expeditions by plundering at the cost ot the nation;

enemy. Thus, of course, in a mixed world, there wei

found mixed marauding crews of scoundrels, who playe
the game which a century later was played with sue i

effect by the pirates of Tortuga. But we have i

remark, first, that such stories are singularly rare
;
ar

then, that the victims are never the Indians, never ar

but the Spaniards or the French, when the English we
at war with them

;
and, on the whole, the conduct ar

character of the English sailors, considering what tin

were and the work which they were sent to do, prese
us all through that age with such a picture of gallantr

disinterestedness, and high heroic energy, as has nev

been overmatched
;

the more remarkable, as it w
the fruit of no drill or discipline, no tradition, i

system, no organized training, but was the free nati

growth of a noble virgin soil.

Before starting on an expedition, it was usual for t

crew and the officers to meet and arrange among the:?
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a series of articles of conduct, to which they
ound themselves by a formal agreement, the entire

ody itself undertaking to see to their observance. It

; quite possible that strong religious profession, and
ven sincere profession, might be accompanied, as it

ras in the Spaniards, with everything most detestable.

t is not sufficient of itself to prove that their actions
rould correspond with it, but it is one among a number
f evidences

; and, coming, as they come before us,

ith hands clear of any blood but of fair and open
nemies, their articles may pass at least as indications

f what they were.

Here we have a few instances :

Hawkins's ship's company was, as he himself informs

s, an unusually loose one. Nevertheless, we find them

gathered together every morning and evening to serve

iod
;

" and a fire on board which only Hawkins's pres-
nce of mind prevented from destroying ship and crew

Dgether, was made use of by the men as an occasion to

>anish swearing out of the ship.

" With a general consent of all our company, it was or-

ained that there should be a palmer or ferula which should
>e in the keeping of him who was taken with an oath

;
and

hat he who had the palmer should give to every one that

e took swearing, a palmada with it and the ferula ;
and

whosoever at the time of evening or morning prayer was
3und to have the palmer, should have three blows given
;im by the captain or the master

;
and that he should still

ie bound to free himself by taking another, or else to run
n danger of continuing the penalty, which, being executed
few days, reformed the vice, so that in three days together

/as not one oath heard to be sworn."

The regulations for Luke Fox's voyage commenced
hus :

" For as much as the good success and prosperity of every
iction doth consist in the due service and glorifying of God,
mowing that not only our being and preservation, but the

>rosperity of all our actions and enterprises do immedi-
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ately depend on His Almighty goodness and mercy ; it i

provided
"
First, that all the company, as well officers as others

shall duly repair every day twice at the call of the bell t

hear public prayers to be read, such as are authorized by th-

church, and that in a godly and devout manner, as goo
Christians ought.

"Secondly, that no man shall swear by the name of Goc
or use any profane oath, or blaspheme His holy name."

To symptoms such as these, we cannot but attach

very different value when they are the spontaneous growt
of common minds, unstimulated by sense of propriet
or rules of the service, or other official influence lay c

ecclesiastic, from what we attach to the somewhat simils

ceremonials in which, among persons whose position :

conspicuous, important enterprises are now and the

inaugurated.
We have said as much as we intend to say of th

treatment by the Spaniards of the Indian women. S

Walter Raleigh is commonly represented by historiar

as rather defective, if he was remarkable at all, on tt

moral side of his character. Yet Raleigh can declai

proudly, that all the time he was on the Oronooki
"
neither by force nor other means had any of his me

intercourse with any woman there
;

" and the narrator <

the incidents of Raleigh's last voyage acquaints h

correspondent
" with some particulars touching tl

government of the fleet, which, although other men :.

their voyages doubtless in some measure observed, y
in all the great volumes which have been writtt

touching voyages, there is no precedent of so god
severe and martial government, which not only in its*

is laudable and worthy of imitation, but is also fit to 1 >

written and engraven on every man's soul that covete

to do honour to his country."
Once more, the modern theory of Drake is, as >*

said above, that he was a gentleman-like pirate on

large scale, who is indebted for the place which he fi

in history to the indistinct ideas of right and wro:

prevailing in the unenlightened age in which he live
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nd who therefore demands all the toleration of our

wn enlarged humanity to allow him to remain there.

,et us see how the following incident can be made to

oincide with this hypothesis :

A few days after clearing the channel on his first great

oyage, he fell in with a small Spanish ship, which he

ook for a prize. He committed the care of it to a

ertain Mr. Doughtie, a person much trusted by, and

ersonally very dear to him, and this second vessel was

o follow him as a tender.

In dangerous expeditions into unknown seas, a second

mailer ship was often indispensable to success; but

aany finely-intended enterprises were ruined by the

owardice of the officers to whom such ships were en-

rusted
;
who shrank as danger thickened, and again

nd again took advantage of darkness or heavy weather

o make sail for England and forsake their commander,
ilawkins twice suffered in this way ;

so did Sir Humfrey
jilbert

; and, although Drake's own kind feeling for

ds old friend has prevented him from leaving an exact

.ccount of his offence, we gather from the scattered hints

/hich are let fall, that he, too, was meditating a similar

liece of treason. However, it may or may not have

>een thus. But when at Port St. Julien, "our General,'
7

^ays one of the crew,

"
Began to inquire diligently of the actions of Mr. Thomas

Ooughtie., and found them not to be such as he looked for,

ut tending rather to contention or mutiny, or some other

lisorder, whereby, without redresse, the success of the

oyage might greatly have been hazarded. Whereupon the

;ompany was called together and made acquainted with

he particulars of the cause, which were found, partly by Mr.

Doughtie's own confession, and partly by the evidence of

he fact, to be true, which, when our General saw, although
lis private affection to Mr. Doughtie (as he then, in the

)resence of us all, sacredly protested) was great, yet the

are which he had of the state of the voyage, of the expec-
ation of Her Majesty, and of the honour of his country, did

nore touch him, as indeed it ought, than the private respect
)f one man

;
so that the cause being thoroughly heard, and

ill things done in good order as near as might be to the
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course of our law in England, it was concluded that Mr
Doughtie should receive punishment according to the

quality of the offence. And he, seeing no remedy bul

patience for himself, desired before his death to receive the

communion, which he did at the hands of Mr. Fletcher, oui

minister, and our General himself accompanied him in tha

holy action, which, being done, and the place of executior

made ready, he, having embraced our General, and taker

leave of all the company, with prayers for the Queen'
Majesty and our realm, in quiet sort laid his head to tru

block, where he ended his life. This being done, ou
General made divers speeches to the whole company, per

suading us to unity, obedience, love, and regard of ou

voyage, and for the better confirmation thereof, willed ever

man the next Sunday following to prepare himself to receiv

the communion, as Christian brethren and friends ought t

do, which was done in very reverent sort, and so with goo
contentment every man went about his business."

The simple majesty of this anecdote can gain nothin
,

from any comment which we might offer upon it. Th
crew of a common English ship organizing, of their ow
free motion, on that wild shore, a judgment hall moi

grand and awful than any most elaborate law cour

with its ermine and black cap, and robes of ceremon
for mind as well as body, is not to be reconciled wit '

the pirate theory, which we may as well henceforth pi

away from us.

Of such stuff were the early English navigators ;

are reaping the magnificent harvest of their gre
heroism

;
and we may see once more in their histo:

and in what has arisen out of it, that on these dee

moral foundations, and on none others, enduring pro

perities, of what kind so-ever, politic or religiou

material or spiritual, are alone in this divinely-goverm
world permitted to base themselves and grow. Wher
ever we find them they are still the same. In the cour

of Japan or of China, fighting Spaniards in the Pacifi

or prisoners among the Algerines, founding coloni

which by and by were to grow into enormous trar

atlantic republics, or exploring in crazy pinnaces t

fierce latitudes of the Polar seas, they are the sar
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idomitable God-fearing men whose life was one great

turgy.
" The ice was strong, but God was stronger,"

ays one of Frobisher's men, after grinding a night and

\ day among the icebergs, not waiting for God to come
own and split them, but toiling through the long hours,

imself and the rest fending off the vessel with poles
: nd planks, with death glaring at them out of the ice

Dcks, and so saving themselves and it. Icebergs were

trong, Spaniards were strong, and storms, and corsairs,

nd rocks, and reefs, which no chart had then noted

icy were all strong, but God was stronger, and that was

ill which they cared to know.

Out of the vast number it is difficult to make wise

elections, but the attention floats loosely over gene-

alities, and only individual men can seize it and hold

: fast. We shall attempt to bring our readers face to

ice with some of these men
; not, of course, to write

heir biographies, but to sketch the details of a few

cenes, in the hope that they may tempt those under

*7hose eyes they may fall to look for themselves to

omplete the perfect figure.

Some two miles above the port of Dartmouth, once

li.mong the most important harbours in England, on a

irojecting angle of land which runs out into the river

n.t the head of one of its most beautiful reaches, there

tas stood for some centuries the Manor House of

jreenaway. The water runs deep all the way to it from

he sea, and the largest vessels may ride with safety

rithin a stone's throw of the windows. In the latter

lalf of the sixteenth century there must have met, in

he hall of this mansion, a party as remarkable as could

lave been found anywhere in England. Humfrey and
\drian Gilbert, with their half-brother, Walter Raleigh,

icre, when little boys, played at sailors in the reaches of

^ong Stream
;
in the summer evenings doubtless rowing

lown with the tide to the port, and wondering at the

[uaint figure-heads and carved prows of the ships which

hronged it
;
or climbing on board, and listening, with

learts beating, to the mariners' tales of the new earth

>eyond the sunset ; and here in later life, matured men,
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whose boyish dreams had become heroic action, tht

used again to meet in the intervals of quiet, and tl

rock is shown underneath the house where Ralek

smoked the first tobacco. Another remarkable man,
whom we shall presently speak more closely, could n

fail to have made a fourth at these meetings. A sail

boy of Sandwich, the adjoining parish, John Dav:

showed early a genius which could not have escap<
the eye of such neighbours, and in the atmosphere

Greenaway he learned to be as noble as the Gilber

and as tender and delicate as Raleigh. Of this part

for the present we confine ourselves to the host ai

owner, Humfrey Gilbert, knighted afterwards by Eli;

beth. Led by the scenes of his childhood to the s

and to sea adventures, and afterwards, as his mi)

unfolded, to study his profession scientifically, we fii

him as soon as he was old enough to think for himse

or make others listen to him, "amending the gn
errors of naval sea cards, whose common fault is

make the degree of longitude in every latitude of o

common bigness ;

"
inventing instruments for taki

observations, studying the form of the earth, and cc

vincing himself that there was a north-west passage, a

studying the necessities of his country, and discoveri

the remedies for them in colonization and extend

markets for home manufactures, and insisting with

much loudness on these important matters that tl

reached the all-attentive ears of Walsingham, a

through Walsingham were conveyed to the Que
Gilbert was examined before the Queen's Majesty a

the Privy Council, the record of which examination

has himself left to us in a paper which he afterwa

drew up, and strange enough reading it is. The m
admirable conclusions stand side by side with

wildest conjectures ;
and invaluable practical discover

among imaginations at which all our love for him can

hinder us from smiling ;
the whole of it from first to 1

saturated through and through with his inborn nobi

of nature.

Homer and Aristotle are pressed into service to pr
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iat the ocean runs round the three old continents, and

imerica therefore is necessarily an island. The gulf

tream which he had carefully observed, eked out

y a theory of the primum mobile, is made to demon-
trate a channel to the north, corresponding to Magel-
m's Straits in the south, he believing, in common with

Imost every one of his day, that these straits were

ne only opening into the Pacific, the land to the

outh being unbroken to the Pole. He prophecies a

iarket in the East for our manufactured linen and
alicoes :

" The Easterns greatly prizing the same, as appeareth
i Hester, where the pomp is expressed of the great

[ing of India, Ahasuerus, who matched the coloured

lothes wherewith his houses and tents were apparelled,
ath gold and silver, as part of his greatest treasure."

These and other such arguments were the best

nalysis which Sir Humfrey had to offer of the spirit

/hich he felt to be working in him. We may think

/hat we please of them. But we can have but one

hought of the great grand words with which the

nemorial concludes, and they alone would explain the

Dve which Elizabeth bore him :

"
Never, therefore, mislike with me for taking in hand any

audable and honest enterprise, for if through pleasure
r idleness we purchase shame, the pleasure vanisheth,

'Hit the shame abideth for ever.
" Give me leave, therefore, without offence, always to

ive and die in this mind : that he is not worthy to live

at all that, for fear or danger of death, shunneth his

:ountry's service and his own honour, seeing that death
s inevitable and the fame of virtue immortal, wherefore
n this behalf mutare vel timere sperno?

Two voyages which he undertook at his own cost,

vhich shattered his fortune, and failed, as they naturally

night, since inefficient help or mutiny of subordinates.

)r other disorders, are inevitable conditions under which
nore or less great men must be content to see their great

noughts mutilated by the feebleness of their instru-
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ments, did not dishearten him, and in June, 1583, a laj

fleet of five ships sailed from the port of Dartmouth

with commission from the Queen to discover and tak

possession from latitude 45 to 50 north a voyage nc

a little noteworthy, there being planted in the course c

it the first English colony west of the Atlantic. Elizabet

had a foreboding that she would never see him agaii

She sent him a jewel as a last token of her favour, an

she desired Raleigh to have his picture taken before t

went.

The history of the voyage was written by a M
Edward Hayes, of Dartmouth, one of the princip

actors in it, and as a composition it is more remarkab

for fine writing than any very commendable thought
the author. But Sir Humfrey's nature shines through tl

infirmity of his chronicler
;
and in the end, indeed, M

Hayes himself is subdued into a better mind. He h

lost money by the voyage, and we will hope his high
nature was only under a temporary eclipse. The fle

consisted (it
is well to observe the ships and the size

them) of the Delight, 120 tons ;
the barque Raleigh, 2<

tons (this ship deserted off the Land's End); the Gold

Hinde and the Swallow, 40 tons each
;
and the Squirr

which was called the frigate, 10 tons. For the u

initiated in such matters, we may add, that if in a ves;

the size of the last, a member of the Yacht Club won

consider that he had earned a club-room immortality
he had ventured a run in the depth of summer frc

Cowes to the Channel Islands.

"We were in all," says Mr. Hayes, "260 men, amo i

whom we had of every faculty good choice. Besid

for solace of our own people, and allurement of the savag
we were provided of music in good variety, not omitti

the least toys, as morris dancers, hobby horses, a

May-like conceits to delight the savage people."

The expedition reached Newfoundland without ac <

dent. St. John's was taken possession of, and a cole

left there, and Sir Humfrey then set out exploring ale

the American coast to the south ;
he himself doing
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e work in his little lo-ton cutter, the service being too

ingerous for the larger vessels to venture on. One of

ese had remained at St. John's. He was now accom-
inied only by the Delight and the Golden Hinde, and
ese two keeping as near the shore as they dared, he

>ent what remained of the summer, examining every
eek and bay, marking the soundings, taking the bear-

gs of the possible harbours, and risking his life, as

ery hour he was obliged to risk it in such a service, in

us leading, as it were, the forlorn hope in the conquest
the New World. How dangerous it was we shall

esently see. It was towards the end of August.

"The evening was fair and pleasant, yet not without
ten of storm to ensue, and most part of this Wednesday
jht, like the swan that singeth before her death, they in

2 Delight continued in sounding of drums and trumpets
d fifes, also winding the cornets and haughtboys, and
the end of their jollity left with the battell and ringing
doleful knells."

Two days after came the storm
;
the Delight struck

/>on a bank, and went down in sight of the other vessels,
lich were unable to render her any help. Sir Humfrey's
pers, among other things, were all lost in her

; at the

ae considered by him an irreparable misfortune. But
was little matter

;
he was never to need them. The

ilden Hinde and the Squirrelvivcz now left alone of the

e ships. The provisions were running short, and the

rmmer season was closing. Both crews were on short
: owance ; and with much difficulty Sir Humfrey was
availed upon to be satisfied for the present with what
had done, and to lay off for England.

'So upon Saturday,, in the afternoon, the 3ist of

igust, we changed our course, and returned back for

igland, at which very instant, even in winding about,
tre passed along between us and the land, which we
.w forsook, a very lion, to our seeming, in shape, hair,
il colour

;
not swimming after the manner of a beast

moving of his feet, but rather sliding upon the water
:h his whole body, except his legs, in sight, neither yet
'ing under and again rising as the manner is of whales,
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porpoises, and other fish, but confidently showing nil

self without hiding, notwithstanding that we presenti
ourselves in open view and gesture to amaze him. Th
he passed along, turning his head to and fro, yawnii
and gaping wide, with ougly demonstration of long tee

and glaring eyes; and to bidde us farewell, coming rig

against the Hinde, he sent forth a horrible voice, roarii

and bellowing as doth a lion, which spectacle we all behe
so far as we were able to discern the same, as men pro]
to wonder at every strange thing. What opinion othe

had thereof, and chiefly the General himself, I forbear

deliver. But he took it for Bonum Omen, rejoicing that

was to war against such an enemy if it were the devil."

We have no doubt that he did think it was the dev
men in those days believing really that evil was me
than a principle or a necessary accident, and that in

their labour for God and for right, they must make th

account to have to fight with the devil in his proper pers(
But if we are to call it superstition, and if this w
no devil in the form of a roaring lion, but a mere gr \

seal or sea-lion, it is a more innocent superstition

impersonate so real a power, and it requires a bo
heart to rise up against it and defy it in its living ter

than to sublimate it away into a philosophical princi
and to forget to battle with it in speculating on its or

and nature. But to follow the brave Sir Humf
whose work of fighting with the devil was now over,

who was passing to his reward. The 2nd of Septem
the General came on board the Golden Hinde "

to m
merry with us." He greatly deplored the loss of

books and papers ; and Mr. Hayes considered that

loss of manuscripts could not be so very distress

and that there must have been something behind,
tain gold ore, for instance, which had perished als

considerations not perhaps of particular value. He
full of confidence from what he had seen, and tal

with all eagerness and warmth of the new expedi
for the following spring. Apocryphal gold-mines

occupying the minds of Mr. Hayes and others, who '

persuaded that Sir Humfrey was keeping to himself s

such discovery which he had secretly made, and
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:d hard to extract it from him. They could make

:hing, however, of his odd ironical answers, and their

row at the catastrophe which followed is sadly blended

in. disappointment that such a secret should have

ished. Sir Humfrey doubtless saw America with

ier eyes than theirs, and gold-mines richer than

lifornia in its huge rivers and savannahs.

:

Leaving the issue of this good hope (about the gold),"
.tinues Mr. Hayes,

"
to God, who only knoweth the truth

reof, I will hasten to the end of this tragedy, which must
knit up in the person of our General, and as it was God's
inance upon him, even so the vehement persuasion of
friends could nothing avail to divert him from his wilful

Dlution of going in his frigate ;
and when he was en-

dted by the captain, master, and others, his well-wishers
the //z>/<:fe, not to venture, this was his answer 'I will

forsake my little company going homewards, with whom
ave passed so many storms and perils.'

"

\lbeit, thinks the writer, who is unable to comprehend
ih high gallantry, there must have been something on
mind of what the world would say of him, "and it

>> rather rashness than advised resolution to prefer
wind of a vain report to the weight of his own life,"

the writing of which sentence we will trust the

nor, either in this world or the other, has before this

>ie due penance and repented of it.

.Two-thirds of the way home they met foul weather
i\ terrible seas,

"
breaking short and pyramid-wise."

:n who had all their lives "occupied the sea" had
'er seen it more outrageous.

" We had also upon
mainyard an apparition of a little fire by night,

ich seamen do call Castor and Pollux."

Monday, the ninth of September, in the afternoon, the
ate was near cast away oppressed by waves, but at that

>e recovered, and giving forth signs of joy, the General,
tng abaft with a book in his hand, cried unto us in the
tide so often as we did approach v/ithin hearing,

' We
as near to heaven by sea as by land,' reiterating the

tie speech, well beseeming a soldier resolute in Jesus
rist, as I can testify that he was. The same Monday
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night, about twelve of the clock, or not long after, the friga

being a-head of us in the Golden Hinde, suddenly her ligh
were out, whereof as it were in a moment we lost the sigh
and withal our watch cried,

' The General was cast awa
which was too true."

So stirbt ein Held. It was a fine end for a morl

man. We will not call it sad or tragic, but heroic ai

sublime
;
and if our eyes water as we write it dow

it is not with sorrow, but with joy and pride.

"Thus faithfully," concludes Mr. Hayes (in some degi

rising above himself),
"

I have related this story, when-
some spark of the knight's virtues, though he be ext

guished, may happily appear ;
he remaining resolute tc

purpose honest and godly as was this, to discover, posse
and reduce unto the service of God and Christian pie
those remote and heathen countries of America. Such
the infinite bounty of God, who from every evil deriveth go
that fruit may grow in time of our travelling in these Nor1
Western lands (as has it not grown ?), and the crosses, 1 1

moils, and afflictions, both in the preparation and execut

of the voyage, did correct the intemperate humours wh
before we noted to be in this gentleman, and made
savoury and less delightful his other manifold virtues.

" Thus as he was refined and made nearer unto the im
of God, so it pleased the Divine will to resume him

Himself, whither both his and every other high and n<

mind have always aspired."

Such was Sir Humfrey Gilbert
;
we know but li

more of him, and we can only conjecture that

was still in the prime of his years when the Atla

swallowed him. Like the gleam of a landscape

suddenly for a moment by the lightning, these

scenes flash down to us across the centuries ;
but i

a life must that have been of which this was the

elusion ! He was one of a race which have ceasec

be. We look round for them, and we can ha

believe that the same blood is flowing in our vt

Brave we may still be, and strong perhaps as t

but the high moral grace which made bravery

strength so beautiful is departed from us for ever.
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Our space is sadly limited for historical portrait

tinting; but we must find room for another of that

reenavvay party whose nature was as fine as that of

ilbert, and who intellectually was more largely gifted,

he latter was drowned in 1583. In 1585 John Davis

ft Dartmouth on his first voyage into the Polar seas
;

id twice subsequently he went again, venturing in

aall ill-equipped vessels of thirty or forty tons into the

ost dangerous seas. These voyages were as remark-

>le for their success as for the daring with which they
^re accomplished, and Davis's epitaph is written on the

ap of the world, where his name still remains to com-
emorate his discoveries. Brave as he was, he is

stinguished by a peculiar and exquisite sweetness of

iture, which, from many little facts of his life, seems to

ive affected every one with whom he came in contact

a remarkable degree. We find men, for the love of

aster Davis, leaving their firesides to sail with him,
thout other hope or motion

;
and silver bullets were

st to shoot him in a mutiny ;
the hard rude natures of

e mutineers being awed by something in his carriage
lich was not like that of a common man. He has

-itten the account of one of his northern voyages
mself; one of those, by the by, which the Hakluyt
)ciety have mutilated

;
and there is an imaginative

;auty in it, and a rich delicacy of expression, which is

true natural poetry, called out in him by the first sight

strange lands and things and people.
To show what he was, we should have preferred, if

)ssible, to have taken the story of his expedition into

e South Seas, in which, under circumstances of singu-
r difficulty, he was deserted by Candish, under whom
i had sailed ; and after inconceivable trials, from famine,

utiny, and storm, ultimately saved himself and his

dp, and such of the crew as had chosen to submit to

s orders. But it is a long history, and will not admit
'

being mutilated. As an instance of the stuff of which
was composed, he ran back in the black night in a

ile of wind through the Straits of Magellan, by a chart
hich he had made with the eye in passing up. His
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anchors were lost or broken

;
the cables were parte<

He could not bring up the ship ; there was nothing fc

it but to run, and he carried her safe through alon

a channel often not three miles broad, sixty mile

from end, and twisting like the reaches of a rive

For the present, however, we are forced to center

ourselves with a few sketches out of the north-we

voyages. Here is one, for instance, which shows ho
an Englishman could deal with the Indians. Davis ha

landed at Gilbert's Sound, and gone up the count

exploring. On his return, he found his crew loud

complaints of the thievish propensities of the native

and urgent to have an example made of some of ther

On the next occasion he fired a gun at them with blar

cartridge ;
but their nature was still too strong for thei

"
Seeing iron," he says,

"
they could in no case forbe

stealing ; which, when I perceived, it did but minis!

to me occasion of laughter to see their simplicity, and
willed that they should not be hardly used, but that c

company should be more diligent to keep their thin;

supposing it to be very hard in so short a time to ma
them know their evils."

In his own way, however, he took an opportunity
administering a lesson to them of a more wholesoi
kind than could be given with gunpowder and bulk
Like the rest of his countrymen, he believed the sava

Indians in their idolatries to be worshippers of the de

"They are witches," he says; "they have images
great store, and use many kinds of enchantment
And these enchantments they tried on one occasion

put in force against himself and his crew.

"
Being on shore on the 4th day of July, one of th

made a long oration, and then kindled a fire, into wh
with many strange words and gestures he put divers thin

which we supposed to be a sacrifice. Myself and cert

of my company standing by, they desired us to go i

the smoke. I desired them to go into the smoke, wh
they would by no means do. 1 then took one of th

and thrust him into the smoke, and willed one of
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3mpany to tread out the fire, and spurn it into the sea,

hich was done to show them that we did contemn their

It is a very English story exactly what a modern

Englishman would do
; only, perhaps, not believing that

lere was any real devil in the case, which makes a

ifference. However, real or not real, after seeing him

atiently put up with such an injury, we will hope the

oor Greenlander had less respect for the devil than

)rmerly.

Leaving Gilbert's Sound, Davis went on to the north-
r

est, and in lat. 63 fell in with a barrier of ice, which

e coasted for thirteen days without finding an opening,
"he very sight of an iceberg was new to all his crew

;

nd the ropes and shrouds, though it was midsummer,

ecoming compassed with ice,

"The people began to fall sick and faint-hearted

'hereupon, very orderly, with good discretion, they en-

eated me to regard the safety of mine own life, as well

s the preservation of theirs
;
and that I should not,

irough overbouldness, leave their widows and fatherless

hildren to give me bitter curses.
"
Whereupon, seeking counsel of God, it pleased His

)ivine Majesty to move my heart to prosecute that which

hope shall be to His glory, and to the contentation of

very Christian mind."

He had two vessels, one of some burthen, the other a

unnace of thirty tons. The result of the counsel which
te had sought was, that he made over his own large
'essel to such as wished to return, and himself "think-

ng it better to die with honour than to return with

nfamy," went on, with such volunteers as would follow

lim, in a poor leaky cutter, up the sea now called

Davis's Straits, in commemoration of that adventure,

(."
north of the furthest known point, among storms and

cebergs, by which the long days and twilight nights
ilone saved him from being destroyed, and, coasting
)ack along the American shore, discovered Hudson's
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Straits, supposed then to be the long-desired entrano
into the Pacific. This exploit drew the attention o

Walsingham, and by him Davis was presented t<

Burleigh, "who was also pleased to show him grea

encouragement." If either these statesmen or Elizabet)

had been twenty years younger, his name would hav
filled a larger space in history than a small corner of th

map of the world
;
but if he was employed at all in th

last years of the century, no vates sacer has been foum
to celebrate his work, and no clue is left to guide u<

He disappears ; a cloud falls over him. He is know
to have commanded trading vessels in the Eastern seas

and to have returned five times from India. But th

details are all lost, and accident has only parted th

clouds for a moment to show us the mournful settin

with which he, too, went down upon the sea.

In taking out Sir Edward Michellthorne to India, i

1604, he fell in with a crew of Japanese, whose shi

had been burnt, drifting at sea, without provisions, i

a leaky junk. He supposed them to be pirates, but h

did not choose to leave them to so wretched a deatl

and took them on board, and in a few hours, watchir

their opportunity, they murdered him.

As the fool dieth, so dieth the wise, and there is r

difference
;

it was the chance of the sea, and the ; I

reward of a humane action a melancholy end for sue I

a man like the end of a warrior, not dying Epamino
das-like on the field of victory, but cut off in some po
brawl or ambuscade. But so it was with all these me
They were cut off in the flower of their days, and fe

indeed of them laid their bones in the sepulchres of the

fathers. They knew the service which they had chose

and they did not ask the wages for which they had n

laboured. Life with them was no summer holyday, b
a holy sacrifice offered up to duty, and what the

Master sent was welcome. Beautiful is old age beau
ful as the slow-dropping mellow autumn of a rich glorio
summer. In the old man, nature has fulfilled her worl

she loads him with her blessings ;
she fills him wi

the fruits of a well-spent life ; and, surrounded by \
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hildren and his children's children, she rocks him

oftly away to a grave, to which he is followed with

lessings. God forbid we should not call it beautiful.

t is beautiful, but not the most beautiful. There is

nother life, hard, rough, and thorny, trodden with

leeding feet and aching brow
; the life of which the

ross is the symbol ;
a battle which no peace follows,

lis side the grave; which the grave gapes to finish,

efore the victory is won ; and strange that it should
e so this is the highest life of man. Look back

long the great names of history ;
there is none whose

fe has been other than this. They to whom it has

een given to do the really highest work in this earth

hoever they are, Jew or Gentile, Pagan or Christian,

arriors, legislators, philosophers, priests, poets, kings,
aves one and all, their fate has been the same the

ime bitter cup has been given to them to drink; and
) it was with the servants of England in the sixteenth

entury. Their life was a long battle, either with the

.ements or with men, and it was enough for them to

ilfil their work, and to pass away in the hour when
od had nothing more to bid them do. They did not

Dmplain, and why should we complain for them ?

eaceful life was not what they desired, and an honour-
Die death had no terrors for them. Theirs was the old

recian spirit, and the great heart of the Theban poet
/ed again in them :

Qaveiv 5' ofoiv avdyKa,
T'L K TIS av&vv/J.ov yrjpas v cr/c6ry

,
diravruv

"
Seeing," in Gilbert's own brave words,

"
that death

inevitable, and the fame of virtue is immortal
;

nerefore in this behalf mutare vel timere sperno"
In the conclusion of these light sketches we pass
to an element different from that in which we have
:en lately dwelling. The scenes in which Gilbert and
avis played out their high natures were of the kind

! lich we call peaceful, and the enemies with which
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they contended were principally the ice and the wind

and the stormy seas and the dangers of unknown an<

savage lands; we shall close amidst the roar of cannon
and the wrath and rage of battle. Hume, who allude

to the engagement which we are going to describe

speaks of it in a tone which shows that he looked at i

as something portentous and prodigious ;
as a thing t<

wonder at but scarcely as deserving the admiratio:

which we pay to actions properly within the scope c

humanity and as if the energy which was displayed i

it was like the unnatural strength of madness. H
does not say this, but he appears to feel it

; and h

scarcely would have felt it, if he had cared more deepl
to saturate himself with the temper of the age of whic

he was writing. At the time all England and all th

world rang with the story. It struck a deeper terro

though it was but the action of a single ship, into t

hearts of the Spanish people it dealt a more dea<

blow upon their fame and moral strength, than

destruction of the Armada itself; and in the din

results which arose from it, it was scarcely less dis

trous to them. Hardly, as it seems to us, if the m<

glorious actions which are set like jewels in the histo

of mankind are weighed one against the other in t

balance, hardly will those 300 Spartans who in

summer morning sate "combing their long hair

death" in the passes of Thermopylae, have earned

more lofty estimate for themselves than this one cr

of modern Englishmen.
In August, 1591, Lord Thomas Howard, with

English line-of-battle ships, six victuallers, and two

three pinnaces, were lying at anchor under the Isla^

of Florez. Light in ballast and short of water, w
half their men disabled by sickness, they were una'

to pursue the aggressive purpose on which they had be

sent out. Several of the ships' crews were on sho:

the ships themselves "all pestered and rommagin
with everything out of order. In this condition tl

were surprised by a Spanish fleet consisting of 53 m
of-war. Eleven out of the twelve English ships obe;>
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the signal of the Admiral, to cut or weigh their anchors

and escape as they might. The twelfth, the Revenge,
was unable for the moment to follow ;

of her crew of

190, 90 being sick on shore, and, from the position
of the ship, there was some delay and difficulty in get

ting them on board. The Revenge was commanded

by Sir Richard Grenville, of Bideford, a man well

known in the Spanish seas, and the terror of the Span
ish sailors; so fierce he was said to be, that mythic
stories passed from lip to lip about him, and, like Earl

Talbot or Cceur de Lion, the nurses at the Azores

frightened children with the sound of his name. " He
was of great revenues," they said,

" of his own inherit

ance, but of unquiet mind, and greatly affected to

wars," and from his uncontrollable propensities for

blood-eating, he had volunteered his services to the

Queen ;

" of so hard a complexion was he, that I (John

Huighen von Linschoten, who is our authority here,

and who was with the Spanish fleet after the action)
nave been told by divers credible persons who stood

and beheld him, that he would carouse three or four

glasses of wine, and take the glasses between his teeth

md crush them in pieces and swallow them down."
Such he was to the Spaniard. To the English he was a

goodly and gallant gentleman, who had never turned his

Dack upon an enemy, and was remarkable in that re

markable time for his constancy and daring. In this

surprise at Florez he was in no haste to fly. He first

>aw all his sick on board and stowed away on the

Dallas!, and then, with no more than TOO men left him
:o fight and work the ship, he deliberately weighed, un-

:ertain, as it seemed at first, what he intended to do.

The Spanish fleet were by this time on his weather bow,
md he was persuaded (we here take his cousin Raleigh's
Beautiful narrative and follow it in his words)

"
to cut

lis mainsail and cast about, and trust to the sailing of

:he ship."

" But Sir Richard utterly refused to turn from the enemy,
illedging that he would rather choose to die than to dis-
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honour himself, his country, and her Majesty's ship, per
suading his company that he would pass through their two

squadrons in spite of them, and enforce those of Seville to

give him way, which he performed upon diverse of the fore

most, who, as the mariners term it, sprang their luff, and fell

under the lee of the Revenge. But the other course had
been the better : and might right well have been answered in

so great an impossibility of prevailing : notwithstanding, oul

of the greatness of his mind, he could not be persuaded."

The wind was light ;
the San Philip,

" a huge high
carged ship" of 1500 tons, came up to windward o

him, and, taking the wind out of his sails, ran aboarc

him.

" After the Revenge was entangled with the San Philip
four others boarded her, two on her larboard and two o)

her starboard. The fight thus beginning at three o'clock ii

the afternoon continued very terrible all that evening. Bu
the great San Philip, having received the lower tier of th

Revenge, shifted herself with all diligence from her sides

utterly misliking her first entertainment. The Spanish ship
were filled with soldiers, in some 200, besides the mariner:
in some 500, in others 800. In ours there were none at al

besides the mariners, but the servants of the commande
and some few voluntary gentlemen only. After many inte

changed vollies of great ordnance and small shot, th

Spaniards deliberated to enter the Revenge, and mac
divers attempts, hoping to force her by the multitude
their armed soldiers and musketeers

;
but were still repulse

again and again, and at all times beaten back into their ou
ship or into the sea. In the beginning of the fight tf

George Noble, of London, having received some shot throug
her by the Armadas, fell under the lee of the Revenge, ar

asked Sir Richard what he would command him
;
but beir

one of the victuallers, and of small force, Sir Richard bac

him save himself and leave him to his fortune."

A little touch of gallantry, which we should 1

glad to remember with the honour due to the bra

English heart who commanded the George Noble ; b
his name has passed away, and his action is an

memoriam, on which time has effaced the writir

All that August night the fight continued, the stz
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oiling over in their sad majesty, but unseen through the

sulphur clouds which hung over the scene. Ship
ifter ship of the Spaniards came on upon the Revenge,
* so that never less than two mighty galleons were at

ler side and aboard her/' washing up like waves upon a

ock, and falling foiled and shattered back amidst the

oar of the artillery. Before morning fifteen several

irmadas had assailed her, and all in vain
;
some had

ueen sunk at her side
;
and the rest,

"
so ill approv-

ng of their entertainment, that at break of day they
were far more willing to hearken to a composition, than

lastily to make more assaults or entries."
" But as the

lay increased so our men decreased, and as the light
>rew more and more, by so much the more grew our

discomfort, for none appeared in sight but enemies,
;ave one small ship called the Pilgrim, commanded
Dy Jacob Whiddon, who hovered all night to see the

success, but in the morning bearing with the Revenge
was hunted like a hare among many ravenous hounds
Dut escaped."

All the powder in the Revenge was now spent, all

ier pikes were broken, 40 out of her 100 men killed,

md a great number of the rest wounded. Sir Richard,

:hough badly hurt early in the battle, never forsook

:he deck till an hour before midnight ; and was then
shot through the body while his wounds were being
iressed, and again in the head

;
and his surgeon was

dlled while attending on him. The masts were lying
3ver the side, the rigging cut or broken, the upper
works all shot in pieces, and the ship herself, unable to

move, was settling slowly in the sea
;
the vast fleet of

Spaniards lying round her in a ring like dogs round a

lying lion, and wary of approaching him in his last

igony. Sir Richard seeing that it was past hope,
laving fought for fifteen hours, and "

having by esti

mation eight hundred shot of great artillery through
lira,"

" commanded the master gunner, whom he knew
:o be a most resolute man, to split and sink the ship,
:hat thereby nothing might remain of glory or victory
:o the Spaniards ; seeing in so many hours they were
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not able to take her, having had above fifteen hours'

time, above ten thousand men, and fifty-three men-of-
war to perform it withal

; and persuaded the company,
or as many as he could induce, to yield themselves

unto God and to the mercy of none else
;
but as they

had, like valiant resolute men, repulsed so many
enemies, they should not now shorten the honour of

their nation by prolonging their own lives for a few
hours or a few days."
The gunner and a few others consented. But such

Saifj-ovir] dperr) was more than could be expected of

ordinary seamen. They had dared do all which did

become men, and they were not more than men, at

least than men were then. Two Spanish ships had

gone down, above 1500 men were killed, and the

Spanish Admiral could not induce any one of the

rest of his fleet to board the Revenge again,
" doubt

ing lest Sir Richard would have blown up himself and
them knowing his dangerous disposition." Sir Richard

lying disabled below, the captain finding the Spaniards
as ready to entertain a composition as they could be

to offer it, gained over the majority of the surviving
crew

;
and the remainder then drawing back frorr.

the master gunner, they all, without further consulting
their dying commander, surrendered on honourable

terms. If unequal to the English in action, the

Spaniards were at least as courteous in victory. It i:

due to them to say, that the conditions were faithfull;

observed. And "the ship being marvellous unsavourie,'
Alonzo de Bacon, the Spanish Admiral, sent his boa
to bring Sir Richard on board his own vessel.

Sir Richard, whose life was fast ebbing away, replied
that " he might do with his body what he list, for tha

he esteemed it not ; and as he was carried out of th

ship he swooned, and reviving again, desired the corr

pany to pray for him."

The Admiral used him with all humanity, "con

mending his valour and worthiness, being unto them
j

rare spectacle and a resolution seldom approved." Th
officers of the rest of the fleet, too, John Higgins tel
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i s, crowded round to look at him, and a new fight

ad almost broken out between the Biscayans and the
1 :

Portugals," each claiming the honour of having boarded

he Revenge.

" In a few hours Sir Richard, feeling his end approaching,
howed not any sign of faintness, but spake these words

; i Spanish, and said,
' Here die I, Richard Grenville, with

joyful and quiet mind, for that I have ended my life

s a true soldier ought to do that hath fought for his

ountry, queen, religion, and honour. Whereby my soul

lost joyfully departeth out of this body, and shall always
save behind it an everlasting fame of a valiant and true

oldier that hath done his duty as he was bound to do.'

Vhen he had finished these or other such like words,
.e gave up the ghost with great and stout courage, and
.o man could perceive any sign of heaviness in him."

Such was the fight at Florez, in that August of 1591,
without its equal in such of the annals of mankind as

'he thing which we call history has preserved to us;
r carcely equalled by the most glorious fate which the

magination of Barrere could invent for the Vengeur ;

lor did it end without a sequel awful as itself.

>ea battles have been often followed by storms, and
without a miracle

;
but with a miracle, as the Spaniards

.nd the English alike believed, or without one, as we
noderns would prefer believing,

" there ensued on this

.ction a tempest so terrible as was never seen or heard
he like before." A. fleet of merchantmen joined the

.rmada immediately after the battle, forming in all 140
ail

;
and of these 140, only 32 ever saw Spanish harbour.

The rest all foundered, or were lost on the Azores.

The men-of-war had been so shattered by shot as to be
inable to carry sail, and the Revenge herself, disdaining
o survive her commander, or as if to complete his own
ast baffled purpose, like Samson, buried herself and
icr 200 prize crew under the rocks of St. Michael's.

"And it may well be thought and presumed," says John
iuyghen,

" that it was no other than a just plague purposely
ent upon the Spaniards ;

and that it might be truly said,
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the taking of the Revenge was justly revenged on them
and not by the might of force of man, but by the powe
of God. As some of them openly said in the Isle o

Terceira, that they believed verily God would consum<
them, and that he took part with the Lutherans and heretic
.... saying further, that so soon as they had throwi
the dead body of the Vice-Admiral Sir Richard Grenvill<

overboard, they verily thought that as he had a devilisl
faith and religion, and therefore the devil loved him, sc

he presently sunk into the bottom of the sea and dowr
into hell, where he raised up all the devils to the reveng*
of his death, and that they brought so great a storm am
torments upon the Spaniards, because they only maintainec
the Catholic and Romish religion. Such and the lib

blasphemies against God they ceased not openly to utter."



THE BOOK OF JOB

"HE question will one day be asked, how it has been

bat, in spite of the high pretensions of us English to a

uperior reverence for the Bible, we have done so little

i comparison with our continental contemporaries
Dwards arriving at a proper understanding of it ? The
<ooks named below 1 form but a section of a long list

'hich has appeared in the last few years on the Book of

ob alone
;
and this book has not received any larger

nare of attention than the others, either of the Old or

le New Testament. Whatever be the nature or the

rigin of these books, (and on this point there is much
ifterence of opinion among the Germans as among our-

ilves,) they are all agreed, orthodox and unorthodox,
aat at least we should endeavour to understand them

;

ad that no efforts can be too great, either of research

r criticism, to discover their history, or elucidate their

eaning.
We shall assent, doubtless, eagerly, perhaps noisily
id indignantly, to so obvious a truism

;
but our own

Torts in the same direction will not bear us out. The
men in England employ themselves in matters of a

lore practical character ;
and while we refuse to avail

jrselves of what has been done elsewhere, no book,
: books, which we produce on the interpretation of

1
I. Die poetischen Bilcher des Alien Bundes. Erklart von

einrich Ewald. Gottingen : bei Vanderhoeck und Ruprecht.
136.

2. Kurzgefassies exegetisches Handbuch zum Alien Testament.
veite Lieferun^. Hiob. Von Ludwig Hirzel. Zweite Auflage,
irchgesehen von Dr. Justus Olshausen. Leipzig. 1852.
3. Qticzstionum in Jobeidos locos vexatos Specimen. Von D. Her-
annus Hupfeld. Halis Saxonum. 1853.

81 F
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Scripture acquire more than a partial or an ephemer,

reputation. The most important contribution to 01

knowledge on this subject which has been made i

these recent years, is the translation of the "
Libra:

of the Fathers," by which it is about as rational to suj

pose that the analytical criticism of modern tim<

can be superseded, as that the place of Herman an

Dindorf could be supplied by an edition of the o!

scholiasts.

It is, indeed, reasonable that, as long as we are pe
suaded that our English theory of the Bible, as a whol
is the right one, we should shrink from contact wi

investigations, which, however ingenious in themselvt

are based on what we know to be a false foundatio

But there are some learned Germans whose orthodo

would pass examination at Exeter Hall
; and there a*

many subjects, such, for instance, as the present, <

which all their able men are agreed in conclusions tr

cannot rationally give offence to any one. For t

Book of Job, analytical criticism has only served to ck

up the uncertainties which have hitherto always liu

about it. It is now considered to be, beyond all dou
a genuine Hebrew original, completed by its wri

almost in the form in which it now remains to us. T I

questions on the authenticity of the Prologue and E

logue, which once were thought important, have gh
way 'before a more sound conception of the dram?

unity of the entire poem ;
and the volumes before

contain merely an inquiry into its meaning, bringing,
the same time, all the resources of modern scholars

and historical and mythological research to bear uj
the obscurity of separate passages. It is the most diffic

of all the Hebrew compositions many words occurr

in it, and many thoughts, not to be found elsewhere

the Bible. How difficult our translators found it may
seen by the number of words which they were obliy

to insert in italics, and the doubtful renderings \vh

they have suggested in the margin. One instance

this, in passing, we will notice in this place it will

familiar to everyone as the passage quoted at the Of
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;
of the English burial service, and adduced as one of

; doctrinal proofs of the resurrection of the body :

"
I

DW that my Redeemer liveth, and that He shall stand

the latter day upon the earth
;
and though, after my

n worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh I shall see

d." So this passage stands in the ordinary version.

t the words in italics have nothing answering to

:m in the original they were all added by the

nslators to fill out their interpretation ; and for in

flesh, they tell us themselves in the margin that we

y read (and, in fact, we ought to read, and must read)
ut of" or " without "

my flesh. It is but to write

: the verses omitting the conjectural additions, and

king that one small, but vital correction, to see how
1 a support is there for so large a conclusion ;

"
I

ow that my Redeemer liveth, and shall stand at the

er . . . upon the earth
;
and after my skin . . .

ttroy this . . .
; yet without my flesh I shall see

d." If there is any doctrine of a resurrection here,

5 a resurrection precisely not of the body, but of the

-it. And now let us only add that the word trans-

d Redeemer is the technical expression for the

/enger of blood"; and that the second paragraph
;ht to be rendered " and one to come after me (my

ttt of kin, to whom the avenging my injuries belongs)
till stand upon my dust," and we shall see how much

; to be done towards the mere exegesis of the text.

is is an extreme instance, and no one will question

general beauty and majesty of our translation
;
but

re are many mythical and physical allusions scattered

r the poem, which, in the sixteenth century, there

-e positively no means of understanding ;
and per-

s, too, there were mental tendencies in the transla-

\ themselves which prevented them from adequately

irehending even the drift and spirit of it. The form
the story was too stringent to allow such tendencies

latitude
;

but they appear, from time to time,

iciently to produce serious confusion. With these

mt assistances, therefore, we propose to say some-

ig of the nature of this extraordinary book a
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book of which it is to say little to call it unequal
of its kind, and which will, one day, perhaps, when
is allowed to stand on its own merits, be seen tow

ing up alone, far away above all the poetry of

world. How it found its way into the Canon, smiting
it does through and through the most deeply-sea

Jewish prejudices, is the chief difficulty about it nc

to be explained only by a traditional acceptance arm
the sacred books, dating back from the old times of

national greatness, when the minds of the people w
hewn in a larger type than was to be found arm

the pharisees of the great synagogue. But its autl

ship, its date, and its history, are alike a mystery
us

;
it existed at the time when the Canon was c<

posed ;
and this is all that we know beyond what

can gather out of the language and the contents of

poem itself.

Before going further, however, we must make re

for a few remarks of a very general kind. Let it r

been written when it would, it marks a period in wl i

the religious convictions of thinking men were pas i

through a vast crisis
;
and we shall not understan i

without having before us clearly something of

conditions which periods of such a kind always

necessarily exhibit.

The history of religious speculation appears in

treme outline to have been of the following kind,

may conceive mankind to have been originally launc

into the universe with no knowledge either of tl

selves or of the scene in which they were placed ;

no actual knowledge, but distinguished from the

of the creation by a faculty of gaining knowle<

and first unconsciously, and afterwards consciously

laboriously, to have commenced that long serie

experience and observation which has accumulate

thousands of years to what we now see around

Limited on all sides by conditions which they i

have felt to be none of their own imposing, and fin

everywhere forces working, over which they hac

control, the fear which they would naturally ente i
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these invisible and mighty agents, assumed, under
2 direction of an idea which we may perhaps call

x>rn and inherent in human nature, a more generous
aracter of reverence and awe. The laws of the outer

rid, as they discovered them, they regarded as the

crees, or as the immediate energies of personal beings ;

d as knowledge grew up among them, they looked
on it not as knowledge of nature, but of God, or the

is. All early paganism appears, on careful examina-

n, to have arisen out of a consecration of the first

liments of physical or speculative science. The
slve labours of Hercules are the labours of the sun,
which Hercules is an old name, through the twelve

ns. Chronos, or time^ being measured by the ap-
ent motion of the heavens, is figured as their child

;

lie, the universal parent, devours its own offspring,
is again itself in the high faith of a human soul,

iscious of its power and its endurance, supposed to

baffled and dethroned by Zeus, or life ; and so on

ough all the elaborate theogonies of Greece and

rpt. They are no more than real insight into real

nomena, allegorized as time went on, elaborated by
cy, or idealized by imagination, but never losing
ir original character.

Thus paganism, in its very nature, was expansive,

-developing, and, as Mr. Hume observed, tolerant;
lew god was welcomed to the Pantheon as a new
intific discovery is welcomed by the Royal Society ;

I the various nations found no difficulty in inter-

nging their divinities a new god either representing
ew power not hitherto discovered, or one with which

y were already familiar under a new name. With
h a power of adaptation and enlargement, if there had
n nothing more in it than this, such a system might
e gone on accommodating itself to the change of

es, and keeping pace with the growth of human
racter. Already in its later forms, as the unity of
are was more clearly observed, and the identity of

throughout the known world, the separate powers
^ subordinating themselves to a single supreme
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king; and, as the poets had originally personified I

elemental forces, the thinkers were reversing the earl

process, and discovering the law under the pers<

Happily or unhappily, however, what they could
for themselves they could not do for the multitu<

Phcebus and Aphrodite had been made too human
be allegorized. Humanized, and yet, we may s

only half-humanized, retaining their purely physi
nature, and without any proper moral attribute

all, these gods and goddesses remained, to the ma;

examples of sensuality made beautiful
; and, as sc

as right and wrong came to have a meaning, it v

impossible to worship any more these ideali;

despisers of it. The human caprices and passk
which served at first to deepen the illusion, jus

revenged themselves. Paganism became a lie,

perished.
In the meantime, the Jews (and perhaps some ot

nations, but the Jews chiefly and principally) had b

moving forward along a road wholly different. Break

early away from the gods of nature, they advanced al<

the line of their moral consciousness; and leaving
nations to study physics, philosophy, and art, t

confined themselves to man and to human life. Tl i

theology grew up round the knowledge of good ; i

evil, and God, with them, was the supreme Lord of

world, who stood towards man in the relation of a r

and a judge. Holding such a faith, to them the tol

tion of paganism was an impossibility; the laws

nature might be many, but the law of conduct was c

there was one law and one king ;
and the condit

under which He governed the world, as embodied in

Decalogue or other similar code, were looked upoi
iron and inflexible certainties, unalterable revelat

of the will of an unalterable Being. So far there

little in common between this process and the ot

but it was identical with it in this one impor
feature, that moral knowledge, like physical, admi
of degrees ;

and the successive steps of it were

purchaseable by experience. The dispensation of
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iw, in the language of modern theology, was not the

ispensation of grace, and the nature of good and evil

isclosed itself slowly as men were able to comprehend
. Thus, no system of law or articles of belief were or

Duld be complete and exhaustive for all time. Experi-
nce accumulates

;
new facts are observed, new forces

isplay themselves, and all such formulae must neces-

irily be from period to period broken up and moulded
Tesh. And yet the steps already gained are a treasure

) sacred, so liable are they at all times to be attacked

y those lower and baser elements in our nature which

is their business to hold in check, that the better part
T mankind have at all times practically regarded their

eed as a sacred total to which nothing may be added,
id from which nothing may be taken away ;

the sug-
jstion of a new idea is resented as an encroachment,
jnished as an insidious piece of treason, and resisted

y the combined forces of all common practical under-

andings, which know too well the value of what they
ive, to risk the venture upon untried change. Periods

(' religious transition, therefore, when the advance has

sen a real one, always have been violent, and probably
ill always continue to be so. They to whom the pre-
ous gift of fresh light has been given are called upon
> exhibit their credentials as teachers in suffering for it.

hey, and those who oppose them, have alike a sacred

iuse ;
and the fearful spectacle arises of earnest, vehe-

ent men, contending against each other as for their

vn souls, in fiery struggle. Persecutions come, and

artyrdoms, and religious wars; and, at last, the old

ith, like the phoenix, expires upon its altar, and the

iw rises out of the ashes.

Such, in briefest outline, has been the history of

ligions, natural and moral
;
the first, indeed, being in

o proper sense a religion at all, as we understand

ligion ;
and only assuming the character of it in the

inds of great men whose moral sense had raised them

jyond their time and country, and who, feeling the

icessity of a real creed, with an effort and with in-

fferent success, endeavoured to express, under the
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systems which they found, emotions which had n

proper place there.

Of the transition periods which we have describe
as taking place under the religion which we call mora
the first known to us is marked at its opening by th

appearance of the Book of Job, the first fierce collisio

of the new fact with the formula which will not stretc

to cover it.

The earliest phenomenon likely to be observed cor

nected with the moral government of the world is th

general one, that on the whole, as things are constitutec

good men prosper and are happy, bad men fail and ar

miserable. The cause of such a condition is no myster
and lies very near the surface. As soon as men combir
in society, they are forced to obey certain laws undc
which alone society is possible, and these laws, even i

their rudest form, approach the laws of conscience. T
a certain extent, every one is obliged to sacrifice h

private inclinations
;
and those who refuse to do so a;

punished, or are crushed. If society were perfect, tr

imperfect tendency would carry itself out till the tv

sets of laws were identical
;

but perfection so far h;

been only in Utopia, and as far as we can judge I

experience hitherto, they have approximated mo
nearly in the simplest and most rudimentary forms

life. Under the systems which we call patriarchal, tl

modern distinctions between sins and crimes had r

existence. All gross sins were offences against societ

as it then was constituted, and, wherever it was possibl
were punished as being so

; chicanery and those subl

advantages which the acute and unscrupulous can ta'

over the simple, without open breach of enacted statute

were only possible under the complications of me
artificial polities ; and the oppression or injury of m.

by man was open, violent, obvious, and therefore eas

understood. Doubtless, therefore, in such a state

things, it would, on the whole, be true to experiem
that, judging merely by outward prosperity or t

reverse, good and bad men would be rewarded a.

punished as such in this actual world
;
so far, that
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s the administration of such rewards and punishments
ras left in the power of mankind. But theology could

ot content itself with general tendencies. Theological

repositions then, as much as now, were held to be

bsolute, universal, admitting of no exceptions, and

xplaining every phenomenon. Superficial generaliza-
ons were construed into immutable decrees

;
the God

f this world was just and righteous, and temporal

rosperity or wretchedness were dealt out by him

.nmediately by his own will to his subjects, according
) their behaviour. Thus the same disposition towards

ompleteness which was the ruin of paganism, here, too,

as found generating the same evils
;

the half truth

Bunding itself out with falsehoods. Not only the

Dnsequence of ill actions which followed through
lemselves, but the accidents, as we call them, of nature,

arthquakes, storms, and pestilences, were the ministers

isf God's justice, and struck sinners only with dis-

riminating accuracy. That the sun should shine alike

n the evil and the good was a creed too high for the

arly divines, or that the victims of a fallen tower were
o greater offenders than their neighbours. The con-

options of such men could not pass beyond the out-

ard temporal consequence ; and, if God's hand was not

lere it was nowhere. We might have expected that

ich a theory of things could not long resist the

cumulated contradictions of experience ;
but the same

tperience shows also what a marvellous power is in us

f thrusting aside phenomena which interfere with our
.lerished convictions

;
and when such convictions are

Dnsecrated into a creed which it is a sacred duty to

elieve, experience is but like water dropping upon a

>ck, which wears it away, indeed, at last, but only in

lousands of years. This theory was and is the central

lea of the Jewish polity, the obstinate toughness of

hich has been the perplexity of Gentiles and Christians

om the first dawn of its existence
;

it lingers among
urselves in our Liturgy and in the popular belief; and

ai spite of the emphatic censure of Him after whose
ame we call ourselves, is still the instant interpreter

LIBRARY ST. MARY'S COLLEGE
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for us of any unusual calamity, a potato blight, a famin<
or an epidemic : such vitality is there in a moral fait!

though now, at any rate, contradicted by the experienc
of all mankind, and at issue even with Christianit

itself.

At what period in the world's history misgivings aboi
it began to show themselves it is now impossible t

say ;
it was at the close, probably, of the patriarchs

period, when men who really thought must have foun
it palpably shaking under them. Indications of sue

misgivings are to be found in the Psalms, those espec:

ally passing under the name of Asaph ;
and all throug

Ecclesiastes there breathes a spirit of deepest and sac

dest scepticism. But Asaph thrusts his doubts asid<

and forces himself back into his old position ;
and th

scepticism of Ecclesiastes is confessedly that of a ma
who had gone wandering after enjoyment; searchin

after pleasures pleasures of sense and pleasures <

intellect and who, at last, bears reluctant testimor

that, by such methods, no pleasures can be found whic

will endure
;
that he had squandered the power whic

might have been used for better things, and had on

strength remaining to tell his own sad tale as a warnir

to mankind. There is nothing in Ecclesiastes like tl

misgivings of a noble nature. The writer's own person
happiness had been all for which he had cared

;
he \\i

failed, as all men gifted as he was gifted are sure

fail, and the lights of heaven had been extinguish

by the disappointment with which his own spirit w
clouded.

Utterly different from these, both in character ai i

in the lesson which it teaches, is the Book of Job.
unknown date, as we said, and unknown authorship, t

language impregnated with strange idioms and stran

allusions, unjewish in form, and in fiercest hostility wi

Judaism, it hovers like a meteor over the old Hebn
literature, in it, but not of it, compelling the ackno

ledgment of itself by its own internal majesty, )>

exerting no influence over the minds of the peop
;

never alluded to, and scarcely ever quoted, till at 1; -
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the light which it had heralded rose up full over the

world in Christianity.
The conjectures which have been formed upon the

date of it are so various, that they show of themselves

on how slight a foundation the best of them must

rest. The language is no guide, for although unquestion

ably of Hebrew origin, it bears no analogy to any of the

other books in the Bible
; while, of its external history,

nothing is known at all, except that it was received into

the Canon at the time of the great synagogue. Ewald

decides, with some confidence, that it belongs to the

great prophetic period, and that the writer was a

contemporary of Jeremiah. Ewald is a high authority
in these matters, and this opinion is the one which

we believe is now commonly received among biblical

scholars. In the absence of proof, however, (and the

reasons which he brings forward are really no more than

conjectures) these opposite considerations may be of

moment. It is only natural that at first thought we
should ascribe the grandest poem in a literature to the

time at which the poetry of the nation to which it

belongs was generally at its best : but, on reflection,

the time when the poetry of prophecy is the richest, is

not likely to be favourable to compositions of another

kind. The prophets wrote in an era of decrepitude,

dissolution, sin, and shame, when the glory of Israel

was falling round them into ruin, and their mission,

glowing as they were with the ancient spirit, was to

rebuke, to warn, to threaten, and to promise. Finding
themselves too late to save, and only, like Cassandra,

despised and disregarded, their voices rise up singing
the swan song of a dying people, now falling away in

the wild wailing of despondency over the shameful and

desperate present, now swelling in triumphant hope
that God will not leave them forever, and in his own
time will take his chosen to himself again. But such a

period is an ill-occasion for searching into the broad

problems of human destiny ;
the present is all-important

and all-absorbing ;
and such a book as that of Job

could have arisen only out of an isolation of mind, and
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life, and interest, which we cannot conceive of as

possible.
The more it is studied, the more the conclusion

forces itself upon us that, let the writer have lived when
he would, in his struggle with the central falsehood of

his own people's creed, he must have divorced himself

from them outwardly as well as inwardly; that he
travelled away into the world, and lived long, perhaps
all his matured life, in exile. Everything about the

book speaks of a person who had broken free from
the narrow littleness of " the peculiar people." The
language, as we said, is full of strange words. The
hero of the poem is of strange land and parentage, a

Gentile certainly, not a Jew. The life, the manners,
the customs, are of all varieties and places Egypt,
with its river and its pyramids, is there

;
the description

of mining points to Phoenicia
;
the settled life in cities,

the nomad Arabs, the wandering caravans, the heat oi

the tropics, and the ice of the north, all are foreign tc

Canaan, speaking of foreign things and foreign people.
No mention, or hint of mention, is there throughout
the poem, of Jewish traditions or Jewish certainties.

We look to find the three friends vindicate themselves

as they so well might have done, by appeals to tht

fertile annals of Israel, to the Flood, to the cities of the

plain, to the plagues of Egypt, or the thunders of Sinai

But of all this there is not a word
; they are passed b)

as if they had no existence ; and instead of them, wher
witnesses are required for the power of God, we have

strange un-Hebrew stories of the eastern astronomi<

mythology, the old wars of the giants, the imprisonec

Orion, the wounded dragon,
" the sweet influences o

the seven stars," and the glittering fragments of th<

sea - snake Rahab trailing across the northern sky

Again, God is not the God of Israel, but the father o

mankind
;
we hear nothing of a chosen people, nothing

of a special revelation, nothing of peculiar privileges
and in the court of heaven there is a Satan, not th

prince of this world and the enemy of God, but tht

angel of judgment, the accusing spirit whose missioi i
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was to walk to and fro over the earth, and carry up to

heaven an account of the sins of mankind. We cannot

believe that thoughts of this kind arose out of Jerusalem
in the days of Josiah. In this book, if anywhere, we
have the record of some dvrjp TroXvrpoTros who, like the

old hero of Ithaca,

TroXXtDi' avdp&TTUv tdev dVrea Kal vbov Zyvu,
TToXXa 5' 8y' ev irbvTQ irddev &\yea &v /card 6v/j.6v,

apvvfjievos

but the scenes, the names, and the incidents, are all

contrived as if to baffle curiosity, as if, in the very form
of the poem, to teach us that it is no story of a single

thing which happened once, but that it belongs to

humanity itself, and is the drama of the trial of man,
with Almighty God and the angels as the spectators
of it.

No reader can have failed to have been struck with

the simplicity of the opening. Still, calm, and most

majestic, it tells us everything which is necessary to be
known in the fewest possible words. The history of

Job was probably a tradition in the east ; his name, like

that of Priam in Greece, the symbol of fallen greatness,
and his misfortunes the problem of philosophers. In

keeping with the current belief, he is described as a

model of excellence, the most perfect and upright man
upon the earth, "and the same was the greatest man in

all the east." So far, greatness and goodness had gone
hand in hand together, as the popular theory required.
The details of his character are brought out in the

progress of the poem. He was "the father of the

oppressed, and of those who had none to help them."
When he sat as a judge in the market-places, "right
eousness clothed him "

there, and " his justice was
a robe and a diadem." He "broke the jaws of the
wicked and plucked the spoil out of his teeth;" and,
humble in the midst of his power, he "did not despise
the cause of his manservant, or his maidservant, when
they contended with him," knowing (and amidst those
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old people where the multitude of mankind were re

garded as the born slaves of the powerful, to be carved
into eunuchs or polluted into concubines at their

master's pleasure, it was no easy matter to know
it)

knowing
"
that He who had made him had made

them," and one " had fashioned them both in the

womb." Above all, he was the friend of the poor,
"the blessing of him that was ready to perish came

upon him," and he " made the widow's heart to sing
for joy."

Setting these characteristics of his daily life by the

side of his unaffected piety, as it is described in the first

chapter, we have a picture of the best man who could

then be conceived
;
not a hard ascetic, living in haught)

or cowardly isolation, but a warm figure of flesh anc

blood, a man full of all human loveliness, and to whom
that no room might be left for any possible Calvinistk

falsehood, God himself bears the emphatic testimony
" that there was none like him upon the earth, a perfec
and upright man, who feared God and eschewed evil.'

If such a person as this, therefore, could be mad(

miserable, necessarily the current belief of the Jew: ,

was false to the root
;
and tradition furnished the fac ;

that he had been visited by every worst calamity
How was it then to be accounted for? Out of a thou

sand possible explanations, the poet introduces a singl<

one. He admits us behind the veil which covers th-

ways of Providence, and we hear the accusing ange

charging Job with an interested piety, and of bein;

obedient because it was his policy.
"
Job does no

serve God for nought," he says; "strip him of hi

splendour, and see if he will care for God ther

Humble him into poverty and wretchedness, so onl

we shall know what is in his heart." The cause thu

introduced is itself a rebuke to the belief which, wit

its
" rewards and punishments/' immediately fostere

selfishness; and the poem opens with a double actior

on one side to try the question whether it is possible fc

man to love God disinterestedly the issue of whic

trial is not foreseen or even foretold, and we watch th
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rogress of it with an anxious and fearful interest on

le other side, to bring out in contrast to the truth

rhich we already know, the cruel falsehood of the

opular faith, to show how, instead of leading men to

icrcy and affection, it hardens their heart, narrows their

ympathies, and enhances the trials of the sufferer, by
sfinements which even Satan had not anticipated. The
ombination of evils, as blow falls on blow, suddenly,

wiftly, and terribly, has all the appearance of a purposed
isitation (as indeed it was

; )
if ever outward incidents

light with justice be interpreted as the immediate

ction of Providence, those which fell on Job might be

o interpreted. The world turns disdainfully from the

illen in the world's way; but far worse than this, his

hosen friends, wise, good, pious men, as wisdom and

iety were then, without one glimpse of the true cause

f his sufferings, see in them a judgment upon his secret

ns. He becomes to them an illustration, and even

mch are the paralogisms of men of this description) a

roof of their theory "that the prosperity of the wicked
; but for a while

;

" and instead of the comfort and help
* hich they might have brought him, and which in the

nd they were made to bring him, he is to them no
lore than a text for the enunciation of solemn falsehood,

.nd even worse again, the sufferer himself had been
iucated in the same creed ; he, too, had been taught
> see the hand of God in the outward dispensation ;

id feeling from the bottom of his heart, that he, in

is own case, was a sure contradiction of what he had
:arnt to believe, he himself finds his very faith in God
taken from its foundation. The worst evils which
atari had devised were distanced far by those which
ad been created by human folly.

The creed in which Job had believed was tried and
)und wanting, and, as it ever will be when the facts of

sperience come in contact with the inadequate formula,
le true is found so mingled with the false, that they
in hardly be disentangled, and are in danger of being

vept away together.
A studied respect is shown, however, to this orthodoxy;
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even while it is arraigned for judgment. It may b
doubtful whether the writer purposely intended it. H
probably cared only to tell the real truth

;
to say fc

it the best which could be said, and to produce as it

defenders the best and wisest men whom in his exper
ence he had known to believe and defend it. At an

rate, he represents the three friends, not as a weake

person would have represented them, as foolish, obst

nate bigots, but as wise, humane, and almost great mer

who, at the outset, at least, are animated only by th

kindest feelings, and speak what they have to say wit

the most earnest conviction that it is true. Job
vehement, desperate, reckless. His language is th

wild, natural outpouring of suffering. The friends, tru

to the eternal nature of man, are grave, solemn, an

indignant, preaching their half truth, and mistaken on
in supposing that it is the whole

; speaking, as all sue

persons would speak, and still do speak, in defendir

what they consider sacred truth, against the assaul

of folly and scepticism. How beautiful is their fir

introduction :

" Now when Job's three friends heard of all this e^

which was come upon him, they came every one from r

own place, Eliphaz the Temanite, and Bildad the Shuhil

and Zophar the Naamathite, for they had made an appoir
ment together to come to mourn with him and to comfc
him. And when they lifted up their eyes afar off and km
him not, they lifted up their voices and wept, and th

rent every one his mantle, and sprinkled dust upon th<

heads towards heaven. So they sate down with him up
the ground seven days and seven nights, and none spake
word unto him, for they saw that his grief was very great.

What a picture is there ! What majestic tendernes 1

His wife had scoffed at his faith, bidding him lea .

"God and die." His acquaintance had turned frc i

him. He " had called his servant, and he had given hi i

no answer." Even the children in their unconscio

cruelty had gathered round and mocked him, as he 1 i

among the ashes. But "
his friends sprinkle dust tovvar
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eaven, and sit silently by him, and weep for him seven

ays and seven nights upon the ground." That is, they
rere true hearted, truly loving, devout, religious men,
nd yet they with their religion, were to become the

istruments of the most poignant sufferings, and the

harpest temptations, which he had to endure. So it

'as, and is, and will be, of such materials is this human
fe of ours composed.
And now, remembering the double action of the

rama, the actual trial of Job, the result of which is

ncertain, and the delusion of these men which is, at

le outset, certain, let us go rapidly through the dialogue.
atan's share in the temptation had already been over-

Dme. Lying sick in the loathsome disease which had

een sent upon him, his wife, in Satan's own words, had

impted Job, to say,
" Farewell to God," think no more

f God or goodness, since this was all which came of it ;

i nd Job had told her, that she spoke as one of the

i )olish women. He "had received good at the hand of

le Lord, and should he not receive evil ?
" But now,

1 hen real love and real affection appear, his heart melts

him
;
he loses his forced self-composure, and bursts

ito a passionate regret that he had ever been born,

i the agony of his sufferings, hope of better things had
ied away. He does not complain of injustice ;

as yet,

id before his friends have stung and wounded him, he

lakes no questioning of Providence, but why was life

ven to him at all, if only for this? And sick in mind
id sick in body, but one wish remains to him, that

sath will come quickly and end all. It is a cry from

te very depths of a single and simple heart. But for

tch simplicity and singleness his friends could not give
m credit

; possessed beforehand with their idea, they
:e in his misery only a fatal witness against him

;
such

damities could not have befallen a man, the justice of

od would not have permitted it, unless they had been
^served. Job had sinned and he had suffered, and
is wild passion was but impenitence and rebellion.

Being as certain that they were right in this opinion

they were that God Himself existed, that they should
G
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speak what they felt was only natural and necessary
and their language at the outset is all which would b

dictated by the tenderest sympathy. Eliphaz open:
the oldest and most important of the three, in a sof

subdued, suggestive strain, contriving in every way t

spare the feelings of the sufferer, to the extreme, t

which his real love will allow him. All is general, in

personal, indirect, the rule of the world, the order c

Providence. He does not accuse Job, but he describe

his calamities, and leaves him to gather for himself tt

occasion which had produced them, and then passi

off, as if further to soften the blow, to the mysterioi
vision in which the infirmity of mortal nature had bee

revealed to him, the universal weakness which involve

both the certainty that Job had shared in it, and tl

excuse for him, if he would confess and humble himsel

the blessed virtue of repentance follows, and the pr
mise that all shall be well.

This is the note on which each of the friends strik

successively, in the first of the three divisions in

which the dialogue divides itself, but each with increa

ing peremptoriness and confidence, as Job, so far fro

accepting their interpretation of what had befallen hit i

hurls it from him in anger and disdain. Let us obser <

(what the Calvinists make of it they have given us :

means of knowing,) he will hear as little of the charg

against mankind, as of charges against himself. He v,

not listen to the "
corruption of humanity," because

the consciousness of his own innocency, he knows tr

it is not corrupt : he knows it, and we know it, t

divine sentence upon him having been already passe
He will not acknowledge his sin, he cannot repent, I

he knows not of what to repent. If he could ha

reflected calmly, he might have foreseen what th

would say. He knew all that as well as they : it v

the old story which he had learnt, and could repeat

necessary, as well as any one : and if it had been

more than a philosophical discussion, touching him-<

no more nearly than it touched his friends, he mi^
have allowed for the tenacity of opinion in such matte
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md listened to it and replied to it with equanimity.
But as the proverb says, "it is ill-talking between a full

:iian and a fasting :

" and in him such equanimity would

lave been but Stoicism or the affectation of it, and

.mreal as the others' theories. Possessed with the

:ertainty that he had not deserved what had befallen

lim, harassed with doubt, and worn out with pain and

inkindness, he had assumed (and how natural that he

hould assume it),
that those who loved him would not

iave been hasty to believe evil of him, that he had

)een safe in speaking to them as he really felt, and that

le might look to them for something warmer and more

ympathizing than such dreary eloquence. So when the

evelation comes upon him of what was passing in them,
ic attributes it (and now he is unjust to them) to a

alsehood of heart, and not to a blindness of under-

tanding. Their sermons, so kindly intended, roll past
dm as a dismal mockery. They had been shocked

and how true again is this to nature) at his passionate

:ry for death.
" Do ye reprove words ?

" he says,

'and the speeches of one that is desperate, which

.re as wind?" It was but poor friendship and narrow

/isdom. He had looked to them for pity, for comfort,
nd love. He had longed for it as the parched caravans

a the desert for the water-streams, and "his brethren

iad dealt deceitfully with him," as the brooks, which
n the cool winter roll in a full turbid stream

;

" what
ime it waxes warm they vanish, when it is hot they are

onsumed out of their place. The caravans of Tema
Doked for them, the companies of Sheba waited for

hem. They were confounded because they had hoped.

?hey came thither and there was nothing." If for once
hese poor men could have trusted their hearts, if for

nee they could have believed that there might be
: more things in heaven and earth" than were dreamt
'f in their philosophy but this is the one thing which

hey could not do, which the theologian proper never

.as done or will do. And thus whatever of calmness or

ndurance, Job alone, on his ash-heap, might have

onquered for himself, is all scattered away ; and as the
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strong gusts of passion sweep to and fro across his hear
he pours himself out in wild fitful music, so beautifi

because so true, not answering them or their speeche;
but now flinging them from him in scorn, now appealin
to their mercy, or turning indignantly to God

;
no'

praying for death
;
now in perplexity doubting whethe:

in some mystic way which he cannot understand, h

may not, perhaps after all, really have sinned, and pra)

ing to be shown it; and, then, staggering further int

the darkness, and breaking out into upbraidings of th

Power which has become so dreadful an enigma to hin

"Thou inquirest after my iniquity, thou searchest aft(

my sin, and thou knowest that I am not wicked. Wh
didst thou bring me forth out of the womb ? Oh, th;

I had given up the ghost, and no eye had seen m
Cease, let me alone. It is but a little while that I h^
to live. Let me alone, that I may take comfort a litt

before I go, whence I shall not return to the land

darkness and the shadow of death." In what oth-

poem in the world is there pathos so deep as this

With experience so stern as his, it was not for Job i

be calm, and self-possessed, and delicate in his word
He speaks not what he knows, but what he feels ; ar

without fear the writer allows him to throw it out i

genuine as it rises, not overmuch caring how nice ea <

might be offended, but contented to be true to the re i

emotion of a genuine human heart. So the poem ru

on to the end of the first answer to Zophar.
But now with admirable fitness, as the contest go

forward, the relative position of the speakers begins

change. Hitherto Job only had been passionate ;
ar

his friends temperate and collected. Now, howev<

shocked at his obstinacy, and disappointed wholly
the result of their homilies, they stray still further frc

the truth in an endeavour to strengthen their positic

and, as a natural consequence, visibly grow angry,
them Job's vehement and desperate speeches are dam

ing evidence of the truth of their suspicion. Impit
is added to his first sin, and they begin to see in h

a rebel against God. At first they had been content
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;o speak generally ;
and much which they had urged

was partially true
;
now they step forward to a direct

ipplication, and formally and personally accuse him

self. Here their ground is positively false; and with

ielicate art it is they who are now growing passionate,
md wounded self-love begins to show behind their zeal

for God
;
while in contrast to them, as there is less

,md less truth in what they say, Job grows more and
nore collected. For a time it had seemed doubtful

iow he would endure his trial. The light of his faith

svas burning feebly and unsteadily ;
a little more and

it seemed as if it might have utterly gone out
;
but at

ast the storm was lulling; as the charges are brought

)ersonally home to him, the confidence in his own real

nnocence rises against them. He had before known
hat he was innocent, now he feels the strength which

ies in it, as if God were beginning to reveal Himself
within him, to prepare the way for the after outward

nanifestation of Himself.

The friends, as before, repeat one another with but

ittle difference ;
the sameness being of course inten-

tonal, as showing that they were not speaking for them-

elves, but as representatives of a prevailing opinion.

",liphaz, again, gives the note which the others follow.

lear this Calvinist of the old world. "
Thy own mouth

ondemneth thee, and thine own lips testify against thee.

Wiat is man that he should be clean, and he that is

orn of a woman that he should be righteous ? Behold,
e putteth no trust in his saints. Yea, the heavens are

ot clean in his sight ;
how much more abominable

ad filthy is man, which drinketh iniquity like water?"

trange, that after all these thousands of years, we
lould still persist in this degrading confession, as a

j ling which it is impious to deny, and impious to

:tempt to render otherwise, when scripture itself, in

.nguage so emphatic, declares that it is a lie. Job is

inocent, perfect, righteous. God Himself bears witness
> it. It is Job who is found at last to have spoken
uth, and the friends to have sinned in denying it.

nd he holds fast by his innocency, and with a generous
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confidence puts away the misgivings which had begur
to cling to him. Among his complainings he hac

exclaimed, that God was remembering upon him th<

sins of his youth not denying them knowing well

that he, like others, had gone astray before he ha(

learnt to control himself, but feeling that at least in ai

earthly father it is unjust to visit the faults of childhoo<

on the matured man
; feeling that he had long, Ion,

shaken them off from him, and they did not evei

impair the probity of his after life. But now thes

doubts, too, pass away in the brave certainty that Go-

is not less just than man. As the denouncings gro^

louder and darker, he appeals from his narrow judges t

the Supreme Tribunal, calls on God to hear him and t

try his cause and, then, in the strength of this appe;
his eye grows clearer still. His sickness is mortal : h

has no hope in life, and death is near, but the intens

feeling that justice must and will be done, holds to hir

closer and closer. God may appear on earth for him

or if that be too bold a hope, and death finds him as h

is what is death, then? God will clear his memoi
in the place where he lived

;
his injuries will be righte

over his grave ;
while for himself, like a sudden gleam <

sunlight between clouds, a clear, bright hope beams u

that he too, then, in another life, if not in this, when h

skin is wasted off his bones, and the worms have dor

their work on the prison of his spirit, he, too, at la

may then see God
; may see Him, and have his plea'

ings heard.

With such a hope, or even the shadow of one, 1

turns back to the world again to look at it. Fac

against which he had before closed his eyes he allo^ <

and confronts, and he sees that his own little experien
is but the reflection of a law. You tell me, he seems

say, that the good are rewarded, and that the wick*

are punished, that God is just, and that this is alwa

so. Perhaps it is, or will be, but not in the way whi

you imagine. You have known me, you have kno\

what my life has been
; you see what I am, and it is

difficulty to you. You prefer believing that I, whc
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>rou call your friend, am a deceiver or a pretender,

;o admitting the possibility of the falsehood of your

ivpothesis. You will not listen to my assurance, and

7ou are angry with me because I will not lie against

-ny own soul, and acknowledge sins which I have not

:ommitted. You appeal to the course of the world in

Droof of your faith, and challenge me to answer you.

Well, then, I accept your challenge. The world is not

what you say. You have told me what you have seen

Df it. I will tell you what I have seen.

"Even while I remember I am afraid, and trembling
:aketh hold upon my flesh. Wherefore do the wicked

oecome old, yea, and are mighty in power. Their seed

is established in their sight with them, and their offspring

Defore their eyes. Their houses are safe from fear, neither

s the rod of God upon them. Their bull gendereth and
"aileth not

;
their cow calveth and casteth not her calf.

They send forth their little ones like a flock, and their

:hildren dance. They take the timbrel and harp, and rejoice

it the sound of the organ. They spend their days in wealth,
md in a moment go down into the grave. Therefore they

say unto God, Depart from us, for we desire not the know-

edge of thy ways. What is the Almighty that we should

serve him ? and what profit should we have if we pray to

lim ?
"

Will you quote the weary proverb? Will you say
:hat "God layeth up his iniquity for his children?"

[our translators have wholly lost the sense of this

massage, and endeavour to make Job acknowledge
vhat he is steadfastly denying). Well, and what

;hen? What will he care? "Will his own eye see

lis own fall? Will he drink the wrath of the

Almighty? What are the fortunes of his house to

lim if the number of his own months is fulfilled ?
"

3ne man is good and another wicked, one is happy
|
md another is miserable. In the great indifference of

lature they share alike in the common lot. "They
ie down alike in the dust, and the worms cover them."

Ewald, and many other critics, suppose that Job was
lurried away by his feelings to say all this

; and that
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in his calmer moments he must have felt that it wa:

untrue. It is a point on which we must declint

accepting even Ewald's high authority. Even ther

in those old times it was beginning to be terribly true

Even then the current theory was obliged to bend t<

large exceptions ;
and what Job saw as exceptions w<

see round us everywhere. It was true then, it i

infinitely more true now, that what is called virtue ii

the common sense of the word, still more that noble

ness, godliness, or heroism of character in any forn

whatsoever, have nothing to do with this or that man'

prosperity, or even happiness. The thoroughly viciou

man is no doubt wretched enough ;
but the worldly

prudent, self-restraining man, with his five senses

which he understands how to gratify with tempere<

indulgence, with a conscience satisfied with the hac'

routine of what is called respectability, such a mai

feels no wretchedness ;
no inward uneasiness disturb

him, no desires which he cannot gratify ;
and this thoug

he be the basest and most contemptible slave of hi

own selfishness. Providence will not interfere to punis
him. Let him obey the laws under which prosperit

is obtainable, and he will obtain it; let him never fea

He will obtain it, be he base or noble. Nature

indifferent ;
the famine, and the earthquake, and th

blight, or the accident, will not discriminate to strik

him. He may insure himself against those in the<

days of ours : with the money perhaps which a bett<

man would have given away, and he will have h

reward. He need not doubt it.

And again, it is not true, as optimists would pe

suade us, that such prosperity brings no real pleasur
j

A man with no high aspirations who thrives and mak<

money, and envelops himself in comforts, is as hapj
as such a nature can be. If unbroken satisfactic

be the most blessed state for a man (and this certain

is the practical notion of happiness) he is the happie

of men. Nor are those idle phrases any truer, th <

the good man's goodness is a never-ceasing sunshin-

that virtue is its own reward. &c. &c. If men tru
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virtuous care. to be rewarded for it, their virtue is but

i poor investment of their moral capital. Was Job
50 happy then on that ash-heap of his, the mark of the

world's scorn, and the butt for the spiritual archery
)f the theologian, alone in his forlorn nakedness, like

;ome old dreary stump which the lightning has scathed,

otting away in the wind and the rain ? Happy ! if

lappmess be indeed what we men are sent into this

vorld to seek for, those hitherto thought the noblest

.mong us were the pitifullest and wretchedest. Surely
t was no error in Job. It was that real insight which
>nce was given to all the world in Christianity ;

how-
ver we have forgotten it now. He was learning to

ee that it was not in the possession of enjoyment,
to, nor of happiness itself, that the difference lies

etween the good and the bad. True, it might be
bat God sometimes, even generally, gives such happi-
ess in, gives it as what Aristotle calls an eTrtyiyvd/xevov

eAo?, but it is no part of the terms on which He admits

s to His service, still less is it the end which we may
ropose to ourselves on entering His service. Happi-
ess He gives to whom He will, or leaves to the angel
f nature to distribute among those who fulfil the laws

pon which it depends. But to serve God and to

>ve Him is higher and better than happiness, though
be with wounded feet, and bleeding brow, and hearts

iaded with sorrow. Into this high faith Job is rising,

eading his temptations under his feet, and finding
i them a ladder on which his spirit rises. Thus he

passing further and ever further from his friends,

>aring where their imaginations cannot follow him.

them he is a blasphemer whom they gaze at with

ve and terror. They had charged him with sinning,
1 the strength of their hypothesis, and he has answered
ith a deliberate denial of it. Losing now all mastery
?er themselves, they pour out a torrent of mere

.travagant invective and baseless falsehoods, which
the calmer outset they would have blushed to think

. They know no evil of Job, but they do not hesitate

>w to convert conjecture into certainty, and specify
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in detail the particular crimes which he must hai

committed. He ought to have committed them, ar

so he had; the old argument then as now. "Is n<

thy wickedness great?" says Eliphaz. "Thou ha
taken a pledge from thy brother for nought, ar

stripped the naked of their clothing; thou hast n<

given water to the weary, and thou hast withholds

bread from the hungry;" and so on through a seri<

of mere distracted lies. But the time was past wrn
words like these could make Job angry. Bildad follow

them up with an attempt to frighten him by a pictu
of the power of that God whom he was blasphemin;
but Job cuts short his harangue, and ends it for hi

in a spirit of loftiness which Bildad could not ha

approached ;
and then proudly and calmly rebuk

them all, no longer in scorn and irony, but in hi;

tranquil self-possession.
" God forbid that I shou

justify you," he says ;

"
till I die I will not remove r

integrity from me. My righteousness I hold fast, a

will not let it go. My heart shall not reproach r

so long as I live."

So far all has been clear, each party, with increasi

confidence, having insisted on their own position, a

denounced their adversaries. A difficulty now ris

which, at first sight, appears insurmountable. As t

chapters are at present printed, the entire of the twen
seventh is assigned to Job, and the verses from I

eleventh to the twenty-third are in direct contradict!

to all which he has maintained before, are, in fact

concession of having been wrong from the beginni

Ewald, who, as we said above, himself refuses to all

the truth of Job's last and highest position, suppo
that he is here receding from it, and confessing what
over precipitate passion had betrayed him into denyi
For many reasons, principally because we are satisf

that Job said then no more than the real fact, we can:

think Ewald right ;
and the concessions are too la

and too inconsistent, to be reconciled even with his c

general theory of the poem. Another solution of

difficulty is very simple, although, it is to be admitt
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iat it rather cuts the knot than unties it. Eliphaz and
iildad have each spoken a third time; the symmetry
f the general form requires that now Zophar should

oeak
;
and the suggestion, we believe, was first made by

)r. Kennicott, that he did speak, and that the verses

i question belong to him. Any one who is accustomed
) MSS. will understand easily how such a mistake,
'

it be one, might have arisen. Even in Shakespeare,
le speeches in the early editions are, in many instances,

rongly divided, and assigned to the wrong persons,
t might have arisen from inadvertence

;
it might have

risen from the foolishness of some Jewish transcriber,
ho resolved, at all costs, to drag the book into har-

lony with Judaism, and make Job unsay his heresy,
'his view has the merit of fully clearing up the obscurity ;

nother, however, has been suggested by Eichorn, who

riginally followed Kennicott, but discovered, as he

jpposed, a less violent hypothesis, which was equally

utisfactory. He imagines the verses to be a summary
y Job of his adversaries' opinions, as if he said

Listen now
; you know what the facts are as well as

,
and yet you maintain this

;

" and then passed on with

is indirect reply to it. It is possible that Eichorn

lay be right at any rate, either he is right, or else

)r. Kennicott is. Certainly, Ewald is not. Taken as

n account of Job's own conviction, the passage con-

adicts the burden of the whole poem. Passing it by,

lerefore, and going to what immediately follows, we
rrive at what, in a human sense, is the final climax
ob's victory and triumph. He had appealed to God,
nd God had not appeared ;

he had doubted and fought
gainst his doubts, and, at last, had crushed them down,

le, too, had been taught to look for God in outward

idgments ; and when his own experience had shown
im his mistake, he knew not where to turn. He had
een leaning on a bruised reed, and it had run into his

and, and pierced him. But as soon as in the speeches
f his friends he saw it all laid down in its weakness and
s false conclusions when he saw the defenders of it

'andering further and further from what he knew to
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be true, growing every moment, as if from a consciou

ness of the unsoundness of their standing ground, mo:

violent, obstinate, and unreasonable, the scales fell mo:
and more from his eyes he had seen the fact that tt

wicked might prosper, and in learning to depend upc
his innocency he had felt that the good man's suppo
was there, if it was anywhere ;

and at last, with all h

heart, was reconciled to it. The mystery of the out

world becomes deeper to him, but he does not ar

more try to understand it. The wisdom which a
compass that, he knows, is not in man

; though mi
search for it deeper and harder than the miner search

for the hidden treasures of the earth
;
and the w:

dom which alone is possible to him, is resignation
God.

"WHere, he cries, shall wisdom be found, and where
the place of understanding. Man knoweth not the pri

thereof, neither is it found in the land of the living. T
depth said, it is not with me ;

and the sea said, it is not

me. It is hid from the eyes of all living, and kept close frc

the fowls of the air. 1 God understandeth the way there'

and He knoweth the place thereof [He, not man, und(
stands the mysteries of the world which He has madi
A.nd unto man He said, Behold the fear of the Loi

that is wisdom, and to depart from evil, that is und<

standing."

Here, therefore, it might seem as if all was ov

There is no clearer or purer faith possible for man
;

ai

Job had achieved it. His evil had turned to goo
and sorrow had severed for him the last links whi

bound him to lower things. He had felt that he cou

do without happiness, that it was no longer essenti

and that he could live on, and still love God, and cli

to Him. But he is not described as of preternatural,
at all Titanic nature, but as very man, full of all hum
tenderness and susceptibility. His old life was si

1 An allusion, perhaps, to the old bird auguries. The birds, as

inhabitants of the air, were supposed to be the messengers betwt

heaven and earth.
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>eautiful to him. He does not hate it, because he can

enounce it
;
and now that the struggle is over, the

>attle fought and won, and his heart has flowed over in

hat magnificent song of victory, the note once more

hanges : he turns back to earth, to linger over those

Id departed days, with which the present is so hard a

ontrast; and his parable dies away in a strain of

ilaintive, but resigned melancholy. Once more he
hrows himself on God, no longer in passionate expos-
ulation, but in pleading humility.

1 And then comes

perhaps, as Ewald says, it could not have come -

before)
ae answer out of the whirlwind. Job had called on
lim had prayed that He might appear, that he might
lead his cause with Him

;
and now He comes, and

rhat will Job do? He comes not as the healing

pirit in the heart of man
; but, as Job had at first

emanded, the outward God, the Almighty Creator of

universe, and clad in the terrors and the glory of it.

ob, in his first precipitancy, had desired to reason with

[im on His government. The poet, in gleaming lines,

escribes for an answer the universe as it then was

1 The speech of Elihu, which lies between Job's last words and
od's appearance, is now decisively pronounced by Hebrew scholars

3t to be genuine. The most superficial reader will have been

jrplexed by the introduction of a speaker to whom no allusion is

ade, either in the prologue or the epilogue ; by a long dissertation,
hich adds nothing to the progress of the argument ; proceeding
'idently on the false hypothesis of the three friends, and betray-

g not the faintest conception of the real cause of Job's suffer-

g. And the suspicions which such an anomaly would naturally

.ggest are now made certainties, by a fuller knowledge of the

nguage, and the detection of a different hand. The interpolator
is unconsciously confessed the feeling which allowed him to take

great a liberty. He, too, possessed with the old Jew theory, was
lable to accept in its fulness so great a contradiction to it; and,
issing the spirit of the poem, he believed that God's honour could
ill be vindicated in the old way.

" His wrath was kindled "
against

e friends, because they could not answer Job ; and against Job
:cause he would not be answered ; and conceiving himself "full
'

matter," and "
ready to burst like new bottles," he could not

ntain himself, and delivered into the text a sermon on the Theodice,
ch, we suppose, as formed the current doctrine of the time in
hich he lived.
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known, the majesty and awfulness of it
;
and then ask

whether it is this which he requires to have explained t

him, or which he believes himself capable of conducting
The revelation acts on Job as the sign of the Macrc
cosmos on the modern Faust

;
but when he sink

crushed, it is not as the rebellious upstart, struck dow
in his pride for he had himself, partially at leas

subdued his own presumption but as a humble pen
tent, struggling to overcome his weakness. He abhoi

himself for his murmurs, and "
repents in dust an

ashes." It will have occurred to every one that tl

secret which has been revealed to the reader is not, aft

all, revealed to Job or to his friends, and for this pla
-<

reason : the burden of the drama is not that we do, b

that we do not, and cannot, know the mystery of tl

government of the world, that it is not for man to se<

it, or for God to reveal it. We, the readers, are, in tr

one instance, admitted behind the scenes for once,
this single case because it was necessary to meet t

received theory by a positive fact, which contradicted i

But the explanation of one case need not be the exp
nation of another

;
our business is to do what we kn

to be right, and ask no questions. The veil which in

^Egyptian legend lay before the face of Isis, is not to

raised
;
and we are not to seek to penetrate seer

which are not ours.

While, however, God does not condescend to just

His ways to man, He gives judgment on the past cc

troversy. The self-constituted pleaders for Him,
acceptors of His person, were all wrong; and Job,

passionate, vehement, scornful, misbelieving Job,
had spoken the truth

;
he at least had spoken facts, r

they had been defending a transient theory as an c^

lasting truth.

"And it was so, that after the Lord had spoken tl

words to Job, the Lord said to Eliphaz the Temanite,
wrath is kindled against thee and against thy two frien

for ye have not spoken of me the thing that is right, as

servant Job hath. Therefore take unto you now se

bullocks and seven rams, and go to my servant Job ;
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fifer for yourselves a burnt-offering. And my servant Job
, hall pray for you, and him will I accept. Lest I deal with

ou after your folly, for that ye have not spoken of me the

ling which is right, like my servant Job."

One act of justice remains. Knowing as we do, the

ause of Job's sufferings, and that as soon as his trial

K
ras over, it was no longer operative, our sense of fitness

; ould not be satisfied unless he were indemnified out-

} ^ardly for his outward sufferings. Satan is defeated,

nd his integrity proved; and there is no reason why
ic general law should be interfered with, which makes
ood men happy ;

or why obvious calamities, obviously

ndeserved, should remain any more unremoved. Per-

aps, too, a deeper lesson still lies below his restoration

-something perhaps of this kind. Prosperity, enjoy-

lent, happiness, comfort, peace, whatever be the name

y which we designate that state in which life is to our

wn selves pleasant and delightful, as long as they are

Dught or prized as things essential, so far have a

mdency to disennoble our nature, and are a sign that

e are still in servitude and selfishness. Only when

icy lie outside us, as ornaments merely to be worn or

dd aside as God pleases, only then may such things
e possessed with impunity. Job's heart in early times

ad clung to them more than he knew, but now he was

urged clean, and they were restored because he had
^ased to need them.

Such in outline is this wonderful poem. With the

laterial of which it is woven we have not here been

Dncerned, although it is so rich and pregnant, that we

light with little difficulty construct out of it a com-
lete picture of the world as then it was : its life, know-

:dge, arts, habits, superstitions, hopes, and fears. The

abject is the problem of all mankind, and the composi-
on embraces no less wide a range. But what we are

ere most interested upon, is the epoch which it marks
11 the progress of mankind, as the first recorded struggle
f a new experience with an established orthodox
elief. True, for hundreds of years, perhaps for a
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thousand, the superstition against which it was directe

continued ; when Christ came it was still in its vitality

Nay, as we saw, it is alive, or in a sort of mock life

among us at this very day. But even those wh
retained their imperfect belief had received into the

canon a book which treated it with contumely an

scorn, so irresistible was the lofty majesty of truth.

In days like these, when we hear so much of pn
gress, it is worth while to ask ourselves, what advance
we have made further in the same direction ? and one

more,'at the risk of some repetition, let us look at tr

position in which this book leaves us. It had bee

assumed, that man if he lived a just and upright lif

had a right to expect to be happy. Happiness,
" h

being's end and aim,"was his legitimate and covenant
reward. If God therefore was just, such a man wou
be happy ;

and inasmuch as God was just, the man wl

was not happy had not deserved to be. There is r

flaw in this argument ;
and if it is unsound, the falla-

can only lie in the supposed right to happiness. It

idle to talk of inward consolations. Job felt them, b ,

they were not everything. They did not relieve t i

anguish of his wounds
; they did not make the loss

his children, or his friends' unkindness, any the It

painful to him.

The poet, indeed, restores him in the book
;
but

life it need not have been so. He might have died up
his ash-heap as thousands of good men have died, a

will die again in misery. Happiness, therefore, is r

what we are to look for. Our place is to be true to t

best which we know, to seek that and do that
;
anc

by
"
virtue its own reward

" be meant that the go
man cares only to continue good, desiring nothing mo;
then it is true and noble. But if virtue be valu-

because it is politic, because in pursuit of it will

found most enjoyment and fewest sufferings, then it

not noble any more, and it is turning the truth of G
into a lie. Let us do right, and whether happiness co <

or unhappiness is no very mighty matter. If it cor i

life will be sweet ;
if it do not come, life will be bii
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bitter, not sweet, and yet to be borne. On such a

heory alone is the government of this world intelligibly

ust. The well-being of our souls depends only on
>
rhat we are, and nobleness of character is nothing
Ise but steady love of good, and steady scorn of evil,

"he government of the world is a problem while the

esire of selfish enjoyment survives, and when justice
; not done according to such standard (which will not

e till the day after doomsday, and not then), self-loving

aen will still ask, why ? and find no answer. Only to

lose who have the heart to say, we can do without

lat, it is not what we ask or desire, is there no secret.

Ian will have what he deserves, and will find what is

jally best for him, exactly as he honestly seeks for it.

[appiness may fly away, pleasure pall or cease to be

Dtainable, wealth decay, friends fail or prove unkind,
id fame turn to infamy ;

but the power to serve God
sver fails, and the love of Him is never rejected.
Most of us, at one time or other of our lives, have

lown something of love of that only pure love in

lich no self is left remaining. We have loved as

dldren, we have loved as lovers
;
some of us have

irnt to love a cause, a faith, a country ; and what love

Duld that be which existed only with a prudent view

after-interests. Surely, there is a love which exults

the power of self-abandonment, and can glory in the

ivilege of suffering for what is good. Que mon nom
't fletri, pourvu que la France soit libre, said Danton

;

d those wild patriots who had trampled into scorn

faith in an immortal life in which they would be
varded for what they were suffering, went to their

ives as beds, for the dream of a people's liberty.
all we, who would be thought reasonable men, love

i living God with less heart than these poor men
fed their phantom ? Justice is done

;
the balance is

: deranged. It only seems deranged, as long as we
/e not learnt to serve without looking to be paid
it.

Such is the theory of life which is to be found in the

ok of Job ;
a faith which has flashed up in all times

H
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and all lands, wherever noble men were to be found
and which passed in Christianity into the acknowledgec
creed of half the world. The cross was the new symbol
the divine sufferer the great example, and mankinc
answered to the call, because the appeal was not tc

what was poor and selfish in them, but to whatever 01

best and bravest was in their nature. The law of re

ward and punishment was superseded by the law of love

Thou shalt love God and thou shalt love man
;
and tha

was not love man knew it once which was bought fr

the prospect of reward. Times are changed with u
now. Thou shalt love God and thou shalt love man, ii

the hands of a poor Paley, are found to mean no mor
than, Thou shalt love thyself after an enlightene*
manner. And the same base tone has saturated nc

only our common feelings, but our Christian theologie
and our Antichristian philosophies. A prudent regar
to our future interests, an abstinence from present ur

lawful pleasures, because they will entail the loss

greater pleasure by-and-by, or perhaps be paid for wi

pain, this is called virtue now
;
and the belief that su

beings as men can be influenced by any feelings nob
or better, is smiled at as the dream of enthusia

whose hearts have outrun their understandings. Indee
he were but a poor lover whose devotion to his mistre

lay resting on the feeling that a marriage with her wou
conduce to his own after comforts. That were a po
patriot who served his country for the hire which

country would give to him. And we should think b

poorly of a son who thus addressed his earthly fathe
"
Father, on whom my fortunes depend, teach me

do what pleases thee, that I, obeying thee in all thir

may obtain those good things which thou hast promis
to give to thy obedient children." If any of us who hz

lived in so poor a faith venture, by-and-by, to put
our claims, Satan will be likely to say of us (with bet

reason than he did of Job)
" Did they serve God

nought, then ? Take their reward from them, and tl

will curse Him to His face." If Christianity had ne

borne itself more nobly than this, do we suppose 1 1
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lose fierce Norsemen who had learnt, in the fiery war-

ongs of the Edda, of what stuff the hearts of heroes are

omposed, would have fashioned their sword-hilts into

rosses, and themselves into a crusading chivalry? Let

s not dishonour our great fathers with the dream of it.

'he Christians, like the stoics and the epicureans, would
ave lived their little day among the ignoble sects of an
Tete civilization, and would have passed off and been
sard of no more. It was in another spirit that those

st preachers of righteousness went out upon their

arfare with evil. They preached, not enlightened

udence, but purity, justice, goodness ; holding out no
omises in this world except of suffering as their great

. aster had suffered, and rejoicing that they were counted

>rthy to suffer for His sake. And that crown of glory
lich they did believe to await them in a life beyond
s grave, was no enjoyment of what they had sur-

idered in life, was not enjoyment at all in any sense

dch human thought or language can attach to the

rds
;
as little like it as the crown of love is like it,

ich the true lover looks for when at last he obtains

mistress. It was to be with Christ to lose them-
ves in Him.
How all this nobleness ebbed away, and Christianity
:ame what we know it, we are partially beginning to

The living spirit organized for itself a body of

ishable flesh : not only the real gains of real experi-

e, but mere conjectural hypotheses current at the

for the solution of unexplained phenomena, became
nulse and articles of faith

; again, as before, the living
the dead were bound together, and the seeds of

ay were already planted on the birth of a constructed

ty. But there was another cause allied to this, and
different from it, which, though a law of human
ire itself, seems now-a-days altogether forgotten. In

rapid and steady advance of our knowledge of

erial things, we are apt to believe that all our know-
-e follows the same law, that it is merely generalized

;rience, that experience accumulates daily, and, there-

that "progress of the species," in all senses, is an
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obvious and necessary fact. There is something whicl

is true in this view mixed with a great deal which i:

false. Material knowledge, the physical and mechanica

sciences, make their way from step to step, from experi
ment to experiment, and each advance is secured anc

made good, and cannot again be lost
;
one generatior

takes up the general sum of experience where the las

laid it down, adds to it what it has the opportunity o

adding, and leaves it with interest to the next. The
successive positions, as they are gained, require nothim
for the apprehension of them but an understandin:

ordinarily cultivated. Prejudices have to be encountered
but prejudices of opinion merely, not prejudices c

conscience or prejudices of self-love, like those whic

beset our progress in the science of morality. Here w
enter upon conditions wholly different, conditions i

which age differs from age, man differs from man, an

even from himself, at different moments. We all ha\ i

experienced times when, as we say, we should not kno
ourselves ; some, when we fall below our average leve

some, when we are lifted above it, and put on, as it wer

a higher nature. At such intervals as these last, (unfc

tunately, with most of us, of rare occurrence,) mai

things become clear to us, which before were ha

sayings ; propositions become alive which, usually, a

but dry words. Our hearts seem purer, our motiv

loftier
;
our purposes, what we are proud to acknowled

to ourselves. And, as man is unequal to himself,

is man to his neighbour, and period to period. T
entire method of action, the theories of human life wh:i

in one area prevail universally, to the next are unpr
tical and insane, as those of this next would have seerr

mere baseness to the first, if the first could have ant

pated them. One, we may suppose, holds some "
great

nobleness principle," the other some "
greatest haj

ness principle ;

" and then their very systems of axic

will contradict one another; their general concept!
and their detailed interpretations, their rules, judgme
opinions, practices, will be in perpetual and endi

contradiction. Our minds take shape from our he'
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and the facts of moral experience do not teach their own

meaning, but submit to many readings, according to the

power of eye which we bring with us.

The want of a clear perception of so important a

feature about us, leads to many singular contradictions.

A believer in popular Protestantism, who is also a

believer in progress, ought, if he were consistent, to

regard mankind as growing every day in a more
and more advantageous position with respect to the

-.rials of life; and yet if he were asked whether it is

easier for him to "save his soul" in the nineteenth

:entury than it would have been in the first or second,
Dr whether the said soul is necessarily better worth

saving, he would be perplexed for an answer. There
s hardly one of us who, in childhood, has not felt like

he Jews to whom Christ spoke, that if he had "lived

pn the days of the fathers," if he had had their advan-
: ages, he would have found duty a much easier matter ;

aind some of us in mature life have felt that, in old

\thens, or old republican Rome, in the first ages of
1

Christianity, in the Crusades or at the Reformation,
I here was a contagious atmosphere of general nobleness,
a which we should have been less troubled with the

ttle feelings which cling about us now. At any rate,

: is at these rare epochs only that real additions are

lade to our moral knowledge. At such times, new
"uths are, indeed, sent down among us, and, for periods

)nger or shorter, may be seen to exercise an ennobling
ifluence on mankind. Perhaps what is gained on
lese occasions is never entirely lost. The historical

lonuments of their effects are at least indestructible
;

nd, when the spirit which gave them birth reappears,
leir dormant energy awakens again.
But it seems from our present experience of what,

i some at least of its modern forms, Christianity has

sen capable of becoming, that there is no doctrine in

self so pure, but what the poorer nature which is in

5 can disarm and distort it, and adapt it to its own
:tleness. The once living spirit dries up into formulae,
id formulae whether of mass -sacrifice or vicarious
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righteousness, or "reward and punishment," are con
trived ever so as to escape making over high demands
on men. Some aim at dispensing with obedience

altogether, and those which insist on obedience rest

the obligations of it on the poorest of motives. So

things go on till there is no life left at all ; till, from
all higher aspirations we are lowered down to the love

of self after an enlightened manner; and then nothing
remains but to fight the battle over again. The once
beneficial truth has become, as in Job's case, a cruel

and mischievous deception, and the whole question of

life and its obligations must again be opened.
It is now some three centuries since the last of such

reopenings. If we ask ourselves how much during
this time has been actually added to the sum of GUI

knowledge in these matters, what in all the thousands

upon thousands of sermons and theologies, and philoso

phies with which Europe has been deluged has beer

gained for mankind beyond what we have found in this-

very book of Job for instance; how far all this ha;

advanced us in the "progress of humanity," it wer<*

hard, or rather it is easy to answer. How far we hav* :

fallen below, let Paley and the rest bear witness; bu ;

what moral question can be asked which admits no
of a nobler solution than was offered two, perhaps thre

thousand years ago ? The world has not been standin

still, experience of man and life has increased, questior
have multiplied on questions, while the answers of th

established teachers to them have been growing evei

day more and more incredible. What other answe
have there been ? Of all the countless books whic

have appeared, there has been only one of endurir

importance, in which an attempt is made to carry c

the solution of the great problem. Job is given ov

into Satan's hand to be tempted ;
and though he shak

he does not fall. Taking the temptation of Job for h

model, Goethe has similarly exposed his Faust to tri;

and with him the tempter succeeds. His hero fa

from sin to sin, from crime to crime; he becomes

seducer, a murderer, a betrayer, following reckless
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nis evil angel wherever he chooses to lead him
;
and

yet, with all this, he never wholly forfeits our sympathy,
[n spite of his weakness his heart is still true to his

ligher nature; sick and restless, even in the delirium

Df enjoyment, he always longs for something better, and
le never can be brought to say of evil that it is good.

f\nd, therefore, after all, the devil is balked of his prey ;

n virtue of this one fact, that the evil in which he

steeped himself remained to the last hateful to him,
Faust is saved by the angels. . . . And this indeed,

;hough Goethe has scarcely dealt with it satisfactorily,

s a vast subject. It will be eagerly answered for the

established belief, that such cases are its especial
orovince. All men are sinners, and it possesses the

)lessed remedy for sin. But, among the countless

lumbers of those characters so strangely mixed among
is, in which the^ dark and the bright fibres cross like

L meshwork
;

characters at one moment capable of

icts of heroic nobleness, at another, hurried by tempta-
;ion into actions which even common men may deplore,
low many are there who have never availed themselves
>f the conditions of reconciliation as orthodoxy proffers

hem, and of such men what is to be said? It was
aid once of a sinner that to her "much was forgiven
or she loved much." But this is language which

heology has as little appropriated as the Jews could

ippropriate the language of Job. It cannot recognise
he nobleness of the human heart. It has no balance
n which to weigh the good against the evil

; and when

great Burns, or a Mirabeau comes before it, it can
ut tremblingly count up the offences committed, and

hen, looking to the end, and finding its own terms
iot to have been complied with, it faintly mutters its

nathema. Sin only it can apprehend and judge; and
3r the poor acts of struggling heroism,

" Forasmuch as

aey were not done, &c., &c., it doubts not but they
.ave the nature of sin." 1

Something of the difficulty has been met by Goethe,

1 See the Thirteenth Article.
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but it cannot be said that he has resolved it

;
or at

least that he has furnished others with a solution which

may guide their judgment. In the writer of the Book
of Job there is an awful moral earnestness before which
we bend as in the presence of a superior being. The

orthodoxy against which he contended is not set aside

or denied ;
he sees what truth is in it

; only he sees

more than it, and over it, and through it. But in

Goethe, who needed it more, inasmuch as his problem
was more delicate and difficult, the moral earnestness is

not awful, is not even high. We cannot feel that in

dealing with sin he entertains any great horror of it :

he looks on it as a mistake, as undesirable, but scarcely
as more. Goethe's great powers are of another kind :

and this particular question, though in appearance the

primary subject of the poem, is really only secondary.
In substance Faust is more like Ecclesiastes than ii

is like Job, and describes rather the restlessness of i

largely-gifted nature which, missing the guidance o

the heart, plays experiments with life, trying knowledge
pleasure, dissipation, one after another, and hating then

all
;
and then hating life itself as a weary, stale, flat

unprofitable mockery. The temper exhibited here wil

probably be perennial in the world. But the remed;
for it will scarcely be more clear under other circum

stances than it is at present, and lies in the dispositioi
of the heart, and not in any propositions which cai

be addressed to the understanding. For that othe

question how rightly to estimate a human being; wha
constitutes a real vitiation of character, and how t

distinguish, without either denying the good or makin

light of the evil
;
how to be just to the popular theorie:

and yet not to blind ourselves to their shallowness an

injustice that is a problem for us, for the solution c

which we are at present left to our ordinary instinc

without any recognized guidance whatsoever.

Nor is this the only problem which is in the sam
situation. There can scarcely be a more startling coi

trast between fact and theory, than the conditions und(

which practically positions of power and influence ai
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listributed among us, the theory of human worth which

he necessities of life oblige us to act upon and the

heory which 'we believe that we believe. As we look

.round among our leading men, our statesmen, our

egislators, the judges on our bench, the commanders of

>ur armies, the men to whom this English nation com-
nits the conduct of its best interests, profane and

acred, what do we see to be the principles which guide
air selection ? How entirely do they lie beside and

teyond the negative tests ? and how little respect do we

>ay to the breach of this or that commandment in com-
'arison with ability? So wholly impossible is it to

pply the received opinions on such matters to practice,
D treat men known to be guilty of what theology calls

eadly sins, as really guilty of them, that it would
Imost seem we had fallen into a moral anarchy ;

that

bility alone is what we regard, without any reference

t all, except in glaring and outrageous cases, to moral

isqualifications. It is invidious to mention names of

ving men
;

it is worse than invidious to drag out of

icir graves men who have gone down into them with

onour, to make a point for an argument. But we
i now, all of us, that among the best servants of our

Duntry, there have been, and there are many, whose
ves will not stand scrutiny by the negative tests, and
ho do not appear very greatly to repent, or to have

jpented of their sins according to recognized methods.

Once more, among our daily or weekly confessions,
hich we are supposed to repeat as if we were all of us

: all times in precisely the same moral condition, we
e made to say that we have done those things which
e ought not to have done, and to have left undone
iose things which we ought to have done. An earthly
ther to whom his children were day after day to

ake this acknowledgment would be apt to inquire
hether they were trying to do better, whether at any
te they were endeavouring to learn

;
and if he were

Id that although they had made some faint attempts
understand the negative part of their duty, yet that

'the positive part, of those things which they ought
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to do, they had no notions at all, and had no idea tha

they were under obligation to form any, he would com<

to rather strange conclusions about them. But reall;

and truly, what practical notions of duty have w<

beyond that of abstaining from committing sins ? No
to commit sin, we suppose, covers but a small part o

what is expected of us. Through the entire tissue o

our employments there runs a good and a bad. Bishoj
Butler tells us, for instance, that even of our time ther<

is a portion which is ours, and a portion which is ou

neighbour's ;
and if we spend more of it on persona

interests than our own share, we are stealing. Thi
sounds strange doctrine

;
we prefer rather making vagu

acknowledgments, and shrink from pursuing them int

detail. We say vaguely, that in all we do we shoul

consecrate ourselves to God, and our own lips condem
us

;
for which among us cares to learn the way to do i

The devoir of a knight was understood in the courts (

chivalry, the lives of heroic men, pagan and Christiai

were once held up before the world as patterr
of detailed imitation

;
and now, when such ideals a;

wanted more than ever, Protestantism unhappily stanc i

with a drawn sword on the threshold of the inquir i

and tells us that it is impious. The law has been fu i

filled for us in condescension to our inherent worthies

ness, and our business is to appropriate another's rigr

eousness, and not, like Titans, to be scaling Heav<

by profane efforts of our own. Protestants, we knc

very well, will cry out in tones loud enough at such

representation of their doctrines. But we know als

that unless men may feel a cheerful conviction that th

can do right if they try, that they can purify themselv<

can live noble and worthy lives, unless this is set befc

them as the thing which they are to do, and can succe

in doing, they will not waste their energies on what thi

know beforehand will end in failure, and if they m
not live for God they will live for themselves.

And all this while the whole complex frame of sock,

is a meshwork of duty woven of living fibre, and \

condition of its remaining sound is, that every thread!
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t of its own free energy shall do what it ought. The
penalties of duties neglected are to the full as terrible

is those of sins committed; more terrible perhaps,
Because more palpable and sure. A lord of the land,

)r an employer of labour, supposes that he has no duty

except to keep what he calls the commandments in his

>wn person, to go to church, and to do what he will

'vith his own, and Irish famines follow, and trade

trikes, and chartisms, and Paris revolutions. We look

or a remedy in impossible legislative enactments, and
here is but one remedy which will avail, that the thing
/hich we call public opinion learn something of the

neaning of human nobleness, and demand some ap-
>roximation to it. As things are we have no idea of

<rhat a human being ought to be. After the first

udimental conditions we pass at once into meaning-
2ss generalities ;

and with no knowledge to guide our

idgment, we allow it to be guided by meaner principles;
e respect money, we respect rank, we respect ability
haracter is as if it had no existence.

In the midst of this loud talk of progress, therefore,
i which so many of us at present are agreed to be-

. eve, which is, indeed, the common meeting point of

i 11 the thousand sects into which we are split, it is

ith saddened feelings that we see so little of it in

large a matter. Progress there is in knowledge;
nd science has enabled the number of human
eings capable of existing upon this earth to be in-

efinitely multiplied. But this is but a small triumph
the ratio of the good and bad, the wise and the

>olish, the full and the hungry remains unaffected,

.nd we cheat ourselves with words when we conclude
ut of our material splendour an advance of the race,

'ne fruit only ou mother earth offers up with pride
> her maker her human children made noble by their

Fe upon her
;
and how wildly on such matters we now

e wandering let this one instance serve to show. At
ic moment at which we write, a series of letters are

)pearing in the Times newspaper, letters evidently of

man of ability, and endorsed in large type by the
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authorities of Printing House Square, advocating the

establishment of a free Greek state with its centre a;

Constantinople, on the ground that the Greek charactei

has at last achieved the qualities essential for the for

mation of a great people, and that endued as it is witf

the practical commercial spirit, and taking everywhere
rational views of life, there is no fear of a repetitior
from it of the follies of the age of Pericles. We shouk
rather think there was not : and yet the writer speak
without any appearance of irony, and is saying wha
he obviously means.

In two things there is progress progress in know

ledge of the outward world, and progress in materia

wealth. This last, for the present, creates, perhaps
more evils than it relieves; but suppose this difficult

solved, suppose the wealth distributed, and ever

peasant living like a peer what then? If this is al

one noble soul outweighs the whole of it. Let us folio 1

knowledge to the outer circle of the universe, the ey
will not be satisfied with seeing, nor the ear with hearing
Let us build our streets of gold, and they will hide a

many aching hearts as hovels of straw. The well-bein

of mankind is not advanced a single step. Knowledg i

is power, and wealth is power ;
and harnessed, as i r

Plato's fable, to the chariot of the soul, and guide

by wisdom, they may bear it through the circle of tt <

stars. But left to their own guidance, or reined by
fool's hand, they may bring the poor fool to Phaeton

end, and set a world on fire. One real service, an

perhaps only one, knowledge alone and by itself w.

do for us it can explode existing superstitions. Ever

thing has its appointed time, superstition like the res

and theologies, that they may not overlive the perk
in which they can be of advantage to mankind, a

condemned, by the conditions of their being, to wea-

a body for themselves out of the ideas of the a;

of their birth
;
ideas which, by the advance of kno

ledge, are seen to be imperfect or false. We cann

any longer be told that there must be four inspin

gospels neither more nor less because there a
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our winds and four elements. The chemists now
rount some sixty elements, ultimately, as some of

hem think, reducible into one; and the gospel, like

he wind, may blow from every point under heaven.

3ut effectual to destroy old superstitions, whether

t is equally successful in preventing others from

growing in their place, is less certain and obvious.

;n these days of table-turnings, mesmerisms, spirit-

appings, odyle fluids, and millenarian pamphlets sell-

ng 80,000 copies among our best-educated classes, we
nust be allowed to doubt.

Our one efficient political science hinges on self-

nterest, and the uniform action of motives among the

nasses of mankind of selfish motives reducible to

,ystem. Such philosophies and such sciences would
nit poorly explain the rise of Christianity, of Mahome-

anism, or of the Reformation. They belong to ages
>f comparative poverty of heart, when the desires of

nen are limited to material things; when men are

contented to labour, and eat the fruit of their labour, and
hen lie down and die. While such symptoms remain

imong us, our faith in progress may remain unshaken ;

nit it will be a faith which, as of old, is the substance

)f things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.



THE LIVES OF THE SAINTS

IF the enormous undertaking of the Bollandist editor

had been completed, it would have contained th

histories of 25,000 saints. So many the catholi

church acknowledged and accepted as her ideals; a

men, who had not only done her honour by th

eminence of their sanctity, but who had received whil

on earth an openly divine recognition of it in gifts c

supernatural power. And this vast number is but

selection
;
the editors chose only out of the mass befor

them what was most noteworthy and trustworthy, an

what was of catholic rather than of national interes

It is no more than a fraction of that singular mytholog
which for so many ages delighted the Christian work
which is still held in external reverence among th

Romanists, and of which the modern historians, prc

voked by its feeble supernaturalism, and by the entii

absence of critical ability among its writers to distinguis
between fact and fable, have hitherto failed to speak
reasonable word. Of the attempt in our own day t

revive an interest in them we shall say little in th

place. They have no form or beauty to give thei

attraction in themselves
;
and for their human interes i

the broad atmosphere of the world suited ill with the<

delicate plants which had grown up under the shado <

of the convent wall
; they were exotics, not froi i

another climate, but from another age ;
the breath i

scorn fell on them, and having no root in the hear

and beliefs of men any more, but only in the sentime:

talities and make-beliefs, they withered and sank. Ar <

yet, in their place as historical phenomena they are ; i

126
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emarkable as any of the pagan mythologies ;
to the

ull as remarkable, perhaps far more so, if the length
.nd firmness of hold they once exercised on the con-

iction of mankind is to pass for anything in the

:stimate and to ourselves they have a near and
>eculiar interest, as spiritual facts in the growth of the

atholic faith.

Philosophy has rescued the old theogonies from

idicule ;
their extravagancies, even the most grotesque

>f them, can be now seen to have their root in an idea,

>ften a deep one, representing features of natural history
r of metaphysical speculation and we do not laugh
t them any more. In their origin, they were the

onsecration of the first-fruits of knowledge ;
the ex-

ression of a real reverential belief. Then time did its

rork on them; knowledge grew and they could not

row
; they became monstrous and mischievous, and

'ere driven out by Christianity with scorn and indigna-
on. But it is with human institutions, as it is with

len themselves
;
we are tender with the dead when

leir power to hurt us has passed away ;
and as Paganism

an never more be dangerous, we have been able to

Dmmand a calmer attitude towards it, and to detect

nder its most repulsive features sufficient latent

ements of genuine thought to satisfy us that even

i their darkest aberrations men are never wholly given
ver to falsehood and absurdity. When philosophy has

one for mediaeval mythology what it has done for

[esiod and for the Edda, we shall find in it at least

; deep a sense of the awfulness and mystery of life,

id we shall find also a moral element there which at

teir best they never had. The lives of the saints

e always simple, often childish, seldom beautiful;

it, as Goethe observed, if without beauty they are

ways good.
And as a phenomenon, let us not deceive ourselves

i its magnitude. The Bollandists were restricted on

any sides. They took only what was in Latin while

'ery country in Europe had its own home-growth in its

vn language and thus many of the most characteristic
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of the lives are not to be found at all in their collectior

And again, they took but one life of each saint, corr

posed in all cases late, and compiled out of the mass c

various shorter lives which had grown up in differer

localities out of popular tradition
\
so that many of the:

longer productions have an elaborate literary charactei

with an appearance of artifice which, till we know ho^

they came into existence, might blind us to the vas

width and variety of the traditionary sources from whic

they are drawn. In the twelfth century there wer

sixty-six lives extant of St. Patrick alone
; and that in

country where every parish had its own special saint an

special legend of him. These sixty-six lives may hav
contained (Mr. Gibbon says must have contained)
least as many thousand lies. Perhaps so. To sevei

criticism, even the existence of a single apostle, S

Patrick, appears problematical. But at least there

the historical fact, about which admits of no mistak

that they did grow up in some way or other, that th(

were repeated, sung, listened to, written, and read
;
th

these lives in Ireland, and all over Europe and ov
the earth, wherever the catholic faith was preache
stories like these sprang out of the heart of the peopl
and grew and shadowed over the entire believing mir

of the catholic world. Wherever church was founde
or soil was consecrated for the long resting-place
those who had died in the faith

; wherever the swe

bells of convent or of monastery were heard in t

evening air, charming the unquiet world to rest ai

remembrance of God, there rested the memory of sor

apostle who had laid the first stone, there was t

sepulchre of some martyr whose relics reposed benea
the altar, of some confessor who had suffered there \

his Master's sake, of some holy ascetic who in sile

self-chosen austerity had woven a ladder there of pra>
and penance, on which the angels were believed to ha

ascended and descended. It is not a phenomenon
an age or of a century ;

it is characteristic of the histc

of Christianity. From the time when the first preach
of the faith passed out from their homes by that qui
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Galilean lake, to go to and fro over the earth, and

did their mighty work, and at last disappeared and

were not any more seen, these sacred legends began
:o grow. Those who had once known them, who had

drawn from their lips the blessed message of light and

iife, one and all would gather together what fragments

:hey could find of their stories. Rumours blew in from

ill the winds. They had been seen here, had been

;een there, in the farthest corners of the earth, preach-

ng, contending, suffering, prevailing. Affection did not

>tay to scrutinize. As when some member of a family

tmong ourselves is absent in some far place from which

.ure news of him comes slowly and uncertainly ;
if he

las been in the army, on some dangerous expedition,
>r at sea, or anywhere where real or imaginary dangers
timulate anxiety ;

or when one is gone away from us

Itogether fallen perhaps in battle and when the story
f his end can be collected but fitfully from strangers

r'ho only knew his name, but had heard him nobly

poken of; the faintest threads are caught at
; reports,

ic vagueness of which might be evident to indifference,
re to love strong grounds of confidence, and "trifles

ght as air
"

establish themselves as certainties
; so,

i those first Christian communities, travellers came

irough from east and west
; legions on the march, or

iravans of wandering merchants
;
and one had been

i Rome and seen Peter disputing with Simon Magus ;

lother in India, where he had heard St. Thomas
-caching to the Brahmins

;
a third brought with him

Dm the wilds of Britain, a staff which he had cut, as

j said, from a thorn tree, the seed of which St. Joseph
id sown there, and which had grown to its full size in

single night, making merchandize of the precious
lie out of the credulity of the believers. So the

gends grew, and were treasured up, and loved, and
usted

;
and alas ! all which we have been able to do

sth them is to call them lies, and to point a shallow
Dral on the impostures and credulities of the early
tholic. An atheist could not wish us to say more ;

we can really believe that the Christian church was
i
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made over in its very cradle to lies and to the father of

lies, and was allowed to remain in his keeping, so to

say, till yesterday, he will not much trouble himself

with any faith which after such an admission we may
profess to entertain. For as this spirit began in the

first age in which the church began to have a history ;

so it continued so long as the church as an integral

body retained its vitality ;
and only died out in the

degeneracy which preceded, and which brought on the

Reformation. For fourteen hundred years these stories

held their place, and rang on from age to age, from

century to century ;
as the new faith widened its

boundaries and numbered ever more and more great
names of men and women who had fought and died for

it, so long their histories living in the hearts of those for

whom they laboured, laid hold of them and filled them,
and the devout imagination, possessed with what was

often no more than the rumour of a name, bodied it oul

into life, and form, and reality. And doubtless, if we

try them by any historical canon, we have to say tha'

quite endless untruths grew in this way to be believeci

among men
;
and not believed only, but held sacrec

passionately and devotedly; not filling the histor

books only, not only serving to amuse and edify th

refectory, or to furnish matter for meditation in th

cell, but claiming days for themselves of special re

membrance, entering into liturgies and inspiring prayer;

forming the spiritual nucleus of the hopes and fears c

millions of human souls.

From the hard barren standing ground of the fac

idolater, what a strange sight must be that still mour
tain peak on the wild west Irish shore, vvhere for moi

than ten centuries, a rude old bell and a carved chi

of oak have witnessed, or seemed to witness, to tb

presence long ago there of the Irish apostle ;
and in tt

sharp crystals of the trap rock a path has been woi

smooth by the bare feet and bleeding knees of tl

pilgrims, who still, in the August weather, drag the

painful way along it as they have done for a thousar

years. Doubtless the " Lives of the Saints
"
are full
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lies. Are then none in the Iliad? in the legends
of /Eneas ? Were the stories sung in the liturgy of

Eleusis all so true? so true as fact? Are the songs of

the Cid or of Siegfried? We say nothing of the lies

in these, but why? Oh, it will be said, but they are

fictions, they were never supposed to be true. But

they were supposed to be true, to the full as true as the

Legenda Aurea. Oh then, they are poetry ;
and besides,

they have nothing to do with Christianity. Yes, that is

it
; they have nothing to do with Christianity. It has

grown such a solemn business with us, and we bring
such long faces to it, that we cannot admit or conceive

to be at all naturally admissible such a light companion
as the imagination. The distinction between secular

xnd religious has been extended even to the faculties
;

ind we cannot tolerate in others the fulness and freedom

vhich we have lost or rejected for ourselves. Yet it has

)een a fatal mistake with the critics. They found

hemselves off the recognized ground of Romance and

aganism, and they failed to see the same principles
t work, though at work with new materials. In the

scords of all human affairs, it cannot be too often

isisted on that two kinds of truth run for ever side by
ide, or rather, crossing in and out with each other, form

warp and the woof of the coloured web which we
ill history. The one, the literal and external truths

Drresponding to the eternal and as yet undiscovered
ws of fact : the other, the truth of feeling and of

lought, which embody themselves either in distorted

ctures of the external, or in some entirely new creation
;

metimes moulding and shaping real history, sometimes

king the form of heroic biography, of tradition, or

>pular legend ;
sometimes appearing as recognized

:tion in the epic, the drama, or the novel. It is

eless to tell us that this is to confuse truth and false-

>od. We are stating a fact, not a theory, and if it

akes truth and falsehood difficult to distinguish, that

nature's fault, not ours. Fiction is only false, when
is false, not to fact, else how could it be fiction ? but
iien it is to law. To try it by its correspondence to
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the real is wretched pedantry ;

we create as nature

creates, by the force which is in us, which refuses to

be restrained ;
we cannot help it, and we are only false

when we make monsters, or when we pretend that our in

ventions are fact, when we substitute truths of one kind

for truths of another
;
when we substitute, and again we

must say when we intentionally substitute ; whenever

persons, and whenever facts seize strongly hold of the

imagination, (and of course when there is anything re

markable in them they must and will do so,) invention

glides into the images as they form in us
;

it must, as it

ever has, from the first legends of a cosmogony, to the

written life of the great man who died last year or century,
or to the latest scientific magazine. We cannot relate

facts as they are, they must first pass through ourselves,

and we are more or less than mortal if they gather nothing
in the transit. The great outlines alone lie around us

as imperative and constraining; the detail we each fill

up variously according to the turn of our sympathies
the extent of our knowledge, or our general theories o

things, and therefore it may be said that the onbv

literally true history possible, is the history which mine

has left of itself in all the changes through which it hj

passed.
Suetonius is to the full as extravagant and supei

stitious as Surius, and Suetonius was most laboriou

and careful, and was the friend of Tacitus and Pliny
Suetonius gives us prodigies, when Surius has miracle

but that is all the difference
;
each follows the form

the supernatural which belonged to the genius of h

age. Plutarch writes a life of Lycurgus with details

his childhood, and of the trials and vicissitudes of h

age ;
and the existence of Lycurgus is now quite ;

questionable as that of St. Patrick or of St. George
England.
No rectitude of intention will save us from mistake

Sympathies and antipathies are but synonyms of pi

judice, and indifference is impossible. Love is blin

and so is every other passion ;
love believes eagerly wr

it desires ; it excuses or passes lightly over blemishes,
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dwells on what is beautiful, while dislike sees a tarnish

on what is brightest, and deepens faults into vices. Do
we believe that all this is a disease of unenlightened

times, and that in our strong sunlight only truth can

get received
;

then let us contrast the portrait for

instance of Sir Robert Peel as it is drawn in the Free

Trade Hall, at Manchester, at the county meeting, and
in the Oxford Common Room. It is not so. Faithful

and literal history is possible only to an impassive spirit ;

it is impossible to man, until perfect knowledge and

perfect faith in God shall enable him to see and endure

every fact in its reality ;
until perfect love shall kindle

in him under its touch the one just emotion which
is in harmony with the eternal order of all things.
How far we are in these days from approximating

to such a combination we need not here insist. Criti

cism in the hands of men like Niebuhr seems to have

accomplished great intellectual triumphs : and in Ger

many and France and among ourselves we have our

new schools of the philosophy of history ; yet their real

successes have hitherto only been destructive ; when

philosophy reconstructs, it does nothing but project its

own idea ; when it throws off tradition, it cannot work
without a theory, and what is a theory but an imper
fect generalization caught up by a predisposition ? what
is Comte's great division of the eras, but a theory, and
Facts but as clay in his hands which he can mould to

illustrate it, as every clever man will find facts to be,

let his theory be what it will. Intellect can destroy but

it cannot make alive again, call in the creative faculties,

call in Love, Idea, Imagination, and we have living

figures, but we cannot tell whether they are figures which
sver lived before. Alas, the high faith in which Love
md Intellect can alone unite in their fulness, has not

/et found utterance in modern historians.

The greatest man who has as yet given himself to

:he recording of human affairs is, beyond question,
Cornelius Tacitus. Alone in Tacitus a serene calmness
)f insight was compatible with intensity of feeling ;

he
ook no side

;
he may have been Imperialist, he may
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have been Republican, but he has left no sign whether
he was either : he appears to have sifted facts with

scrupulous integrity ;
to administer his love, his scorn,

his hatred, according only to individual merit, and these

are rather felt by the reader in the life-like clearness of

his portraits than expressed in words by himself. Yet

such a power of seeing into things was only possible to

him, because there was no party left with which he

could determinedly side, and no wide spirit alive in

Rome through which he could feel
;
the spirit of Rome,

the spirit of life had gone away to seek other forms, and
the world of Tacitus was a heap of decaying institu

tions
;
a stage where men and women, as they them

selves were individually base or noble, played over theii

little parts. Life indeed was come into the world, was

working in it, and silently shaping the old dead corps<
into fresh and beautiful being; Tacitus alludes to i

once only in one brief scornful chapter ;
and the mos

poorly gifted of those forlorn biographers whose un

reasoning credulity was piling up the legends of St. Mar
and the Apostles which now drive the ecclesiastica

historian to despair, knew more, in his divine hope an

faith, of the real spirit which had gone out amon ,

mankind, than the keenest and gravest intellect whic
ever set itself to contemplate them.

And now having in some degree cleared the groun
of difficulties, let us go back to the Lives of the Saint

If Bede tells us lies about St. Cuthbert, we will di

believe his stories, but we will not call Bede a liar, eve

though he prefaces his life with a declaration that he h;

set down nothing but what he has ascertained on tl

clearest evidence. We are driven to no such alternativ

our canons of criticism are different from Bede's, ar

so are our notions of probability. Bede would expe
a priori, and would therefore consider as sufficient

attested by a consent of popular tradition, what t

oaths of living witnesses would fail to make credible

a modern English jury. We will call Bede a liar or

if he put forward his picture of St. Cuthbert, as

picture of a life which he considered admirable a r
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excellent, as one after which he was endeavouring to

model his own, and which he held up as a pattern of

imitation, when in his heart he did not consider it

admirable at all, when he was making no effort at the

austerities which he was lauding. The histories of the

Saints are written as ideals of a Christian life; they
have no elaborate and beautiful forms

; single and

straightforward as they are, if they are not this they
are nothing. For fourteen centuries the religious mind
of the catholic world threw them out as its form of

hero worship, as the heroic patterns of a form of human
life which each Christian within his own limits was

endeavouring to realize. The first martyrs and con-

essors were to those poor monks what the first Dorian

conquerors were in the war songs of Tyrtaeus, what
Achilles and Ajax and Agamemnon and Diomed were
wherever Homer was sung or read

;
or in more modern

imes what Turpin was in the court of Charlemagne or

the Knights of the Round Table in the halls of the

Gorman castles. This is what they were
;
and the

result is that immense and elaborate hagiology. As
vith the battle heroes too, the inspiration lies in the

universal idea
;
the varieties of character (with here and

here an exception) are slight and unimportant ;
as

examples they were for universal human imitation.

,ancelot or Tristram were equally true to the spirit of

chivalry ;
and Patrick on the mountain or Antony in

he desert are equal models of patient austerity. The
mights fight with giants, enchanters, robbers, unknightly
lobles, or furious wild beasts

; the Christians fight with

he world, the flesh, and the devil. The knight leaves

he comforts of home in quest of adventures, the saint

n quest of penance, and on the bare rocks or in

iesolate wildernesses subdues the devil in his flesh with

>rayers and sufferings, and so alien is it all to the whole

hought and system of the modern Christian, that he
ither rejects such stories altogether as monks' impos-
ures, or receives them with disdainful wonder, as one
lore shameful form of superstition with which human
ature has insulted heaven and disgraced itself.
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Leaving, however, for the present, the meaning of

monastic asceticism, it seems necessary to insist that

there really was such a thing ;
there is no doubt about

it. If the particular actions told of each saint are not

literally true, as belonging to him, abundance of men
did for many centuries lead the sort of life which they
are said to have led. We have got a notion that the

friars were a snug, comfortable set, after all
;
and the

life in a monastery pretty much like that in a modern

university, where the old monks' language and affecta

tion of unworldliness does somehow contrive to co-exisl

with as large a mass of bodily enjoyment as man's

nature can well appropriate ;
and very likely this wa<

the state into which many of the monasteries had faller

in the fifteenth century. It had begun to be, and i

was a symptom of a very rapid disorder in them

promptly terminating in dissolution; but long, long age

lay behind the fifteenth century, in which wisely o

foolishly these old monks and hermits did make them
selves a very hard life of it; and the legend only e*

ceeded the reality, in being a very slightly idealize*

portrait of it. We are not speaking of the miracles
;
tha

is a wholly different question. When men knew littl

of the order of nature, whatever came to pass withoi

an obvious cause was at once set down to influence

beyond nature and above it
;
and so long as there wei i

witches and enchanters, strong with the help of the ba

powers, of course the especial servants of God woul

not be left without graces to outmatch and overcorr

the devil. And there were many other reasons why tr

saints should work miracles. They had done so und<

the old dispensation, and there was no obvious reasc

why Christians should be worse off than Jews. Ar

again, although it be true, in the modern phrase, whi<

is beginning to savour a little of cant, that the highe
natural is the highest supernatural, it is not everybo
that is able to see that

;
natural facts permit us to

so easily familiar with them, that they have an air

commonness
;
and when we have a vast idea to expre

there is always a disposition to the extraordinary. B
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i he miracles are not the chief thing ;

nor ever were they
o. Men did not become saints by working miracles,

>ut they worked miracles because they had become
f aints

;
and the instructiveness and value of their lives

I ay in the means which they had used to make them-

y elves what they were : and as we said, in this part of

: he business there is unquestionable basis of truth

^arcelyeven exaggeration. We have documentary evi-

i lence, which has been passed through the sharp ordeal

i if party hatred, of the way some men (and those,

l :ien of vast mind and vast influence in their day, not

icre ignorant fanatics,) conducted themselves, where

tyth has no room to enter. We know something of

ae hair-shirt of Thomas a Becket, and other uneasy
enances of his; and there was another poor monk,
hose asceticism imagination could not easily outrun :

aat was he who, when the earth's mighty ones were

anded together to crush him under their armed heels,

poke but one little word ;
and it fell among them like

le spear of Cadmus; the strong ones turned their hands

gainst each other, and the armies melted away ;
and

le proudest monarch of the earth lay at that monk's
ireshold three winter nights in the scanty clothing of

enance, suing miserably for forgiveness. Or again,
> take a fairer figure : there is a poem extant, the

snuineness of which we believe has not been chal-

:nged, composed by Columbkill, commonly called St.

olumba. He was a hermit in Aran, a rocky island in

te Atlantic, outside Galway Bay ;
from which he was

immoned, we do not know how, but in a manner
hich appeared to him to be a divine call, to go away
id be bishop of lona. The poem is a " Farewell to

ran," which he wrote on leaving it
; and he lets us

:e something of a hermit's life there.
"
Farewell," he

sgins (we are obliged to quote from memory), "a long
rewell to thee, Aran of my heart. Paradise is with

ee, the garden of God within the sound of thy bells.

he angels love Aran. Each day an angel comes there

join in its services." And then he goes on to

iscribe his " dear cell," and the holy happy hours
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which he had spent there, "with the wind whistlin;

through the loose stones, and the sea spray hanging 01

his hair." Aran is no better than a wild rock. It i

strewed over with the ruins which may still be seen c

the old hermitages ;
and at their best they could hav

been but such places as sheep would huddle under ii

a storm, and shiver in the cold and wet which woul<

pierce through to them.

Or, if written evidence be too untrustworthy, ther

are silent witnesses which cannot lie, that tell the sam

touching story. Whoever loiters among the ruins of

monastery will see, commonly leading out of the clois

ters, rows of cellars half under-ground, low, damp, an<

wretched-looking ;
an earthen floor, bearing no trace c

pavement ;
a roof from which the mortar and the dam

keep up (and always must have kept up) a perpetus
ooze : for a window a narrow slip in the wall, throug
which the cold and the wind find as free an access a

the light. Such as they are, a well-kept dog woul

object to accept a night's lodging in them
;
and if the

had been prison cells, thousands of philanthropic tongue
would have trumpeted out their horrors. The strange

perhaps supposes that they were the very dungeons o
which he has heard such terrible things. He asks hi

guide, and his guide tells him they were the monk:

dormitories. Yes ; there on that wet soil, with tha

dripping roof above them, was the self-chosen home (<

those poor men. Through winter frost, through rai -

and storm, through summer sunshine, generation aftf

generation of them, there they lived and prayed, and

last lay down and died.

It is all gone now gone as if it had never been
;
an

it was as foolish as, if the attempt had succeeded,
would have been mischievous, to revive a devotion; i

interest in the Lives of the Saints. It would have pr<

duced but one more unreality in an age already too Aul

of such. No one supposes we should have set to wor <

to live as they lived
;
that any man, however earnest i

his religion, would have gone looking for earth floo;

and wet dungeons, or wild islands to live in, when h
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mid get anything better. Either we are wiser, or more

jmane, or more self-indulgent ;
at any rate we are some-

ing which divides us from mediaeval Christianity by an

ipassable gulf which this age or this epoch will not see

idged over. Nevertheless, these modern hagiologists,

>wever wrongly they went to work at it, had detected,

id were endeavouring to fill, a very serious blank in

ir educational system ;
a very serious blank indeed,

id one which, somehow, we must contrive to get filled

the education of character is ever to be more than a

ime with us. To try and teach people how to live

ithout giving them examples in which our rules are

ustrated, is like teaching them to draw by the rules of

irspective, and of light and shade, without designs to

udy them in ; or to write verse by the laws of rhyme
id metre without song or poem in which rhyme and
etre are seen in their effects. It is a principle
lich we have forgotten, and it is one which the old

atholics did not forget. We do not mean that they
t out with saying to themselves " we must have

;amples, we must have ideals
;

"
very likely they never

ought about it at all ;
love for their holy men, and a

irst to know about them, produced the histories ; and
ve unconsciously working gave them the best for

lich they could have wished. The boy at school at

e monastery, the young monk disciplining himself as

t with difficulty under the austerities to which he had
jvoted himself, the old halting on toward the close of

s pilgrimage, all of them had before their eyes, in the

nd of the patron saint, a personal realization of all

ey were trying after
; leading them on, beckoning to

em, and pointing, as they stumbled among their

fficulties, to the marks which his own footsteps had

ft, as he had trod that hard path before them. It was
if the church was for ever saying to them : ''You
.ve doubts and fears, and trials and temptations
itward and inward

; you have sinned, perhaps, and
2! the burden of your sin. Here was one who, like

u, in this very spot, under the same sky, treading the
ime soil, among the same hills and woods and rocks
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and rivers, was tried like you, tempted like you, sinn-

like you ;
but here he prayed, and persevered, and d

penance, and washed out his sins ; he fought the figl

he vanquished the evil one, he triumphed, and now

reigns a saint with Christ in heaven. The same groui
which yields you your food, once supplied him

;

breathed and lived, and felt, and died here ; and no
from his throne in the sky, he is still looking do^

lovingly on his children, making intercession for y
that you may have grace to follow him, that by-and-
he may himself offer you at God's throne as his own
It is impossible to measure the influence which a p
sonal reality of this kind must have exercised on t

mind, thus daily and hourly impressed upon it throu

a life; there is nothing vague any more, no abstr;

excellences to strain after; all is distinct, person

palpable. It is no dream. The saint's bones M

under the altar
; nay, perhaps, his very form and featu

undissolved. Under some late abbot the coffin may tu

been opened and the body seen without mark or ta

of decay. Such things have been, and the emaciat:

of a saint will account for it without a miracle. Dz
some incident of his story is read aloud, or spoken <

or preached upon. In quaint beautiful forms it lives
,

light in the long chapel windows ;
and in the sumr I

matins his figure, lighted up in splendour, gleams do

on them as they pray, or streams in mysterious shade

tints along the pavement, clad, as it seems, in <

celestial glory, and shining as he shines in heav

Alas, alas, where is it all gone?
We are going to venture a few thoughts on the w

question, what possibly may have been the meaning
so large a portion of the human race and so m
centuries of Christianity having been surrendered :i

seemingly sacrificed to the working out this dre

asceticism. If right once, then it is right now ; if r

worthless, then it could never have been more t'r

worthless
;
and the energies which spent themselves

it were like corn sown upon the rock, or substance gi i

for that which is not bread. We supposed ourse '
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allenged recently for our facts. Here is an enormous
:t which there is no evading. It is not to be slurred

er with indolent generalities, with unmeaning talk of

perstition, of the twilight of the understanding, of

rbarism, and of nursery credulity ;
it is matter for the

ilosophy of history, if the philosophy has yet been
rn which can deal with it

; one of the solid, experi-
ced facts in the story of mankind which must be

:epted and considered with that respectful deference

iich all facts claim of their several sciences, and
ich will certainly not disclose its meaning (supposing
:o have a meaning) except to reverence, to sympathy,
love. We must remember that the men who wrote

ise stories, and who practised these austerities, were
j same men who composed our liturgies, who built

r churches and our cathedrals and the gothic cathe-

d is, perhaps, on the whole, the most magnificent
:ation which the mind of man has as yet thrown out

itself. If there be any such thing as a philosophy

history, real or possible, it is in virtue of there being
tain progressive organizing laws in which the fretful

2S of each of us are gathered into and subordinated in

ne larger unity. Thus age is linked on to age. as we
: moving forward, with an horizon for ever expanding,
i advancing. And if this is true, the magnitude of

f human phenomenon is a criterion of its importance,
i definite forms of thought working through long
toric periods imply an effect of one of these vast laws

.mply a distinct step in human progress ; something
sviously unrealized is being lived out, and rooted into

; heart of mankind. Nature never half does her
rk. She goes over it, and over it, to make assur-

:e sure, and makes good her ground with wearying
etition. A single section of a short paper is but a
all space to enter on so vast an enterprise, neverthe-

s, a few very general words shall be ventured as a

,'gestion of what this monastic or saintly spirit may
ssibly have meant.

'First, as the spirit of Christianity is antagonistic to
: world whatever form the spirit of the world assumes,.
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the ideals of Christianity will of course be their oppc
site

;
as one verges into one extreme the other wi

verge into the contrary. In those rough times the la-

was the sword
;
animal might of arm, and the stron

animal heart which guided it, were the excellence

which the world rewarded, and monasticism, therefon

in its position of protest, would be the destruction an

abnegation of the animal. The war hero in th

battle or the tourney yard might be taken as the apotl
eosis of the fleshly man, the saint in the desert of th

spiritual. But this is slight, imperfect, and if true at a

only partially so. The animal and the spiritual are nc

contradictories ; they are the complements in the perfe<
character ; and in the middle ages, as in all ages c

genuine earnestness, interfused and penetrated eac

other. There were warrior saints and saintly warrior?

and those grand old figures which sleep cross-legged i

the cathedral aisles were something higher than on
one more form of the beast of prey. Monasticism r

presented something more positive than a protest again
the world. We believe it to have been the realizatic

of the infinite loveliness and beauty of personal purity.
In the earlier civilization, the Greeks, nowev- i

genuine their reverence for the gods, do not seem
have supposed any part of their duty to the gods
consist in keeping their bodies untainted. Exquisite ; i

was their sense of beauty, of beauty of mind as well ; ,

beauty of form, with all their loftiness and their nobl
\

ness, with their ready love of moral excellence in son

of its manifestations, as fortitude, or devotion to liber

and to home, they had little or no idea of what v

mean by morality. With a few rare exceptions, pc

lution, too detestable to be even named among ou

selves, was of familiar and daily occurrence among the

greatest men ;
was no reproach to philosopher or to state

man
;
and was not supposed to be incompatible, ar

was not, in fact, incompatible with any of those especi
excellences which we so admire in the Greeks.

Among the Romans (that is, the early Romans
the republic), there was a sufficiently austere moralit
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\ public officer of state, whose business was to inquire
i .to the private lives of the citizens, and to punish
i "fences against morals, is a phenomenon which we
i ive seen only once on this planet. There was never

i people before, and there has been none since, with

i ifficient virtue to endure it. But the Roman morality
not lovely for its own sake, nor excellent in itself.

is obedience to law, practised and valued, loved

r what resulted from it, for the strength and rigid

durance which it gave, but not loved for itself. The
oman nature was fierce, rugged, almost brutal; and
submitted to restraint as stern as itself, as long as

e energy of the old spirit endured. But as soon as

e energy grew slack, when the religion was no

nger believed, and taste, as it was called, came in,

d there was no more danger to face, and the world

is at their feet, all was swept away as before a whirl-

nd ;
there was no loveliness in virtue to make it

^sired, and the Rome of the Censors presents, in its

:er age, a picture of enormous sensuality, of the

>arsest animal desire, with means unlimited to gratify
In Latin literature, as little as in the Greek, is

ere any sense of the beauty of purity. Moral essays
i temperance we may find, and praise enough of the

se man whose passions and whose appetites are

lined into obedience to reason. But this is no more
an the philosophy of the old Roman life, which got
elf expressed in words when men were tired of the

ility ;
it involves no sense of sin. If sin could be

iulged without weakening our self-command, or with-

t hurting other people, Roman philosophy would have

thing to say against it.

The Christians stepped far out beyond philosophy;
:hout speculating on the why, they felt that indul-

ice of animal passion did, in fact, pollute them,
d so much the more, the more it was deliberate,

ilosophy, gliding into Manicheism, divided the forces

the universe, giving the spirit to God, but declaring
-liter to be eternally and incurably evil; and looking
ward to the time when the spirit should be emanci-
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pated from the body, as the beginning of, or as th-

return to, its proper existence, took no especial car'

what became the meanwhile of its evil tenement c

flesh. If it sinned, sin was its element; it couli

not do other than sin
; purity of conduct could nc

make the body clean, and no amount of bodily ir

dulgence could shed a taint upon the spirit a ver

comfortable doctrine, and one which, under variou

disguises, has appeared a good many times on th

earth. But Christianity, shaking it all off, woul

present the body to God as a pure and holy sacrifice

as so much of the material world conquered from th

appetites and lusts, and from the devil whose abod

they were. This was the meaning of the fastings an

scourgings, the penances and night-watchings ;
it w

this which sent St. Anthony to the tombs and s<

Simeon on his pillar, to conquer the devil in the flesl

and keep themselves, if possible, undented by so muc
as one corrupt thought.
And they may have been absurd and extravaganl

when the feeling is stronger than the judgment, me
are very apt to be so. If, in the recoil fro:

Manicheism, they conceived that a bocly of a sail

thus purified had contracted supernatural virtue ar

could work miracles, they had not sufficiently attends

to the facts, and so far are not unexceptionable witness'

to them. Nevertheless they did their work, and
virtue of it we are raised to a higher stage, we are lift*

forward a mighty step which we can never again retrac

Personal purity is not the whole for which we have

care, it is but one feature in the ideal character of ma
The monks may have thought it was all, or more near

all than it is ;
and therefore their lives may seem to

poor, mean, and emasculate. Yet it is with life as it

with science ; generations of men have given themselv

exclusively to single branches, which, when mastere

form but a little section in a cosmic philosophy ; and i

life, so slow is progress, it may take a thousand yea<

to make good a single step. Weary and tedious enou;
it seems when we cease to speak in large language, air
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emember the numbers of individual souls who have

3een at work at it ; but who knows whereabouts we
ire in the duration of the race ? Are we crawling out

>f the cradle, or are we tottering into the grave?
n nursery, in schoolroom, or in opening manhood?
Vho knows? It is enough for us to be sure of our

teps when we have taken them, and thankfully to

.ccept what has been done for us. Henceforth it is

mpossible for us to give our unmixed admiration to

ny character which moral shadows overhang. Hence-
Drth we require not greatness only, but goodness ;

and
.-.ot that goodness only which begins and ends in con-

uct correctly regulated, but that love of goodness, that

een pure feeling for it, which resides in a conscience

sensitive and susceptible as woman's modesty.
So much for what seems to us the philosophy of this

atter. If we are right, it is no more than a first

rrow in the crust of a soil, which hitherto the

storians have been contented to leave in its barren-

:ss. If they are conscientious enough not to trifle

th the facts, as they look back on them from the

siness of modern Christianity which has ceased to

smand any heavy effort of self-sacrifice, they either

vile the superstition or pity the ignorance which made
ich large mistakes on the nature of religion and, loud
their denunciations of priestcraft and of lying wonders,

ey point their moral with pictures of the ambition of

ediasval prelacy or the scandals of the annals of the

ipacy. For the inner life of all those millions of

imortal souls who were struggling, with such good or

,d success as was given them, to carry Christ's cross

:>ng their journey in this earth of ours, they set it by,
,ss it over, dismiss it out of history, with some poor
mmon-place simper of sorrow or of scorn. It will

t do. Mankind have not been so long on this planet

:ogether, that we can allow so large a chasm to be

Doped out of their spiritual existence.

We intended to leave our readers with something
hter than all this in the shape of literary criticism

d a few specimen extracts ; both of which must now,
K
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however, be necessarily brief we are running out our

space. Whoever is curious to study the lives of the

saints in their originals, should rather go anywhere than

to the Bollandists, and universally never read a late life

when he can command an early one, for the genius in

them is in the ratio of their antiquity, and, like river-

water, is most pure nearest to the fountain head. We
are lucky in possessing several specimens of the mode
of their growth in late and early lives of the same saints,

and the process in all is similar. Out of the lives of

St. Bride three are left; out of the sixty -six of

St. Patrick, there are eight ;
the first of each belonging

to the sixth century, the latest to the thirteenth. The
first are in verse

; they belong to a time when there

was no one to write such things, and were popular in

form and popular in their origin the flow is easy, the

style graceful and natural ; but the step from poetry tc

prose is substantial as well as formal
;
the imagination is

ossified, and the exuberance of legendary creativeness

we exchange for the hard dogmatic record of fact with

out reality, and fiction without grace. The marvellous

in the poetical lives is comparatively slight ;
the afte:

miracles being composed frequently out of a mistake o

poets' metaphors for literal truth. There is often real

genial, human beauty in the old verse. The first twc

stanzas, for instance, of St. Bride's Hymn are of higl

merit, as may, perhaps, be imperfectly seen in ;

translation :

" Bride the queen, she loved not the world ;

She floated on the waves of the world

As the sea-bird floats upon the billow.

Such sleep she slept as the mother sleeps
In the far land of her captivity,

Mourning for her child at home."

What a picture is there of the strangeness and yearr

ing of the poor human soul in this earthly pilgrimag<
The poetical

" Life of St. Patrick," too, is full of fin<

wild, natural imagery. The boy is described as
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hepherd on the hills of Down, and there is a legend,
*vell told, of the angel Victor coming to him, and leav-

f ng a gigantic foot-print on a rock from which he
i prang into heaven. The legend, of course, rose from

I-
ome remarkable natural feature of the spot ; but, as

is told here, a shadowy unreality hangs over it, and
is doubtful whether it is more than a vision of the

)y. But in the prose all is crystalline ;
the story

drawn out, with a barren prolixity of detail, into a

ries of angelic visitations. And again, when Patrick

described, as the after apostle, raising the dead Celts

life, the metaphor cannot be left in its natural force,

d we have a long weary list of literal deaths and
eral raisings. And so in many ways the freshness

d individuality is lost with time. The larger saints

allowed up the smaller and appropriated their ex-

oits
;
chasms were supplied by an ever ready imagina-

m
; and, like the stock of good works laid up for

neral use, there was a stock of miracles ever ready
ien any defect was to be supplied. So it was that,

ter the first impulse, the progressive life of a saint

lied on like a snow-ball down a mountain-side, gather-

g up into itself whatever lay in its path, fact or legend,

propriate or inappropriate, sometimes real jewels of

nuine old tradition, sometimes the debris of the old

eeds and legends of heathenism
; and on, and on, till

length it reached the bottom, and was dashed in

eces on the Reformation.

One more illustration one which shall serve as evi-

:nce of what the really greatest, most vigorous, minds
the twelfth century could accept as possible or pro-

ble, and which they could relate (on what evidence we
not know) as really ascertained facts. We remember

mething of St. Anselm : both as a statesman and as

theologian, he was unquestionably the ablest man of

time alive in Europe. Here is a story which he
Is of a certain Cornish St. Kieran. The saint, with

rty of his companions, was preaching within the
ntiers of a lawless pagan prince ; and, disregarding
orders to be quiet or to leave the country, continued
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to agitate, to threaten, and to thunder even in the ears

of the prince himself. Things took their natural course.

Disobedience provoked punishment. A guard of soldiers

was sent, and the saint and his little band were decapi
tated. The scene of the execution was a wood, and the

heads and trunks were left lying there for the wolves

and the wild birds.

" But now a miracle, such as was once heard of before in

the church in the person of the holy Denis, was again

wrought by divine providence to preserve the bodies of

his saints from profanation. The trunk of Kieran rose

from the ground, and selecting first his own head, and

carrying it to a stream, and there carefully washing it, and

afterwards performing the same sacred office for each oi

his companions, giving each body its own head, he dug

graves for them and buried them, and last of all buried

himself."

It is even so. So it stands written in a life claiming

Anselm's authorship; and there is no reason why the

authorship should not be his. Out of the heart corm

the issues of evil and of good, and not out of the intel

lect or the understanding. Men are not good or bad .

noble or base thank God for it! as they judge well

or ill of the probabilities of nature, but as they lov< i

God and hate the devil. And yet it is instructive

We have heard grave good men men of intellect am I

influence with all the advantages of modem science
j

learning, experience; men who would regard Anselr

with sad and serious pity ; yet tell us stories, as havin
(

fallen within their own experience, of the
marvels^

c

mesmerism, to the full as ridiculous (if anything is ridi

culous) as this of the poor decapitated Kieran.

" Mutato nomine de te

Fabula narratur."

We see our natural faces in the glass of history, an.i

turn away and straightway forget what manner of me
we are. The superstition of science scoffs at the supe i

stition of faith.



THE DISSOLUTION OF THE
MONASTERIES

To be entirely just in our estimate of other ages is not

difficult it is impossible. Even what is passing in

our presence we see but through a glass darkly. The
mind as well as the eye adds something of its own,
before an image, even of the clearest object, can be

painted upon it.

And in historical inquiries, the most instructed

:hinkers have but a limited advantage over the most
lliterate. Those who know the most, approach least

:o agreement. The most careful investigations are

iiverging roads the further men travel upon them, the

greater the interval by which they are divided. In

.he eyes of David Hume, the history of the Saxon
3rinces is "the scuffling of kites and crows." Father

Newman would mortify the conceit of a degenerate

England by pointing to the sixty saints and the hundred
:onfessors who were trained in her royal palaces for the

Calendar of the Blessed. How vast a chasm yawns
)etween these two conceptions of the same era !

Through what common term can the student pass from
me into the other?

Or, to take an instance yet more noticeable. The

dstory of England scarcely interests Mr. Macaulay
efore the Revolution of the seventeenth century. To
x>rd John Russell, the Reformation was the first out-

ome from centuries of folly and ferocity ; and Mr.
lallam's more temperate language softens, without

oncealing, a similar conclusion. These writers have all

cudied what they describe. Mr. Carlyle has studied the
149
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same subject with power at least equal to theirs, and to

him the greatness of English character was waning with

the dawn of English literature
;
the race of heroes was

already failing. The era of action was yielding before

the era of speech.
All these views may seem to ourselves exaggerated ;

we may have settled into some moderate via media,

or have carved out our own ground on an original

pattern ; but if we are wise, the differences in other

men's judgments will teach us to be diffident. The
more distinctly we have made history bear witness

in favour of our particular opinions, the more we
have multiplied the chances against the truth of our

own theory.

Again, supposing that we have made a truce with

''opinions," properly so called; supposing we have

satisfied ourselves that it is idle to quarrel upon points
on which good men differ, and that it is better to attend

rather to what we certainly know ; supposing that, either

from superior wisdom, or from the conceit of superior

wisdom, we have resolved that we will look for human

perfection neither exclusively in the Old World nor ex

clusively in the New neither among Catholics noi

Protestants, among Whigs or Tories, heathens oi r

Christians that we have laid aside accidental differences

and determined to recognize only moral distinctions, tc <

love moral worth, and to hate moral evil, wherever WH
find them ; even supposing all this, we have not rnucl i

improved our position we cannot leap from ou t

shadow.

Eras, like individuals, differ from one another ii

the species of virtue which they encourage. In on:

age, we find the virtues of the warrior, in the next c

the saint. The ascetic and the soldier in their tur.1

disappear; an industrial era succeeds, bringing with I

the virtues of common sense, of grace, and re finemen t,

There is the virtue of energy and command, there ii

the virtue of humility and patient suffering. All thes<

are different, and all are, or may be, of equal mon
value ; yet, from the constitution of our minds, we ar
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so framed that we cannot equally appreciate all
; we

sympathize instinctively with the person who most

represents our own ideal with the period when the

graces which most harmonize with our own tempers
have been especially cultivated. Further, if we leave

out of sight these refinements, and content ourselves

with the most popular conceptions of morality, there is

this immeasurable difficulty so great, yet so little con

sidered, that goodness is positive as well as negative,
and consists in the active accomplishment of certain

things -vhich we are bound to do, as well as in the

abstaining from things which we are bound not to do.

And here the warp and woof vary in shade and pattern.

Many a man, with the help of circumstances may pick
his way ^lear through life, never having violated one

prohibitive commandment, and yet at last be fit only
for the pace of the unprofitable servant he may not

have committed either sin or crime, yet never have felt

the pulsaton of a single unselfish emotion. Another,
meanwhile shall have been hurried by an impulsive
nature into fault after fault, shall have been reckless,

improvident, perhaps profligate, yet be fitter after all

for the kirgdom of Heaven than the Pharisee fitter,

because against the catalogue of faults there could

perhaps be set a fairer list of acts of comparative

generosity aid self-forgetfulness fitter, because to those

who love nuch, much is forgiven. Fielding had no
Dccasion to nake Blifil, behind his decent coat, a traitor

ind a hypocrite. It would have been enough to have

coloured hin in and out alike in the steady hues of

selfishness, tfraid of offending the upper powers as he
was afraid o" offending Allworthy, not from any love

for what was good, but solely because it would be im

prudent betause the pleasure to be gained was not

worth the risk of consequences. Such a Blifil would
nave answertd the novelist's purpose he would still

nave been a vorse man in the estimation of some of us

:han Tom Joies.
So the tru'h is

;
but unfortunately it is only where

iccurate knovledge is stimulated by affection, that we

LIBRARY ST. MARY'S COLLEGE
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are able to feel it. Persons who live beyond our own
circle, and still more persons who have lived in another

age, receive what is called justice, not charity; and

justice is supposed to consist in due allotments of censure

for each special act of misconduct, leaving merit un

recognized. There are many reasons for this harsh

method of judging. We must decide of men by what
we know, and it is easier to know faults than to know
virtues. Faults are specific, easily described, easily

appreciated, easily remembered. And again, there is,

or may be, hypocrisy in virtue
;
but no one pretends tc

vice who is not vicious. The bad things which can be

proved of a man we know to be genuine. He was a

spendthrift, he was an adulterer, he gambled, he fought
a duel. These are blots positive, unless un:rue, and
when uncorrected tinge the whole character.

This also is to be observed in historical criticism.

All men feel a necessity of being on some :erms with

their conscience, at their own expense, or at another's

If they cannot part with their faults, they vill at leasl

call them by their right name when they meet with such

faults elsewhere; and thus, when they find iccounts o:

deeds of violence or sensuality, of tyranny, of injustice

of man to man, of great and extensive suffering, or an)
of those other misfortunes which the selfishness of mer
has at various times occasioned, they will vtuperate the

doers of such things, and the age which his permittee
them to be done, with the full emphasis of virtuou:

indignation, while all the time they an themselves

doing things which will be described, vith no les: .

justice, in the same colour, by an equally virtuous

posterity.
Historians are fond of recording the supposed suffer

ings of the poor in the days of serfdom aid villanage ,

yet the records of the strikes of the last tei years, wher
|

told by the sufferers, contain pictures ro less fertile

in tragedy. We speak of famines and flagues unde I

the Tudors and Stuarts
;
but the Irish famine, am 1

the Irish plague of 1847, the last page of such horror <

which has yet been turned over, is the most horribli
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f all. We can conceive a description of England
uring the year which has just closed over us, true in

11 its details, containing no one statement which can

e challenged, no single exaggeration which can be

roved. And this description, if given without the

orrecting traits, shall make ages to come marvel why
Cities of the Plain were destroyed, and England
allowed to survive. The frauds of trusted men,

igh in power and high in supposed religion ;
the whole-

ale poisonings ;
the robberies

;
the adulteration of food

-nay, of almost everything exposed for sale the cruel

sage of women children murdered for the burial fees

-life and property insecure in open day in the open
treets splendour such as the world never saw before

pon earth, with vice and squalor crouching under its

alls let all this be written down by an enemy, or

t it be ascertained hereafter by the investigation of

posterity which desires to judge us as we generally
ave judged our forefathers, and few years will show
arker in the English annals than the year which has

D lately closed behind us. Yet we know, in the honesty
f our hearts, how unjust such a picture would be. Our
iture advocate, if we are so happy as to find one,

iay not be able to disprove a single article in the

idictment and yet we know that, as the world goes,
e will be right if he marks the year with a white stroke

-as one in which, on the whole, the moral harvest

as better than an average.
Once more : our knowledge of any man is always

ladequate even of the unit which each of us calls

imself; and the first condition under which we can
now a man at all is, that he be in essentials something
ke ourselves

;
that our own experience be an inter-

reter which shall open the secrets of his experience ;

id it often happens, even among our contemporaries,
lat we are altogether baffled. The Englishman and
le Italian may understand each other's speech, but
le language of each other's ideas has still to be learnt.

>ur long failures in Ireland have risen from a radical

icongruity of character which has divided the Celt
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from the Saxon. And again, in the same country
the Catholic will be a mystei/ to the Protestant, and th

Protestant to the Catholic. Their intellects have beei

shaped in opposite moulds; they are like instrument
which cannot be played in concert. In the same way
but in a far higher degree, we are divided from th

generations which have preceded us in this planet w
try to comprehend a Pericles or a Caesar an image rise

before us which we seem to recognize as belonging t

our common humanity. There is this feature whic
is familiar to us and this and this. We are full c

hope ; the lineaments, one by one, pass into clearness

when suddenly the figure becomes enveloped in

cloud some perplexity crosses our analysis, baffling i-

utterly ;
the phantom which we have evoked dies awa

before our eyes, scornfully mocking our incapacity t

master it.

The English antecedent to the Reformation are neare
to us than Greeks or Romans

;
and yet there is a larg

interval between the baron who fought at Barnet fielc

and his polished descendant at a modern levee. Th
scale of appreciation and the rule of judgment th

habits, the hopes, the fears, the emotions have utterl

changed.
In perusing modern histories, the present writer h:

been struck dumb with wonder at the facility wit \

which men will fill in chasms in their information wit \

conjecture ;
will guess at the motives which ha\ i

prompted actions ;
will pass their censures, as if a

secrets of the past lay out on an open scroll befoi <

them. He is obliged to say for himself that, wherev<

he has been fortunate enough to discover authent (

explanations of English historical difficulties, it is rai I

indeed that he has found any conjecture, either of h

own or of any other modern writer, confirmed. Th \

true motive has almost invariably been of a kind whic
\

no modern experience could have suggested.

Thoughts such as these form a hesitating prelude ft

an expression of opinion on a controverted qu>

They will serve, however, to indicate the limits withi
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i /hich the said opinion is supposed to be hazarded.

,\nd in fact, neither in this nor in any historical

ubject is the conclusion so clear that it can be

l
nunciated in a definite form. The utmost which can

I .e safely hazarded with history is to relate honestly
i scertained facts, with only such indications of a judicial
entence upon them as may be suggested in the form in

hich the story is arranged.
\Vhether the monastic bodies of England, at the time

their dissolution, were really in that condition of moral

orruption which is laid to their charge in the Act of

arliament by which they were dissolved, is a point
hich it seems hopeless to argue. Roman Catholic,
id indeed almost all English, writers who are not

ommitted to an unfavourable opinion by the ultra-

rotestantism of their doctrines seem to have agreed
f late years that the accusations, if not false, were

lormously exaggerated. The dissolution, we are told,

as a predetermined act of violence and rapacity ; and
hen the reports and the letters of the visitors are

uoted in justification of the Government, the discussion

closed with the dismissal of every unfavourable
itness from the court, as venal, corrupt, calumnious
L fact,, as a suborned liar. Upon these terms the

-gument is easily disposed of; and if it were not that

uth is in all matters better than falsehood, it would
2 idle to reopen a question which cannot be justly
salt with. No evidence can affect convictions which
ive been arrived at without evidence and why should
e attempt a task which it is hopeless to accomplish ?

seems necessary, however, to reassert the actual state

the surviving testimony from time to time, if it be

ily to sustain the links of the old traditions
; and the

esent paper will contain one or two pictures of a

iculiar kind, exhibiting the life and habits of those

stitutions, which have been lately met with chiefly

flong the unprinted Records. In anticipation of any
>ssible charge of unfairness in judging from isolated

stances, we disclaim simply all desire to judge all

sh to do anything beyond relating certain ascertained
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stories. Let it remain, to those who are pervers

enough to insist upon it, an open question whethe
the monasteries were more corrupt under Henry VII]
than they had been four hundred years earlier. Th
dissolution would have been equally a necessity ; for n
reasonable person would desire that bodies of me:
should have been maintained for the only business c

singing masses, when the efficacy of masses was n

longer believed. Our present desire is merely this t

satisfy ourselves whether the Government, in dischan.

ing a duty which could not be dispensed with, cor
descended to falsehood in seeking a vindication fc

themselves which they did not require; or whethe

they had cause really to believe the majority of th

monastic bodies to be as they affirmed whether, the

is to say, there really were such cases either of flagrar

immorality, neglect of discipline, or careless waste an

prodigality, as to justify the general censure which w
pronounced against the system by the Parliament an
the Privy Council.

Secure in the supposed completeness with whic

Queen Mary's agents destroyed the Records of the vis

tation under her father, Roman-catholic writers ha\

taken refuge in a disdainful denial ; and the Anglican
who for the most part (while contented to enjoy tfc:

fruits of the Reformation) detest the means by whic

it was brought about, have taken the same vie>

Bishop Latimer tells us that, when the Report of tt

visitors of the abbeys was read in the Commor
House, there rose from all sides one long cry of " Dow
with them." But Bishop Latimer, in the opinion

High Churchmen, is not to be believed. Do we pr<
>

duce letters of the visitors themselves, we are told th. I

they are the slanders prepared to justify a preconceive <

purpose of spoliation. No witness, it seems, will 1 <

admitted unless it be the witness of a friend. Unle
^

some enemy of the Reformation can be found to confe

the crimes which made the Reformation necessary, tl

crimes themselves are to be regarded as improve
This is a hard condition. We appeal to Wolse
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"olsey commenced the suppression. Wolsey first

i ade public the infamies which disgraced the Church ;

lile, notwithstanding, he died the devoted servant of

e Church. This evidence is surely admissible? But
> : Wolsey, too, must be put out of court. Wolsey was

courtier and a timeserver. Wolsey was a tyrant's

; inion. W7

olsey was in short, we know not what
i olsey was or what he was not. Who can put con-

i lence in a charlatan ? Behind the bulwarks of such

I >jections, the champion of the abbeys may well believe

mself secure.

And yet, unreasonable though these demands may be,

happens, after all, that we are able partially to gratify

em. It is strange that of all extant accusations

ainst any one of the abbeys, the heaviest is from a

iarter which even Lingard himself would scarcely call

spicious. No picture left us by Henry's visitors sur-

sses, even if it equals, a description of the condition

the Abbey of St. Albans, in the last quarter of

e fifteenth century, drawn by Morton, Henry VII. 's

inister, Cardinal Archbishop, Legate of the Apostolic

e, in a letter addressed by him to the Abbot of St.

bans himself.

We must request our reader's special attention for

3 next two pages.
In the year 1489, Pope Innocent VIII. moved with

2 enormous stories which reached his ear of the cor-

ption of the houses of religion in England granted a

mmission to the Archbishop of Canterbury to make

}uiries whether these stories were true, and to proceed
correct and reform as might seem good to him. The
*ular clergy were exempt from episcopal visitation,

3ept under especial directions from Rome. The
casion had appeared so serious as to make extra-

iinary interference necessary.
(On the receipt of the Papal commission, Cardinal

Drton, among other letters, wrote the following :

"
John, by Divine permission, Archbishop of Canter-

ry, Primate of all England, Legate of the Apostolic
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See, to William, Abbot of the Monastery of St. Albans,

greeting.
" We have received certain letters under lead, the copies

whereof we herewith send you, from our most holy Lord
and Father in Christ, Innocent, by Divine Providence

Pope, the eighth of that name. We therefore, John, the

Archbishop, the visitor, reformer, inquisitor, and judge
therein mentioned, in reverence for the Apostolic See,
have taken upon ourselves the burden of enforcing the

said commission
;
and have determined that we will

proceed by, and according to, the full force, tenour, and
effect of the same.

"And it has come to our ears, being at once publicly
notorious and brought before us upon the testimony of

many witnesses worthy of credit, that you, the abbot

afore-mentioned, have been of long time noted and

diffamed, and do yet continue so noted, of simony, of

usury, of dilapidation and waste of the goods, revenues,
and possessions of the said monastery, and of certain

other enormous crimes and excesses hereafter written.

In the rule, custody, and administration of the goods,

spiritual and temporal, of the said monastery, you are

so remiss, so negligent, so prodigal, that whereas the

said monastery was of old times founded and endowed:

by the pious devotion of illustrious princes of famous-

memory, heretofore kings of this land, the most noble

progenitors of our most serene Lord and King:
that now is, in order that true religion might flourish

there, that the name of the Most High, in whose honour
and glory it was instituted, might be duly celebrated

there
;

" And whereas, in days heretofore the regular observ

ance of the said rule was greatly regarded, and hospitality
was diligently kept ;

" Nevertheless, for no little time, during which you
have presided in the same monastery, you and certain

of your fellow monks and brethren (whose blood, it is

feared, through your neglect, a severe Judge will require
at your hand) have relaxed the measure and form of

religious life ; you have laid aside the pleasant yoke off
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ntemplation, and all regular observances
; hospitality,

I ms, and those other offices of piety which of old time

sre exercised and ministered therein have decreased,

d by your faults, your carelessness, your neglect and

ed, do daily decrease more and more, and cease

be regarded the pious vows of the founders are

rauded of their just intent : the antient rule of your
der is deserted ;

and not a few of your fellow monks
d brethren, as we most deeply grieve to learn, giving
emselves over to a reprobate mind, laying aside the

r of God, do lead only a life of lasciviousness nay,
is horrible to relate, be not afraid to defile the holy

ices, even the very churches of God, by infamous

ercourse with nuns, &c.

"You yourself, moreover, among other grave enormities

d abominable crimes whereof you are guilty, and for

ich you are noted and diffamed, have, in the first

ice, admitted a certain married woman, named
ena Germyn, who has separated herself without just

use from her husband, and for some time past has

ed in adultery with another man, to be a nun or sister

the house or Priory of Pray, lying, as you pretend,
:hin your jurisdiction. You have next appointed the

ne woman to be prioress of the said house, notwith-

.nding that her said husband was living at the time,
d is still alive. And finally, Father Thomas Sud-

ry, one of your brother monks, publicly, notoriously,
i without interference or punishment from you, has

ociated, and still associates, with this woman as an

ilterer with his harlot.
:c

Moreover, divers other of your brethren and fellow

>nks have resorted, and do resort, continually to her

ii other women at the same place, as to a public
>thel or receiving house, and have received no
rection therefore.

'Nor is Pray the only house into which you have
^oduced disorder. At the nunnery of Sapwell, which
:i also contend to be under your jurisdiction, you
inge the prioresses and superiors again and again at

ur own will and caprice. Here, as well as at Pray,
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you depose those who are good and religious ; you

promote to the highest dignities the worthless and the

vicious. The duties of the order are cast aside, virtue

is neglected ;
and by these means so much cost and

extravagance has been caused, that to provide means for

your indulgence you have introduced certain of youi
brethren to preside in their houses under the name
of guardians, when in fact they are no guardians, bui

thieves and notorious villains
;
and with their help yot

have caused and permitted the goods of the same prioriej

to be dispensed, or to speak more truly to be dissipated
in the above-described corruptions and other enormou;
and accursed offences. Those places once religious art

rendered and reputed as it were profane and impious
and by your own and your creatures' conduct are s<

impoverished as to be reduced to the verge of ruin.
" In like manner, also, you have dealt with certain othe

cells of monks, which you say are subject to you, evej

within the monastery of the glorious proto-martyr, Albai

himself. You have dilapidated the common property

you have made away with the jewels ;
the copses, th

woods, the underwood, almost all the oaks and othe

forest trees, to the value of eight thousand marks an

more, you have made to be cut down without distinctior

and they have by you been sold and alienated. Th
brethren of the abbey, some of whom, as is reportec i

are given over to all the evil things of the world, neglec
the service of God altogether. They live with harlo;

and mistresses publicly and continuously, within tr i

precincts of the monastery and without. Some of then

who are covetous of honour and promotion, and desiroi I

therefore of pleasing your cupidity, have stolen an ;

made away with the chalices and other jewels of tr <

church. They have even sacrilegiously extracted th

precious stones from the very shrine of St. Alban
;
ar

you have not punished these men, but have rath>

knowingly supported and maintained them. If any
your brethren be living justly and religiously, if any \

wise and virtuous, these you straightway depress ar

hold in hatred. . . You . . ."
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But we need not transcribe further this overwhelming
ocument. It pursues its way through mire and filth

D its most lame and impotent conclusion. After all

iis, the abbot was not deposed ;
he was invited merely

D reconsider his doings, and if possible amend them,

ucn was Church discipline, even under an extraordinary
ommission from Rome. But the most incorrigible

Anglican will scarcely question the truth of a picture
.rawn by such a hand ;

and it must be added that this

ne unexceptionable indictment lends at once assured

redibility to the reports which were presented fifty

ears later, on the general visitation. There is no

mger room for the presumptive objection that charges
D revolting could not be true. We see that in their

orst form they could be true, and the evidence of

,egh and Leghton, of Rice and Bedyll, as it remains
i their letters to Cromwell, must be shaken in detail,

r else it must be accepted as correct. We cannot
ream that Archbishop Morton was mistaken, or was
lisled by false information. St. Albans was no obscure

riory in a remote and thinly-peopled county. The
.bbot of St. Albans was a peer of the realm, taking
recedence of bishops, living in the full glare of notoriety,
ithin a few miles of London. The archbishop had

uple means of ascertaining the truth
; and, we may be

ire, had taken care to examine his ground before he
ft on record so tremendous an accusation. This story
true as true as it is piteous. We will pause a

.oment over it before we pass from this, once more to

;k our passionate Church friends whether still they will

3rsist that the abbeys were no worse under the Tudors
:an they had been in their origin, under the Saxons,
under the first Norman and Plantagenet kings. No,

deed, it was not so. The abbeys which towered in

e midst of the English towns, the houses clustered at

eir feet like subjects round some majestic queen, were

lages indeed of the civil supremacy which the Church
'

the Middle Ages had asserted for itself; but they
ere images also of an inner spiritual sublimity, which
id won the homage of grateful and admiring nations.

L
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The heavenly graces had once descended upon th<

monastic orders, making them ministers of mercy
patterns of celestial life, breathing witnesses of th(

power of the Spirit in renewing and sanctifying th<

heart. And then it was that art and wealth and geniu:

poured out their treasures to raise fitting tabernacles fo:

the dwelling of so divine a soul. Alike in the villag<

and the city, amongst the unadorned walls and lowb
roofs which closed in the humble dwellings of the laity
the majestic houses of the Father of mankind and o
his especial servants rose up in sovereign beauty. Am
ever at the sacred gates sat Mercy, pouring out relie

from a never-failing store to the poor and the suffering
ever within the sacred aisles the voices of holy mei
were pealing heavenwards in intercession for the sins c

mankind
;
and such blessed influences were thought t<

exhale around those mysterious precincts, that even th

poor outcasts of society the debtor, the felon, and th

outlaw gathered round the walls as the sick me
sought the shadow of the apostle, and lay there sheltere*

from the avenging hand, till their sins were washed fror

off their souls. The abbeys of the middle ages floate

through the storms of war and conquest, like the ar <

upon the waves of the flood, in the midst of violenc \

remaining inviolate, through the awful reverence whic
surrounded them. The abbeys, as Henry's visitoi

found them, were as little like what they once had beer

as the living man in the pride of his growth is like th <

corpse which the earth makes haste to hide for ever.

The official letters which reveal the condition int \

which the monastic establishments had degenerated, ai

chiefly in the Cotton Library, and a large number (

them have been published by the Camden Societ

Besides these, however, there are in the Rolls Hour
many other documents which confirm and complete tr

statements of the writers of those letters. There is

part of what seems to have been a digest of the Bla<

Book an epitome of iniquities, under the title of tl

Compendium Compertoruni. There are also repor
from private persons, private entreaties for inquir \
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iepositions of monks in official examinations, and other

similar papers, which, in many instances, are too offen

sive to be produced, and may rest in obscurity, unless

contentious persons compel us to bring them forward,

^ome of these, however, throw curious light on the

labits of the time, and on the collateral disorders which

iccompanied the more gross enormities. They show

is, too, that although the dark tints predominate, the

>icture was not wholly black
;
that as just Lot was in

he midst of Sodom, yet was unable by his single pre-
ence to save the guilty city from destruction, so in the

itest era of monasticism, there were types yet lingering
'

an older and fairer age, who, nevertheless, were not

elivered, like the patriarch, but perished most of them
th the institution to which they belonged. The
deous exposure is not untinted with fairer lines ; and
e see traits here and there of true devotion, mistaken
ut heroic.

Of these documents two specimens shall be given
this place, one of either kind

;
and both, so far as

e know, new to modern history. The first is so

ngular, that we print it as it is found a genuine
tique, fished up, in perfect preservation, out of the

reck of the old world.

About eight miles from Ludlow, in the county of

erefordshire, once stood the Abbey of Wigmore.
iere was Wigmore Castle, a stronghold of the Welsh

arches, now, we believe, a modern, well-conditioned

ansion
;
and Wigmore Abbey, of which we do not

:ar that there are any remaining traces. Though now
nished, however, like so many of its kind, three

indred years ago the house was in vigorous existence
;

d when the stir commenced for an inquiry, the pro-

edings of the abbot of this place gave occasion to

memorial which stands in the Rolls collection as

lows :
l

"
Articles to be objected against John Smart, Abbot

'the Monastery of Wigmore, in the county of Hereford,
1 Rolls House MS., Miscellaneous Papers, First Series. 356.
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to be exhibited to the Right Honourable Lord Thomas
Cromwell, the Lord Privy Seal and Vicegerent to the

King's Majesty.
"

i. The said abbot is to be accused of simony, as well

for taking money for advocation and putations of bene

fices, as for giving of orders, or, more truly, selling

them, and that to such persons which have been re

jected elsewhere, and of little learning and light con

sideration.

"2. The said abbot hath promoted to orders man)
scholars, when all other bishops did refrain to give anj
for certain good ordinances devised by the King's Majest;
and his Council for the common weal of this realm

Then resorted to the said abbot, scholars out of al

parts, whom he would promote to orders by sixty at ;

time, and sometimes more, and otherwhiles less. Am
sometimes the said abbot would give orders by nigh
within his chamber ; and otherwise in the church earl i

in the morning, and now and then at a chapel out c

the abbey. So that there be many unlearned and ligr

priests made by the said abbot, and in the diocese c i

Llandaff, and in the places afore named a thousanc
|

as it is esteemed, by the space of this seven years r-

hath made priests, and received not so little money
them as a thousand pounds for their orders.

"
3. Item, that the said abbot now of late, when r

could not be suffered to give general orders, weekly f<

the most part doth give orders by pretence of dispens
tion

;
and by that colour he prornoteth them to orde

by two and three, and takes much money of ther

both for their orders and for to purchase their di

pensations after the time he hath promoted them

their orders.
"

4. Item, the said abbot hath hurt and dismayed 1

tenants by putting them from their leases, and by t

closing their commons from them, and selling and utl

wasting of the woods that were wont to relieve a

succour them.
"

5. Item, the said abbot hath sold corradyes, to t

damage of the said monastery.
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"

6. Item, the said abbot hath alienate and sold the

ewels and plate of the monastery, to the value of five

tundred marks, to purchase of the Bishop of Rome his

mils to be a bishop, and to annex the said abbey to his

nshopric, to that intent that he should not for his mis-

ieeds be punished, or deprivedfrom his said abbey.
"

7. Item, that the said abbot, long after that other

)ishops had renounced the Bishop of Rome, and pro-
essed them to the King's Majesty, did use. but more

^erily usurped, the office of a bishop by virtue of his

irst bulls purchased from Rome, till now of late, as it

vill appear by the date of his confirmation, if he have

my.
"

8. Item, that he the said abbot hath lived viciously,

md kept to concubines divers and many women that

s openly known.
"

9. Item, that the said abbot doth yet continue his

dcious living, as it is known, openly.
"

10. Item, that the said abbot hath spent and wasted

nuch of the goods of the said monastery upon the

oresaid women.
"

ii. Item, that the said abbot is malicious and very

vrathful, not regarding what he saith or doeth in his

ury or anger.
"

12. Item, that one Richard Gyles bought of the abbot

.nd convent of Wigmore a corradye, and a chamber for

lim and his wife for term of their lives
;
and when the

aid Richard Gyles was aged and was very weak, he

lisposed his goods, and made executors to execute his

nil. And when the said abbot now being perceived
hat the said Richard Gyles was rich, and had not be-

[uested so much of his goods to him as he would have

iad, the said abbot then came to the chamber of the

aid Richard Gyles, and put out thence all his friends

nd kinsfolk that kept him in his sickness
;
and then

he said abbot set his brother and other of his servants

3 keep the sick man
;
and the night next coming after

he said Richard Gyles's coffer was broken, and thence
aken all that was in the same, to the value of forty
larks

;
and long after the said abbot confessed, before-
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the executors of the said Richard Gyles, that it was his

deed.

"13. Item, that the said abbot, after he had taken

away the goods of the said Richard Gyles, used daily
to reprove and check the said Richard Gyles, and

inquire of him where was more of his coin and money ;

and at the last the said abbot thought he lived too long,
and made the sick man, after much sorry keeping, to

be taken from his feather-bed, and laid upon a cold

mattress, and kept his friends from him to his death.
"

15. Item, that the said abbot consented to the death

and murdering of one John Tichhili, that was slain at

his procuring, at the said monastery, by Sir Richard

Cubley, canon and chaplain to the said abbot
;
which

canon is and ever hath been since that time chief ol'

the said abbot's council; and is supported to carry

crossbowes, and to go whither he lusteth at any time,

to fishing and hunting in the king's forests, parks, anci

chases ; but little or nothing serving the quire, as othej

brethren do, neither corrected of the abbot for anj

trespass he doth commit.
"

1 6. Item, that the said abbot hath been perjured oft

as is to be proved, and is proved ;
and as it is supposed

did not make a true inventory of the goods, chattels

and jewels of his monastery to the King's Majesty anci

his council.

"17. Item, that the said abbot hath infringed all tht

king's injunctions which were given him by Docto *

Cave to observe and keep ;
and when he was denouncec i

in plena capitulo to have broken the same, he woul<

have put in prison the brother as did denounce him t<

have broken the same injunctions, save that he was le

by the convent there.
"

1 8. Item, that the said abbot hath openly preache<

against the doctrine of Christ, saying he ought not t

love his enemy, but as he loves the devil
;
and that h

should love his enemy's soul, but not his body.
"

19. Item, that the said abbot hath taken but sma

regard to the good-living of his household.
"

20. Item, that the said abbot hath had and hath ye
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a special favour to misdoers and manquellers, thieves,

deceivers of their neighbours, and by them [is] most

ruled and counselled.
"

21. Item, that the said abbot hath granted leases of

"arms and advocations first to one man, and took his

ine, and also hath granted the same lease to another

nan for more money ;
and then would make to the last

aker a lease or writing, with an antedate of the first

ease, which hath bred great dissension among gentlemen
as Master Blunt and Master Moysey, and other takers

f such leases and that often.
"

22. Item, the said abbot having the contrepaynes of

eases in his keeping, hath, for money, rased out the

umber of years mentioned in the said leases, and writ

fresh number in the former taker's lease, and in the

ontrepayne thereof, to the intent to defraud the taker

r buyer of the residue of such leases, of whom he hath

eceived the money.
;

23. Item, the said abbot hath not, according to the

^undation of his monastery, admitted freely tenants

ito certain alms-houses belonging to the said monastery ;

ut of them he hath taken large fines, and some of

lem he hath put away that would not give him fines :

-hither poor, aged, and impotent people were wont to

e freely admitted, and [to] receive the founder's alms

iat of the old customs [were] limited to the same
hich alms is also diminished by the said abbot.
"

24. Item, that the said abbot did not deliver the

ulls of his bishopric, that he purchased from Rome,
our sovereign lord the king's council till long after

time he had delivered and exhibited the bulls of

is monastery to them.
"

25. Item, that the said abbot hath detained and yet
Dth detain servants' wages ; and often when the said

irvants hath asked their wages, the said abbot hath
at them into the stocks, and beat them.
"

26. Item, the said abbot, in times past, hath had a

eat devotion to ride to Llangarvan, in Wales, upon
ammas-day, to receive pardon there

;
and on the even

j would visit one Mary Hawle, an old acquaintance
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of his, at the Welsh Poole; and on the morrow ride to

the foresaid Llangarvan, to be confessed and absolved,
and the same night return to company with the said

Mary Hawle, at the Welsh Poole aforesaid, and Kateryn,
the said Mary Hawle her first daughter, whom the said

abbot long hath kept to concubine, and had children

by her, that he lately married at Ludlow. And [there

be] others that have been taken out of his chamber and

put in the stocks within the said abbey, and others thai

have complained upon him to the king's council of tht

Marches of Wales; and the woman that dashed ou'

his teeth, that he would have had by violence, I will no
name now, nor other men's wives, lest it would offenc

your good lordship to read or hear the same.
"

27. Item, the said abbot doth daily embezzle, sell

and convey the goods, and chattels, and jewels of th<

said monastery, having no need so to do
;

for it i i

thought that he hath a thousand marks or two thousan< :

lying by him that he hath gotten by selling of orders

and the jewels and plate of the monastery and corradyes
and it is to be feared that he will alienate all the res

unless your good lordship speedily make redress an

provision to let the same.
"

28. Item, the said abbot was accustomed yearly t

preach at Leyntwarden on the Festival of the Nativit

of the Virgin Mary, where and when the people wei

wont to offer to an image there, and to the same tt

said abbot in his sermons would exhort them an

encourage them. But now the oblations be decaye<
the abbot, espying the image then to have a cote

silver plate and gilt, hath taken away of his o\\

authority the said image, and the plate turned to h

own use; and left his preaching there, saying it is r

manner profit to any man, and the plate that w
about the said image was named to be worth for

pounds.
"

29. Item, the said abbot hath ever nourished enmi
and discord among his brethren

;
and hath not e

couraged them to learn the laws and the mystery
Christ. But he that least knew was most cherish.
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)y him
;
and he hath been highly displeased and [hath]

lisdained when his brothers would say that
'

it is God's

>recept and doctrine that ye ought to prefer before your
:eremonies and vain constitutions.' This saying was

ligh disobedient, and should be grievously punished ;

vhen that lying, obloquy, flattery, ignorance, derision r

:ontumely, discord, great swearing, drinking, hypocrisy,

raud, superstition, deceit, conspiracy to wrong their

leighbour, and other of that kind, was had in special
avour and regard. Laud and praise be to God that

lath sent us the true knowledge. Honour and long
>rosperity to our sovereign lord, and his noble council,

hat teaches to advance the same. Amen.
"
By John Lee, your faithful bedeman, and canon of

he said monastery of Wigmore.
"

Postscript. My good lord, there is in the said abbey
. cross of fine gold and precious stones, whereof one-

liamond was esteemed by Doctor Booth, Bishop of

Hereford, worth a hundred marks. In that cross is-

nclosed a piece of wood, named to be of the cross

hat Christ died upon, and to the same hath been

ffering. And when it should be brought down to the

hurch from the treasury, it was brought down with,

ghts, and like reverence as should have been done
3 Christ Himself. I fear lest the abbot upon Sunday
ext, when he may enter the treasury, will take away
tie said cross and break it, or turn it to his own use,
ath many other precious jewels that be there.
"
All these articles afore written be true as to the

ubstance and true meaning of them, though peraci-
enture for haste and lack of counsel some words be
2t amiss or out of their place. That I will be ready
3 prove forasmuch as lies in me, when it shall like your
onourable lordship to direct your commission to men
3r any man) that will be indifferent and not corrupt
3 sit upon the same, at the said abbey, where the
itnesses and proofs be most ready and the truth is

est known, or at any other place where it shall be

nought most convenient by your high discretion and.

uthority."
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The statutes of Provisors, commonly called Pre-

munire statutes, which forbade all purchases of bulls

from Rome under penalty of outlawry, have been

usually considered in the highest degree oppressive
and more particularly the public censure has fallen

upon the last application of those statutes, when, or

Wolsey's fall, the whole body of the clergy were laid

under a premunire, and only obtained pardon on pay
ment of a serious fine. Let no one regret that he haj

learnt to be tolerant to Roman Catholics as the nine

teenth century knows them. But it is a spurious

charity, which, to remedy a modern injustice, hastens tc

its opposite ;
and when philosophic historians indulge

in loose invective against the statesmen of the Reforma

tion, they show themselves unfit to be trusted with the

custody of our national annals. The Acts of Parlia

ment speak plainly of the enormous abuses which hac;

grown up under these bulls. Yet even the emphatic

language of the statutes scarcely prepares us to find ar

abbot able to purchase with jewels stolen from his owr

convent a faculty to confer holy orders, though he hac i

never been consecrated bishop, and to make a thousanc

pounds by selling the exercise of his privileges. Thi:i

is the most flagrant case which has fallen under the eye ^

of the present writer. Yet it is but a choice specimet
out of many. He was taught to believe, like othe

modern students of history, that the papal dispensation
for immorality, of which we read in Fox and othe

Protestant writers, were calumnies, but he has beer

forced against his will to perceive that the suppose<
calumnies were but the plain truth

;
he has foun<

among the records for one thing, a list of more thai

twenty clergy in one diocese who had obtained licence

to keep concubines. 1 After some experience, he advise <

all persons who are anxious to understand the Englis!
Reformation to place implicit confidence in the Statut

Book. Every fresh record which is brought to ligh

is a fresh evidence in its favour. In the fluctuations c-

1 Tanner MS. 105, Bodleian Library, Oxford.
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he conflict there were parliaments, as there were

mnces, of opposing sentiments ;
and measures were

)assed, amended, repealed, or censured, as Protestants

.nd Catholics came alternately into power. But what-

;ver were the differences of opinion, the facts on either

ide which are stated in an Act of Parliament may be

miformly trusted. Even in the attainders for treason

nd heresy we admire the truthfulness of the details

the indictments, although we deplore the prejudice
hich at times could make a crime of virtue.

We pass on to the next picture. Equal justice, or

ome attempt at it, was promised, and we shall perhaps
art from the friends of the monasteries on better terms

lan they believe. At least, we shall add to our own

istory and to the Catholic martyrology a story of

enuine interest.

We have many accounts of the abbeys at the time

their actual dissolution. The resistance or acquies-
3nce of superiors, the dismissals of the brethren, the

de of the property, the destruction of relics, &c., are

1 described. We know how the windows were taken

ut, how the glass appropriated, how the "melter" ac-

Dmpanied the visitors to run the lead upon the roofs,

id the metal of the bells into portable forms. We
;e the pensioned regulars filing out reluctantly, or ex-

ting in their deliverance, discharged from their vows,
.rnished each with his

" secular apparel," and his purse

money, to begin the world as he might. These
:enes have long been partially known, and they were

rely attended with anything remarkable. At the

me of the suppression, the discipline of several years
id broken down opposition, and prepared the way for

e catastrophe. The end came at last, but as an issue

lich had been long foreseen.

We have sought in vain, however, for a glimpse
to the interior of the houses at the first intimation
'

what was coming more especially when the great
ow was struck which severed England from obedience

Rome, and asserted the independence of the Anglican
lurch. Then, virtually, the fate of the monasteries was
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decided. As soon as the supremacy was vested in the

crown, inquiry into their condition could no longer be

escaped or delayed ;
and then, through the length anc

breadth of the country, there must have been rare dis

may. The account of the London Carthusians is indeec

known to us, because they chose to die rather thai

yield submission where their consciences forbade them
and their isolated heroism has served to distinguisl

their memories. The Pope, as head of the Universa

Church, claimed the power of absolving subjects fron

their allegiance to their king. He deposed Henry
He called on foreign princes to enforce his sentence

and, on pain of excommunication, commanded th

native English to rise in rebellion. The king, in sell

defence, was compelled to require his subjects to dis

claim all sympathy with these pretensions, and t

recognize no higher authority, spiritual or secula:

than himself within his own dominions. The regu\s>

clergy throughout the country were on the Pope's sid<

secretly or openly. The Charter-house monks, howeve
alone of all the order had the courage to declare the

convictions, and to suffer for them. Of the rest, \v

only perceive that they at last submitted ;
and sine <

there was no uncertainty as to their real feelings, \\

have been disposed to judge them hardly as coward

Yet we who have never been tried, should perhaps t

cautious in our censures. It is possible to hold s

opinion quite honestly, and yet to hesitate about dyir

for it. We consider ourselves, at the present day, pe
suaded honestly of many things ; yet which of the

should we refuse to relinquish if the scaffold were tl

alternative or at least seem to relinquish, under sile:

protest ?

And yet, in the details of the struggle at the Charts

house, we see the forms of mental trial which must ha-

repeated themselves among all bodies of the clen

wherever there was seriousness of conviction. If tl

majority of the monks were vicious and sensual, the

was still a large minority labouring to be true to th<'

vows
;
and when one entire convent was capable <
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ustained resistance, there must have been many where
here was only just too little virtue for the emergency
/here the conflict between interest and conscience was

qually genuine, though it ended the other way. Scenes

if bitter misery there must have been of passionate
motion wrestling ineffectually with the iron resolution

>f the Government : and the faults of the Catholic party

;eigh so heavily against them in the course and progress
'f the Reformation, that we cannot willingly lose the

2w countervailing tints which soften the darkness of the

ase against them.

Nevertheless, for any authentic account of the abbeys
t this crisis, we have hitherto been left to our imagina-
ion. A stern and busy Administration had little leisure

3 preserve records of sentimental struggles which led to

othing. The Catholics did not care to keep alive the

scollection of a conflict in which, even though with

ifficulty, the Church was defeated. A rare accident

nly could have brought down to us any fragment of a

ransaction which no one had an interest in remember-

ig. That such an accident has really occurred, we

lay consider as unusually fortunate. The story in

uestion concerns the abbey of Woburn, and is as

allows :

At Woburn, as in many other religious houses, there
rere representatives of both the factions which divided
le country ; perhaps we should say of three the

incere Catholics, the Indifferentists, and the Protestants,

"hese last, so long as Wolsey was in power, had been

ightened into silence, and with difficulty had been able

3 save themselves from extreme penalties. No sooner,

owever, had Wolsey fallen, and the battle commenced
ith the Papacy, than the tables turned, the persecuted
ecame persecutors or at least threw off their disguise
nd were strengthened with the support of the large
lass who cared only to keep on the winning side. The
lysteries of the faith came to be disputed at the
ublic tables

;
the refectories rang with polemics ; the

icred silence of the dormitories was broken for the first

me by lawless speculation. The orthodox might have
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appealed to the Government : heresy was still forbidder

by law, and if detected, was still punished by the stake

But the orthodox among the regular clergy adherec
to the Pope as well as to the faith, and abhorred the

sacrilege of the Parliament as deeply as the new opinion?
of the Reformers. Instead of calling in the help of th(

law, they muttered treason in secret
; and the Reformers

confident in the necessities of the times, sent reports tc

London of their arguments and conversations. The
authorities in the abbey were accused of disaffection

and a commission of inquiry was sent down towards th<

end of the spring of 1536, to investigate. The deposi
tions taken on this occasion are still preserved ; anc

with the help of them, we can leap over three centuries

of time, and hear the last echoes of the old monasti<

life in Woburn Abbey dying away in discord.

Where party feeling was running so high, there wen
of course passionate arguments. The Act of Supremacy
the spread of Protestantism, the power of the Pope, trw

state of England all were discussed
;
and the possi

bilities of the future, as each party painted it in th"-:

colours of his hopes. The brethren, we find, spok'
their minds in plain language, sometimes condescending
to a joke.

Brother Sherborne deposes that the sub-prior
"

o:

Candlemas-day last past (February 2, 1536), asked hir.

whether he longed not to be at Rome where all hi

bulls were?" Brother Sherborne answered that "hi 1

bulls had made so many calves, that he had burne<

them. Wbereunto the sub-prior said he thought ther<

were more calves now than there were then."

Then there were long and furious quarrels about " m
Lord Privy Seal

"
(Cromwell), to one party the incarm

tion of Satan, to the other the delivering angel. Nor di -

matters mend when from the minister they passed to th

master.

Dan John Croxton being in "the shaving-house" on

day with certain of the brethren having their tonsure

looked to, and gossiping, as men do on such occasion:*

one " Friar Lawrence did say that the King was dead.
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Then said Croxton, "thanks be to God, his Grace is in

;ood health, and I pray God so continue him
;

" and
aid further to the said Lawrence, "I advise thee to

eave thy babbling." Croxton, it seems, had been among
he suspected in earlier times. Lawrence said to him,

Croxton, it maketh no matter what thou sayest, for

lou art one of the new world." Whereupon hotter still

le conversation proceeded. "Thy babbling tongue,"
"roxton said,

"
will turn us all to displeasure at length."

Then," quoth Lawrence, "neither thou nor yet any
f us all shall do well as long as we forsake our head of

le Church, the Pope."
"
By the mass !

"
quoth Croxton,

I would thy Pope Roger were in thy belly, or thou in

; is, for thou art a false perjured knave to thy Prince."

^hereunto the said Lawrence answered, saying,
"
By the

ass, thou liest ! I was never sworn to forsake the Pope
be our head, and never will be." "Then," quoth

roxton, "thou shalt be sworn spite of thine heart one

ly, or I will know why nay."
These and similar wranglings may be taken as

ecimens of the daily conversation at Woburn, and we
n perceive how an abbot with the best intentions

ould have found it difficult to keep the peace. There
e instances of superiors in other houses throwing down
eir command in the midst of the crisis in flat despair,

otesting that their subject brethren were no longer
ivernable. Abbots who were inclined to the Reforma-
>n could not manage the Catholics ; Catholic abbots

uld not manage the Protestants
;
indifferent abbots

uld not manage either the one or the other. It would
ve been well for the Abbot of Woburn or well as far

this world is concerned if he, like one of these, had

knowledged his incapacity, and had fled from his

arge.
His name was Robert Hobbes. Of his age and

tnily, history is silent. We know only that he held his

.ice when the storm rose against the Pope ; that, like

2 rest of the clergy, he bent before the blast, taking
j oath to the King, and submitting to the royal supre-

tcy, but swearing under protest, as the phrase went,
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with the outward, and not with the inward man in fact,

perjuring himself. Though infirm, so far, however, he
^vas too honest to be a successful counterfeit, and from
the jealous eyes of the Neologians of the abbey he could

not conceal his tendencies. We have significant evi

dence of the espionage which was established over all

suspected quarters, in the conversations and trifling

details of conduct on the part of the abbot, which were

reported to the Government.
In the summer of 1534, orders came that the Pope's-

name should be rased out wherever it was men
tioned in the Mass books. A malcontent, by name
Robert Salford, deposed that "he was singing masj

before the abbot at St. Thomas's altar within the

monastery, at which time he rased out with his knife th<

said name out of the canon." The abbot told him tci

"take a pen and strike or cross him out." The sauc;
monk said those were not the orders. They were t(

rase him out. "Well, well," the abbot said, "it wili

come again one day." "Come again, will it?" was th-

answer. " If it do, then we will put him in again ; bu :

I trust I shall never see that day." The mild abbe I

could remonstrate, but could not any more command
,

and the proofs of his malignant inclinations wer
i

remembered against him for the ear of Cromwell.
In the general injunctions, too, he was directed t

|

preach against the Pope, and to expose his usurpation
but he could not bring himself to obey. He shran

from the pulpit ; he preached but twice after the visit;

tion, and then on other subjects, while in the pray<

before the sermon he refused, as we find, to use th

prescribed form. He only said, "You shall pray {<

the spirituality, the temporality, and the souls that 1

in the pains of purgatory ;
and did not name the Kiw

to be supreme head of the Church in neither of tl

said sermons, nor speak against the pretended authori*)

of the Bishop of Rome."

Again, when Paul the Third, shortly after his election

proposed to call a general council at Mantua, agaiiji

which, by advice of Henry the Eighth, the Germal
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; protested, we have a glimpse how eagerly anxious

English eyes were watching for a turning tide.
" Hear

rou," said the abbot one day,
" of the Pope's holiness

md the congregation of bishops, abbots, and princes

gathered to the council at Mantua ? They be gathered
l or the reformation of the universal Church ;

and here

i low we have a book of the excuse of the Germans,
I >y which we may know what heretics they be, for if

l hey were Catholics and true men as they pretend to be,
I hey would never have refused to come to a general
i ouncil."

So matters went with the abbot for some months
fter he had sworn obedience to the King. Lulling his

onscience with such opiates as the casuists could pro-
ide for him, he watched anxiously for a change, and
iboured with but little reserve to hold his brethren to

leir true allegiance.
In the summer of 1535, however, a change came over

le scene, very different from the outward reaction for

hich he was looking : a better mind woke in the

bbot
;

he learnt that in swearing what he did not

lean with reservations and nice distinctions, he had
ed to Heaven and lied to man : that to save his

liserable life he had perilled his soul. When the oath

f supremacy was required of the nation, Sir Thomas
lore, Bishop Fisher, and the monks of the Charter-

Duse, mistaken, as we believe, in judgment, but true

> their consciences, and disdaining evasion or subter-

ige, chose, with deliberate nobleness, rather to die than

perjure themselves. This is no place to enter on
ie great question of the justice or necessity of those

cecutions
;
but the story of the so-called martyrdoms

mvulsed the Catholic world. The Pope shook upon
s throne

;
the shuttle of diplomatic intrigue stood

ill; diplomatists who had lived so long in lies that

e whole life of man seemed but a stage pageant, a

ing of show and tinsel, stood aghast at the revelation

English sincerity, and a shudder of great awe ran

rough Europe. The fury of party leaves little room
r generous emotion, and no pity was felt for these

M
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men by the English Protestants. The Protestants knev
well that if these same sufferers could have had thei

way, they would themselves have been sacrificed b
hecatombs ; and as they had never experienced mercy
so they were in turn without mercy. But to th

English Catholics, who believed as Fisher believed

but who had not dared to suffer as Fisher suffered, hi

death and the death of the rest acted as a glimpse c

the judgment day. Their safety became their sham
and terror : and in the radiant example before them c

true faithfulness, they saw their own falsehood and thei

own disgrace. So it was with Father Forest, who ha

taught his penitents in confession that they might pei

jure themselves, and who now sought a cruel death i

voluntary expiation; so it was with Whiting, the Abbe
of Glastonbury ;

so with others whose names should b

more familiar to us than they are
;
and here in Wobur

we are to see the feeble but genuine penitence of Abbe
Hobbes. He was still unequal to immediate martyrdon
but he did what he knew might drag his death upo<
him if disclosed to the Government, and surrounded b<

spies he could have had no hope of concealment.
" At the time," deposed Robert Salford,

"
that th

monks of the Charter-house, with other traitors, di ,

suffer death, the abbot did call us into the Chapte
house, and said these words :

'

Brethren, this is
<

perilous time, such a scourge was never heard sine <

Christ's passion. Ye hear how good men suffer tr \

death. Brethren, this is undoubted for our offence i

Ye read, so long as the children of Israel kept thi

commandments of God, so long their enemies had r

power over them, but God took vengeance of the j

enemies. But when they broke God's commandment
^

then they were subdued by their enemies, and so be wr

Therefore let us be sorry for our offences. Undoubte
He will take vengeance of our enemies ;

I mean tho*

heretics that causeth so many good men to suffer thui

Alas, it is a piteous case that so much Christian bloci

should be shed. Therefore, good brethren, for tl

reverence of God, every one of you devoutly pray, ar
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;ay this Psalm,
" O God, the heathen are come into

:hine inheritance; thy holy temple have they defiled,

, ind made Jerusalem a heap of stones. The dead bodies

)f thy servants have they given to be meat to the fowls

i >f the air, and the flesh of thy saints unto the beasts of

he field. Their blood have they shed like water on

very side of Jerusalem, and there was no man to bury
lem. We are become an open scorn unto our enemies,

very scorn and derision unto them that are round
Dout us. Oh, remember not our old sins, but have

ercy upon us, and that soon, for we are come to great

isery. Help us, oh God of our salvation, for the glory
f thy name. Oh, be merciful unto our sins for thy
ame's sake. Wherefore do the heathen say, Where is

ow their God?" Ye shall say this Psalm,' repeated
le abbot, 'every Friday, after the litany, prostrate,
hen ye lie upon the high altar, and undoubtedly God
ill cease this extreme scourge.' And so," continues

alford, significantly, "the convent did say this afore-

iid Psalm until there were certain that did murmur at

saying of it, and so it was left."

The abbot, it seems, either stood alone, or found but

.nguid support ; even his own familiar friends whom
e trusted, those with whom he had walked in the

ouse of God, had turned against him
;
the harsh air of

ic dawn of a new world choked him
;
what was there

>r him but to die. But his conscience still haunted
im : while he lived he must fight on, and so, if

Dssible, find pardon for his perjury. The blows in

tose years fell upon the Church thick and fast. In

ebruary, 1536, the Bill passed for the dissolution of

ie smaller monasteries ;
and now we find the sub-prior

ith the whole fraternity united to accuse him, so that

e abbot had no one friend remaining.
" He did again call us together," says the next de-

>sition, "and lamentably mourning for the dissolving
e said houses, he enjoined us to sing

' Salvator mundi.
Iva nos orrmes,' every day after lauds ; and we mur-
ured at it, and were not content to sing it for such
use

;
and so we did omit it divers days, for which
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the abbot came unto the chapter, and did in manne:

rebuke us, and said we were bound to obey his com
mandment by our profession, and so did command us tc

sing it again with the versicle
' Let God arise, and le

his enemies be scattered. Let them also that hate hin

flee before him.' Also he enjoined us at every mass

that every priest did sing, to say the collect,
' Oh God

who despisest not the sighing of a contrite heart

And he said if we did this with good and true devotion

God would so handle the matter, that it should be t

the comfort of all England, and so show us mercy a

he showed unto the children of Israel. And surel)

brethren, there will come to us a good man that wi

rectify these monasteries again that be now suppres'
because ' God can of these stones raise up children t

Abraham.'"
" Of these stones," perhaps, but less easily of the storr

hearted monks, who with pitiless smiles watched th

abbot's sorrow, which should soon bring him to h

ruin.

Time passed on, and as the world grew worse, so tr.

abbot grew more lonely. Lonely and unsupported, r

was unequal to the last effort of repentance, but r

slowly strengthened himself for the trial. As Lei

came on, the season brought with it a more special cz

to effort, which he did not fail to recognize. The co^

duct of the fraternity sorely disturbed him. Thj
preached against all which he most loved and valuH
in language purposely coarse

;
and the mild sweetnetl

of the rebukes which he administered, showed plaim
on which side lay, in the abbey of Woburn, the largp

portion of the spirit of his Master and theirs. No*

when the passions of those times have died away, an

we can look back with more indifferent eyes, her

touching is the following. There was one Sir Williaii

curate of Woburn chapel, whose tongue, it seeir<

was rough beyond the rest. The abbot met hi

one day, and spoke to him. "Sir William," he sai-

"
I hear tell ye be a great railer. I marvel that ye rl

so. I pray you teach my cure the scripture of God, an
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iat may be to edification. I pray you leave such rail-

'

ig. Ye call the pope a bear and a banson. Either he

a good man or an ill. Domino suo stat aut cadit.

\ 'he office of a bishop is honourable. What edifying is

hiistorail? Let him alone."

But they would not let him alone, nor would they
i t the abbot alone. He grew "somewhat acrased," they
i dd, vexed with feelings of which they had no experi-
ice. He fell sick, sorrow and the Lent discipline

sighing upon him. The brethren went to see him in

s room, Brother Dan Woburn among the rest, who
id that he asked him how he did, and received for

iswer,
"

I would that I had died with the good men
at died for holding with the pope. My conscience,

y conscience doth grudge me every day for it.
"

Life

is fast losing its value for him. What was" life to him

any man when bought with a sin against his soul?

If he be disposed to die, for that matter," the inso-

nt Croxton said,
" he may die as soon as he will."

All Lent he fasted and prayed ;
and his illness grew

Don him
;
and at length in Passion week he thought

I was over, and that he was going away. On Passion

inday he called the brethren about him, and as they
Dod round his bed, with their cold, hard eyes, "he
.horted them all to charity," he implored them "never
consent to go out of their monastery ;

and if it

lanced them to be put from it, they should in no
se forsake their habit." After these words,

"
being in

great agony, he rose out of his bed, and cried out and

id,
*
I would to God, it would please him to take me

it of this wretched world
;
and I would I had died

th the good men that have suffered death heretofore,
r they were quickly out of their pain.'

" l
Then, half

indering, he began to mutter to himself aloud the

oughts which had been working in him in his

uggles ;
and quoting St. Bernard's words about the

pe, he exclaimed,
" Tu quis es. Primatu Abel, guber-

Meaning, as he afterwards said, More and Fisher and the

rthusians.
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natione Noah, auctoritate Moses, judicatu Samuel,

potestate Petrus, unctione Christus. Alise ecclesias

habent super se pastores. Tu pastor pastorum es."

Let it be remembered that this is no sentimental

fiction begotten out of the brain of some ingenious
novelist, but the record of the true words and sufferings
of a genuine child of Adam, labouring in a trial too

hard for him.

He prayed to die, and in good time death was to

come to him
;
but not, after all, in the sick bed, with

his expiation but half completed. A year before, he
had thrown down the cross, when it was offered him.

He was to take it again ;
the very cross which he had

refused. He recovered. He was brought before the

council
;
with what result, there are no means of know

ing. To aclmit the papal supremacy when officially

questioned was high treason. Whether he was constant,
and received some conditional pardon, or whether his

heart again for the moment failed him whichever he
did the records are silent. This only we ascertain off

him : that he was not put to death under the statute oft

supremacy. But two years later, when the official list

was presented to the parliament of those who had
suffered for their share in "the Pilgrimage of Grace,'"

among the rest we find the name of Robert Hobbes,
late Abbot of Woburn. To this solitary fact we can

add nothing. The rebellion was put down, and in the

punishment of the offenders there was unusual leniency
not more than thirty persons were executed, although

forty thousand had been in arms. Those only were

selected who had been most signally implicated. ]5u
-

they were all leaders in the movement
;

the men o

highest rank, and therefore greatest guilt. They diec

for what they believed their duty ; and the king anc

council did their duty in enforcing the laws agains
armed insurgents. He for whose cause each supposed
themselves to be contending, has long since judged
between them

;
and both parties perhaps now see all

things with clearer eyes than was permitted to thenn

on earth.
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We too can see more distinctly in a slight degree.
'

.t least we will not refuse the Abbot Hobbes some
\ lemorial, brief though it be. And although twelve

:

Derations of Russells all loyal to the Protestant

scendancy have swept Woburn clear of Catholic as-

)ciations, they, too, in these later days, will not regret
i > see revived the authentic story of its last abbot.



THE PHILOSOPHY OF
CHRISTIANITY

"We should do our utmost to encourage the Beautiful, for the
Useful encourages itself.

"
GOETHE.

A MOSS rose-bud hiding her face among the leaves one
hot summer morning, for fear the sun should injure her

complexion, happened to let fall a glance towards her

roots, and to see the bed in which she was growing.
What a filthy place ! she cried. What a home they
have chosen for me ! I, the most beautiful of flowers,
fastened down into so detestable a neighbourhood ! She
threw her face into the air

;
thrust herself into the

hands of the first passer-by who stopped to look at her,

and escaped in triumph, as she thought, into the centre

of a nosegay. But her triumph was short-lived : in a

few hours she withered and died.

I was reminded of this story when hearing a living
thinker of some eminence once say that he considered

Christianity to have been a misfortune. Intellectually it

was absurd, and practically an offence, over which he

stumbled
;
and it would have been far better for man

kind, he thought, if they could have kept clear of super
stition, and followed on upon the track of the Grecian*

philosophy, so little do men care to understand the con
ditions which have made them what they are, and which

has created for them that very wisdom in which they them
selves are so contented. But it is strange, indeed, thai

a person who could deliberately adopt such a conclusion!

should trouble himself any more to look for truth. li

a mere absurdity could make its way out of a little

fishing village in Galilee, and spread through the whole
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ivilized world
;

if men are so pitiably silly, that in an

ge of great mental activity their strongest thinkers

hould have sunk under an absorption of fear and folly,

hould have allowed it to absorb into itself whatever of

eroism, of devotion, self-sacrifice, and moral nobleness

.iere was among them
; surely there were nothing better

3r a wise man than to make the best of his time, and
D crowd what enjoyment he can find into it, sheltering
imself in a very disdainful Pyrrhonism from all care for

lankind or for their opinions. For what better test of

-uth have we than the ablest men's acceptance of it ;

nd if the ablest men eighteen centuries ago deliberately

ccepted what is now too absurd to reason upon, what

ght have we to hope that with the same natures, the

ime passions, the same understandings, no better proof

gainst deception, we, like they, are not entangled in

hat, at the close of another era, shall seem again
diculous ? The scoff of Cicero at the divinity of Liber

nd Ceres (bread and wine) may be translated literally by
le modern Protestant

;
and the sarcasms which Clement

nd Tertullian flung at the Pagan creed, the modern

:eptic returns upon their own. Of what use is it to

estroy an idol when another, or the same in another

orm takes immediate possession of the vacant pedestal ?

But it is not so. Ptolemy was not perfect, but

Tewton had been a fool if he had scoffed at Ptolemy,
fewton could not have been without Ptolemy, nor

tolemy without the Chaldees ;
and as it is with the

linor sciences, so far more is it with the science of

:iences the science of life, which has grown through
1 the ages from the beginning of time. We speak of

ic errors of the past. We, with this glorious present
hich is opening on us, we shall never enter on it,

e shall never understand it, till we have learnt to see

i that past, not error but instalment of truth, hard

>ught-for truth, wrung out with painful and heroic

Tort. The promised land is smiling before us, but

e may not pass over into possession of it while the

ones of our fathers who laboured through the wil-

srness lie bleaching on the sands, or a prey to the
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unclean birds ; we must gather them and bury them,
and sum up their labours, and inscribe the record of

their actions on their tombs as an honourable epitaph.
If Christianity really is passing away, if it has done its

work, and if what is left of it is now holding us back
from better things, it is not for our bitterness but for

our affectionate acknowledgment, not for our heaping
contempt on what it is, but for our reverent and patient
examination of what it has been, that it will be content

to bid us farewell, and give us God speed on our
further journey.

In the Natural History of Religions certain broad

phenomena perpetually repeat themselves
; they rise in

the highest thought extant at the time of their origin ;

the conclusions of philosophy settle into a creed
;

art

ornaments it, devotion consecrates it, time elaborates it.

It grows through a long series of generations into the

heart and habits of the people : and so long as no dis

turbing cause interferes, or so long as the idea at the

centre of it survives
;
a healthy, vigorous, natural life

shoots beautifully up out of it. But at last the idea

becomes obsolete ; the numbing influence of habit

petrifies the spirit in the outside ceremonial, while quite
new questions rise among the thinkers, and ideas enter

into new and unexplained relations. The old formula

will not serve
;
but new formulae are tardy in appearing ;

and habit and superstition cling to the past, and policy
vindicates it, and statecraft upholds it forcibly as service

able to order, till, from the combined action of folly,

and worldliness, and ignorance, the once beautiful

symbolism becomes at last no better than "a whited

sepulchre full of dead men's bones and all uncleanness."

So it is now. So it was in the era of the Caesars, out of

which Christianity arose
;
and Christianity, in the form

which it assumed at the close of the Arian controversy,
was the deliberate solution which the most powerful
intellects of that day could offer of the questions which

had grown out with the growth of mankind, and on
which Paganism had suffered shipwreck.

Paganism, as a creed, was entirely physical. When
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;

D

aganism rose men had not begun to reflect upon
hernselves, or the infirmities of their own nature. The
>ad man was a bad man the coward a coward the

iar a liar individually hateful and despicable. But in

iating and despising such unfortunates, the old Greeks

i rere satisfied to have felt all that was necessary about

I hem ;
and how such a phenomenon as a bad man came

> exist in this world, they scarcely cared to inquire.

here is no evil spirit in the mythology as an antagonist
:

the gods. There is the Erinnys as the avenger of

lonstrous villanies
;

a Tartarus where the darkest

riminals suffer eternal tortures. But Tantalus and
xion are suffering for enormous crimes, to which the

mall wickedness of common men offers no analogy.

toreover, these and other such stories are but curiously
rnamented myths, representing physical phenomena.
ut with Socrates a change came over philosophy : a

gn perhaps a cause of the decline of the existing

jligion. The study of man superseded the study of

ature : a purer Theism came in with the higher ideal

f perfection, and sin and depravity at once assumed an

nportance the intensity of which made every other

uestion insignificant. How man could know the good
id yet choose the evil

;
how God could be all pure and

mighty, and yet evil have broken into his creation,

lese were the questions which thenceforth were the

2rplexity of every thinker. Whatever difficulty there

sight be in discovering how evil came to be, the leaders
-

all the sects agreed at last upon the seat of it whether
after was eternal, as Aristotle thought, or created, as

lato thought, both Plato and Aristotle were equally
.tisfied that the secret of all the shortcomings in this

orld lay in the imperfection, reluctancy, or inherent

ossness of this impracticable substance. God would
ive everything perfect, but the nature of the element
which He worked in some way defeated His purpose.

eath, disease, decay, clung necessarily to everything
nich was created out of it : and pain, and want, and

inger, and suffering. Worse than all, the spirit in its

aterial body was opposed and borne down, its aspira-
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tions crushed, its purity tainted by the passions and

appetites of its companion, the fleshly lusts which waged
perpetual war against it.

Matter was the cause of evil, and thenceforth the

question was how to conquer it, or at least how to set

free the spirit from its control.

The Greek language and the Greek literature spread
behind the march of Alexander : but as his generals
could only make their conquests permanent by largely ac

cepting the Eastern manner, so philosophy could only
make good its ground by becoming itself Orientalised.

The one pure and holy God whom Plato had painfully
reasoned out for himself had existed from immemorial
time in the traditions of the Jews, while the Persians

who had before taught the Jews at Babylon the exist

ence of an independent evil being now had him to

offer to the Greeks as their account of the difficulties

which had perplexed Socrates. Seven centuries of

struggle, and many hundred thousand folios were the

results of the remarkable fusion which followed. Out
of these elements, united in various proportions, rose

successively the Alexandrian philosophy, the Hellenists,
the Therapeute, those strange Essene Communists, with

the innumerable sects of Gnostic or Christian heretics.

Finally, the battle was limited to the two great rivals,

under one or other of which the best of the remainder
had ranged themselves Manicheism and Catholic

Christianity : Manicheism in which the Persian, Catho
licism in which the Jewish element most preponderated.
It did not end till the close of the fifth century, and il

ended then rather by arbitration than by a decided 1

victory which either side could claim. The Church'
has yet to acknowledge how large a portion of its

enemy's doctrines it incorporated through the mediatior

of Augustine before the field was surrendered to it. Lei

us trace something of the real bearings of this sectior =

of the world's oriental history, which to so man;\
moderns seems no better than an idle fighting ove:*

words and straws.

Facts witnessing so clearly that the especial strength
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of evil lay, as the philosophers had seen, in matter, so

far it was a conclusion which both Jew and Persian

were ready to accept. The naked Aristotelic view of

it being most acceptable to the Persian, the Platonic to

the Hellenistic Jew. But the purer theology of the Jew
forced him to look for a solution of the question which
Plato had left doubtful, and to explain how evil

crept into matter. He could not allow that what God
;had created could be of its own nature imperfect. God
made it very good ;

some other cause had broken in to

spoil it. Accordingly, as before he had reduced the

independent Arimanes, whose existence he had learnt

at Babylon, into a subordinate spirit ;
so now, not

questioning the facts of disease, of death, of pain, of

;the infirmity of the flesh which the natural strength of

the spirit was unable to resist, he accounted for them
under the supposition that the first man had deliberately

sinned, and by his sin had brought a curse upon the

whole material earth, and upon all which was fashioned

out of it. The earth was created pure and lovely a

garden of delight of its own free accord, loading itself

with fruit and flower, and everything most exquisite
and beautiful. No bird or beast of prey broke the

eternal peace which reigned over its hospitable surface.

Sin calm and quiet intercourse, the leopard lay down by
the kid, the lion browsed beside the ox, and the cor

poreal frame of man. knowing neither decay, nor death,
nor unruly appetite, nor any change or infirmity, was

pure as the pure immortal substance of the unfallen

angels. But with the fatal apple all this fair scene

passed away, and creation as it seemed was hopelessly
ind irretrievably ruined. Adam sinned no matter
how he sinned ; the sin was the one terrible fact :

moral evil was brought into the world by the only
:reature who was capable of committing it. Sin entered

in, and death by sin
;

death and disease, storm and

pestilence, earthquake and famine. The imprisoned
passions of the wild animals were let loose, and earth

md air became full of carnage ;
worst of all, man's

mimal nature came out in gigantic strength, the carnal
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lusts, unruly appetites, jealousies, hatred, rapine, am
murder

;
and then the law, and with it, of course

breaches of the law, and sin on sin. The seed of Adan
was infected in the animal change which had passec
over his person, and every child, therefore, thencefortl

naturally engendered in his posterity, was infected witi

the curse which he had incurred. Every materia

organization thenceforward contained in itself the ele

ments of its own destruction, and the philosophic con
elusions of Aristotle were accepted and explained b'

theology. Already, in the popular histories, those wh<
were infected by disease were said to be bound b'

Satan
;
madness was a "

possession
"
by his spirit, am

the whole creation from Adam till Christ groaned an<

travailed under Satan's power. The nobler nature ii
1

man still made itself felt; but it was a slave when i

ought to command. It might will to obey the highe
law, but the law in the members was over strong for i

and bore it down. This was the body of death whicl

philosophy detected but could not explain, and fron

which Christianity now came forward with its magnifi
cent promise of deliverance.

The carnal doctrine of the sacraments which the

are compelled to acknowledge to have been taught a

fully in the early Church as it is now taught by th

Roman Catholics, has long been the stumbling-blocl'
to Protestants. It was the very essence of Christianit

itself. Unless the body could be purified, the sou

could not be saved
; or, rather, as from the beginning,

soul and flesh were one man and inseparable, withou

his flesh, man was lost, or would cease to be. But th

natural organization of the flesh was infected, and unles

organization could begin again from a new original, n<

pure material substance could exist at all. He, there

fore, by whom God had first made the world, entere*

into the womb of the Virgin in the form (so to speak
of a new organic cell, and around it, through the virtu

of His creative energy, a material body grew again c

the substance of his mother, pure of taint and clean a

the first body of the first man when it passed out unde i
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His hand in the beginning of all things. In Him thus

wonderfully born was the virtue which was to restore

che lost power of mankind. He came to redeem man;
ind, therefore, he took a human body, and he kept it

pure through a human life, till the time came when it

:ould be applied to its marvellous purpose. He died,

ind then appeared what was the nature of a material

luman body when freed from the limitations of sin.

The grave could not hold it, neither was it possible
hat it should see corruption. It was real, for the dis

ciples were allowed to feel and handle it. He ate and
drank with them to assure their senses. But space had
1 10 power over it, nor any of the material obstacles

vhich limit an ordinary power. He willed and his

ody obeyed. He was here, He was there. He was

sible, He was invisible. He was in the midst of his

isciples and they saw Him, and then He was gone,
hither who could tell ? At last He passed away to

eaven
;
but while in heaven, He was still on earth,

[is body became the body of His Church on earth, not

i metaphor, but in fact. His very material body, in

hich and by which the faithful would be saved. His
esh and blood were thenceforth to be their food,

hey were to eat it as they would eat ordinary meat,

hey were to take it into their system, a pure material

abstance, to leaven the old natural substance and
ssimilate it to itself. As they fed upon it it would
row into them, and it would become their own real

ody. Flesh grown in the old way was the body of

eath, but the flesh of Christ was the life of the world,
ver which death had no power. Circumcision availed

othing, nor uncircumcision but a new creature this

ew creature, which the child first put on in baptism,

eing born again into Christ of water and the spirit.

i the Eucharist he was fed and sustained and going
i from strength to strength, and ever as the nature of

is body changed, being able to render a more complete
Dedience, he would at last pass away to God through
te gate of the grave, and stand holy and perfect in the
esence of Christ. Christ had indeed been ever pre-
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sent with him
;

but because while life lasted som

particles of the old Adam would necessarily cling t

him, the Christian's mortal eye on earth cannot se

Him. Hedged in by "his muddy vesture of decay,
his eyes, like the

eyes
of the disciples of Emmaus, ar

holden, and only in faith he feels Him. But deatl

which till Christ had died had been the last victory c

evil, in virtue of His submission to it, became its ow
destroyer, for it had power only over the tainted pa
tides of the old substance, and there was nothin

needed but that these should be washed away and th

elect would stand out at once pure and holy, clothe

in immortal bodies, like refined gold, the redeeme
of God.
The being who accomplished a work so vast, a woi

compared to which the first creation appears but

trifling difficulty, what could He be but God? Gc
Himself ! Who but God could have wrested His pri;

from a power which half the thinking world believed i

be His coequal and coeternal adversary. He was Go
He was man also, for He was the second Adam tl

second starting point of human growth. He was virg

born, that no original impurity might infect the substam

which He assumed
;

and being Himself sinless, F

showed in the nature of His person, after His resurre

tion, what the material body would have been in all

us except for sin, and what it will be when, after feedii i

on it in its purity, the bodies of each of us are tran

figured after its likeness. Here was the secret of tl

spirit which set St. Simeon on his pillar and sent 5

Anthony to the tombs of the night watches, the wea

fasts, the penitential scourgings, and life-long austeriti

which have been alternately the glory and the reproa-
of the mediaeval saints. They would overcome th<

animal bodies, and anticipate in life the work of dea

in uniting themselves more completely to Christ

the destruction of the flesh which lay as a veil betwe

themselves and Him.
And such, I believe, to have been the central idea

the beautiful creed which, for 1800 years, has tuned t
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eart and formed the mind of the noblest of mankind,

rom this centre it radiated out and spread, as time

ent on, into the full circle of human activity, flinging
5 own philosophy and its own peculiar grace over the

)mmon detail of the common life of all of us. Like

e seven lamps before the Throne of God, the seven

ighty angels, and the seven stars, the seven sacraments

ed over us a never ceasing stream of blessed in-

lence. First there are the priests, a holy order set

>art and endowed with mysterious power, represent-
i

* Christ and administering his gifts. Christ, in his

\ elfth year, was presented in the temple, and first

tered on His father's business
;

and the baptized

ild, when it has grown to an age to become conscious

its vow and of its privilege, again renews it in full

owledge of what it undertakes, and receives again

:ramentally a fresh gift of grace to assist it forward on

way. In maturity it seeks a companion to share its

ns and pleasures ; and, again, Christ is present to

isecrate the union. Marriage, which outside the

irch only serves to perpetuate the curse and bring
h inheritors of misery into the world, He made holy
His presence at Cana, and chose it as the symbol to

resent His own mystic union with His church,

iven saints cannot live without at times some spot

ering to them. The atmosphere in which we breathe

I move is soiled, and Christ has anticipated our wants.

1st did penance forty days in the wilderness, not to

due His own flesh, for that which was already perfect
not need subduing, but to give to penance a cleansing
ue to serve for our daily or our hourly ablution.

Christ consecrates our birth ; Christ throws over us

baptismal robe of pure unsullied innocence. He
ngthens us as we go forward. He raises us when
fall. He feeds us with the substance of His own
t precious body. In the person of His minister he

-5 all this for us, in virtue of that which in His own
on he actually performed when a man living on
earth. Last of all, when all is drawing to its close

us, when life is past, when the work is done, and
N
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the dark gate is near, beyond which the garden of

eternal home is waiting to receive us, His tender ca

has not forsaken us. He has taken away the sting

death, but its appearance is still terrible ; and He w
not leave us without special help at our last need. F

tried the agony of the moment ; and He sweetens tl

cup for us before we drink it. We are dismissed to tl

grave with our bodies anointed with oil, which He ma<

holy in His last anointing before his passion, and th<

all is over. We lie down and seem to decay to dec

but not all. Our natural body decays, the h

remains of which we have inherited from Adam, t

the spiritual body, that glorified substance which r

made our life, and is our real body as we are in Chri

that can never decay, but passes off into the kingdc
which is prepared for it ; that other world where th

is no sin, and God is all in all ! Such is the Philosop
of Christianity. It was worn and old when Lut!

found it. Our posterity will care less to respect Lut]r

for rending it in pieces, when it has learnt to desp
the miserable fabric which he stitched together out

its tatters.



. PLEA FOR THE FREE DIS
CUSSION OF THEOLOGICAL
DIFFICULTIES

^ the ordinary branches of human knowledge or inquiry,

judicious questioning of received opinions has been

sign of scientific vitality, the principle of scientific

ancement, the very source and root of healthy pro-
ss and growth. If medicine had been regulated
ee hundred years ago by Act of Parliament

;
if there

[ been Thirty-nine Articles of Physic, and every
nsed practitioner had been compelled, under pains
i penalties, to compound his drugs by the prescrip-
ns of Henry the Eighth's physician, Doctor Butts, it

asy to conjecture in what state of health the people
his country would at present be found. Constitutions

e changed with habits of life, and the treatment of

orders has changed to meet the new conditions,

w diseases have shown themselves of which Doctor
tts had no cognizance ; new continents have given

plants with medicinal virtues previously unknown ;

v sciences, and even the mere increase of recorded

>erience, have added a thousand remedies to those

>wn to the age of the Tudors. If the College of

/sicians had been organized into a board of orthodoxy.
I every novelty of treatment had been regarded as a

ne against society, which a law had been established

punish, the hundreds who die annually from pre-
tible causes would have been thousands and tens

:hou sands.

astronomy is the most perfect of the sciences. The
aracy of the present theory of the planetary move

rs
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ments is tested daily and hourly by the most delicai

experiments, and the legislature, if it so pleased, migl
enact the first principles of these movements into

statute, without danger of committing the law <

England to falsehood. Yet, if the legislature were 1

venture on any such paternal procedure, in a few yea

gravitation itself would be called in question, and tl

whole science would wither under the fatal shado^

There are many phenomena still unexplained to gr

plausibility to scepticism ; there are others more easi

formularized for working purposes in the language

Ptolemy ;
and there would be reactionists who wou

invite us to return to the safe convictions of our for

fathers. What the world has seen the world m;

see again ;
and were it once granted that astronon

were something to be ruled by authority, new Pop*
would imprison new Galileos

;
the knowledge alrea<

acquired would be strangled in the cords which we
intended to keep it safe from harm, and deprived
the free air on which its life depends it would dwinc

and die.

A few years ago, an Inspector of Schools a V.

Jellinger Symonds opening, perhaps for the first tirr

an elementary book on astronomy, came on somethi

which he conceived to be a difficulty in the theory <

lunar motion. His objection was on the face of

plausible. The true motions of the heavenly bodies ti

universally the opposite of the apparent motions. \\

Symonds conceived that the moon could not revolve \

its axis, because the same side of it was continua !

turned towards the earth
;
and if it were connected w

the earth by a rigid bar which, as he thought, woi

deprive it of power of rotation the relative aspects
the two bodies would remain unchanged. He see

his views to the Times. He appealed to the comm
sense of the world, and common sense seemed to

on his side. The men of science were of course rigl;

but a phenomenon, not entirely obvious, had bw
hitherto explained in language which the general reau

could not readily comprehend. A few words of elu
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ition cleared up the confusion : we do not recol-

3t whether Mr. Symonds was satisfied or not
;
but

ost of us who had before received what the men
science told us with an unintelligent and languid

sent, were set thinking for ourselves, and as a

>sult of the discussion, exchanged a confused idea

r a clear one.

It was an excellent illustration of the true claims

authority and of the value of open inquiry. The
lorant man has not as good a right to his own opinion
the instructed man. The instructed man, however
it he may be, must not deliver his conclusions as

oms, and merely insist that they are true. The one
3 a question, the other answers it, and all of us are

better for the business.

Jow let us suppose the same thing to have happened,
:n the only reply to a difficulty was an appeal to the

ronomer Royal, where the rotation of the moon was
article of salvation decreed by the law of the land,

i where all persons admitted to hold office under the

te were required to subscribe to it. The Astronomer

yal as it was, if we remember right, he was a little

ss about it would have brought an action against
. Symonds in the Court of Arches ; Mr. Symonds
aid have been deprived of his inspectorship for, of

rse, he would have been obstinate in his heresy;
world outside would have had an antecedent pre-

iption that truth lay with the man who was making
rifices for it, and that there was little to be said in

way of argument for what could not stand without

help of the law. Everybody could understand the

iculty ;
not everybody would have taken the trouble

attend to the answer. Mr. Symonds would have
n a Colenso, and a good many of us would have
n convinced in our secret hearts that the moon as

3 turned on its axis as the drawing-room table,

.s it is in idea essential to a reverence for truth to

eve in its capacity for self-defence, so practically in

y subject except one, errors are allowed free room

xpress themselves, and that liberty of opinion which
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is the life of knowledge, as surely becomes the death c

falsehood. A method the soundness of which is s

evident that to argue in favour of it is almost absurd-

might be expected to have been applied as a matter c

course to the one subject on which mistake is suppose
to be fatal, where to come to wrong conclusions is hel

to be a crime for which the Maker of the universe hi

neither pardon nor pity. Yet many reasons, not dift

cult to understand, have long continued to excluc

theology from the region where free discussion is su]

posed to be applicable. That so many persons have

personal interest in the maintenance of particular view

would of itself be fatal to fair argument. Though th<

know themselves to be right, yet right is not enough f

them unless there is might to support it, and those wt

talk most of faith show least that they possess it. B
there are deeper and more subtle objections. Tl

theologian requires absolute certainty, and there are r

absolute certainties in science. The conclusions

science are never more than in a high degree probabl

they are no more than the best explanations of pt
nomena which are attainable in the existing state

knowledge. The most elementary laws are called la'

only in courtesy. They are generalizations which a

not considered likely to require modification, but whi

no one pretends to be in the nature of the cause e

haustively and ultimately true. As phenomena becoi

more complicated, and the data for the interpretati

of them more inadequate, the explanations offered ;

put forward hypothetically, and are graduated by t :

nature of the evidence. Such modest hesitation

altogether unsuited to the theologian, whose certaii

increases with the mystery and obscurity of his matt<

his convictions admit of no qualification ; his truth

sure as the axioms of geometry ; he knows what

believes, for he has the evidence in his heart; if

inquire, it is with a foregone conclusion, and seri<

doubt with him is sin. It is in vain to point out to r

the thousand forms of opinions for each of which

same internal witness is affirmed. The Mayo peasaK
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rawling with bare knees over the flint points on Croagh
I 'atrick, the nun prostrate before the image of St. Mary,
ne Methodist in the spasmodic extasy of a revival, alike

re conscious of emotions in themselves which correspond
D their creed : the more passionate or, as some would

ay the more unreasoning the piety, the louder and

lore clear is the voice within. But these varieties are

o embarrassment to the theologian. He finds no fault

\

rith the method which is identical in them all. What-

i
ver the party to which he himself belongs, he is equally

itisfied that he alone has the truth ; the rest are under

usions of Satan.

Again, we hear or we used to hear when the High
hurch party were more formidable than they are at

resent much about "the right of private judgment."

fhy, the eloquent Protestant would say, should I pin

y faith upon the Church? the Church is but a

Dngregation of fallible men, no better able to judge
lan I am. I have a right to my own opinion. It

unds like a paradox to say that free discussion is

iterfered with by a cause which, above all others,

ould have been expected to further it; but this in

ct has been the effect, because it tends to remove the

rounds of theological belief beyond the province of

-gument. No one talks of "aright of private judg-
icnt

"
in anything but religion ;

no one but a fool

isists on his
"
right to his own opinion

"
with his

wyer or his doctor. Able men who have given their

me to special subjects, are authorities upon it to be
stened to with deference, and the ultimate authority
; any given time is the collective general sense of the

isest men living in the department to which they

slong. The utmost "
right of private judgment

" which

lybody claims in such cases, is the choice of the

lysician to whom he will trust his body, or of the

mnsel to whom he will commit the conduct of his

tuse. The expression, as it is commonly used, implies
belief that in matters of religion, the criteria of truth

e different in kind from what prevail elsewhere, and
e efforts which have been made to bring the notion
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into harmony with common sense and common subjects
have not been very successful. The High Churcl

party used to say, as a point against the Evangelicals
that either "the right of private judgment" mean

nothing, or it meant that a man had a right to be in th

wrong.
"
No," said a writer in the Edinburgh Revien

"
it means only that if a man chooses to be in the wrong

no one else has a right to interfere with him. A mai

has no right to get drunk in his own house, but th

policeman may not force a way into his house am
prevent him." The illustration fails of its purpose. li

the first place, the Evangelicals never contemplated

wrong use of the thing; they meant merely that the

had a right to their own opinions as against the Church

They did not indeed put forward their claim quite s

nakedly ; they made it general, as sounding less in

vidious
;
but nobody ever heard an Evangelical admit

High Churchman's right to be a High Churchman c

a Catholic's right to be a Catholic.

But, secondly, society has a most absolute right t'

prevent all manner of evil drunkenness, and the re.c

of it, if it can only in doing so, society must not us

means which would create a greater evil than it woul

remedy. As a man can by no possibility be doin
j

anything but most foul wrong to himself in gettin ,

drunk, society does him no wrong, but rather does hir

the greatest benefit if it can possibly keep him sober

and in the same way, as a false belief in seriot

matters is among the greatest of misfortunes, so to driv i

it out of a man, by the whip, if it cannot be managed b '

persuasion, is an act of brotherly love and affectioi

provided the belief really and truly is false, and yo
have a better to give him in the place of it. Th

question is not what to do, but merely "how to do it
;

although Mr. Mill, in his love of "liberty," thinks othe

wise. Mr. Mill demands for every man a right to sa

out his convictions in plain language, whatever the*

may be
;
and so far as he means that there should be n

Act of Parliament to prevent him, he is perfectly jut

in what he says. But when Mr. Mill goes from
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ment to public opinion, when he lays down as a general

principle that the free play of thought is unwholesomely
interfered with by society, he would take away the sole

protection which we possess from the inroads of any
kind of folly. His dread of tyranny is so great, that

he thinks a man better off with a false opinion of his

own than with a right opinion inflicted upon him from

without
;
while for our own part we should be grateful

for tyranny or for anything else which would perform
so useful an office for us.

Public opinion may be unjust at particular times

ind on particular subjects ;
we believe it to be both

unjust and unwise on the matter of which we are at

resent speaking : but on the whole, it is like the

ventilation of a house, which keeps the air pure ;
much

n this world has to be taken for granted, and we cannot
for ever arguing over our first principles. If a man

>ersists in talking of what he does not understand, he
s put down ;

if he sports loose views on morals at a

.ecent dinner party, the better sort of people fight shy
him, and he is not invited again ; if he profess him-

lf a Buddhist or a Mahometan, it is assumed that he
las not adopted those beliefs on serious conviction, but

ather in wilful levity and eccentricity which does not

eserve to be tolerated. Men have no right to make
tiemselves bores and nuisances

;
and the common sense

f mankind inflicts wholesome inconveniences on those
rho carry their

"
right of private judgment

"
to any

uch extremities. It is a check, the same in kind as

.iat which operates so wholesomely in the sciences,

lere folly is extinguished in contempt ; objections

sasonably urged obtain a hearing and are reasonably
let. New truths, after encountering sufficient opposi-
on to test their value, make their way into general

iception.
A further cause which has operated to prevent the-

logy from obtaining the benefit of free discussion is the

iterpretation popularly placed upon the constitution of

le Church Establishment. For fifteen centuries of its

dstence, the Christian Church was supposed to be

LIBRARY ST. MARY'S COLLEGE
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under the immediate guidance of the Holy Spirit, which

miraculously controlled its decisions, and precluded the

possibility of error. This theory broke down at the

Reformation, but it left behind it a confused sense that

theological truth was in some way different from other

truth
;
and partly on grounds of public policy, partly

because it was supposed to have succeeded to the obli

gations and the rights of the Papacy, the State took upon
itself to fix by statute the doctrines which should be

taught to the people. The distractions created by
divided opinions were then dangerous. Individuals did

not hesitate to ascribe to themselves the infallibility

which they denied to the Church. Everybody was in

tolerant upon principle, and was ready to cut the throat

of an opponent whom his arguments had failed to

convince. The State, while it made no pretensions
to Divine guidance, was compelled to interfere in self-

protection ;
and to keep the peace of the realm, and

to prevent the nation from tearing itself in pieces, a

body of formulas was enacted, for the time broad and

comprehensive, within which opinion might be allowed

convenient latitude, while forbidden to pass beyond the

border.

It might have been thought that in abandoning for

itself, and formally denying to the Church its preten
sions to immunity from error, the State could not have

intended to bind the conscience. When this or that

law is passed, the subject is required to obey it, but he

is not required to approve of the law as just. The
Prayer-Book and the Thirty-nine Articles, so far as

they are made obligatory by Act of Parliament, are as

much laws as any other statute. They are a rule to

conduct; it is not easy to see why they should be

more ; it is not easy to see why they should have been>

supposed to deprive clergymen of a right to their

opinions, or to forbid discussion of their contents. The

judge is not forbidden to ameliorate the law which he

administers. If in discharge of his duty he has to pro
nounce a sentence which he declares at the same time

that he thinks unjust, no indignant public accuses hirr
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)f dishonesty, or requires him to resign his office. The
soldier is asked no questions as to the legitimacy of the

*var on which he is sent to fight ;
nor need he throw

ip his commission if he think the quarrel a bad one.

Doubtless, if a law was utterly iniquitous if a war

vas unmistakably wicked honourable men might feel

mcertain what to do, and would seek some other pro-
ession rather than continue instruments of evil. But
vithin limits, and in questions of detail, where the

ervice is generally good and honourable, we leave

pinion its free play, and exaggerated scrupulousness
ould be folly or something worse. Somehow or other,

lowever, this wholesome freedom is not allowed to the

lergyman. The idea of absolute inward belief has

)een substituted for that of obedience; and the man
vho, in taking orders, signs the Articles and accepts
he Prayer-Book, does not merely undertake to use the

ervices in the one, and abstain from contradicting to

lis congregation the doctrines contained in the other
;

mt he is held to promise what no honest man, without

)resumption, can undertake to promise, that he will

:ontinue to think to the end of his life as he thinks

vhen he makes his engagement.
It is said that if his opinions change, he may resign,

.nd retire into lay communion. We are not prepared
o say that either the Convocation of 1562, or the Par-

iament which afterwards endorsed its proceedings, knew

xactly what they meant, or did not mean
;
but it is

[uite clear that they did not contemplate the alternative

>f a clergyman's retirement. If they had, they would
tave provided means by which he could have abandoned
iis orders, and not have remained committed for life to

. profession from which he could not escape. If the

lopular theory of subscription be true, and the Articles

re articles of belief, a reasonable human being, when
ittle more than a boy, pledges himself to a long series

>f intricate and highly-difficult propositions of abstruse

livinity. He undertakes never to waver or doubt,
tever to allow his mind to be shaken, whatever the

weight of argument or evidence brought to bear upon
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him. That is to say, he promises to do what no man
living has a right to promise to do. He is doing, on
the authority of Parliament, precisely what the Church
of Rome required him to do on the authority of a

Council.

If a clergyman in trouble amidst the abstruse sub

jects with which he has to deal, or unable to reconcile

some new-discovered truth of science with the estab

lished formulas puts forward his perplexities ;
if he

ventures a doubt of the omniscience of the statesmen

and divines of the sixteenth century, which they them
selves disowned, there is an instant cry to have him

stifled, silenced, or trampled down
;
and if no longer

punished in life and limb, to have him deprived of the

means on which life and limb can be supported, while

with ingenious tyranny he is forbidden to maintain him
self by any other occupation.

So far have we gone in this direction, that when
the Essays and Reviews appeared, it was gravely said

and said by men who had no professional antipathy
to them that the writers had broken their faith. Lay
men were free to say what they pleased on such sub

jects ; clergymen were the hired exponents of the

established opinions, and were committed to them in

thought and word. It was one more anomaly where

there were enough already. To say that the clergy,

who are set apart to study a particular subject, are to

be the only persons unpermitted to have an independent

opinion upon it, is like saying that lawyers must take

no part in the amendment of the statute-book, that

engineers must be silent upon mechanism, and if an

improvement is wanted in the art of medicine, physi
cians may have nothing to say to it.

These causes would perhaps have been insufficient

to repress free inquiry, if there had been on the part

of the really able men among us a determination to

break the ice
;
in other words, if theology had preserved

the same commanding interest for the more powerful
minds with which it affected them three hundred years

ago. But on the one hand, a sense, half serious, half
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languid, of the hopelessness of the subject has produced
an indisposition to meddle with it

;
on the other, there

has been a creditable reluctance to disturb by discussion

the minds of the uneducated or half-educated, to whom
the established religion is simply an expression of the

obedience which they owe to Almighty God, on the

details of which they think little, and are therefore

anconscious of its difficulties, while in general it is the

source of all that is best and noblest in their lives and
ictions.

This last motive no doubt deserves respect, but the

brce which it once possessed it possesses -no longer.
The uncertainty which once affected only the more

I

nstructed extends now to all classes of society. A
uperficial crust of agreement, wearing thinner day by
ay, is undermined everywhere by a vague misgiving ;

nd there is an unrest which will be satisfied only when
ic sources of it are probed to the core. The Church
uthorities repeat a series of phrases which they are

eased to call answers to objections ; they treat the

ost serious grounds of perplexity as if they were
uerile and trifling ;

while it is notorious that for a

entury past extremely able men have either not known
hat to say about them, or have not said what they

lought. On the Continent the peculiar English view
as scarcely a single educated defender. Even in

ngland the laity keep their judgment in suspense,
r remain warily silent.
" What religion are you, Mr. Rogers ?

"
said a lady

ice.
" What religion, madam ? I am of the religion of

1 sensible men."
" And what is that ?

" she asked.

"All sensible men, madam, keep that to themselves.
3 '

If Mr. Rogers had gone on to explain himself, he
Duld have said perhaps that when the opinions of

ose best able to judge are divided, the questions at

sue are doubtful. Reasonable men who are unable to

ve them special attention withhold their judgment,
lile those who are able, form their conclusions with
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diffidence and modesty. But theologians will not tol

erate diffidence
; they demand absolute assent, and will

take nothing short of it; and they affect therefore tc

drown in foolish ridicule whatever troubles or displeases
them. The Bishop of Oxford talks in the old style ol

punishment. The Archbishop of Canterbury refers us

to Usher as our guide in Hebrew chronology. The

objections of the present generation of "infidels," he

says, are the same which have been refuted again anc

again, and are such as a child might answer. The

young man just entering upon the possession of hi<

intellect, with a sense of responsibility for his belief

and more anxious for truth than for success in life

finds when he looks into the matter that the Arch

bishop has altogether misrepresented it; that in fact

like other official persons, he had been using merely i

stereotyped form of words, to which he attached IK

definite meaning. The words are repeated year afte

year, but the enemies refuse to be exorcised. The;
come and come again from Spinoza and Lessing t(

Strauss and Renan. The theologians have resolved n<

single difficulty ; they convince no one who is not con
vinced already ; and a Colenso coming fresh to th

subject, with no more than a year's study, throws th

Church of England into convulsions.

If there were any real danger that Christianity wouL
cease to be believed, it would be no more than

fulfilment of prophecy. The state in which the Son c

Man would find the world at his coming he did not sa

would be a state of faith. But if that dark time is eve

literally to come upon the earth, there are no presen

signs of it. The creed of eighteen centuries is nc

about to fade away like an exhalation, nor are the ne- >

lights of science so exhilarating that serious persori
can look with comfort to exchanging one for the othe '

Christianity has abler advocates than its professe-

defenders, in those many quiet and humble men an

women who in the light of it and the strength of

live holy, beautiful, and self-denying lives. The Go
that answers by fire is the God whom mankind wi
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acknowledge ;
and so long as the fruits of the Spirit

continue to be visible in charity, in self-sacrifice, in

those graces which raise human creatures above them

selves, and invest them with that beauty of holiness

which only religion confers, thoughtful persons will

remain convinced that with them in some form or other

is the secret of truth. The body will not thrive on

poison, or the soul on falsehood; and as the vital

processes of health are too subtle for science to follow
;

as we choose our food, not by the most careful chemical

analysis, but by the experience of its effects upon the

system ;
so when a particular belief is fruitful in noble

ness of character, we need trouble ourselves very little

with scientific demonstrations that it is false. The
most deadly poison may be chemically undistinguishable
from substances which are perfectly innocent. Prussic

acid, we are told, is formed of the same elements,
combined in the same proportions, as gum-arabic.
What that belief is for which the fruits speak thus

so positively, it is less easy to divine. Religion from
the beginning of time has expanded and changed with

the growth of knowledge. The religion of the prophets
was not the religion which was adapted to the hardness

of heart of the Israelites of the Exodus. The Gospel
set aside the Law

;
the creed of the early Church was

not the creed of the middle ages, any more than the

creed of Luther and Cranmer was the creed of St.

Bernard and Aquinas. Old things pass away, new

things come in their place ;
and they in their turn grow

old, and give place to others
; yet in each of the many

forms which Christianity has assumed in the world,

holy men have lived and died, and have had the witness

of the Spirit that they were not far from the truth. It

may be that the faith which saves is the something held
in common by all sincere Christians, and by those
as well who should come from the east and the west,
and sit down in the kingdom of God, when the children

of the covenant would be cast out. It may be that the
true teaching of our Lord is overlaid with doctrines

;

and theology, when insisting on the reception of its
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huge catena of formulas, may be binding a yoke upon
our necks which neither we nor our fathers were able

to bear.

But it is not the object of this article to put forward

either this or any other particular opinion. The writer

is conscious only that he is passing fast towards the dark

gate which soon will close behind him. He believes

that some kind of sincere and firm conviction on these

things is of infinite moment to him, and, entirely
diffident of his own power to find his way towards such
a conviction, he is both ready and anxious to disclaim
"

all right of private judgment
"
in the matter. He wishes

only to learn from those who are able to teach him.

The learned prelates talk of the presumptuousness of

human reason
; they tell us that doubts arise from the

consciousness of sin and the pride of the unregenerate
heart. The present writer, while he believes generally
that reason, however inadequate, is the best faculty to

which we have to trust, yet is most painfully conscious

of the weakness of his own reason
;
and once let the

real judgment of the best and wisest men be declared
;

let those who are most capable of forming a sound

opinion, after reviewing the whole relations of science,

history, and what is now received as revelation, tell us

fairly how much of the doctrines popularly taught they
conceive to be adequately established, how much to be

uncertain, and how much, if anything, to be mistaken
;

there is scarcely perhaps a single serious inquirer who
would not submit with delight to a court which is the

highest on earth.

Mr. Mansell tells us that in the things of God reason

is beyond its depth, that the wise and the unwise are on
the same level of incapacity, and that we must accept
what we find established, or we must believe nothing.
We presume that this dilemma itself is a conclusion of

reason. Do what we will, reason is and must be our

ultimate authority; and were the collective sense of

mankind to declare Mr. Mansell right, we should submit
to that opinion as readily as to another. But the

collective sense of mankind is less acquiescent. He
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tas been compared to a man sitting on the end of a

lank and deliberately sawing off his seat. It seems
;ever to have occurred to him that, if he is right, he has

o business to be a Protestant. What Mr. Mansell says
D Professor Jowett, Bishop Gardiner in effect replied
3 Frith and Ridley. Frith and Ridley said that tran-

abstantiation was unreasonable; Gardiner answered
lat there was the letter of Scripture of it, and that the

uman intellect was no measure of the power of God.
et the Reformers somehow believed, and Mr. Mansell

y his place in the Church of England seems to agree
ith them, that the human intellect was not so wholly

icompetent. It might be a weak guide, but it was
ter than none

;
and they declared on grounds of mere

son, that Christ being in heaven and not on earth,

was contrary to the truth for a natural body to be in

o places at once.' The common sense of the country
s of the same opinion, and the illusion was at an
d.

There have been " Aids to Faith" produced lately, and

Replies to the Seven Essayists,"
" Answers to Colenso,"

d much else of the kind. We regret to say that they
e done little for us. The very life of our souls is at

ue in the questions which have been raised, and we
fed with the professional commonplaces of the

mbers of a close guild, men holding high office in

Church, or expecting to hold high office there
;
in

ler case with a strong temporal interest in the defence
the institution which they represent. We desire to

ow what those of the clergy think whose love of truth

unconnected with their prospects in life
;
we desire

know what the educated laymen, the lawyers, the

torians, the men of science, the statesmen think
; and

se are for the most part silent, or confess themselves

destly uncertain. The professional theologians alone
loud and confident ; but they speak in the old angry
e which rarely accompanies deep and wise convic-
is. They do not meet the real difficulties

; they
take them, misrepresent them, claim victories over

ersaries with whom they have never even crossed

o
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swords, and leap to conclusions with a precipitancy a

which we can only smile. It has been the unhapp
manner of their class from immemorial time

; they cal

it zeal for the Lord, as if it were beyond all doubt tha

they were on God's side, as if serious inquiry after trut:

was something which they were entitled to resent. The
treat intellectual difficulties as if they deserved rathe

to be condemned and punished than considered an

weighed, and rather stop their ears and run with on
accord upon any one who disagrees with them tha

listen patiently to what he has to say.

We do not propose to enter in detail upon th

particular points which demand re-discussion. It :

enough that the more exact habit of thought whic

science has engendered, and the closer knowledge (

the value and nature of evidence, has notoriously mac
it necessary that the grounds should be reconsidere

on which we are to believe that one country and or

people was governed for sixteen centuries on principle

different from those which we now find to preva

universally. One of many questions, however, sha.

be briefly glanced at, on which the real issue seem

habitually to be evaded.

Much has been lately said and written on the authei :

ticity of the Pentateuch and the other historical boo!

of the Old Testament. The Bishop of Natal has throv

out in a crude form the critical results of the inquiri

of the Germans, coupled with certain arithmetical a
culations, for which he has a special aptitude. 1 1

supposes himself to have proved that the first five boo n

of the Bible are a compilation of uncertain date, full

inconsistencies and impossibilities. The apologists ha^
replied that the objections are not absolutely conclusion

that the events described in the book of Exodus mig

possibly, under certain combinations of circumstance

have actually taken place ;
and they then pass to ts

assumption that because a story is not necessarily fab

therefore it is necessarily true. We have no intention

vindicating Dr. Colenso. His theological training mail
his arguments very like those of his opponents, and he a
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)r. M'Call may settle their differences between them-

slves. The question is at once wider and simpler than

tiy which has been raised in that controversy. Were it

oved beyond possibility of error that the Pentateuch was
ritten by Moses, that those and all the books of the Old
id New Testaments were really the work of the writers

lose names they bear
;
were the Mosaic cosmogony in

irmony with physical discoveries ; and were the supposed
consistencies and contradictions shown to have no
istence except in Dr. Colenso's imagination we should

it have advanced a single step towards making good the

aim put forward for the Bible, that it is absolutely and

lexceptionably true in all its parts. The "
genuineness

id authenticity
"
argument is irrelevant and needless,

clearest demonstration of the human authorship of

e Pentateuch proves nothing about its immunity from
rors. If there are no mistakes in it, it was not the

Drkmanship of man ; and if it was inspired by the

oly Spirit, there is no occasion to show that the hand
Moses was the instrument made use of. To the

ost excellent of contemporary histories, to histories

itten by eye-witnesses of the facts which they describe,

3 accord but a limited confidence. The highest
tellectual competence, the most admitted truthfulness,

imunity from prejudice, and the absence of temptation
mis-state the truth

;
these things may secure general

edibility, but they are no guarantee for minute and
cumstantial exactness. Two historians, though with

ual gifts and equal opportunities, never describe events

exactly the same way. Two witnesses in a court of

v, while they agree in the main, invariably differ in

me particulars. It appears as if men could not relate

:ts precisely as they saw or as they heard them. The
ferent parts of a story strike different imaginations

equally ;
and the mind, as the circumstances pass

ough it, alters their proportions unconsciously, or

fts the perspective. The credit which we give to

; most authentic work of a man has no resemblance
that universal acceptance which is demanded for

; Bible. It is not a difference of degree : it is a
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difference in kind
;
and we desire to know on wha

ground this infallibility, which we do not question, bu
which is not proved, demands our belief. Very likel

the Bible is thus infallible. Unless it is, there can b

no moral obligation to accept the facts which it records

and though there may be intellectual error in denyin

them, there can be no moral sin. Facts may be bette

or worse authenticated ; but all the proofs in the worl

of the genuineness and authenticity of the human hand
work cannot establish a claim upon the conscience. 1

might be foolish to question Thucydides' account c

Pericles, but no one would call it sinful. Men part wit

all sobriety of judgment when they come on ground (

this kind. When Sir Henry Rawlinson read the narr

of Sennacherib on the Assyrian marbles, and foun

allusions there to the Israelites in Palestine, we were tol

that a triumphant answer had been found to the cavi

of sceptics, and a convincing proof of the inspired trut

of the Divine Oracles. Bad arguments in a good cau:

are a sure way to bring distrust upon it. The Divir

Oracles may be true, and may be inspired ;
but tl

discoveries at Nineveh certainly do not prove them s

No one supposes that the Books of Kings or tl

prophesies of Isaiah and Ezekiel were the work of m<

who had no knowledge of Assyria or the Assyria
Princes. It is possible that in the excavations \

Carthage some Punic inscription may be found cc i

firming Livy's account of the battle of Cannae ; b

we shall not be obliged to believe therefore in t

inspiration of Livy, or rather (for the argume
comes to that) in the inspiration of the whole Lai i

literature.

We are not questioning the fact that the Bible i

infallible; we desire only to be told on what eviden

that great and awful fact concerning it properly res ;

It would seem, indeed, as if instinct had been wi.^

than argument as if it had been felt that nothii

short of this literal and close inspiration could presen
the facts on which Christianity depends. The hist!

of the early world is a history everywhere of marvee
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'he legendary literature of every nation upon earth

ills the same stories of prodigies and wonders, of the

ppearances of the gods upon earth, and of their inter-

Durse with men. The lives of the saints of the

'atholic Church, from the time of the Apostles till the

resent day, are a complete tissue of miracles re-

. ambling and rivalling those of the Gospels. Some of

t lese stories are romantic and imaginative ;
some clear,

*ral, and prosaic ;
some rest on mere tradition

;
some

the sworn testimony of eye-witnesses; some are

vious fables
;
some are as well authenticated as facts

such a kind can be authenticated at all. The Pro-

stant Christian rejects every one of them rejects

em without inquiry involves those for which there

good authority and those for which there is none
little in one absolute, contemptuous, and sweeping

nial. The Protestant Christian feels it more likely,

the words of Hume, that men should deceive or

deceived, than that the laws of nature should be
Dlated. At this moment we are beset with reports of

nversations with spirits, of tables miraculously lifted,

hands projected out of the world of shadows into

is mortal life. An unusually able, accomplished
rson, accustomed to deal with common-sense facts, a

lebrated political economist, and notorious for busi-

ss-like habits, assured this writer that a certain

jsmerist, who was my informant's intimate friend,

d raised a dead girl to life. We should believe the

ople who tell us these things in any ordinary matter :

sy would be admitted in a court of justice as good
:nesses in a criminal case, and a jury would hang a

,n on their word. The person just now alluded to is

:apable of telling a wilful lie ; yet our experience of

; regularity of nature on one side is so uniform, and
: experience of the capacities of human folly on the

ner is so large, that when they tell us these wonder-

stories, most of us are contented to smile
;
we

not care so much as to turn out of our way to

.mine them.

The Bible is equally a record of miracles
;

but as
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from other histories we reject miracles without hesit;

tion, so of those in the Bible we insist on the universe

acceptance : the former are all false, the latter are a

true. It is evident that, in forming conclusions s

sweeping as these, we cannot even suppose that we ar

being guided by what is called historical evident
Were it admitted that as a whole the miracles of th

Bible are better authenticated than the miracles of th

saints, we should be far removed still from any larg

inference, that in the one set there is no room for fals<

hood, in the other no room for truth. The writer (

writers of the Books of Kings are not known. Tr
books themselves are in fact confessedly taken from old<

writings which are lost; and the accounts of the gre;

prophets of Israel are a counterpart, curiously like,

those of the mediaeval saints. In many instances tr

authors of the lives of these saints were their cor

panions and friends. Why do we feel so sure that wh
we are told of Elijah or Elisha took place exactly as v

read it ? Why do we reject the account of St. Columt
or St. Martin as a tissue of idle fable? Why shou
not God give a power to the saint which he had giv<

to the prophet ? We can produce no reason from tl i

nature of things, for we know not what the nature !

things is ; and if down to the death of the Apostles tl

ministers of religion were allowed to prove their coi

mission by working miracles, what right have we, <

grounds either of history or philosophy, to draw a cle

line at the death of St. John, to say that before tbt|

time all such stories were true, and after it all we

false ?

There is no point on which Protestant controv*

sialists evade the real question more habitually than <

that of miracles. They accuse those who withhold th

unreserved and absolute belief which they require 1*

all which they accept themselves, of denying th

miracles are possible. That they assume to be t

position taken up by the objector, and proceed easily

argue that man is no judge of the power of God.
course he is not. No sane man ever raised his narr^
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nderstanding into a measure of the possibilities of the

Diverse
; nor does any person with any pretensions to

rligion disbelieve in miracles of some kind. To pray
to expect a miracle. When we pray for the recovery
a sick friend, for the gift of any blessing, or the

imoval of any calamity, we expect that God will do

>mething by an act of his personal will which other-

ise would not have been done that he will suspend
,e ordinary relations of natural cause and effect

;
and

i iis is the very idea of a miracle. The thing we pray
r may be given us, and no miracle may have taken

i ace. It may be given to us by natural causes, and
i Duld have occurred whether we had prayed or not.

ut prayer itself in its very essence implies a belief in

e possible intervention of a power which is above
iture. The question about miracles is simply one of

idence whether in any given case the proof is so

ong that no room is left for mistake, exaggeration,

illusion, while more evidence is required to establish

fact antecedently improbable than is sufficient for a

mmon occurrence.

It has been said recently by
" A Layman," in a letter

Mr. Maurice, that the resurrection of our Lord is as

:11 authenticated as the death of Julius Caesar. It is

better authenticated, unless we are mistaken in

pposing the Bible inspired ;
or if we admit as evidence

lit inward assurance of the Christian, which would
ike him rather die than disbelieve a truth so dear to

n. But if the layman meant that there was as much
x>f of it, in the sense in which proof is understood in

zourt of justice, he could scarcely have considered

at he was saying. Julius Caesar was killed in a

blic place, in the presence of friend and foe, in a

narkable but still perfectly natural manner. The
cumstances were minutely known to all the world, and
re never denied or doubted by any one. Our Lord,

\vever, seems purposely to have withheld such public
)of of his resurrection as would have left no room for

belief. He showed himself, "not to all the people"
lot to his enemies, whom his appearance would have
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overwhelmed but "to witnesses chosen before;" t

the circle of his own friends. There is no evidenc
which a jury could admit that he was ever actually deac
So unusual was it for persons crucified to die so soor
that Pilate, we are told,

" marvelled." The subsequer
appearances were strange, and scarcely intelligible
Those who saw him did not recognize him till he wa
made known to them in the breaking of bread. H
was visible and invisible. He was mistaken by trios

who were most intimate with him for another person
nor do the accounts agree which are given by th

different Evangelists. Of investigation in the moder
sense (except in the one instance of St. Thomas, an
St. Thomas was rather rebuked than praised,) ther

was none, and could be none. The evidence offere

was different in kind, and the blessing was not to thos

who satisfied themselves of the truth of the fact by
searching inquiry, but who gave their assent with th

unhesitating confidence of love.

St. Paul's account of his own conversion is a

instance of the kind of testimony which then worke
the strongest conviction. St. Paul, a fiery fanatic on
mission of persecution, with the midday Syrian su

streaming down upon his head, was struck to th

ground, and saw in a vision our Lord in the air. !

such a thing were to occur at the present day, and if

modern physician were consulted about it, he woul

say without hesitation, that it was an effect of an ove
heated brain, and that there was nothing in it extn

ordinary or unusual. If the impression left by th

appearance had been too strong for such an explanatio
to be satisfactory, the person to whom it occurre(

especially if he was a man of St. Paul's intellects

stature, would have at once examined into the fac:

otherwise known, connected with the subject of wrn

he had seen. St. Paul had evidently before disbelieve

our Lord's resurrection, had disbelieved it fiercely an

passionately ;
we should have expected that he would '<.

once have sought for those who could best have tol

him the details of the truth. St. Paul, however, di
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lothing of the kind. He went for a year into Arabia,
md when at last he returned to Jerusalem, he rather

leld aloof from those who had been our Lord's

companions, and who had witnessed his ascension.

:Ie saw Peter, he saw James; "of the rest of the

.postles saw he none." To him evidently the proof of

he resurrection was the vision which he had himself

een. It was to that which he always referred when
ailed on for a defence of his faith.

Of evidence for the resurrection in the common
ense of the word there may be enough to show that

mething extraordinary occurred; but not enough,
nless we assume the fact to be true on far other

ounds, to produce any absolute and unhesitating con-

ction
;
and inasmuch as the resurrection is the key-

one of Christianity, the belief in it must be something
r different from that suspended judgment in which

tStory alone would leave us.

Human testimony, we repeat, under the most
vourable circumstances imaginable, knows nothing of

absolute certainty ;

" and if historical facts are bound
D with the creed, and if they are to be received with

e same completeness as the laws of conscience, they
:st, and must rest, either on the divine truth of Scrip-

ire, or on the divine witness in ourselves. On human
idence, the miracles of St. Teresa and St. Francis of

ssisi are as well established as those of the New
estament.

M. Ernest Renan has recently produced an account
the Gospel story which, written as it is by a man of

ety, intellect, and imagination, is spreading rapidly

.rough the educated world. Carrying out the prin-

ples with which Protestants have swept modern

story clear of miracles to their natural conclusions,
; dismisses all that is miraculous from the life of our

Drd, and endeavours to reproduce the original Galilean

>uth who lived, and taught, and died in Palestine

ghteen hundred years ago. We have no intention of

'.viewing M. Renan. He will be read soon enough by
any who would better consider their peace of mind
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by leaving him alone. For ourselves we are unab
to see by what right, if he rejects the miraculous pa
of the narrative, he retains the rest

;
the imaginatic

and the credulity which invent extraordinary inc

dents invent ordinary incidents also
;
and if the divir

element in the life is legendary, the human may t

legendary also. But there is one lucid passage in tt

introduction which we commend to the perusal
controversial theologians :

No miracle such as those of which early histories are fi

has taken place under conditions which science can accej

Experience shows, without exception, that miracles occ

only in times and in countries in which miracles are believ<

in, and in the presence of persons who are disposed
believe them. No miracle has ever been performed befo

an assemblage of spectators capable of testing its realit

Neither uneducated people, nor even men of the worl

have the requisite capacity ; great precautions are neede
and a long habit of scientific research. Have we not se<

men of the world in our own time become the dupes of t

most childish and absurd illusions? And if it be certa

that no contemporary miracles will bear investigation, is

not possible that the miracles of the past, were we able

examine into them in detail, would be found equally
contain an element of error? It is not in the name of tl

or that philosophy, it is in the name of an experience uhi

never varies that we banish miracles from history. We
not say a miracle is impossible, we say only that no mirac

has ever yet been proved. Let a worker of miracles cor

forward to-morrow with pretensions serious enough
deserve examination. Let us suppose him to announ
that he is able to raise a dead man to life. What would
done ? A committee would be appointed, composed
physiologists, physicians, chemists, and persons accustom

to exact investigation ;
a body would then be selected whi

the committee would assure itself was really dead
;
and

place would be chosen where the experiment was to ta <

place. Every precaution would be taken to leave

opening for uncertainty; and if, under those conditions, t

restoration to life was effected, a probability would

arrived at which would be almost equal to certainty. A

experiment, however, should always admit of being repeate*
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Vhat a man has done once he should be able to do again,
nd in miracles there can be no question of ease or difficulty.

"he performer would be requested to repeat the operation
nder other circumstances upon other bodies

;
and if he

ucceeded on every occasion, two points would be estab-

shed : first, that there may be in this world such things as

upernatural operations ; and, secondly, that the power to

i

erform them is delegated to, or belongs to, particular
ersons.

But who does not perceive that no miracle was ever

erformed under such conditions as these ?

We have quoted this passage because it expresses
rith extreme precision and clearness the common-sense

rinciple which we apply to all supernatural stories of

ur own time, which Protestant theologians employ
gainst the whole cycle of Catholic miracles, and which
1. Renan is only carrying to its logical conclusions in

pplying to the history of our Lord, if the Gospels are

ied by the mere tests of historical criticism. The

rospels themselves tell us why M. Renan's conditions

ere never satisfied. Miracles were not displayed in

ic presence of sceptics to establish scientific truths,

/hen the adulterous generation sought after a sign,

ic sign was not given ; nay, it is even said that in the

resence of unbelief our Lord was not able to work
liracles. But science has less respect for that un-

oubting and submissive willingness to believe ; and it

quite certain that if we attempt to establish the truth
:

the New Testament on the principles of Paley, if

ith Professor Jowett
c< we interpret the Bible as any

:her book," the element of miracle which has eva-

3rated from the entire surface of human history will

Dt maintain itself in the sacred ground of the Gospels,
id the facts of Christianity will melt in our hands like

snow-ball.

Nothing less than a miraculous history can sustain

,e credibility of miracles, and nothing could be more

cely if revelation be a reality and not a dream than

at the history containing it should be saved in its

imposition from the intermixture of human infirmity,
his is the position in which instinct long ago taught
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Protestants to entrench themselves, and where alont

they can hope to hold their ground : once establishec

in these lines, they were safe and unassailable, unless i

could be demonstrated that any fact or facts related it

the Bible were certainly untrue.

Nor would it be necessary to say any more upon th<

subject. Those who believed Christianity would admi
the assumption ;

those who disbelieved Christianit;
would repudiate it. The argument would be narrowe<

to that plain and single issue, and the elaborate trea

tises upon external evidence would cease to brin,

discredit upon the cause by their feebleness. Unfor

tunately and this is the true secret of our present dh
tractions it seems certain that in some way or othe

this belief in inspiration itself requires to be revisec

We are compelled to examine more precisely what w
mean by the word. The account of the creation c

man and the world which is given in Genesis, an<

which is made by St. Paul the basis of his theolog)
has not yet been reconciled with facts which scienc

knows to be true. Death was in the world befor

Adam's sin, and unless Adam's age be thrust back to

distance which no ingenuity can torture the letter c

Scripture into recognizing, men and women lived an

died upon the earth whole millenniums before the Ev
of Sacred History listened to the temptation of th

snake. Neither has any such deluge as that from whicl

according to the received interpretation, the ark save

Noah, swept over the globe within the human perioc
We are told that it was not God's purpose to anticipat

the natural course of discovery : as the story of th

creation was written in human language, so the detai

of it may have been adapted to the existing state (

human knowledge. The Bible it is said was not ir

tended to teach men science, but to teach them wh;

was necessary for the moral training of their souls,

may be that this is true. Spiritual grace affects th

moral character of men, but leaves their intellect unirr

proved. The most religious men are as liable as atheis'

to ignorance of ordinary facts, and inspiration may t
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only infallible when it touches on truths necessary to

salvation. But if it be so, there are many things in

the Bible which must become as uncertain as its geology
or its astronomy. There is the long secular history of

:he Jewish people. Let it be once established that there

s room for error anywhere, and we have no security for

5ecular history. The inspiration of the Bible is the
:oundation of our whole belief; and it is a grave matter

f we are uncertain to what extent it reaches, or how
nuch and what it guarantees to us as true. We cannot

ive on probabilities. The faith in which we can live

>ravely and die in peace must be a certainty, so far as

t professes to be a faith at all, or it is nothing. It may
>e that all intellectual efforts to arrive at it are in vain

;

hat it is given to those to whom it is given, and withheld

rom those from whom it is withheld. It may be that

he existing belief is undergoing a silent modification,
ike those to which the dispensations of religion have

>een successively subjected : or, again, it may be that to

he creed as it is already established there is nothing to

)e added, and nothing any more to be taken from it.

this moment, however, the most vigorous minds

.ppear least to see their way to a conclusion
;
and not

withstanding all the school and church building, the

extended episcopate, and the religious newspapers, a

eneral doubt is coming up like a thunderstorm against
he wind, and blackening the sky. Those who cling
aost tenaciously to the faith in which they were edu-

ated yet confess themselves perplexed. They know
/hat they believe

;
but why they believe it, or why they

hould require others to believe, they cannot tell or

annot agree. Between the authority of the Church
nd the authority of the Bible, the testimony of history
nd the testimony of the Spirit, the ascertained facts

f science and the contradictory facts which seem to

e revealed, the minds of men are tossed to and fro,

arassed by the changed attitude in which scientific

ivestigation has placed us all towards accounts of

upernatural occurrences. We thrust the subject aside
;

-e take refuge in practical work; we believe perhaps
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that the situation is desperate and hopeless of improve
ment

;
we refuse to let the question be disturbed. Bu

we cannot escape from our shadow, and the spirit c

uncertainty will haunt the world like an uneasy ghos
till we take it by the throat like men.
We return then to the point from which we set ou

The time is past for repression. Despotism has don
its work; but the day of despotism is gone, and th

only remedy is a full and fair investigation. Thing
will never right themselves if they are let alone. ]

is idle to say peace when there is no peace ;
and th

concealed imposthume is more dangerous than an ope
wound. The law in this country has postponed ou.

trial, but cannot save us from it ; and the question
which have agitated the Continent are agitating us c

last. The student who twenty years ago was contente

with the Greek and Latin fathers and the Anglica
divines, now reads Ewald and Renan. The Churc
authorities still refuse to look their difficulties in th

face : they prescribe for mental troubles the establishe

doses of Paley and Pearson
; they refuse dangerou

questions as sinful, and tread the round of commor
place in placid comfort. But it will not avail. The

pupils grow to manhood, and fight the battle for then

selves, unaided by those who ought to have stood b
them in their trial, and could not or would not

;
an

the bitterness of those conflicts and the end of most c

them in heart-broken uncertainty or careless indiffe

ence, is too notorious to all who care to know aboi

such things.
We cannot afford year after year to be distracte

with the tentative scepticism of essayists and reviewer

In a healthy condition of public opinion such a book

Bishop Colenso's would have passed unnoticed, or ratru

would never have been written, for the difficulties wit

which it deals would have been long ago met and di:

posed of. When questions rose in the early and midd]

ages of the Church, they were decided by councils c

the wisest : those best able to judge met together, an

compared their thoughts, and conclusions were arrive
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t which individuals could accept and act upon. At

le beginning of the English Reformation, when Pro-

sstant doctrine was struggling for reception, and the

Id belief was merging in the new, the country was

eliberately held in formal suspense. Protestants and
Catholics were set to preach on alternate Sundays in

same pulpit ;
the subject was discussed freely in the

ars of the people, and at last, when all had been said

n both sides, Convocation and Parliament embodied
result in formulas. Councils will no longer answer

purpose ;
the clergy have no longer a superiority of

itellect or cultivation; and a conference of prelates
om all parts of Christendom, or even from all depart
ments of the English Church, would not present an

dirying spectacle. Parliament may no longer meddle
ith opinions unless it be to untie the chains which it

)rged three centuries ago. But better than Councils,
etter than sermons, better than Parliament, is that

ee discussion through a free press which is the best

istrument for the discovery of truth, and the most
ffectual means for preserving it.

We shall be told, perhaps, that we are beating the

ir, that the press is free, and that all men may and
o write what they please. It is not so. Discussion

not free so long as the clergy who take any side but

ne are liable to be prosecuted and deprived of their

leans of living ;
it is not free so long as the expression

f doubt is considered as a sin by public opinion and as

crime by the law. So far are we from free discussion

lat the world is not yet agreed that a free discussion

desirable
;
and till it be so agreed, the substantial

itellect of the country will not throw itself into the

uestion. The battle will continue to be fought by
utsiders, who suffice to disturb a repose which they
innot restore

;
and that collective voice of the national

nderstanding, which alone can give back to us a peaceful
.id assured conviction, will not be heard.



SPINOZA

Benedicti de Spinoza Tractatus de Deo et Homitie ejusque Fdicita
Lineamenta Atque Annotationes ad Tractatum TheologL
Politicum. Edidit et illustravit EDWARDUS BOEHMER. Hal
ad Salam. J. F. Lippert. 1852.

THIS little volume is one evidence among many of th

interest which continues to be felt by the Germa
students in Spinoza. The actual merit of the boo
itself is little or nothing ;

but it shows the industr
with which they are gleaning among the libraries (

Holland for any traces of him which they can recovei
and the smallest fragments of his writings are acqui
ing that factitious importance which attaches to th

most insignificant relics of acknowledged greatnes
Such industry cannot be otherwise than laudable, bt

we do not think it at present altogether wisely directec

Nothing is likely to be brought to light which will muc
illustrate Spinoza's philosophy. He himself spent th

better part of his life in working the language in whic
he expressed it clear of ambiguities ;

and such earlu

draughts of his system as are supposed still to be extar

in MS., and a specimen of which M. Boehmer believe

himself to have discovered, contribute only obscuril

to what is in no need of additional difficulty. C

Spinoza's private history, on the contrary, rich as

must have been, and abundant traces of it as must t

extant somewhere in his own and his friends' corn

spondence, we know only enough to feel how vast

chasm remains to be filled. It is not often that ar

man in this world lives a life so well worth writing i,

Spinoza lived
;
not for striking incidents or large even
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onnected with it; but because (and no sympathy with

.is peculiar opinions disposes us to exaggerate his

lerit) he was one of the very best men whom these

lodern times have seen. Excommunicated, disin-

erited, and thrown upon the world when a mere boy
) seek his livelihood, he resisted the inducements
hich on all sides were urged upon him to come for-

ard in the world; refusing pensions, legacies, money
1 1 many forms, he maintained himself with grinding
asses for optical instruments, an art which he had
en taught in early life, and in which he excelled the

st workmen in Holland
;
and when he died, which

is at the early age of forty-four, the affection with

lich he was regarded showed itself singularly in the

dorsement of a tradesman's bill which was sent in to

s executors, in which he was described as M. Spinoza
" blessed memory."
The account which remains of him we owe not to

admiring disciple, but to a clergyman, to whom his

eories were detestable
;
and his biographer allows that

e most malignant scrutiny had failed to detect a

smish in his character, that except so far as his

inions were blameable, he had lived to all outward

pearance free from fault. We desire, in what we are

dng to say of him, to avoid offensive collision with even

>pular prejudices, and still more with the earnest con
ations of serious persons : our business is to relate

lat he was, and leave others to form their own con-

jsions. But one lesson there does seem to lie in such
life of such a man, a lesson deeper than any which is

be found in his philosophy, that wherever there is

nuine and thorough love for good and goodness, no
eculative superstructure of opinion can be so extra-

gant as to forfeit those graces which are promised
it to clearness of intellect, but to purity of heart. In

linoza's own beautiful language, "justitia et caritas

icum et certissimum verse fidei Catholicse signum est,

veri Spiritus sancti fructus : et ubicumque haec re-

riuntur, ibi Christus re vera est, et ubicumque haec

sunt deest Christus. Solo namque Christi Spiritu duci
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possumus in amorem justitiae et caritatis." We ma
deny his conclusions; we may consider his system c

thought preposterous and even pernicious, but w
cannot refuse him the respect which is the right c

all sincere and honourable men. We will say, indeec

as much as this, that wherever and on whatever que;

tions good men are found ranged on opposite side

one of three alternatives is always true : either th:

the points of disagreement are purely speculative an

of no moral importance, or that there is a misunde

standing of language, and the same thing is meat

under difference of words, or else that the real truth

something different from what is held by any of tr

disputants, and that each is representing some importai
element which the other ignores or forgets. In eith.

case, a certain calmness and good temper is necessar

if we would understand what we disagree with, or wou

oppose it with success. Spinoza's influence over Eur

pean thought is too great to be denied or set aside, ar

if his doctrines be false in part, or false altogether, v

cannot do their work more surely than by calumny <

misrepresentation a most obvious truism, which r

one now living will deny in words, and which a centu

or two hence perhaps will begin to produce some effec

upon the popular judgment.

Bearing it in mind, then, ourselves, as far as we a

able, we propose to examine the Pantheistic philosop;

in the first and only logical form which as yet it h

assumed. Whatever may have been the case with t

disciples, in the author of this system there was i

unwillingness to look closely at it, or follow it o

to its conclusions; and whatever other merits or c

merits belong to Spinoza, at least he has done i

much as with language can be done to make hinis

thoroughly understood a merit in which it cannot

said that his followers have imitated him Pantheis:

as it is known in England, being a very synonym

vagueness and mysticism.
The fact is, that both in friend and enemy alii*

there has been a reluctance to see Spinoza as he reaJ
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vas. The Herder and Schleiermacher school have
:laimed him as a Christian a position which no little

lisguise was necessary to make tenable
;
the orthodox

3rotestants and Catholics have called him an Atheist

which is still more extravagant ;
and even a man

ike Novalis, who, it might have been expected, would
iave had something reasonable to say, could find no
-etter name for him than a Gott trunkner Mann a

jod intoxicated man
;
an expression which has been

'uoted by everybody who has since written upon the

ubject, and which is about as inapplicable as those

iboriously pregnant sayings usually are. With due
\ llowance for exaggeration, such a name would de-

ribe tolerably the Transcendental mystics, a Toler, a

oehmen, or a Swedenborg ;
but with what justice can

be applied to the cautious, methodical Spinoza, who
arried his thoughts about with him for twenty years,

eliberately shaping them, and who gave them at last

the world in a form more severe than with such

jbjects had ever been so much as attempted? With

m, as with all great men, there was no effort after

iblime emotions. A plain, practical person, his object

philosophy was only to find a rule on which he
)uld depend to govern his own actions and his

vn judgment: and his treatises contain no more
lan the conclusions at which he arrived in this purely
srsonal search, and the grounds on which he rested

tern.

We cannot do better than follow his own account of

mself as he has given it in the opening of his unfin-

hed Tract,
" De Emendatione Intellects.

" His lan-

lage is very beautiful, but elaborate and full
; and,

we have a long journey before us, we must be
mtent to epitomize it.

Looking round him on his entrance into life, and

king himself what was his place and business in it,

i turned for examples to his fellow-men, and found
tie that he could venture to imitate. Whatever they
ofessed, they all really guided themselves by their

fferent notions of what they thought desirable; and
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these notions themselves resting on no more secur

foundation than a vague, inconsistent experience, th

experience of one not being the experience of anothei

men were all, so to say, rather playing experiments wit)

life than living, and the larger portion of them miserabl

failing. Their mistakes arising, as it seemed to Spinoza
from inadequate knowledge, things which at one tim

looked desirable disappointing expectation when ol

rained, and the wiser course concealing itself ofte

under an uninviting exterior, he desired to substitut

certainty for conjecture, and to endeavour to find, b

some surer method, where the real good of man laj

All this may sound very Pagan, and perhaps it is s<

We must remember that he had been brought up
Jew, and had been driven out of the Jews' communior
his mind was therefore in contact with the bare facts <

life, with no creed or system lying between them an

himself as the interpreter of it. Some true account <

things, however, he thought it likely that there mu
be, and the question was, how to find it. Of all forn

of human thought, but one, he reflected, would adm
of the certainty which he required the mathematica

and, therefore, if certain knowledge were attainable i

all, it must be looked for under the mathematical I

demonstrative method ; by tracing from ideas clear

conceived the consequences which were formally i

volved in them. The question was, therefore, of the i

ideas, these vera idea, as he calls them, what were the
\

and how were they to be obtained : if they were

serve as the axioms of his system, they must, he fel

be self-evident truths, of which no proof was required
and the illustration which he gives of the character <

such ideas is ingenious and Platonic.

In order to produce any mechanical instrument,

says, we require others with which to manufacture i

and others again to manufacture those
;
and it woi

seem thus as if the process must be an infinite 01

and as if nothing could ever be made at all. Natui

however, has provided for the difficulty in creating
-

t

her own accord certain rude instruments, with the he
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f which we can make others better ; and others again
ith the help of those. And so he thinks it must be
ith the mind, and there must be somewhere similar

iginal instruments provided also as the first outfit of

tellectual enterprise. To discover them, he examines
.e various senses in which men are said to know

lything, and he finds that these senses resolve them-
Ives into three, or, as he elsewhere divides it, four :

We know a thing,
i. Ex mero auditu : because we have heard it

from some person or persons whose veracity
we have no reason to question.

ii. Ab experientia vaga : from general ex

perience : for instance, all facts or phenomena
which come to us through our senses as

phenomena, but of the causes of which we
are ignorant.

2. These two in Ethics are classed together.
As we have correctly conceived the laws of such

enomena, and see them following in their sequence
the order of nature.

3. Ex scientia intuitiva : which alone is absolutely
ar and certain.

To illustrate these divisions, suppose it be required
find a fourth proportional which shall stand to the

rd of three numbers as the second does to the first.

ie merchant's clerk knows his rule
;
he multiplies the

:ond into the third and divides by the first. He
ther knows nor cares to know why the result is the

mber which he seeks, but he has learnt the fact that

s so, and he remembers it.

A person a little wiser has tried the experiment in

ariety of simple cases : he has discovered the rule by
.uction, but still does not understand it.

\ third has mastered the laws of proportion mathe-

tically, as he has found them in Euclid or other

metrical treatise.

\ fourth with the plain numbers of i, 2, and 3,

s for himself by simple intuitive force that 1:2 =
6.
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Of these several kinds of knowledge the third an<

fourth alone deserve to be called knowledge, the other

being no more than opinions more or less justl
founded. The last is the only real insight, althoug
the third, being exact in its form, may be depende
upon as a basis of certainty. Under this last, a

Spinoza allows, nothing except the very simplest truth

non nisi simplicissimcz veritates can be perceived, bu
such as they are, they are the foundation of all aftt

science; and the true ideas, the vera idea, which ai

apprehended by this faculty of intuition, are the prim
tive instruments with which nature has furnished u

If we ask for a test by which to distinguish them, r

has none to give us.
"
Veritas," he says to his friend

in answer to their question, "veritas index sui est |
falsi. Veritas se ipsam patefacit." These origin ;

truths are of such a kind that they cannot withoi ,

absurdity even be conceived to be false : the oppositt
of them are contradictions in terms: " Ut sciam n
scire necessario debeo prius scire. Hinc patet quc i

certitude nihil est praeter ipsam essentiam objectivar
. . . Cum itaque veritas nullo egeat signo, sed suffici i

habere essentiam rerum objectivam, aut quod ide

est ideas, ut omne tollatur dubium
;
hinc sequitur quc

vera non est methodus, signum veritatis quaerere po

acquisitionem idearum
;

sed quod vera methodus e

via, et ipsa veritas, aut essentiag objectivae rerum, a

ideae (omnia ilia idem significant) debito ordine qu;
rantur." (De Emend, /ntell.)

The opinion of this Review on reasonings of su<

a kind has been too often expressed to require us nc

to say how insecure they appear to us. When we i

member the thousand conflicting opinions, the tru

of which their several advocates have as little doubt

as they have doubted their own existence, we requ
some better evidence than a mere feeling of certaint

and Aristotle's less pretending canon promises a sal

road. "O Trcuri SOKCI.
" what all men think," says Aristot

To{n-o efrai
(/jtt/xev,

"
this we say is" "and if you will r

have this to be a fair ground of conviction, you v
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carcely find one which will serve you better." We are

o see, however, what these idea are which Spinoza
>ffers as self-evident. All will turn upon that

; for, of

:ourse, if they are self-evident, if they do produce
:onviction, nothing more is to be said

;
but it does,

ndeed, appear strange to us that Spinoza was not

taggered as to the validity of his canon, when his

riends, every one of them, so floundered and stumbled

.mong what he regarded as his simplest propositions,

equiring endless signa veritatis, and unable for a long
ime even to understand their meaning, far less to
;

recognize them as elementary certainties." Modem
eaders may, perhaps, be more fortunate. We produce
t length the definitions and axioms of the first book
if the "

Ethica," and they may judge for themselves :

DEFINITIONS.

1. By a thing which is causa sni, its own cause, I mean a

hing the essence of which involves the existence of it, or a

hing which cannot be conceived of except as existing.
2. I call a thing finite, suo genere, when it can be circum-

cribed by another (or others) of the same nature, e.g. a
iven body is called finite, because we can always conceive
nother body larger than it

;
but body is not circumscribed

y thought, nor thought by body.
3. By substance I mean what exists in itself and is con-

eived of by itself; the conception of which, that is, does
ot involve the conception of anything else as the cause
fit.

4. By attribute I mean whatever the intellect perceives of

ubstance as constituting the essence of substance.

5. Mode is an affection of substance, or is that which is

i something else, by and through which it is conceived.
6. God is a being absolutely infinite ;

a substance con-

isting of infinite attributes, each of which expresses His
ternal and infinite essence.

EXPLANATION.

I say absolutely infinite, not infinite suo genere, for of

/hat is infinite suo genere only, the attributes are not in-

nite but finite
;
whereas what is infinite absolutely contains
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in its own essence everything by which substance can b

expressed and which involves no impossibility.
7. That thing is "free" which exists by the sole necessit

of its own nature, and is determined in its operation b
itself only. That is

"
not free" which is called into existenc

by something else, and is determined in its operation ac

cording to a fixed and definite method.
8. Eternity is existence itself, conceived as followin.

necessarily and solely from the definition of the thing whic
is eternal.

EXPLANATION.

Because existence of this kind is conceived as an eterna

verity, and, therefore, cannot be explained by duration, eve:

though the duration be without beginning or end.

So far the definitions
; then follow the

AXIOMS.

1. All things that exist, exist either of themselves or ii

virtue of something else.

2. What we cannot conceive of as existing in virtue o

something else, we must conceive through and in itself.

3. From a given cause an effect necessarily follows, am
if there be no given cause no effect can follow.

4. Things which have nothing in common with each othe
cannot be understood through one another; i.e. the concep
tion of one does not involve the conception of the other.

5. To understand an effect implies that we understanc
the cause of it.

6. A true idea is one which corresponds with its ideate.

7. The essence of anything which can be conceived a:

non-existent does not involve existence.

Such is our metaphysical outfit of simple ideas with

which to start upon our enterprise of learning, the largei

number of which, so far from being simple, must be

absolutely without meaning to persons whose minds art

undisciplined in metaphysical abstraction, and which

become only intelligible propositions as we look back

upon them after having become acquainted with the

system which they are supposed to contain.
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Although, however, we may justly quarrel with such

unlooked-for difficulties, the important question, after

ill, is not of their obscurity but of their truth. Many
things in all the sciences are obscure to an unprac-
;ised understanding, which are true enough and clear

mough to people acquainted with the subjects, and

Tiay be fairly laid as foundations of a scientific system,

dthough rudimentary students must be contented to

iccept them upon faith. Of course it is entirely com
petent to Spinoza, or to any one, to define the terms

vhich he intends to use just as he pleases, provided
t be understood that any conclusions which he derives

mt of them apply only to the ideas so defined, and not

o any supposed object existing which corresponds with

hem. Euclid defines his triangles and circles, and
liscovers that to figures so described certain properties

reviously unknown may be proved to belong ;
but as

nature there are no such things as triangles and
ircles exactly answering the definition, his conclusions,
s applied to actually existing objects, are either not

-ue at all or only proximately so. Whether it be
ossible to bridge over the gulf between existing things
nd the abstract conception of them, as Spinoza attempts

do, we shall presently see. It is a royal road to

srtainty if it be a practicable one, but we cannot say

p-|
lat we ever met any one who could say honestly

pinoza had convinced him
; and power of demon-

ration, like all other powers, can be judged only

y its effects. Does it prove? does it produce con-

ction? If not, it is nothing. We need not detain

ar readers among these abstractions. The real power
Spinozism does not lie so remote from ordinary ap-

-eciation, or we should long ago have heard the last

it. Like all other systems which have attracted

llowers, it addresses itself not to the logical intellect

it to the imagination, which it affects to set aside,

'e refuse to submit to the demonstrations by which
thrusts itself upon our reception, but regarding it

a whole, as an attempt to explain the nature of the

)rld, of which we are a part, we can still ask ourselves
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how far the attempt is successful. Some account o

these things we know that there must be, and th'

curiosity which asks the question regards itself, c

course, as competent in some degree to judge of th>

answer to it. Before proceeding, however, to regan
this philosophy in the aspect in which it is reall

powerful, we must clear our way through the fallac

of the method.
The system is evolved in a series of theorems ii

severely demonstrative order out of the definitions an<

axioms which we have translated. To propositions i

we have nothing to object ; they will not, probabl)

convey any very clear ideas, but they are so far pure!

abstract, and seem to follow (as far as we can spea i

of "following," in such subjects), by fair reasoning
"Substance is prior in nature to its affections."

" Sut

stances with different attributes have nothing in com

mon," and therefore " one cannot be the cause of th i

other."
"
Things really distinct are distinguished b ,

difference either of attribute or mode (there bein

nothing else by which they can be distinguished), an

therefore, because things modally distinguished do nc

qua substance differ from one another, there cannot b

more than one substance of the same attribute
;
an

therefore (let us remind our readers that we are amon
what Spinoza calls notiones simplicissimas), since thei

cannot be two substances of the same attribute, an

substances of different attributes cannot be the cam
one of the other, it follows that no substances can t <

produced by another substance."

The existence of substance, he then concludes,

involved in the nature of the thing itself. Substanc

exists. It does and must. We ask, why? and u

are answered, because there is nothing capable <

producing it, and therefore it is self-caused
;

i.e. \

the first definition the essence of it implies existenc

as part of the idea. It is astonishing that Spino;

should not have seen that he assumes the fact th.

substance does exist in order to prove that it must,

it cannot be produced and exists, then, of course,
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exists in virtue of its own nature. But supposing it

iocs not exist, supposing it is all a delusion, the proof
alls to pieces, unless we fall back on the facts of ex-

Derience, on the obscure and unscientific certainty that

:he thing which we call the world, and the personalities
.vhich we call ourselves, are a real substantial some-

hing. Conscious of the infirmity of his demonstration,
le winds round it and round it, adding proof to proof,
Dut never escaping the same vicious circle : substance

jxists because it exists, and the ultimate experience of

:xistence, so far from being of that clear kind which
:an be accepted as an axiom, is the most confused of all

>ur sensations. What is existence ? and what is that

omething which we say exists? Things essences

existences
;
these are but the vague names with which

acuities, constructed only to deal with conditional

jhenomena, disguise their incapacity. The world

n the Hindoo legend rested upon the back of the

ortoise. It was a step between the world and nothing-

tess, and served to cheat the imagination with ideas

f a fictitious resting-place.

"
If any one affirms," says Spinoza, "that he has a clear,

istinct that is to say, a true idea of substance, but that

evertheless he is uncertain whether any such substance

xist, it is the same as if he were to affirm that he had a

rue idea, but yet was uncertain whether it was not false.

)r if he says that substance can be created, it is like saying
lat a false idea can become a true idea as absurd a thing
s it is possible to conceive ;

and therefore the existence

f substance, as well as the essence of it, must be acknow-

idged as an eternal verity."

It is again the same story. He speaks of a clear idea

f substance
;
but he has not proved that such an idea

; within the compass of the mind. A man's own
otion that he sees clearly, is no proof that he really

2es clearly ;
and the distinctness of a definition in

self is no evidence that it corresponds adequately with

ic object of it. No doubt a man who professes to

ave an idea of substance as an existing thing, cannot
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doubt, as long as he has it, that substance so exists.

It is merely to say that as long as a man is certain oi

this or that fact, he has no doubt of it. But neither

his certainty nor Spinoza's will be of any use to a man
who has no such idea, and who cannot recognize the

lawfulness of the method by which it is arrived at.

From the self-existing substance it is a short step tc

the existence of God. After a few more propositions

following one another with the same kind of coherence,
we arrive successively at the conclusions that there is

but one substance, that this substance being necessarily

existent, it is also infinite, and that it is therefore

identical with the Being who had been previously defined

as the " Ens absolute perfectum," consisting of infinite

"attributes, each of which expresses His eternal and

infinite essence." Demonstrations of this kind were the

characteristics of the period. Des Cartes had set the

example of constructing them, and was followed b>

Cudworth, Clerke, Berkeley, and many others besides

Spinoza. The inconclusiveness of their reasoning may
perhaps be observed most readily in the strangel)

opposite conceptions formed by all these writers of tht

nature of that Being whose existence they nevertheless

agreed, by the same method, to gather each out of thei;

ideas. It is important, however, to examine it carefully

for it is the very key-stone of the Pantheistic system
As stated by Des Cartes, the argument stands some

thing as follows : God is an all-perfect Being, per
fection is the idea which we form of him : existence i:<i

a mode of perfection, and therefore God exists. Thw

sophism we are told is only apparent ;
existence i:

part of the idea
;

it is as much involved in it, as th<

equality of all lines drawn from the centre to the cir

cumference of a circle is involved in the idea of a circle,

and a non-existent all-perfect Being is as inconceivable

as a quadrilateral triangle. It is sometimes answered

that in this way we may prove the existence of anything ,

Titans, Chimaeras, or the Olympian Gods; we havi .

but to define them as existing, and the proof is com

plete. But in this objection there is really nothing o>\
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weight ;
none of these beings are by hypothesis abso

lutely perfect, and, therefore, of their existence we can

conclude nothing. With greater justice, however, we

may say, that of such terms as perfection and existence

we know too little to speculate in this way. Existence

may be an imperfection for all we can tell
;
we know

nothing about the matter. Such arguments are but end-

.ess petitiones prinripii, like the self-devouring serpent

-esolving themselves into nothing. We wander round
md round them, in the hope of finding some tangible
)oint at which we can seize their meaning ;

but we
.ire presented everywhere with the same impracticable

iurface, from which our grasp glides off ineffectual.

The idea, however, lying at the bottom of the con-

iction, which obviously Spinoza felt upon the matter,
stated with sufficient distinctness in one of his letters.

Nothing is more clear," he writes to his pupil De
ries, "than that, on the one hand, everything which
xists is conceived by or under some attribute or other

;

lat the more reality, therefore, a being or thing has,
ie more attributes must be assigned to it;" "and

onversely," (and this he calls his argumentum pal-
tarium in proof of the existence of God,)

" the more
ttributes I assign to a thing, the more I am forced to-

mceive it as existing" Arrange the argument how we
lease, we shall never get it into a form clearer than

lis : The more perfect a thing is, the more it must
xist (as if existence could admit of more or less) ;

and
lerefore the all-perfect Being must exist absolutely,
'here is no flaw, we are told, in the reasoning ; and if

e are not convinced, it is solely from the confused
abits of our own minds.

It may seem to some persons that all arguments are

Dod when on the right side, and that it is a gratuitous

ipertinence to quarrel with the proofs of a conclusion

hich it is so desirable that all should receive. As yet,

:>wever, we are but inadequately acquainted with the-

ea attached by Spinoza to the word perfection, and
we commit ourselves to this logic, it may lead us out

some unexpected consequences. Obviously all such,
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reasonings presume, as a first condition, that we mer

possess faculties capable of dealing with absolute ideas

that we can understand the nature of things externa

to ourselves as they really are in their absolute relatioi

to one another, independent of our own conception
The question immediately before us is one which car

never be determined. The truth which is to be provec
is one which we already believe

;
and if, as we believ

also, our conviction of God's existence is, like that o

our own existence, intuitive and immediate, the ground
of it can never adequately be analysed; we cannot sa-

exactly what they are, and therefore we cannot sa

what they are not ; whatever we receive intuitively, w-

receive without proof; and stated as a naked proposi
tion, it must involve necessarily a petitio principii. W.
have a right, however, to object at once to an argu
ment in which the conclusion is more obvious than th.

premises ;
and if it lead on to other consequence

which we disapprove in themselves, we reject it withou

difficulty or hesitation. We ourselves believe that Go<

is, because we experience the control of a "power
which is stronger than we; and our instincts teach u
so much of the nature of that power as our own rela

tion to it requires us to know. God is the being t<

whom our obedience is due
;
and the perfections whicl

we attribute to Him are those moral perfections whicl

are the proper object of our reverence. Strange to sa>
the perfections of Spinoza, which appear so clear t

him, are without any moral character whatever; an<

for men to speak of the justice of God, he tells us, i i

but to see in Him a reflection of themselves
;
as if

triangle were to conceive of Him as eminenter triangn

tart's, or a circle to give Him the property of circularity

Having arrived, however, at existence, we soon fin'

ourselves among ideas, which at least are intelligible, :i

the character of them is as far removed as before fror

the circle of ordinary thought. Nothing exists excep
substance, the attributes under which substance is e*

pressed, and the modes or affections of those attribute*

There is but one substance self-existent, eternal, neces
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ary, and that is the absolutely Infinite all-perfect Being.
Substance cannot produce substance

; and, therefore,

here is no such thing as creation, and everything which

:xists, is either an attribute of Him, or an affection of

ome attribute of Him, modified in this manner or in

hat. Beyona Him there is nothing, and nothing like

lim or equal to Him
;
He therefore alone in Himself

s absolutely free, uninfluenced by anything, for nothing
5 except Himself

;
and from Him and from His supreme

lower, essence, intelligence (for all these words mean the

ame thing) all things have necessarily flowed, and will

nd must flow on for ever, in the same manner as from

he nature of a triangle it follows, and has followed, and
all follow from eternity to eternity, that the angles of it

re equal to two right angles. It would seem as if the

nalogy were but an artificial play upon words, and that

: was only metaphorically that in mathematical demon-
tration we speak of one thing as following from another,

i'he properties of a curve or a triangle are what they are

t all times, and the sequence is merely in the order in
rhich they are successively known to ourselves. But

ccording to Spinoza, this is the only true sequence ;

nd what we call the universe, and all the series of

icidents upon it, are involved formally and mathemati-

ally in the definition of God.
Each attribute is infinite suo genere ; and it is time

lat we should know distinctly the meaning which

pinoza attaches to that important word. Out of the

ifinite number of the attributes of God two only are

nown to us "extension," and "thought," or "mind."

)uration, even though it be without beginning or end,
; not an attribute

;
it is not even a real thing. It has

o relation to being conceived mathematically, in the

ime way as it would be absurd to speak of circles or

iangles as any older to-day than they were at the

eginning of the world. These and everything of the

ime kind are conceived, as Spinoza rightly says, sub

\iddam specie ceternitatis. But extension, or substance

<tended, and thought, or substance perceiving, are real,

Dsolute, and objective. We must not confound exten-
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sion with body, for though bocly be a mode of extensio

there is extension which is not body, and it is infini

because we cannot conceive it to be limited exce]
'

by itself or, in other words, to be limited at all. An
as it is with extension, so it is with mind, which is als 1

infinite with the infinity of its object. Thus there is n

such thing as creation, and no beginning or end. A
things of which our faculties are cognizant under one c

other of these attributes are produced from God, and i

Him they have their being, and without Him they woul
cease to be.

Proceeding by steps of rigid demonstration in th:

strange logic, (and most admirably indeed is the form c

the philosophy adapted to the spirit of it,) we learn ths

God is the only causa libera ; that no other thing c

being has any power of self-determination : all move b
fixed laws of causation, motive upon motive, act upo
act

;
there is no free will, and no contingency ;

an

however necessary it may be for our incapacity to con

sider future things as in a sense contingent (see Tracta*

TheoL Polit. cap. iv. sec. 4), this is but one of th

thousand convenient deceptions which we are oblige
to employ with ourselves. God is the causa immanen
omnium ; He is not a personal being existing apart fror

the universe
;
but Himself in His own reality, He i

expressed in the universe, which is His living garment

Keeping to the philosophical language of the term

Spinoza preserves the distinction between natnri

naturans and natura naturata. The first is being ii

itself, the attributes of substance as they are conceivec

simply and alone
;
the second is the infinite series o

modifications which follow out of the properties of thesi

attributes. And thus all which is, is what it is by ai

absolute necessity, and could not have been other thai

it is. God is free, because no causes external t<

Himself have power over Him
;
and as good men ar

most free when most a law to themselves, so it is n<

infringement on God's freedom to say that He must hav<

acted as He has acted, but rather He is absolutely fire

because absolutely a law Himself to Himself.
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Here ends the first book of the Ethics, the book
chichi contains, as we said, the notiones simplidssimas,
ind the primary and rudimental deductions from them.

His Dei naturam, Spinoza says in his lofty confidence,

'jusque proprietates explicui. But as if conscious that

lis method will never convince, he concludes this portion
)f his subject with an analytical appendix ;

not to explain
r apologize, but to show us clearly, in practical detail,

le position into which he has led us. The root, we are

old, of all philosophical errors, lies in our notion of final

auses
; we invert the order of nature, and interpret

jod's action through our own
;
we speak of His inten-

ons, as if he were a man
;
we assume that we are

apable of measuring them, and finally erect ourselves,

nd our own interests, into the centre and criterion of

il things. Hence arises our notion of evil. If the

niverse be what this philosophy has described it, the

erfection which it assigns to God is extended to every-

nng, and evil is of course impossible ;
there is no

lortcoming either in nature or in man
;
each person

nd each thing is exactly what it has the power to be,

nd nothing more. But men imagining that all things
xist on their account, and perceiving their own interests,

odily and spiritual, capable of being variously affected,
ave conceived these opposite influences to result from

pposite and contradictory powers, and call what con-

ibutes to their advantage good, and whatever obstructs

evil. For our convenience we form generic concep-
ons of human excellence, as archetypes after which to

:rive, and such of us as approach nearest to such

rchetypes are supposed to be virtuous, and those who
e most remote from them to be wicked. But such
2neric abstractions are but entia imaginationis, and
ave no real existence. In the eyes of God each thing
what it has the means of being. There is no rebellion

gainst Him, and no resistance of His will
;

in truth,

terefore, there neither is nor can be such a thing as a

id action in the common sense of the word. Actions
e good or bad, not in themselves, but as compared
ith the nature of the agent ; what we censure in men,

Q
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we tolerate and even admire in animals, and as soon i

we are aware of our mistake in assigning to the formt

a power of free volition, our notion of evil as a positiv

thing will cease to exist.

"
If I am asked," concludes Spinoza, "why then all mai

kind were not created by God, so as to be governed sole!

by reason? it was because, I reply, there was to Him n

lack of matter to create all things from the highest to tt

lowest grade of perfection ; or, to speak more properl;
because the laws of His nature were ample enough t

suffice for the production of all things which can be conceive

by an Infinite Intelligence."

It is possible that readers who have followed us so fc

will now turn away with no disposition to learn mor

philosophy which issues in such conclusions
;

an
resentful perhaps that it should have been ever lai

before them at all, in language so little expressive c

aversion and displeasure. We must claim however, i

Spinoza's name, the right which he claims for himsel

His system must be judged as a whole
;
and whatever w

may think ourselves would be the moral effect of it if

were generally received, in his hands and in his heart

is worked into maxims of the purest and loftiest morality
And at least we are bound to remember that som
account of this great mystery of evil there must be

;
an

although familiarity with commonly-received explanation

may disguise from us the difficulties with which they toe

as well as that of Spinoza, are embarrassed, such diff

culties none the less exist
;
the fact is the grand perplexity

and for ourselves we acknowledge that of all theorie

about it Spinoza's would appear to us the least irrationa

if our conscience did not forbid us to listen to it. Th
objections, with the replies to them, are well drawn 01

in the correspondence with William de Blyenburg ;
an

it will be seen from this with how little justice the denii

of evil as a positive thing can be called equivalent t

denying it relatively to man, or to confusing the mon
distinctions between virtue and vice.

"We speak," writes Spinoza, in answer to Blyenbur|
who had urged something of the kind,

" we speak of thi
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r that man having done a wrong thing, when we compare
m with a general standard of humanity ; but inasmuch
God neither perceives things in such abstract manner,

or forms to himself such kind of generic definitions, and
nee there is no more reality in anything than God has

ssigned to it, it follows, surely, that the absence of good
xists only in respect of man's understanding, not in respect
God's."
"

If this be so," then replies Blyenburg, "bad men fulfil

od's will as well as good."
"

It is true," Spinoza answers,
"
they fulfil it, yet not as the

ood nor as well as the good, nor are they to be compared
ith them. The better a thing or a person be, the more
icre is in him of God's spirit, and the more he expresses
od's will

;
while the bad, being without that divine love

hich arises from the knowledge of God, and through which
one we are called (in respect of our understandings) his

irvants, are but as instruments in the hand of the artificer,

-they serve unconsciously, and are consumed in their

irvice."

Spinoza, after all, is but stating in philosophical

.nguagc the extreme doctrine of Grace ;
and St. Paul,

we interpret his real belief by the one passage so
rten quoted, in which he compares us to

"
clay in the

ands of the potter, who maketh one vessel to honour
id another to dishonour," may be accused with justice

having held the same opinion. If Calvinism be
-essed to its logical consequences, it either becomes
i intolerable falsehood, or it resolves itself into the

lilosophy of Spinoza. It is monstrous to call evil

positive thing, and to assert that God has pre-
itermined it, to tell us that he has ordained what
3 hates, and hates what he has ordained. It is

credible that we should be without power to obey
m except through his free grace, and yet be held

sponsible for our failures when that grace has been
ithheld. And it is idle to call a philosopher sacri-

gious who has but systematized the faith which so

any believe, and cleared it of its most hideous features.

At all events, Spinoza flinches from nothing, and dis-

tises no conclusions either from himself or from
s readers. We believe that logic has no busi-
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ness with such questions; that the answer to then-

lies in the conscience and not in the intellect, thai

it is practical merely, and not speculative. Spinoza

thinks otherwise; and he is at least true to the

guide which he has chosen. Blyenburg presses bin

with instances of horrid crime, such as bring horm

to the heart the natural horror of it. He speaks o

Nero's murder of Agrippina, and asks if God car

be called the cause of such an act as that.

"
God," replies Spinoza, calmly,

"
is the cause of all thing

which have reality. If you can show that evil, errors

crimes express any real things, I agree readily that God i

the cause of them
;
but I conceive myself to have proye<

that what constitutes the essence of evil is not a real thin}

at all, and therefore that God cannot be the cause of il

Nero's matricide was not a crime, in so far as it was

positive outward act. Orestes also killed his mother ;
and w

do not judge Orestes as we judge Nero. The crime of th

latter lay in his being without pity, without obedience, with

out natural affection, none of which things express an

positive essence, but the absence of it : and therefore Go
was not the cause of these, although he was the cause c

the act and the intention.
' But once for all," he adds,

"
this aspect of things wi

remain intolerable and unintelligible as long as the commo
notions of free will remain unimproved."

And of course, and we shall all confess it, if thes

notions are as false as he supposes them, and we ha\

no power to be anything but what we are, there neittu

is nor can be such a thing as moral evil
;
and what \\

call crimes will no more involve a violation of the wi

of God. they will no more impair his moral attribute

if we suppose him to have willed them, than the sarr,

actions, whether of lust, ferocity, or cruelty, in the ii

fcrior animals. There will be but, as Spinoza say-

an infinite gradation in created things, the poorest li 1

being more than none, the meanest active dispositio

something better than inertia, and the smallest exercil

of reason better than mere ferocity. Moral evil nee

not disturb us, if if we can be nothing but what we an

if we are but as clay.
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The moral aspect of the matter will be more clear

i s we proceed. We pause, however, to notice one

ifficulty of a metaphysical kind, which is best disposed
f in passing. Whatever obscurity may lie about the

ing which we call Time (philosophers not being able

agree what it is, or whether properly it is anything),
e words past, present, future do undoubtedly convey
>me definite idea with them : things will be which

e not yet, and have been which are no longer. Now
everything which exists be a necessary mathematical

>nsequence from the nature or definition of the One
eing, we cannot see how there can be any time but

.e present, or how past and future have room for a

eaning. God is, and therefore all properties of him

"*, just as every property of a circle exists in it as

>on as the circle exists. We may if we like, for con-

jnience, throw our theorems into the future, and say,

f.
that if two lines in a circle cut each other, the

ctangle under the parts of the one will equal that

ider the parts of the other. But we only mean in

ality that these rectangles are equal ; and the future
lates only to our knowledge of the fact. Allowing,

)wever, as much as we please, that the condition of

ngland a hundred years hence lies already in embryo
existing causes, it is a paradox to say that such con-

tion exists already in the sense in which the properties
'

the circle exist
;
and yet Spinoza insists on the illus-

ition.

It is singular that he should not have noticed the

fnculty ;
not that either it or the answer to it (which

> doubt would have been ready enough) are likely to

terest any person except metaphysicians, a class of

inkers, happily, which is rapidly diminishing.
We proceed to more important matters to Spinoza's
itailed theory of Nature chiefly as exhibited in man
.d in man's mind, a theory which for its bold ingenuity
the most remarkable which on this dark subject has
er been proposed. Whether we can believe it or

>t, is another question ; yet undoubtedly it provides
answer for every difficulty ;

it accepts with equal
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welcome the extremes of materialism and of spiritualism
and if it be the test of the soundness of a philosoph
that it will explain phenomena and reconcile diff

culties, it is hard to account for the fact that a syster
which bears such a test so admirably, should neverthe

less be so incredible as it is.

Most people have heard of the " Harmonie Pre'-ete

blie
"

of Leibnitz
;

it is borrowed without acknowled^
ment from Spinoza, and adapted to the Leibnitzia:

system.
"
Man," says Leibnitz,

"
is composed of min

and body ;
but what is mind and what is body, an

what is the nature of their union ? Substances s

opposite in kind, it is impossible to suppose can affec

one another
;
mind cannot act on matter, or matter upo

mind
;
and the appearance of such mutual action c

them on each other is an appearance only and a delusion.

A delusion so general, however, required to be accounte

for
;
and Leibnitz accounted for it by supposing that Go

in creating a world, composed of material and spiritu;

phenomena, ordained from the beginning that thes <

several phenomena should proceed in parallel lines sic <

by side in a constantly corresponding harmony. The sens <

of seeing results, it appears to us, from the formation < <

a picture upon the retina. The motion of the arm c

the leg appears to result from an act of will
;
but in eitht i

case we mistake coincidence for causation. Betwee

substances so wholly alien there can be no intercon

munion
;
and we only suppose that the object see

produces the idea, and that the desire produces tt

movement, because the phenomena of matter and tt

phenomena of spirit are so contrived as to flow alwa;
in the same order and sequence. This hypothesis, ;

coming from Leibnitz, has been, if not accepted,
least listened to respectfully ;

because while taking
out of its proper place, he contrived to graft it upc

Christianity ;
and succeeded, with a sort of speculati-

legerdemain, in making it appear to be in harmony wi

revealed religion. Disguised as a philosophy of Pr

destination, and connected with the Christian doctrii

of Retribution, it steps forward with an air of u
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xmscious innocence, as if interfering with nothing
vhich Christians generally believe. And yet, leaving

. LS it does no larger scope for liberty or responsibility
' han when in the hands of Spinoza,

1
Leibnitz, in our

1 Since these words were written a book 1 has appeared in Paris

>y an able disciple of Leibnitz, which, although it does not lead

is to modify the opinion expressed in them, yet obliges us to give
>ur reasons for speaking as we do. M. de Careil has discovered

n the library at Hanover a MS. in the handwriting of Leibnitz,

ontaining a series of remarks on the book of a certain John
Vachter. It does not appear who this John Wachter was, nor

>y what accident he came to have so distinguished a critic. If we
nay judge by the extracts at present before us, he seems to have
>een an absurd and extravagant person, who had attempted to

ombine the theology of the Cabbala with the very little which
ie was able to understand of the philosophy of Spinoza ; and, as

ar as he is concerned, neither his writings nor the reflections upon
hem are of interest to any human being. The extravagance of

ipinoza's followers, however, furnished Leibnitz with an oppor-
unity of noticing the points on which he most disapproved of

Ipinoza himself
;
and these few notices M. de Careil has now

3r the first time published as " The Refutation of Spinoza, by
>eibnitz." They are exceedingly brief and scanty ;

and the writer

f them would assuredly have hesitated to describe an imperfect
riticism by so ambitious a title. The modern editor, however,
lust be allowed the privilege of a worshipper, and we will not

uarrel with him for an exaggerated estimate of what his master
ad accomplished. We are indebted to his enthusiasm for what
; at least a curious discovery, and we will not qualify the gratitude
'hich he has earned by industry and good will. At the same
me, the notes themselves confirm the opinion which we have

Iways entertained, that Leibnitz did not understand Spinoza,
.eibnitz did not understand him, and the followers of Leibnitz

not understand him now. If he were no more than what he
1 described in the book before us, if his metaphysics were

miserable," if his philosophy was absurd, and he himself nothing
lore than a second-rate disciple of Descartes, we can assure
I. de Careil that we should long ago have heard the last of him.
There must be something else, something very different from

lis, to explain the position which he holds in Germany, or the
iscination which his writings exerted over such minds as those
f Lessing or of Goethe

;
and the fact of so enduring an influence is

lore than a sufficient answer to mere depreciating criticism. This,
owever, is not a point which there is any use in pressing. Our

1 Refutation In'edite de Spinoza. Par Leibnitz. Precedee cfune Memoire,
ar Foucher de Careil. Paris. 1854.
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opinion, has only succeeded in making it infinitely more

revolting. Spinoza could not regard the bad man as

an object of Divine anger and a subject of retributory

punishment. He was not a Christian, and made no

pretension to be considered such
;
and it did not occur

to him to regard the actions of a being which, both
with Leibnitz and himself, is (to use his own expression}

present business is to justify the two assertions which we have
made. First, that Leibnitz conceived his

"
Theory of the Har

monic Pre-etablie
" from Spinoza, without acknowledgment ;

and.

secondly, that this theory is quite as inconsistent with religion a;

is that of Spinoza, and only differs from it in disguising its rea/

character.

First for the " Harmonic Pre-etablie." Spinoza's
" Ethics

'

appeared in 1677 ;
and we know that they were read by Leibnitz.

In 1696, Leibnitz announced as a discovery of his own, a Theor)
of '" The Communication of Substances," which he illustrates ir

the following manner :

" Vous ne comprenez pas, dites-vous, comment je pourrois prouvei
ce que j'ai avance touchant la communication, ou 1'harmonie dt

deux substances aussi differentes que 1'ame et le corps? II es

vrai que je crois en avoir trouve le moyen ; et voici comment
j

pretends vous satisfaire. Figurez-vous deux horologes ou montre;

qui s'accordent parfaitement. Or cela se pent faire de trois mani
eres. La i e consiste dans une influence mutuelle. La 2 e est d'y
attacher un ouvrier habile qui les redresse, et les mette d'accord ;'

tons moments. La 3
e est de fabriquer ces deux pendules avec tan

d'art et de justesse, qu'on se puisse assurer de leur accord dan.

la suite. Mettez maintenant 1'ame et le corps a la place de ce.

deux pendules ; leur accord peut arriver par 1'une de ces troi:

manieres. La voye d'influence est celle de la philosophic vulgaire .

mais comme Ton ne sauroit concevoir des particules materielle

qui puissent passer d'une de ces substances dans 1'autre, il fau

abandonner ce sentiment. La voye de 1 'assistance continuelle di

Createur est celle du systeme des causes occasionnelles ; mais j

tiens que c'est faire intervenir Deus ex machina dans une chos
naturelle et ordinaire, ou selon la raison il ne doit concourir, qm
de la maniere qu'il concourt a toutes les autres choses naturelles

Ainsi il ne reste que mon hypothese ; c'est-a-dire que la voye d<

1'harmonie. Dieu a fait des le commencement chacune de ce

deux substances de telle nature, qu'en ne suivant que ces propre 1

loix qu'elle a reues avec son etre, elle s'accorde pourtant ave'

1'autre tout comme s'il y avoit une influence mutuelle, ou comm
si Dieu ytmettoit toujours la main an de-la de son concours general
Apres cela je n'ai pas besoin de rien prouver a moins qu'on n
veuille exiger que je prouve que Dieu est assez habile pour se seivi
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automaton spirituale, as deserving a fiery indignation
d everlasting vengeance.
"
Deus," according to Spinoza's definition,

"
est ens

nstans infinitis attributis quorum unumquodque aster-

.m et infinitam essentiam exprimit." Under each of

ese attributes infinita sequuntur, and everything which

L infinite intelligence can conceive, and an infinite

cette artifice," &c. Leibnitz Opera, p. 133. Berlin edition,

40.

Leibnitz, as we have said, attempts to reconcile his system with

iristianity, and therefore, of course, this theory of the relation of

.nd and body wears a very different aspect under his treatment

>m what it wears under that of Spinoza. But Spinoza and Leib-

:z both agree in this one peculiar conception in which they differ

>m all other philosophers before or after them that mind and

dy have no, direct communication with each other, and that the

.enomena of them merely correspond. M. de Careil says they
ith borrowed it from Descartes ; but that is impossible. Descartes

Id no such opinion, it was the precise point of disagreement at

lich Spinoza parted from him
;
and therefore, since in point of

.te Spinoza had the advantage of Leibnitz, and we know that

iibnitz was acquainted with his writings, we must either suppose
at he was directly indebted to Spinoza for an obligation which
: ought to have acknowledged, or else, which is extremely im-

obable, that having read Spinoza and forgotten him, he after-

irds reoriginated for himself one of the most singular and peculiar
>tions which was ever offered to the belief of mankind.

So much for the first point, which, after all, is but of little

oment. It is more important to ascertain whether, in the hands

Leibnitz, this theory can be any better reconciled with what is

immonly meant by religion ;
whether, that is, the ideas of obedi-

ice and disobedience, merit and demerit, judgment and retribution,

ive any proper place under it. Spinoza makes no pretension to

lything of the kind, and openly declares that these ideas are

eas merely, and human mistakes. Leibnitz, in opposition to

m, endeavours to re-establish them in the following manner. It

true he conceives that the system of the universe has been

ranged and predetermined from the moment at which it was
unched into being ;

from the moment at which God selected it,

ith all its details, as the best which could exist ; but it is

irried on by the action of individual creatures (monads as he calls

;em) which, though necessarily obeying the laws of their existence,

it obey them with a " character of spontaneity," which although
automata," are yet voluntary agents ; and therefore, by the con-

;nt of their hearts to their actions, entitle themselves to moral
raise or moral censure. The question is, whether by the mere
;sertion of the co-existence of these opposite qualities in the
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power can produce, everything which follows as

possibility out of the divine nature, all things whic
have been, and are, and will be, find expressic
and actual existence, not under one attribute onl
but under each and every attribute. Language is 5

ill adapted to such a system, that even to sta

it accurately is all but impossible, and analogies cs

monad man, he has proved that such qualities can coexist,
our opinion, it is like speaking of a circular ellipse, or of a quad)
lateral triangle. There is a plain dilemma in these matters fro
which no philosophy can extricate itself. If men can incur gui
their actions might be other than they are. If they cannot a
otherwise than they do, they cannot incur guilt. So at least

appears to us
; yet, in the darkness of our knowledge, we wou

not complain merely of a theory, and if our earthly life were j

in all, and the grave remained the extreme horizon.of our hop
and fears, the " Harmonic Pre-etablie," might be tolerated

credible, and admired as ingenious and beautiful. It is wh<
forcibly attached to a creed of the future, with which it has i

natural connection, that it assumes its repulsive features. Tl
world may be in the main good ;

while the good, from the u
known condition of its existence, may be impossible without son
intermixture of evil ; and although Leibnitz was at times staggert
even himself by the misery and wickedness which he witnesse*
and was driven to comfort himself with the reflection that th
earth might be but one world in the midst of the universe, ar

perhaps the single chequered exception in an infinity of stainle

globes, yet we would not quarrel with a hypothesis because it w
imperfect ;

it might pass as a possible conjecture on a dark subjec
when nothing better than conjecture was attainable.

But as soon as we are told that the evil in these "automata
of mankind, being, as it is, a necessary condition of this wor
which God has called into being, is yet infinitely detestable
God ; that the creatures who suffer under the accursed necessi
of committing sin are infinitely guilty in God's eyes, for doir
what they have no power to avoid, and may therefore be just

punished in everlasting fire
;
our hearts recoil against the paradox

No disciple of Leibnitz will maintain, that unless he had four
this belief in an eternity of penal retribution an article of tl

popular creed, such a doctrine would have formed a natural appe
dage of his system ; and if M. de Careil desires to know why tl

influence of Spinoza, whose genius he considers so insignifican :

has been so deep and so enduring, while Leibnitz has only secure i

for himself a mere admiration of his talents, it is because Spino:
was not afraid to be consistent, even at the price of the world

'

reprobation, and refused to purchase the applause of his own a\
at the sacrifice of the singleness of his heart.
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nly remotely suggest what such expressions mean.

!ut it is as if it were said that the same thought might
e expressed in an infinite variety of languages ;

and
ot in words only, but in action, in painting, in sculp-

ire, in music, in any form of any kind which can be

mployed as a means of spiritual embodiment. Of all

lese infinite attributes two only, as we said, are known
3 us, extension and thought. Material phenomena
re phenomena of extension

;
and to every modification

f extension an idea corresponds under the attribute of

lought. Out of such a compound as this is formed

lan, composed of body and mind
;
two parallel and

orrespondent modifications eternally answering one
nother. And not man only, but all other beings and

lings are similarly formed and similarly animated ;

le anima or mind of each varying according to the

omplicity of the organism of its material counterpart.

Although body does not think, nor affect the mind's

ower of thinking ;
and mind does not control body,

or communicate to it either motion or rest or any in-

uence from itself, yet body with all its properties is the

bject or ideate of mind
;
whatsoever body does mind

erceives, and the greater the energizing power of the

rst, the greater the perceiving power of the second,

ind this is not because they are adapted one to the

ther by some inconceivable preordinating power, but
ecause mind and body are una et eadem res, the one
bsolute being affected in one and the same manner,
ut expressed under several attributes

;
the modes and

ffections of each attribute having that being for their

ause, as he exists under that attribute of which they
:re modes and no other

;
idea being caused by idea,

nd body affected by body; the image on the retina

eing produced by the object reflected upon it, the idea

r image in our minds by the idea of that object, &c. &c.
A solution so remote from all ordinary ways of

ninking on these matters is so difficult to grasp, that

ne can hardly speak of it as being probable, or as

eing improbable. Probability extends only to what
^e can imagine as possible, and Spinoza's theory seems
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to lie beyond the range within which our judgment can

exercise itself; in our own opinion, indeed, as we have

already said, the entire subject is one with which we
have no business

;
and the explanation of it, if it is

ever to be explained to us, is reserved till we are in

some other state of existence. We do not disbelieve

Spinoza because what he suggests is in itself incredible.

The chances may be millions to one against his being

right, yet the real truth, if we knew it, would be probably
at least as strange as his conception of it. But we are

firmly convinced that of these questions, and all like

them, practical answers only lie within the reach of

human faculties; and that in all such "researches into

the absolute
" we are on the road which ends nowhere.

Among the difficulties, however, most properly akin

to this philosophy itself, there is one most obvious, viz.,

that if the attributes of God be infinite, and each par
ticular thing is expressed under them all, then mind
and body express but an infinitesimal portion of the

nature of each of ourselves; and this human nature

exists (i.e., there exists corresponding modes of sub

stance) in the whole infinity of the divine nature under
attributes differing each from each, and all from mine
and all from body. That this must be so, follows

obviously from the definition of the Infinite Being, anc

the nature of the distinction between the two attributes

which are known to us
;
and if this be so, why doe^

not the mind perceive something of all these othei

attributes ? The objection is well expressed by a corre

spondent (Letter 67): "It follows from what yoi

say," he writes to Spinoza, "that the modification which

constitutes my mind, and that which constitutes mj
body, although it be one and the same modification, ye
must be expressed in an infinity of ways ;

one way by
thought, a second way by extension, a third by somt<-.

attribute unknown to me, and so on to infinity; the

attributes being infinite in number, and the order and
connection of modes being the same in them all ; why
then, does the mind perceive the modes of but one

attribute only?"
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Spinoza's answer is curious : unhappily a fragment
"

his letter only is extant, so that it is too brief to be

.tisfactory.

" In reply to your difficulty," he says,
"
although each

irticular thing be truly in the Infinite mind, conceived
Infinite modes, the Infinite idea answering to all

ese cannot constitute one and the same mind of any
ngle being, but must constitute Infinite minds. No
le of all these Infinite ideas has any connection with

lother."

He means, we suppose, that God's mind only per-

;ives, or can perceive, things under their Infinite ex-

ession, and that the idea of each several mode, under
hatever attribute, constitutes a separate mind.
We do not know that we can add anything to this

cplanation ;
the difficulty lies in the audacious sweep

r

the speculation itself; we will however attempt an

ustration, although we fear it will be to illustrate

^scurum per obscurius. Let A B C D be four out of

ie Infinite number of the Divine attributes. A the

tribute of mind ;
B the attribute of extension

; C and
1 other attributes, the nature of which is not known
us. Now A, as the attribute of mind, is that which

irceives all which takes place under B C and D, but it

only as it exists in God that it forms the universal

>nsciousness of all attributes at once. In its modifica-

jns it is combined separately with the modifications of

ich, constituting in combination with the modes of

uch attribute a separate being. As forming the mind
'

B, A perceives what takes place in B, but not what
kes place in C or D. Combined with B, it forms the
ml of the human body, and generally the soul of all

edifications of extended substance
;
combined with C,

forms the soul of some other analogous being ;
com-

ned with D, again of another
;
but the combinations

e only in pairs, in which A is constant. A and B
ake one being, A and C another, A and D a third

;

it B will not combine with C, nor C with D; each
tribute being, as it were, conscious only of itself.

LIBRARY ST. /vlARY'S COLLEGE
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And therefore, although to those modifications of mim
and extension which we call ourselves there are corre

spending modifications under C and D, and generall-
under each of the Infinite attributes of God ;

each o

ourselves being in a sense Infinite, nevertheless w
neither have nor can have any knowledge of our

selves in this Infinite aspect ;
our actual consciousnes

being limited to the phenomena of sensible experi
ence.

English readers, however, are likely to care little fo

all this ; they will look to the general theory, and judg
of it as its aspect affects them. And first, perhaps

they will be tempted to throw aside as absurd th >

notion that their bodies go through the many opera
tions which they experience them to do, undirected b <

their minds
;

it is a thing they may say at once pre

posterous and incredible. And no doubt on the firs

blush it sounds absurd, and yet, on second thoughts
it is less so than it seems

;
and though we could nc

persuade ourselves to believe it, absurd in the sens*

of having nothing to be said for it, it certainly is no:

It is far easier, for instance, to imagine the huma
body capable by its own virtue, and by the laws c -.

material organisation, of building a house, than c

thinking; and yet men are allowed to say that th<

body thinks, without being regarded as candidates fc i

a lunatic asylum. We see the seed shoot up int

stem and leaf and throw out flowers
;
we observe :

fulfilling processes of chemistry more subtle than wen
ever executed in Liebig's laboratory, and producin .

structures more cunning than man can imitate. Th
bird builds her nest, the spider shapes out its delicat

web and stretches it in the path of his prey ;
directe

not by calculating thought, as we conceive ourselve i

to be, but by some motive influence, our ignorance c

the nature of which we disguise from ourselves, an

call it instinct, but which we believe at least to bx

some property residing in the organisation ; and w<
are not to suppose that the human body, the moH
complex of all material structures, has slighter power

(
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it than the bodies of a seed, a bird, or an insect.

2t us listen to Spinoza himself:

"There can be no doubt," he says, "that this hypothesis

true, but unless I can prove it from experience, men
11 not, I fear, be induced even to reflect upon it calmly,

persuaded are they that it is by the mind only that their

dies are set in motion. And yet what body can or cannot
no one has yet determined ; body, i.e., by the law of its

'n nature, and without assistance from mind. No one

s so probed the human frame as to have detected all its

ictions and exhausted the list of them : and there are

wers exhibited by animals far exceeding human sagacity ;

d again, feats are performed by somnambulists on which
the waking state the same persons would never venture

itself a proof that body is able to accomplish what mind
i i only admire. Men say that mind moves body, but how
noves it they cannot tell, or what degree of motion it can
Dart to it

;
so that, in fact, they do not know what they

,
and are only confessing their own ignorance in specious

guage. They will answer me, that whether or not they
ierstand how it can be, yet that they are assured by plain
erience that unless mind could perceive, body would be

Dgether inactive
; they know that it depends on the mind

ether the tongue speak or not. But do they not equally
)erience that if their bodies are paralysed their minds
mot think? That if their bodies are asleep their minds
without power? That their minds are not at all times

lally able to exert themselves even on the same subject,

depend on the state of their bodies? And as for ex-

ience proving that the members of the body can be
itrolled by the mind, I fear experience proves very much
reverse. But it is absurd, they rejoin, to attempt to

>lain from the mere laws of body such things as pictures,

palaces, or works of art
;

the body could not build a

irch unless mind directed it. I have shown, however,
t we do not yet know what body can or cannot do, or

at would naturally follow from the structure of it
; that

experience in the feats of somnambulists something
ch antecedently to that experience would have seemed
redible. This fabric of the human body exceeds in-

tely any contrivance of human skill, and an infinity of

igs, as I have already proved, ought to follow from it."

Ve are not concerned to answer this reasoning,

lough if the matter were one the debating of which
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could be of any profit, it would undoubtedly have it

weight, and would require to be patiently considerec

Life is too serious, however, to be wasted with impunit
over speculations in which certainty is impossible, an
in which we are trifling with what is inscrutable.

Objections of a far graver kind were anticipated b

Spinoza himself, when he went on to gather out of h

philosophy
" that the mind of man being part of th

Infinite intelligence, when we say that such a min

perceives this thing or that, we are, in fact, saying th;

God perceives it, not that he is Infinite, but as he

represented by the nature of this or that idea
;
an

similarly, when we say that a man does this or thu

action, we say that God does it not gud he is Infinite

but qua he is expressed in that man's nature."
" Here

he says, "many readers will no doubt hesitate, an

many difficulties will occur to them in the way of sue

a supposition." Undoubtedly there was reason enoug
to form such an anticipation. As long as the Beir;

whom he so freely names remains surrounded with tl

associations which in this country we bring with us 01

of our child years, not all the logic in the world woul

make us listen to language such as this. It is not so-

we know it, and it is enough. We are well awa"
of the phalanx of difficulties which lie about our ordina;

theistic conceptions. They are quite enough, if religic

depended on speculative consistency, and not

obedience of life, to perplex and terrify us. What a:

we ? what is anything ? If it be not divine, what is

then ? If created out of what is it created ? and ho

created and why ? These questions, and others f i

more momentous which we do not enter upon hei

may be asked and cannot be answered ;
but we cann

any the more consent to Spinoza on the ground that

alone consistently provides an answer
; because, as

have said again and again, we do not care to have th<

answered at all. Conscience is the single tribunal

which we will be referred, and conscience deck

imperatively that what he says is not true. But
all this it is painful to speak, and as far as possible
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i isignedly avoid it. Pantheism is not Atheism, but the

I
finite Positive and the Infinite Negative are not so

f
mote from one another in their practical bearings ;

ly let us remember that we are far indeed from the

ith if we think that God to Spinoza was nothing else

it that world which we experience. Jt is but one of

finite expressions of Him, a conception which makes

giddy in the effort to realize it.

We have arrived at last at the outwork of the whole

atter in its bearings upon life and human duty. It

is in the search after this last, that Spinoza, as we

id, travelled over so strange a country, and we now

pect his conclusions. To discover the true good
man, to direct his actions to such ends as will secure

him real and lasting felicity, and by a comparison of

5 powers with the objects offered to them, to ascertain

w far they are capable of arriving at these objects,
d by what means they can best be trained towards

em is the aim which Spinoza assigns to philosophy.
Most people," he adds,

" deride or vilify their nature
;

is a better thing to endeavour to understand it
; and

wever extravagant it may be thought in me to do so, I

opose to analyse the properties of that nature as if it

:re a mathematical figure." Mind, being, as we have

en, nothing else than the idea corresponding to this

that affection of body ;
we are not, therefore, to

ink of it as a faculty, but simply and merely as an act.

icre is no general power called intellect, any more
an there is any general abstract volition, but only hie

ille intellectus et li&c ct ilia volitio ; and again, by
* word Mind, is understood not merely acts of will

intellect, but all forms also of consciousness of sen-

ion or emotion. The human body being composed
many small bodies, the mind is similarly composed
many minds, and the unity of body and of mind
pends on the relation which the component portions
lintain towards each other. This is obviously the
5e with body, and if we can translate metaphysics into

mmon experience, it is equally the case with mind,
lere are pleasures of sense and pleasures of intellect

;

R
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a thousand tastes, tendencies, and inclinations form oui

mental composition ;
and evidently since one contradict'

another, and each has a tendency to become dominant
it is only in the harmonious equipoise of their severa

activities, in their due and just subordination, that an)

unity of action or consistency of feeling is possible. Aftei

a masterly analysis of all these tendencies (the mos

complete by far which has ever been made by any mora

philosopher), Spinoza arrives at the principles unde:

which such unity and consistency can be obtained as tht

condition upon which a being so composed can look fo

any sort of happiness. And these principles, arrived a

as they are by a route so different, are the same, and an

proposed by Spinoza as being the same, as those of the

Christian Religion.
It might seem impossible in a system which bind:

together in so inexorable a sequence the relations o

cause and effect, to make a place for the action of humai

self-control; but consideration will show, that howeve
vast the difference between those who deny and thost

who affirm the liberty of the will (in the sense in which tht

expression is usually understood), it is not a differenct

which affects the conduct or alters the practical bearing
of it. It is quite possible that conduct may be deter

mined by laws
;
laws as absolute as those of matter

and yet that the one as well as the other may be brough
under control by a proper understanding of those laws

Now, experience seems plainly to say, that while all ou

actions arise out of desire that whatever we do, we d-

for the sake of something which we wish to be or t

obtain we are differently affected towards what i

proposed to us as an object of desire, in proportion a

we understand the nature of such object in itself and i;

its consequences. The better we know the better w^

act, and the fallacy of all common arguments agains-

necessitarianism lies in the assumption that it leave*1

no room for self-direction ;
whereas it merely insists

in exact conformity with experience on the condition >i

under which self-determination is possible. Conducu

according to the necessitarian, depends on knowledge
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et a man certainly know that there is poison in the

ip of wine before him, and he will not drink it. By
e law of cause and effect, his desire for the wine is

^ercome by the fear of the pain or the death which will

How
;
and so with everything which comes before him.

et the consequences of any action be clear, definite,

id inevitable, and though Spinoza would not say that

e knowledge of them will be absolutely sufficient to

stermine the conduct (because the clearest knowledge
ay be overborne by violent passion), yet it is the best

lich we have to trust to, and will do much if it cannot

all. On this hypothesis, after a diagnosis of the various

ndencies of human nature, called commonly the

issions and affections, he returns upon the nature of

ir ordinary knowledge to derive out of it the means for

eir control : all these tendencies of themselves seek

eir own objects seek them blindly and immoder-

ely ;
and all the mistakes, and all the unhappinesses

life, arise from the want of due understanding of these

yjects, and a just subordination of the desire for them,

is analysis is remarkably clear
;
but it is too long for

to enter upon it
;

the important thing being the

aracter of the control which is to be exerted. And to

rive at this, he employs a distinction of great practical

ility, and which is peculiarly his own. Following his

partite division of knowledge, he finds all kinds of

arrange themselves under one of two classes, and to

: either adequate or inadequate. By adequate know-

ige he means not necessarily what is exhaustive and

mplete, but what, as far as it goes, is distinct and
>confused : by inadequate, what we know merely as

:t either derived from our own sensations, or from the

thority of others
;

but of the connexion of which
th other facts, of the causes, effects, or meaning of

lich we know nothing. We may have an adequate
sa of a circle, though we are unacquainted with all the

Dperties which belong to it
;
we conceive it distinctly

a figure generated by the rotation of a line, one end
which is stationary. Phenomena, on the other

nd, however made known to us phenomena of the
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senses, and phenomena of experience, as long as the;

remain phenomena merely, and unseen in any highe
relation we can never know except as inadequatel}
We cannot tell what outward things are by coming ii

contact with certain features of them. We have a ver

imperfect acquaintance even with our own bodies, an
the sensations which we experience of various kind

rather indicate to us the nature of these bodies them
selves than of the objects which affect them. Now it i

obvious that the greater part of mankind act only upo
knowledge of this latter kind. The amusements, eve

the active pursuits of most of us, remain wholly withi

the range of uncertainty ; and, therefore, necessarily ar

full of hazard and precariousness : little or nothing issue

as we expect ;
we look for pleasure and we find pair

we shun one pain and find a greater ;
and thus arises th

ineffectual character which we so complain of in life-

the disappointments, failures, mortifications which for)

the material of so much moral meditation on the vanii

of the world. Much of all this is inevitable from tl

constitution of our nature. The mind is too infir

to be entirely occupied with higher knowledge. Tl
conditions of life oblige us to act in many cases whk
cannot be understood by us except with the utmost inad

quacy ;
and the resignation to the higher will which h.

determined all things in the wisest way, is imperfect
the best of us. Yet much is possible, if not all; an

although through a large tract of life
"
there comes 01

event to all, to the wise and to the unwise,"
"
y

wisdom excelleth folly as far as light excelleth darkness

The phenomena of experience by inductive experimer
and just and careful consideration, arrange themselv

under laws uniform in their operation, and furnishing

guide to the judgment; and over all things, althou:

the interval must remain unexplored for ever, becau

what we would search into is Infinite, may be sc

the beginning of all things, the absolute eternal Gc
" Mens humana," Spinoza continues,

"
qusedam ag

quaedam vero patitur." In so far as it is influenced

inadequate ideas, "eatenus patitur" it is passive am
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i bondage, it is the sport of fortune and caprice : in so

.r as its ideas are adequate,
" eatenus agit

"
it is

:tive, it is itself. While we are governed by outward

imptations, by the casual pleasures, the fortunes or the

dsfortunes of life, we are but instruments, yielding
urselves to be acted upon as the animal is acted on by
s appetites, or the inanimate matter by the laws which
ind it we are slaves instruments, it may be, of some

igher purpose in the order of nature, but in ourselves

Dthing ;
instruments which are employed for a special

ork. and which are consumed in effecting it. So far,

n the contrary, as we know clearly what we do, as we
nderstand what we are, and direct our conduct not by
le passing emotion of the moment, but by a grave,

ear, and constant knowledge of what is really good, so

.r we are said to act we are ourselves the spring of

jr own activity we desire the genuine well-being of

ar entire nature, and that we can always find, and it

ever disappoints us when found.

All things desire life, seek for energy, and fuller and

npler being. The component parts of man, his various

Dpetites and passions, are seeking for this while pur
ling each its own immoderate indulgence ;

and it is the

rimary law of every single being that it so follows what
ill give it increased vitality. Whatever will contribute
such increase is the proper good of each ; and the

3od of man as a united being is measured and deter-

ined by the effect of it upon his collective powers,
he appetites gather power from their several objects of

^sire ; but the power of the part is the weakness of
ie whole ; and man as a collective person gathers life,

'iing, and self-mastery only from the absolute good,
ie source of all real good, and truth, and energy,
iat is, God. The love of God is the extinction of all

:her loves and all other desires
;
to know God, as far

; man can know him, is power, self-government, and
jace. And this is virtue, and this is blessedness,

hus, by a formal process of demonstration, we are

ought round to the old conclusions of theology ; and
rinoza protests that it is no new doctrine which he is
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teaching, but that it is one which in various dialect

has been believed from the beginning of the worlc

It is a necessary consequence of the simple proposition
that happiness depends on the consistency and cc

herency of character, and that such coherency can onl

be given by the knowledge of the One Being, to kno 1

whom is to know all things adequately, and to lov

whom is to have conquered every other inclinatior

The more entirely our minds rest on Him, the mor

distinctly we regard all things in their relation to Hirr

the more we cease to be under the dominion of extern;

things : we surrender ourselves consciously to do His wil

and as living men and not as passive things we become th

instruments of His power. When the true nature an

true causes of our affections become clear to us, the

have no more power to influence us. The more \\

understand, the less can feeling sway us
;
we know th<-

all things are what they are, because they are so cor

stituted that they could not be otherwise, and we cea<

to be angry with our brother, we cease to hate him : u

shall not fret at disappointment, nor complain of fortun

because no such thing as fortune exists
;
and if we a:

disappointed it is better than if we had succeeded, n<

perhaps for ourselves, yet for the universe. We cann<

fear, when nothing can befall us except what Gc \

wills, and we shall not violently hope when the futur
;

whatever it be, will be the best which is possibl i

Seeing all things in their place in the everlasting ordc I

Past and Future will not affect us. The temptation

present pleasure will not overcome the certainty

future pain, for the pain will be as sure as the pleasur
and we shall see all things under a rule of adamar
The foolish and the ignorant are led astray by the id'

of contingency, and expect to escape the just issues

their actions ; the wise man will know that each acti(

brings with it its inevitable consequences, which ev<

God cannot change without ceasing to be Himself.

In such a manner, through all the conditions >

life, Spinoza pursues the advantages which will accr

to man from the knowledge of God, God and m,
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eing what his philosophy has described them. It

innot be denied that it is most beautiful; although
mch of its beauty is perhaps due to associations which
ave arisen out of Christianity, and which in the

/stem of Pantheism have no proper abiding place,

.etaining, indeed, all that is beautiful in Christianity,
3 even seems to have relieved himself of the more
:arful features of the general creed. He acknow-

:dges no hell, no devil, no positive and active agency
: enmity with God

\
but sees in all things infinite

-adations of beings, all in their way obedient, and all

drilling the part allotted to them. Doubtless a plea-
mt exchange and a grateful deliverance, if only we
)uld persuade ourselves that a hundred pages of

idiciously arranged demonstrations could really and
ideed have worked it for us. If we could indeed
slieve that we could have the year without its winter,

ay without night, sunlight without shadow. Evil is

nhappily too real a thing to be so disposed of.

Yet if we cannot believe Spinoza's system taken in

5 entire completeness, yet we may not blind ourselves
> the beauty of his practical rule of life, or the dis-

.terestedness and calm nobility which pervades it. He
ill not hear of a virtue which desires to be rewarded.
irtue is the power of God in the human soul, and that

the exhaustive end of all human desire.
" Beatitudo

Dn est virtutis pretium, sed ipsa virtus. Nihil aliud

;t quam ipsa animi acquiescentia, quae ex Dei intuitiva

>gnitione oritur." And the same spirit of generosity
ihibits itself in all his conclusions. The ordinary
DJects of desire, he says, are of such a kind that for

ie man to obtain them is for another to lose them
;

id this alone would suffice to prove that they are not
hat any man should labour after. But the fullness of

od suffices for us all, and he who possesses this good
jsires only to communicate it to every one, and to

ake all mankind as happy as himself. And again :

The wise man will not speak in society of his neigh-
)ur's faults, and sparingly of the infirmity of human
iture ; but he will speak largely of human virtue and
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human power, and of the means by which that natun
can best be perfected, so to lead men to put away tha

fear and aversion with which they look on goodness
and learn with relieved hearts to love and desire it.

And once more :

" He who loves God will not desir

that God should love him in return with any partial o

particular affection, for that is to desire that God for hi

sake should change his everlasting nature and becom
lower than himself."

One grave element, indeed, of a religious faith wouL
seem in such a system to be necessarily wanting. Wher
individual action is resolved into the modified activit

of the Universal Being, all absorbing and all evolving
the individuality of the personal man would at be<

appear but an evanescent and unreal shadow. Sue

individuality, however, as we now possess, whatever

be, might continue to exist in a future state as really a

it exists in the present, and those to whom it belong

might be anxious naturally for its persistence. And y<

it would seem that if the soul be nothing except the ide

of a body actually existing, when that body is decompose
into its elements, the soul corresponding to it mu;

accompany it into an answering dissolution. And thi

indeed, Spinoza in one sense actually affirms, when h

denies to the mind any power of retaining consciousne;

of what has befallen it in life, "nisi durante corpore
But Spinozism is a philosophy full of surprises ;

and 01

calculations of what must belong to it are perpetual
baffled. The imagination, the memory, the sense <

whatever belongs to inadequate perception, peris

necessarily and eternally ;
and the man who has bee

the slave of his inclinations, who has no knowledge

God, and no active possession of himself, having in li
'

possessed no personality, loses in death the appearanc
of it with the dissolution of the body.

Nevertheless, there is in God an idea expressing tl i

essence of the mind, united to the mind as the mind \

united to the body, and thus there is in the soul som \

thing of an everlasting nature which cannot utter

perish. And here Spinoza, as he often does in many
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iis most solemn conclusions, deserts for a moment the

bread of his demonstrations, and appeals to the con-

ciousness. In spite of our non-recollection of what
>assed before our birth, in spite of all difficulties from
he dissolution of the body,

" Nihilo minus," he says,
' sentimus experimurque nos aeternos esse. Nam mens
ion minus res illas sentit quas intelligendo concipit,

juam quas in memoria habet. Mentis enim oculi quibus
es videt observatque sunt ipsse demonstrationes."

This perception, immediately revealed to the mind,
alls into easy harmony with the rest of the system. As
he mind is not a faculty, but an act or acts, not a

)ower of perception, but the perception itself, in its

ligh union with the highest object (to use the meta-

)hysical language which Coleridge has made popular and

)erhaps partially intelligible), the object and the subject
>ecome one

;
a difficult expression, but the meaning of

vhich (as it bears on our present subject) may be some-

hing of this kind : If knowledge be followed as it ought
o be followed, and all objects of knowledge be regarded
n their relations to the One Absolute Being, the know-

edge of particular outward things, of nature, or life, or

listory, becomes in fact, knowledge of God
; and the

nore complete or adequate such knowledge, the more
he mind is raised above what is perishable in the

)henomena to the idea or law which lies beyond them.
.t learns to dwell exclusively upon the eternal, not upon
he temporary ;

and being thus occupied with the ever-

asting laws, and its activity subsisting in its perfect
inion with them, it contracts in itself the character of

he objects which possess it. Thus we are emancipated
rom the conditions of duration

;
we are liable even to

leath only quatenus patimur, as we are passive things
,nd not active intelligences ; and the more we possess
uch knowledge and are possessed by it, the more

intirely the passive is superseded by the active so that

it last the human soul may
" become of such a nature

hat the portion of it which will perish with the body in

n comparison with that of it which shall endure, shall

)e insignificant and nullius momenti" (Eth v. 38.)
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Such are the principal features of a philosophy, th(

influence of which upon Europe, direct and indirect, i

is not easy to over-estimate. The account of it is fa

from being an account of the whole of Spinoza's labours

his
" Tractatus Theologico-Politicus

" was the forerunne.

of German historical criticism
; the whole of which ha;

been but the application of principles laid down in tha

remarkable work. But this was not a subject on which

upon the present occasion, it was desirable to enter, am
we have designedly confined ourselves to the systen
which is most associated with the name of its author
It is this which has been really powerful, which ha
stolen over the minds even of thinkers who imagin<
themselves most opposed to it. It has appeared in th

absolute Pantheism of Schelling and Hegel, in th<

Pantheistic Christianity of Herder and Schleiermacher

Passing into practical life it has formed the stron;

shrewd judgment of Goethe, while again it has beei

able to unite with the theories of the most extrem'

materialism.

It lies too, perhaps (and here its influence has beei

unmixedly good) at the bottom of that more reveren

contemplation of nature which has caused the success c

our modern landscape painting, which inspired Words
worth's poetry, and which, if ever physical science i

to become an instrument of intellectual education, mus
first be infused into the lessons of nature

;
the sense c

that
"
something

"
interfused in the material world

" Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean, and the living air,

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man
;

A motion and a spirit, which impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things."

If we shrink from regarding the extended universe
,

with Spinoza, as an actual manifestation of Al might -

God, we are unable to rest in the mere denial that it i <

this. We go on to ask what it is, and we are obliged t- i

conclude thus much at least of it, that every smalles i
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)eing was once a thought in his mind
;
and in the study

i )f what he has made we are really and truly studying
;<i revelation of himself.

It is not here, it is not on the physical, it is rather on
i he moral side, that the point of main offence is lying ;

; n that excuse for evil and for evil men which the

iccessitarian theory will furnish, disguise it in what

air-sounding words we will. So plain this is, that

ommon-sense people, and especially English people,
.annot bring themselves even to consider the question
without impatience, and turn disdainfully and angrily
rom a theory which confuses their plain instincts of right

nd wrong. Although, however, error on this side is in-

initely less mischievous than on the other, no vehement
rror can exist in this world with impunity ; and it does

ppear that in our common view of these matters we
ave closed our eyes to certain grave facts of experi-

nce, and have given the fatalist a vantage ground
f real truth which we ought to have considered and
llowed. At the risk of tediousness we shall enter

riefly into this unpromising ground. Life and the

ecessities of life are our best philosophers if we will

nly listen honestly to what they say to us
;
and dislike

ic lesson as we may, it is cowardice which refuses to

ear it.

The popular belief is, that right and wrong lies before

very man, and that he is free to choose between them,
nd the responsibility of choice rests with himself. The
italist's belief is that every man's actions are deter-

lined by causes external and internal over which he
as no power, leaving no room for any moral choice

'hatever. The first is contradicted by plain facts ; the

econd by the instinct of conscience. Even Spinoza allows

lat for practical purposes we are obliged to regard the

iture as contingent, and ourselves as able to influence

;
and it is incredible that both our inward convictions

nd our outward conduct should be built together upon
falsehood. But if, as Butler says, whatever be the

Deculative account of the matter, we are practically
)rced to regard ourselves as free, this is but half the
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truth, for it may be equally said that practically we art

forced to regard each other as not free
;
and to makt

allowance, every moment, for influences for which w<-

cannot hold each other personally responsible. If not

if every person of sound mind (in the commor

acceptation of the term) be equally able at all times tr

act right if only he will, why all the care which w<

take of children? why the pains to keep them fron

bad society? why do we so anxiously watch their dis

position, to determine the education which will bes

answer to it? Why in cases of guilt do we vary ou
moral censure according to the opportunities of th

offender? Why do we find excuses for youth, for in

experience, for violent natural passion, for bad educa

tion, bad example ? Except that we feel that all thes

things do affect the culpability of the guilty person, an*

that it is folly and inhumanity to disregard them. Bu
what we act upon in private life we cannot acknowledg
in our general ethical theories, and while our conduct i

detail is human and just, we have been contented t

gather our speculative philosophy out of the broad an

coarse generalisations of political necessity. In the swi;
'

haste of social life we must indeed treat men as we fin ;

them. We have no time to make allowances; an :

the graduation of punishment by the scale of guilt is i

mere impossibility. A thief is a thief in the law's ey j

though he has been trained from his cradle in th

kennels of St. Giles's; and definite penalties must b

attached to definite acts, the conditions of political Hi

not admitting of any other method of dealing with then

But it is absurd to argue from such rude necessity th;

each act therefore, by whomsoever committed, is of specif

culpability. The act is one thing, the moral guilt

another. And there are many cases in which, as Butl(

again allows, if we trace a sinner's history to the botton i

the guilt attributable to himself appears to vanish alti

gether.
This is all plain matter of fact, and as long as we con

tinue to deny or ignore it, there will be found men (n(

bad men, but men who love the truth as much as ou
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slves), who will see only what we neglect, and will

isist upon it, and build their system upon it.

And again, if less obvious, yet not less real, are those

atural tendencies which each of us brings with him into

le world, which we did not make, and yet which
Imost as much determine what we are to be, as the

roperties of the seed determine the tree which shall

row from it. Men are self-willed, or violent, or obsti-

ate, or weak, or generous, or affectionate
;
there is as

irge difference in their dispositions as in the features of

leir faces
;
and that by no original act of their own.

)uties which are easy to one, another finds difficult or

npossible. It is with morals as it is with art. Two
lildren are taught to draw ; one learns with ease, the

ther hardly or never. In vain the master will show
im what to do. It seems so easy : it seems as if he
ad only to will and the thing would be done

;
but

is not so. Between the desire and the execution lies

le incapable organ which only wearily, and after long
.bour, imperfectly accomplishes what is required of it.

.nd the same, to a certain extent, unless we will deny
le plainest facts of experience, holds true in moral
:tions. No wonder, therefore, that evaded or thrust

side as these things are in the popular beliefs, as soon
; they are recognized in their full reality they should
? mistaken for the whole truth, and that the free-will

leory be thrown aside as a chimera.

It may be said, and it often is said, that all such

;asonings are merely sophistical that however we en-

ngle ourselves in logic, we are conscious that we are

ee
;
we know we are as sure as we are of our ex-

tence that we have power to act this way or that

ay, exactly as we choose. But this is less plain than
seems

;
and if we grant it, it proves less than it appears

> prove. It may be true that we can act as we choose,
jt can we choose ? Is not our choice determined for

>? We cannot determine from the fact, because we

ways have chosen as soon as we act, and we cannot

place the conditions in such a way as to discover
hether we could have chosen anything else. The
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stronger motive may have determined our volitior

without our perceiving it
;
and if- we desire to prove

our independence of motive, by showing that we cat,

choose something different from that which we shoulc

naturally have chosen, we still cannot escape from tht

circle, this very desire becoming, as Mr. Hume observes

itself a motive. Again, consciousness of the possessior
of any power may easily be delusive

;
we can properly

judge what our powers are only by what they have

actually accomplished ; we know what we have done
and we may infer from having done it, that our powe:
was equal to what it achieved

;
but it is easy for us tc

overrate ourselves if we try to measure our abilities ir

themselves. A man who can leap five yards may thinl-

that he can leap six
; yet he may try and fail. A mar

who can write prose may only learn that he canno
write poetry from the badness of the verses which h<

produces. To the appeal to consciousness of powe
there is always an answer : that we may believe our

selves to possess it, but that experience proves that w<

may be deceived.

There are, however, another set of feelings whicl

cannot be set aside in this way, which do prove that, ii

some sense or other, in some degree or other, we an

the authors of our own actions, that there is a poin
at which we begin to be responsible for them. It i

one of the clearest of all inward phenomena, that, wrier-

two or more courses involving moral issues are befor<

us, whether we have a consciousness of power to choos<

between them or not, we have a consciousness tha

we ought to choose between them
;

a sense of dut

on Sei TOVTO Trparreiv, as Aristotle expresses it, whicl

we cannot shake off. Whatever this involves (an*

some measure of freedom it must involve or it is non

sense), the feeling exists within us, and refuses to yiel<

before all the batteries of logic. It is not that of th

two courses we know that one is in the long run th

best, and the other more immediately tempting. W
have a sense of obligation irrespective of consequence
the violation of which is followed again by a sense c
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elf-disapprobation, of censure, of blame. In vain will

Ipinoza tell us that such feelings, incompatible as they
re with the theory of powerlessness, are mere mistakes

rising out of a false philosophy. They are primary
icts of sensation most vivid in minds of most vigorous

ensibility; and although they may be extinguished by
abitual profligacy, or possibly, perhaps, destroyed by

)gic, the paralysis of the conscience is no more a proof
at it is not a real power of perceiving real things,
lan blindness is a proof that sight is not a real power,
he perceptions of worth and worthlessness are not

onclusions of reasoning, but immediate sensations like

lose of seeing and hearing ;
and although, like the

.her senses, they may be mistaken sometimes in the

ccounts they render to us, the fact of the existence of

jch feelings at all proves that there is something
hich corresponds to them. If there be any such

ings as
"
true ideas," or clear distinct perceptions at

1, this of praise and blame is one of them, and accord-

ig to Spinoza's own rule we must accept what it

.volves. And it involves that somewhere or other the

ifiuence of causes ceases to operate, and that some

egree of power there is in men of self-determination,
the amount of which, and not by their specific

:tions, moral merit or dement is to be measured,

peculative difficulties remain in abundance. It will

2 said in a case, e.g. of moral trial, that there may
ave been power; but was there power enough to resist

le temptation ? If there was, then it was resisted. If

lere was not, there was no responsibility. We must
iswer again from a practical instinct. We refuse to

low men to be considered all equally guilty who
ive committed the same faults; and we insist that

ieir actions must be measured against their opportu-
ties. But a similar conviction assures us that there is

>mewhere a point of freedom. Where that point is,

here other influences terminate, and responsibility

3gins, will always be of intricate and often impossible
lution. But if there be such a point at all, it is fatal to

>cessitarianism, and man is what he has been hitherto
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supposed to be an exception in the order of nature,
with a power not differing in degree but differing in

kind from those of other creatures. Moral life, like all

life, is a mystery ;
and as to dissect the body will not

reveal the secret of animation, so with the actions ol

the moral man. The spiritual life, which alone gives
them meaning and being, glides away before the logica"

dissecting knife, and leaves it but a corpse to work

upon.



REYNARD THE FOX

a recent dissatisfied perusal of Mr. Macaulay's
lected articles, we were especially offended by his

-ious and undesirable Essay on Machiavelli. De
ling the various solutions which have been offered

explain how a man supposed to be so great could

lent his genius to the doctrine of "
the Prince," he

advanced a hypothesis of his own, which may or

not be true, as an interpretation of Machiavelli's

iracter, but which, as an exposition of a universal

ical theory, is as detestable as what it is brought
ward to explain. . . . We will not show Mr. Macaulay
disrespect of supposing that he has unsuccessfully

smpted an elaborate piece of irony. It is possible that

may have been exercising his genius with a paradox,
; the subject is not of the sort in which we can

iently permit such exercises. It is hard work with

of us to keep ourselves straight, even when we see

road with all plainness as it lies out before us
;
and

ver men must be good enough to find something else

amuse themselves with, instead of dusting our eyes
h sophistry.
!n Mr. Macaulay's conception of human nature, the

enesses and the excellencies of mankind are no more
n accidents of circumstance, the results of national

'ing and national capabilities; and cunning and

ichery, and lying, and such other "natural defences

the weak against the strong," are in themselves
ther good nor bad, except as thinking makes them

They are the virtues of a weak people, and they
be as much admired, and are as justly admirable

;

y are to the full as compatible with the highest
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graces and most lofty features of the heart and intellec

as any of those opposite so called heroisms which v

are generally so unthinking as to allow to monopoli;
the name. . . . Cunning is the only resource of tl

feeble ;
and why may we not feel for victorious cunnir

as strong a sympathy as for the bold, downright, ope

bearing of the strong? . . . That there may be no mi

take in the essayist's meaning, that he may drive tl

nail home into the English understanding, he takes

illustration which shall be familiar to all of us in tl

characters of lago and Othello. To our northei

thought, the free and noble nature of the Moor
wrecked through a single infirmity, by a fiend in tl

human form. To one of Machiavelli's Italians, lagc

keen-edged intellect would have appeared as admirab

as Othello's daring appears to us, and Othello hims<

little better than a fool and a savage. ... It is but

change of scene, of climate, of the animal qualities

the frame, and evil has become a good, and good h

become evil. . . . Now, our displeasure with A

Macaulay is, not that he has advanced a novel ai

mischievous theory : it was elaborated long ago in t

finely-tempered dialectics of the Schools of Rhetoric,

Athens; and so long as such a phenomenon as

cultivated rogue remains possible among mankind,
will reappear in all languages and under any numt
of philosophical disguises. . . . Seldom or nev

however, has it appeared with so little attempt at d

guise. It has been left for questionable poets a

novelists to idealize the rascal genus; philosoph<
have escaoed into the ambiguities of general propc i

tions, and we do not remember elsewhere to ha i

met with a serious ethical thinker deliberately layi

two whole organic characters, with their vices a

virtues in full life and bloom, side by side, aski

himself which is best, and answering gravely that

is a matter of taste.

Mr. Macaulay has been bolder than his pre( 1

cessors; he has shrunk from no conclusion, ai

looked directly into the very heart of the matter;
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s struck, as we believe, the very lowest stone of our

lical convictions, and declared that the foundation

.akes under it.

For, ultimately, how do we know that right is right,

d wrong is wrong? People in general accept it on

thority ;
but authority itself must repose on some

>rior basis
;
and what is that ? . . . Are we to say

it in morals there is a system of primary axioms, out

which we develop our conclusions, and apply them,

they are needed, to life? It does not appear so.

ie analogy of morals is rather with art than with

ometry. The grace of heaven gives us good men,
d gives us beautiful creations

;
and we, perceiving by

* instincts within ourselves that celestial presence in

3 objects on which we gaze, find out for ourselves

3 laws which make them what they are, not by corn-

ring them with any antecedent theory, but by careful

alysis of our own impressions, by asking ourselves

at it is which we admire in them, and calling that

3d, and calling that beautiful.

So, then, if admiration be the first fact, if the sense

it be the ultimate ground on which the after temple

morality, as a system, upraises itself, if we can be

illenged here on our own ground, and fail to make

.good, what we call the life of the soul becomes a

,>am of a feeble enthusiast, and we moralists a mark
the sceptic's finger to point at with scorn.

Bold and ably urged arguments against our own
ivictions, if they do not confuse us, will usually send

back over our ground to re-examine the strength of

positions : and if we are honest with ourselves, we
.11 very often find points of some uncertainty left

guarded, of which the show of the strength of our

:my will oblige us to see better to the defence. . . .

was not without some shame, and much uneasiness,

t, while we were ourselves engaged in this process,
of indignation with Mr. Macaulay, we heard a

ir voice ringing in our ear,
" Who art thou that

gest another?" and warning us of the presence in

own heart of a sympathy, which we could not deny,
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with the sadly questionable hero of the German epi

Reynard the Fox. With our vulpine friend, we we
on the edge of the very same abyss, if, indeed, v

were not rolling in the depth of it. By what sophist
could we justify ourselves, if not by the very san

which we had just been so eagerly condemning? Ar
our conscience whispered to us that we had been sw
to detect a fault in another, because it was the ve

fault to which, in our own heart of hearts, we had
latent leaning.
Was it so indeed, then? Was Reineke no bett

than lago? Was the sole difference between thei

that the vates sacer who had sung the exploits
Reineke loved the wicked rascal, and entangled us

loving him? It was a question to be asked. . . . Ai

yet we had faith enough in the straightforwardness
our own sympathies to feel sure that it must admit

some sort of answer. And, indeed, we rapidly foui

an answer satisfactory enough to give us time

breathe, in remembering that Reineke, with all 1

roguery, has no malice in him. ... It is not in 1

nature to hate
;
he could not do it if he tried. T

characteristic of lago is that deep motiveless malign
which rejoices in evil as its proper element, which lov <

evil as good men love virtue. In his calculations

the character of the Moor, he despises his unsi i

picious trustingness as imbecility, while he hates h ;

as a man because his nature is the perpetual oppos
and perpetual reproach of his own. . . . Now Reine

j

would not have hurt a creature, not even Scharfenebl

the crow's wife, when she came to peck his eyes o i

if he had not been hungry ;
and that yacrr/oos dvdy, \

that craving of the stomach, makes a difference qu
infinite. It is true that, like lago, he rejoices in t

exercise of his intellect
;
the sense of his power, and t

scientific employment of his time are a real delight
him

;
but then, as we said, he does not love evil for

own sake; he is only somewhat indifferent to it. If i

other animals venture to take liberties with him, 1

repay them in their own coin, and get his quiet
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them at the same time
;
but the object generally for

lich he lives is the natural one of getting his bread

r himself and his family; and, as the great moralist

ys,
"

It is better to be bad for something than for

thing." Badness generally is undesirable
;
but bad-

ss in its essence, which may be called heroic badness,

gratuitous.
But this first thought served merely to give us a

3mentary relief from our alarm, and we determined
i : would sift the matter to the bottom, and no more

pose ourselves to be taken at such disadvantage.
e went again to the poem, with our eyes open, and
r moral sense as keenly awake as a genuine wish to

derstand our feelings could make it. We determined
t we would really know what we did feel and what
did not. We would not be lightly scared away from

r friend, but neither would we any more allow our

.gment to be talked down by that fluent tongue of

;
he should have justice from us, he and his bio-

pher, as far as it lay with us to discern justice and
render it.

A.nd really on this deliberate perusal it did seem
le less than impossible that we could find any con-

vable attribute illustrated in Reineke's proceedings
ich we could dare to enter in our catalogue of

:ue, and not blush to read it there. What sin is

re in the Decalogue in which he has not steeped
iself to the lips ? To the lips, shall we say ? nay,
T head and ears rolling and rollicking in sin.

'.rder, and theft, and adultery, sacrilege, perjury,

ig his very life is made of them. On he goes to

end, heaping crime on crime, and lie on lie, and

last, when it seems that justice, which has been so
y vainly halting after him, has him really in her iron

;p, there is a solemn appeal to heaven, a challenge,
attle ordeal, in which, by means we may not venture
n to whisper, the villain prospers, and comes out

ious, victorious, amidst the applause of a gazing
Id

; and, to crown it all, the poet tells us that under

disguise of the animal name and form the world
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of man is represented, and the true course of it
;
an

the idea of the book is, that we who read it may lear

therein to discern between good and evil, and choos

the first and avoid the last. It seemed beyond th

power of sophistry to whitewash Reineke, and the ii

terest which still continued to cling to him in us seeme

too nearly to resemble the unwisdom of the multitud-

with whom success is the one virtue and failure tr

only crime.

It appeared, too, that although the animal disguise

were too transparent to endure a moment's reflectio:

yet that they were so gracefully worn that such m
ment's reflection was not to be come at without a

effort. Our imagination following the costume d

imperceptibly betray our judgment ;
we admired tl

human intellect, the ever ready prompt sagacity ar

presence of mind. We delighted in the satire on tl

foolishnesses and greedinesses of our own fellc

mankind
;
but in our regard for the hero we forgot h

humanity wherever it was his interest that we shou .

forget it, and while we admired him as a man \

judged him only as a fox. We doubt whether it wou
have been possible if he had been described as an op

acknowledged biped in coat and trousers, to ha

retained our regard for him. Something or other

us, either real rightmindedness, or humbug, or hyp

crisy, would have obliged us to mix more censure wi ;

our liking than most of us do in the case as it stanc

It may be that the dress of the fox throws us off c ;

guard, and lets out a secret or two which we commor
conceal even from ourselves. When we have to p;

an opinion upon bad people, who at the same time r

clever and attractive, we say rather what we thi

we ought to feel than our real sensations ;
wh

with Reineke, being but an animal, we forget to ma
ourselves up, and for once our genuine tastes sh< i

themselves freely. . . . Some degree of truth the

doubtedly is in this. . . . But making all allowan

it making all and over allowance for the trick which'
i

passed upon our senses, there still remained a feeli
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resolved. The poem was not solely the apotheosis
a rascal in whom we were betrayed into taking an

:erest. And it was not a satire merely on the world,

d on the men whom the world delight to honour
;

ere was still something which really deserved to be

ed in Reineke, and what it was we had as yet failed

discover.

"Two are better than one," and we resolved in our

Acuity to try what our friends might have to say
out it

;
the appearance of the Wurtemburg animals

the Exhibition came fortunately apropos to our

dstance : a few years ago it was rare to find a person
to had read the Fox Epic ;

and still more, of course,
find one whose judgment would be worth taking

out it
;
but now the charming figures of Reineke

nself, and the Lion King, and Isegrim, and Bruin,
d Bellyn, and Hintze, and Grimbart, had set all the

rid asking who and what they were, and the story

gan to get itself known. The old editions, which had

ig slept unbound in reams upon the shelves, began
descend and clothe themselves in green and crimson.

-. Dickens sent a summary of it round the households

England. Everybody began to talk of Reineke; and

vv, at any rate, we said to ourselves, we shall see

ether we are alone in our liking whether others

tre in this strange sympathy, or whether it be some

ique and monstrous moral obliquity in ourselves.

vVe set to work, therefore, with all earnestness, feel-

our way first with fear and delicacy, as conscious

our own delinquency, to gather judgments which
mid be wiser than our own, and correct ourselves, if

Droved that we required correction, with whatever

erity might be necessary. The result of which labour
ours was not a little surprising ; we found that women
ariably, with that clear moral instinct of theirs, at

:e utterly reprobated and detested our poor Reynard ;

ested the hero and detested the bard who sang of
i with so much sympathy; while men we found
lost invariably feeling just as we felt ourselves, only
h this difference, that we saw no trace of uneasiness
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in them about the matter. It was no little comfort to u

moreover, to find that the exceptions were rather amon
the half-men, the would-be extremely good, but whos

goodness was of that dead and passive kind whic

spoke to but a small elevation of thought or activity
while just in proportion as a man was strong, and rea

and energetic, was his ability to see good in Reineb
It was really most strange, one near friend of ours,
man who, as far as we knew (and we knew him wel
had never done a wrong thing, when we ventured t

hint something about roguery, replied,
" You see, he w

such a clever rogue, that he had a right." Anothe
whom we pressed more closely with that treacheroi

cannibal feast at Malepartus, on the body of poc

Lampe, said, off-hand and with much impatience (

such questioning, "Such fellows were made to t

eaten." What could we do? It had come to this,-

as in the exuberance of our pleasure with some de;

child, no ordinary epithet will sometimes reach to e:'

press the vehemence of our affection, and borrowir.

language out of the opposites, we call him little rogi
or little villain, so here, reversing the terms of tr

analogy, we bestow the fulness of our regard on Reinel-

because of that transcendantly successful roguery.
When we asked our friends how they came to fe

as they did, they had little to say. They were m
persons who could be suspected of any latent dispositic
towards evil doing, and yet though it appeared as

they were falling under the description of those ui

happy ones who, if they did not such things themselve

yet "had pleasure in those who did them," they did n<

care to justify themselves. The fact was so : px7
)

'

on : it was a fact what could we want more? Son
few attempted feebly to maintain that the book was i

satire. But this only moved the difficulty a singjj

step ;
for the fact of the sympathy remained unimpaired

and if it was a satire we were ourselves the objects of H

Others urged what we said above, that the story w t

only of poor animals that, according to Descartes, nm

only had no souls, but scarcely even life in ai
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original and sufficient sense, and therefore we need not

rouble ourselves. But one of two alternatives it

leemed we were bound to choose, either of which was
atal to the proposed escape. Either there was a man
liding under the fox's skin, or else, if real foxes have
;uch brains as Reineke was furnished withal, no honest
loubt could be entertained that some sort of conscience
vas not forgotten in the compounding of him, and he
nust be held answerable according to his knowledge.
What would Mr. Carlyle say of it, we thought, with

lis might and right ?
" The just thing in the long run

s the strong thing." But Reineke had a long run out

.nd came in winner. Does he only
" seem to suc

ked ?
" Who does succeed, then, if he no more than

eems? The vulpine intellect knows where the geese
ive, it is elsewhere said

;
but among Reineke's victims

v
re do not remember one goose, in the literal sense of

;oose ;
and as to geese metaphorical, at least the whole

isible world lies down complacently at his feet. Nor
loes Mr. Carlyle's expressed language on this very poem
erve any better to help us nay, it seems as if he feels

^neasy in the neighbourhood of so strong a rascal, so

riefly he dismisses him. "
Worldly prudence is the

>nly virtue which is certain of its reward." Nay, but
here is more in it than that : no worldly prudence
.

rould command the voices which have been given in to

.s for Reineke.

Three only possibilities lay now before us : either we
hould, on searching, find something solid in this Fox's

.oings to justify success
;
or else the just thing was not

Iways the strong thing ;
or it might be, that such very

emblance of success was itself the most miserable
lilure

;
that the wicked man who was struck down and

jiled, and foiled again, till he unlearnt his wickedness,
r till he was disabled from any more attempting it, was
lessed in his disappointment ;

that to triumph in

wickedness, and to continue in it and to prosper to the

nd, was the last, worst penalty inflicted by the divine

engeance. "Iv' a^avaros y a<3i/<os wv to go on with

yjustice through this world and through all eternity,
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uncleansed by any purgatorial fire, untaught by any
untoward consequence to open his eyes and to see in

its true accursed form the miserable demon to which he
has sold himself, this, of all catastrophes which could
befal an evil man, was the deepest, lowest, and most

savouring of hell, which the purest of the Grecian
moralists could reason out for himself, under which
third hypothesis many an uneasy misgiving would vanish

away, and Mr. Carlyle's broad aphorism be accepted
by us with thankfulness.

It appeared, therefore, at any rate, to have come to

this that if we wanted a solution for our sphinx enigma,
no CEdipus was likely to rise and find it for us

;
and

that if we wanted help, we must make it for ourselves.

This only we found, that if we sinned in our regard for

the unworthy animal, we shared our sin with the largest
number of our own sex

; and, comforted with the sense

of good fellowship, we went boldly to work upon our

consciousness; and the imperfect analysis which we
succeeded in accomplishing, we here lay before you,
whoever you may be, who have felt, as we have felt, a

regard which was a moral disturbance to you, and which

you will be pleased if we enable you to justify

Si quid novisti rectius istis,

Candidas imperti ;
si non, his utere mecum.

Following the clue which was thrust into our hand

by the marked difference of the feelings of men upon
the subject from those of women, we were at once satis

fied that Reineke's goodness, if he had any, must lay
rather in the active than the passive department of life.

The negative obedience to prohibitory precepts, under
which women are bound as well as men, as was already
too clear, we were obliged to surrender as hopeless.
But it seemed as if, with respect to men whose business

is to do, and to labour, and to accomplish, this negative
test was a seriously imperfect one

;
and it was quite as

possible that a man who unhappily had broken many
prohibitions might yet exhibit positive excellencies, as
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:hat he might walk through life picking his way with

:he utmost assiduity, risking nothing and doing nothing,
lot committing a single sin, but keeping his talent care

fully wrapt up in a napkin, and get sent, in the end, to

Duter darkness for his pains, as an unprofitable servant
;

ind this appeared the more important to us, as it was

/ery little dwelt upon by religious or moral teachers
;

md at the end of six thousand years, the popular notion

;>f virtue, as far as it could get itself expressed, had not

isen beyond the mere abstinence from certain specific
jad actions.

The king of the beasts forgives Reineke on account

)f the substantial services which at various times he has

endered. His counsel was always the wisest, his hand
:he promptest in cases of difficulty ;

and all that dex-

:erity, and politeness, and courtesy, and exquisite culture

lad not been learnt without an effort or without con

quering many undesirable tendencies in himself. Men
ire not born with any art in its perfection, and he
lad made himself valuable by his own sagacity and
ixertion. Now, on the human stage, a man who has

nade himself valuable is certain to be valued. How
ever we may pretend to estimate men according to the

vrong things which they have done, or abstained from

loing, we in fact follow the example of Nobel, the king
)f the beasts, and give them their places among us

iccording to the serviceableness and capability which

hey display. We might mention not a few eminent
Dublic servants, whom the world delights to honour

ninisters, statesmen, lawyers, men of science, artists,

)oets, soldiers, who, if they were tried by the negative

est, would show but a poor figure; yet their value is

oo real to be dispensed with
; and we tolerate unques-

ionable wrong to secure the services of eminent ability.

The world really does, and it always has really done so

rom the beginning of the human history ;
and it is

mly indolence or cowardice which has left our ethical

caching halting so far behind the universal and neces

sary practice. Even questionable prima donnas, in

/irtue of their sweet voices, have their praises hymned
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in drawing-room and newspaper, and applause rolls over

them, and gold and bouquets shower on them from lips
and hands which, except for those said voices, would
treat them to a ruder reward. In real fact, we take our

places in this world not according to what we are not,
but according to what we are. His Holiness Pope
Clement, when his audience-room rang with furious

outcries for justice on Benvenuto Cellini, who, as far

as half-a-dozen murders could form a title, was as fair a
candidate for the gallows as ever swung from that un

lucky wood, replied,
" All this is very well, gentlemen :

these murders are bad things, we know that. But where
am I to get another Benvenuto, if you hang this one
for me ?

"

Or, to take an acknowledged hero, one of the old

Greek sort, the theme of the song of the greatest of

human poets, whom it is less easy to refuse to admire
than even our friend Reineke. Take Ulysses. It

cannot be said that he kept his hands from taking what
was not his, or his tongue from speaking what was not
true

;
and if Frau Ermelyn had to complain (as indeed

there was too much reason for her complaining) of cer

tain infirmities in her good husband, Penelope, too,

might have urged a thing or two, if she had known as

much about the matter as we know, which the modern
moralist would find it hard to excuse.

After all is said, the capable man is the man to be
admired. The man who tries and fails, what is the

use of him ? We are in this world to do something
not to fail in doing it. Of your bunglers helpless,
inefficient persons,

"
unfit alike for good or ill," who try

one thing, and fail because they are not strong enough,
and another, because they have not energy enough, and
a third, because they have no talent inconsistent,

unstable, and therefore never to excel, what shall we

say of them ? what use is there in them ? what hope is

there of them ? what can we wish for them ? rb /xryTror'

emu Trdvr apio-rov. It were better for them they had
never been born. To be able to do what a man tries

to do, that is the first requisite ; and given that, we
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nay hope all things for him. " Hell is paved with

rood intentions," the proverb says; and the enormous

proportion of bad successes in this life lie between the

lesire and the execution. Give us a man who is able

o do what he settles that he desires to do, and we have
he one thing indispensable. If he can succeed doing
11, much more he can succeed doing well. Show him
setter, and, at any rate, there is a chance that he will

lo better.

We are not concerned here with Benvenuto or with

Jlysses further than to show, through the position
vhich we all consent to give them, that there is much
inreality, against which we must be on our guard. And
f we fling off an old friend, and take to affecting a
latred of him which we do not feel, we have scarcely
gained by the exchange, even though originally our

riendship may have been misplaced.

Capability no one will deny to Reineke. That is

he very differentia of him. An " animal capable
" would

)e his sufficient definition. Here is another very

genuinely valuable feature about him his wonderful

ingleness of character. Lying, treacherous, cunning
coundrel as he is, there is a wholesome absence of

mmbug about him. Cheating all the world, he never
:heats himself; and while he is a hypocrite, he is always
. conscious hypocrite a form of character, however
>aradoxical it may seem, a great deal more accessible

nan the other of the unconscious sort. Ask Reineke
or the principles of his life, and if it suited his purpose
o tell you, he could do so with the greatest exactness.

There would be no discrepancy between the profession
.nd the practice. He is most truly single-minded, and
herefore stable in his ways, and therefore as the world

;oes, and in the world's sense, successful. Whether

eally successful is a question we do not care here to

inter on
;
but only to say this that of all unsuccessful

nen in every sense, either divine, or human, or devilish,

here is none equal to old Bunyan's Mr. Facing-both-ways
the fellow with one eye on Heaven and one on earth

-who sincerely preaches one thing, and sincerely does
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another; and from the intensity of his unreality is

unable either to see or feel the contradiction. Serving
God with his lips, and with the half of his mind which
is not bound up in the world

; and serving the devil with

his actions, and with the other half, he is substantially

trying to cheat both God and the devil, and is, in fact,

only cheating himself and his neighbours. This, of all

characters upon the earth, appears to us to be the one
of whom there is no hope at all a character becoming,
in these days, alarmingly abundant

;
and the abundance

of which makes us find even in a Reineke an inexpres
sible relief.

But what we most thoroughly value in him is his

capacity. He can do what he sets to work to do. That
blind instinct with which the world shouts and claps
its hand for the successful man, is one of those latent

forces in us which are truer than we know
; it is the

universal confessional to which Nature leads us, and, in

her intolerance of disguise and hypocrisy, compels us

to be our own accusers. Whoever can succeed in a

given condition of society, can succeed only in virtue

of fulfilling the terms which society exacts of him
;
and

if he can fulfil them triumphantly, of course it rewards

him and praises him. He is what the rest of the world

would be, if their powers were equal to their desires.

He has accomplished what they all are vaguely, and
with imperfect consistency, struggling to accomplish;
and the character of the conqueror the means and

appliances by which he has climbed up that great pin
nacle on which he stands victorious, the observed of all

observers, is no more than a very exact indicator of the

amount of real virtue in the age, out of which he stands-

prominent.
We are forced to acknowledge that it was not a

veryj
virtuous age in which Reineke made himself a great
man

;
but that was the fault of the age as much as the*

fault of him. His nature is to succeed wherever he is.

If the age had required something else of him, then he

would have been something else. \Vhatever it had saidii

to him "
do, and I will make you my hero," that
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Reineke would have done. No appetite makes a slave

Df him no faculty refuses obedience to his will. His
entire nature is under perfect organic control to the one

supreme authority. And the one object for which he

ives, and for which, let his lot have been cast in what
ever century it might, he would always have lived, is

o rise, to thrive, to prosper, and become great.

The world as he found it said to him Prey upon
s, we are your oyster; let your wit open us. If you
nil only do it cleverly if you will take care that we
hall not close upon your fingers in the process, you
lay devour us at your pleasure, and we shall feel our-

elves highly honoured. Can we wonder at a fox of

leineke's abilities taking such a world at its word ?

And let it not be supposed that society in this earth

f ours is ever so viciously put together, is ever so totally

'ithout organic life, that a rogue, unredeemed by any
icrit, can prosper in it. There is no strength in rot-

snness
;
and when it comes to that, society dies and

ills in pieces. Success, as it is called, even worldly

access, is impossible, without some exercise of what is

ailed moral virtue, without some portion of it, infinite-

imally small, perhaps, but still some. Courage, for in-

tance, steady self-confidence, self-trust, self-reliance

lat only basis and foundation-stone on which a strong
haracter can rear itself do we not see this in Reineke.

v'hile he lives he lives for himself; but if it comes
) dying, he can die like his betters

;
and his wit is not

f that effervescent sort which will fly away at the sight
f death and leave him panic-stricken. It is true there

a meaning to that word courage, which was perhaps
ot to be found in the dictionary in which Reineke
:udied. "I hope I am afraid of nothing, Trim," said

ly uncle Toby, "except doing a wrong thing." With
.eineke there was no "

except." His digestive powers
irank from no action, good or bad, which would serve

is turn. Yet it required no slight measure of courage
) treat his fellow-creatures with the steady disrespect
ith which Reineke treats them. To walk along

nong them, regardless of any interest but his own;
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out of mere wantonness to hook them up like so many
cock-chafers, and spin them for his pleasure ;

not like

Domitian, with an imperial army to hold them down

during the operation, but with no other assistance but

his own little body and large wit
;

it was something to

venture upon. And a world which would submit to be

so treated, what could he do but despise ?

To the animals utterly below ourselves, external to

our own species, we hold ourselves bound by no law.

We say to them, vos non vobis, without any uneasy

misgivings. We rob the bees of their honey, the cattle

of their lives, the horse and the ass of their liberty. WT

e

kill the wild animals that they may not interfere with

our pleasures ;
and acknowledge ourselves bound to

them by no terms except what are dictated by our own
convenience. And why should Reineke have acknow

ledged an obligation any more than we, to creatures so

utterly below himself? He was so clever, as our friend

said, that he had a right. That he could treat them

so, Mr. Carlyle would say, proves that he had a right.

But it is a mistake to say he is without a conscience.

No bold creature is ever totally without one. Even

lago shows some sort of conscience. Respecting nothing
else in heaven or earth, he respects and even reverences

his own intellect. After one of those sweet interviews

with Roderigo, his, what we must call, conscience takes

him to account for his company ; and he pleads to it in

his own justification

"For I mine own gained knowledge should profant
Were I to waste myself with such a snipe
But for my sport and profit.''

And Reineke, if we take the mass of his misdeeds,,

preyed chiefly, like our own Robin Hood, on rogues who
were greater rogues than himself. If Bruin chose tci

steal Rusteviel's honey, if Hintze trespassed in the

priest's granary, they were but taken in their own evil-

doings. And what is Isegrim, the worst of Reineke's

victims, but a great heavy, stupid, lawless brute ? fail!
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/pe, we will suppose, of not a few Front-de-Boeufs and

ther so-called nobles of the poet's era, whose will to

o mischief was happily limited by their obtuseness
;
or

lat French baron, Sir Gilbert de Retz, we believe, was

is name, who, like Isegrim, had studied at the universi-

es, and passed for learned, whose after-dinner pastime
)r many years, as it proved at last, was to cut children's

iroats for the pleasure of watching them die we may
ell feel gratitude that a Reineke was provided to be

ie scourge of such monsters as they; and we have

thorough pure, exuberant satisfaction in seeing the

tellect in that little weak body triumph over them and

ample them down. This, indeed, this victory of

.tellect over brute force is one great secret of our

.easure in the poem, and goes far, in the Carlyle
irection to satisfy us that, at any rate, it is not given to

icre base physical strength to win in the battle of life,

yen in times when physical strength is apparently the

nly recognised power.
We are insensibly falling from our self-assumed

dicial office into that of advocacy ;
and sliding into

hat may be plausibly urged, rather than standing fast

n what we can surely affirm. Yet there are cases

hen it is fitting for the judge to become the advocate

an undefended prisoner; and advocacy is only
lausible when a few words of truth are mixed with

hat we say, like the few drops of wine which colour

id faintly flavour the large draught of water. Such
w grains or drops, whatever they may be, we must
ave to the kindness of Reynard's friends to distil for

m, while we continue a little longer in the same
rain.

After all it may be said, what is it in man's nature

hich is really admirable? It is idle for us to waste
ir labour in passing Reineke through the moral cru-

ble unless we shall recognise the results when we
)tain them

;
and in these moral sciences our analyti-

.1 tests can only be obtained by a study of our own
ternal experience. If we desire to know what we
Imire in Reineke we must look for what we admire in
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ourselves. And what is that ? Is it what on Sundays,
and on set occasions, and when we are mounted on our

moral stilts, we are pleased to call goodness, probity,

obedience, humility? Is it? Is it really? Is it not

rather the face and form which Nature made the

strength which is ours, we know not how our talents,

our rank, our possessions? It appears to us that we
most value in ourselves and most admire in our neigh
bour not acquisitions, but gifts. A man does not praise

himself for being good. If he praise himself he is

not good. The first condition of goodness is forgetful-

ness of self; and where self has entered, under however

plausible a form, the health is but skin-deep, and under

neath there is corruption and so through everything.

We value, we are vain of, proud of, or whatever you

please to call it, not what we have done for ourselves, but

what has been done for us what has been given to us

by the upper powers. We look up to high-born men,

to wealthy men, to fortunate men, to clever men. Is it

not so ? Who do we choose for the county member,
the magistrate, the officer, the minister? The good
man we leave to the humble enjoyment of his goodness,

and we look out for the able or the wealthy. And

again of the wealthy, as if on every side to witness tc

the same universal law, the man who with no labour

of his own has inherited a fortune, ranks higher in the

world's esteem than his father who made it. We take

rank by descent. Such of us as have the longest pedi

gree, and are therefore the farthest removed from the

first who made the fortune and founded the family, we -

are the noblest. The nearer to the fountain the foulei

the stream
;
and that first ancestor, who has soiled

hijsj

fingers by labour, is no better than a parvenu.

And as it is with what we value, so it is with wha

we blame. It is an old story, that there is no one wh<

would not in his heart prefer being a knave to being i

fool
;
and when we fail in a piece of attempted roguery ,,

as Coleridge has wisely observed, though reasoninj

unwisely from it, we lay the blame not on our owi

moral nature, for which we are responsible, but on ou.
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ntellectual, for which we are not responsible. We do
lot say what knaves, we say what fools, we have been

;

>erplexing Coleridge, who regards it as a phenomenon
>f some deep moral disorder

;
whereas it is but one

nore evidence of the universal fact that gifts are the

rue and proper object of appreciation, and as we ad-

nire men for possessing gifts, so we blame them for

heir absence. The noble man is the. gifted man
;
the

noble is the ungifted ;
and therefore we have only to

ate a simple law in simple language to have a full

lution of the enigma of Reineke. He has gifts

nough : of that, at least, there can be no doubt :

nd if he lacks the gift to use them in the way
tiich we call good, at least he uses them successfully.
is victims are less gifted than he, and therefore less

oble
;
and therefore he has a right to use them as he

eases.

And after all, what are these victims ? Among the

eaviest charges which were urged against him was the

lling and eating of that wretched Scharfenebbe Sharp-
eak the crow's wife. It is well that there are two sides

every story. A poor weary fox, it seemed, was not to

e allowed to enjoy a quiet sleep in the sunshine but
hat an unclean carrion bird must come down and take

peck at him. We can feel no sympathy with the

jtcries of the crow husband over the fate of the un-

Ttunate Sharpbeak. Wofully, he says, he flew over

ie place where, a few moments before, in the glory

glossy plumage, a loving wife sate croaking out her

ission for him, and found nothing nothing but a

tie blood and a few torn feathers all else clean gone
id utterly abolished. Well, and if it was so, it was
blank prospect for him, but the earth was well rid

her; and for herself, it was a higher fate to be
similated into the body of a Reineke than to remain
a miserable individuality to be a layer of carrion

ows' eggs.
And then for Bellyn, and for Bruin, and for Hintze,
id the rest, who would needs be meddling with what
is no concern of theirs, what is there in them to
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challenge either regret or pity. They made love tc

their occupation.

'Tis dangerous when the baser nature falls

Between the pass and fell incensed points
Of mighty opposites :

They lie not near our conscience :

Ah ! if they were all. . . . But there is one misdeed

one which outweighs all others whatsoever a crime

which it is useless to palliate, let our other friend saj

what he pleased ;
and Reineke himself felt it so. I

sate heavy, for him, on his soul, and alone of all the

actions of his life we are certain that he wished i

undone the death and eating of that poor foolisl

Lampe. It was a paltry revenge in Reineke. Lampc
had told tales of him

;
he had complained that Reineke

under pretence of teaching him his lesson, had seizec

him, and tried to murder him; and though he provokec
his fate by thrusting himself, after such a warning, int<

the jaws of Malepartus, Reineke betrays an uneasines

about it in confession ; and, unlike himself, feels i

necessary to make some sort of an excuse.

Grimbart had been obliged to speak severely of th

seriousness of the offence.
" You see," he answers :

To help oneself out through the world is a queer sort c

business : one can not

Keep, you know, quite altogether as pure as one can in th

cloister.

When we are handling honey we now and then lick at ou

fingers.

Lampe sorely provoked me
;
he frisked about this way an

that way,

Up and down, under my eyes, and he looked so fat and s

Really I could not resist it. I entirely forgot how I love

him.

And then he was so stupid.

But even this acknowledgment does not satislf

Reineke. His mind is evidently softened, and it
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Dn that occasion that he pours out his pathetic lamen-

:ation over the sad condition of the world so fluent,

50 musical, so touching, that Grimbart listened with

wide eyes, unable, till it had run to the length of a

sermon, to collect himself. It is true that at last his

office as ghostly confessor obliged him to put in a slight

demurrer :

Uncle, the badger replied, why these are the sins of your
neighbours ;

Vours, I should think, were sufficient, and rather more now
to the purpose.

But he sighs to think what a preacher Reineke would
lave made.
And now, for the present, farewell to Reineke Fuchs,

md to the song in which his glory is enshrined the

vVelt Bibel, Bible of this world, as Goethe called it, the

Tiost exquisite moral satire, as we will call it, which has

iver been composed. It is not addressed to a passing
node of folly or of profligacy, but it touches the

perennial nature of mankind, laying bare our own sym-
Dathies, and tastes, and weaknesses, with as keen and
rue an edge as when the living world of the old Swabian
Doet winced under its earliest utterance.

Humorous in the high pure sense, every laugh which
t gives may have its echo in a sigh, or may glide into

t as excitement subsides into thought ; and yet, for

hose who do not care to find matter there either

or thought or sadness, may remain innocently as a

augh.
Too strong for railing, too kindly and loving for

he bitterness of irony, the poem is, as the world itself,

i book where each man will find what his nature
:nables him to see, which gives us back each our own
mage, and teaches us each the lesson which each of us

lesires to learn.



THE COMMONPLACE BOOK OF
RICHARD HILLES

IN the Library at Balliol College, Oxford, there is a

manuscript which, for want of a better name, I may call

a Commonplace Book of an English gentleman who
lived in the beginning of the sixteenth century. Its

contents display, beyond any other single volume which
I have met with, the mental furniture of an average-
educated man of the time. There are stories in prose
and verse, collections of proverbs, a dissertation on

Horticulture, a dissertation on Farriery, a treatise of

Confession, a Book of Education, a Book of Courtesy, a

Book of " the Whole Duty
"
of Man ; mercantile entries,

discourses of arithmetic, recipes, prescriptions, marvels

of science or pseudo-science, conundrums, tables of the

assize of food
;

the laws respecting the sale of meat,

bread, beer, wine, and other necessaries
; while above

and beyond all are a collection in various handwritings
of ballads, songs, hymns, and didactic poems of a religious

kind, some few of which have been met with elsewhere :

but of the greater number of them no other copy, I

believe, exists.

The owner and compiler was a certain Richard Hilles.

From the entries of the births and deaths of his children-

on a fly-leaf, I gather that in 1518 he lived at a place

called Hillend, near King's Langley, in Hertfordshire.

The year following he had removed to London, where*

he was apparently in business
;
and among his remark?

on the management of vines and fruit trees in his
" Dis

course on Gardens," he mentions incidentally that he j

had been in Greece and on the coast of Asia Minor. A

brief
" Annual Register

"
is carried down as far as 1535
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n which year he perhaps died. One of his latest entries

s the execution of Bishop Fisher and of Sir Thomas
More. Some other facts about him might perhaps be
:ollected ;

but his personal history could add little to

;he interest of his book, which is its own sufficient re

commendation. It will be evident, from the description
yhich I have given, that as an antiquarian curiosiiy this

manuscript is one of the most remarkable of its kind
vhich survives.

The public, who are willing to pay for the production
}f thousands of volumes annually, the value of which
s inappreciable from its littleness, may perhaps not be

inwilling to encourage, to the extent of the purchase of

i small edition, the preservation in print of a relic which,
jven in the mere commonplace power of giving amuse-

nent, exceeds the majority of circulating novels : while

eaders whose appetites are more discriminating, and the

students of the past, to whom the productions of their

incestors have a memorial value for themselves, may
ind their taste gratified at least with some fragments of

genuine beauty equal to the best extant specimens of

iarly English poetry.
In the hope of contributing to such a result, I am

^oing to offer to the readers of Fraser a few miscel-

aneous selections from different parts of the volume ;

ind as in the original they are thrown together without
}rder the sacred side by side with the profane : the de-

/otional, the humorous, and the practical reposing in

Dlacid juxtaposition I shall not attempt to remedy a
lisorder which is itself so characteristic a feature.

Let us commence, then, as a fitting grace before the

Banquet, with a song on the Nativity. The spirit which

ippears in many of the most beautiful pictures of

nediasval art is here found taking the form of words :

Can I not sing Ut Hoy,
When the Jolly shepherd made so much joy.

The shepherd upon a hill he sat,

He had on him his tabard and his hat
;
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His tar-box, his pipe, and his flat hat,
His name was called Jolly, Jolly Wat,

For he was a good herd's boy,
Ut Hoy,

For in his pipe he made so much joy.

The shepherd upon a hill was laid,

His dogge to his girdle was tied
;

He had not slept but a little brayd
When Gloria in Excelsis to him was said.

Ut Hoy !

For in his pipe he made so much joy.

The shepherd upon a hill he stood,
Round about him his sheep they yode ;

He put his hand under his hood,
He saw a star as red as blood,

Ut Hoy!
For in his pipe he made so much joy.

Now Farewell, Matt, and also Will,

For my love go ye all still

Unto I come again you till,

And evermore Will ring well thy bell ;

Ut Hoy !

For in his pipe he made so much joy.

Now I must go where Christ was born ;

Farewr

ell ! I come again to morn :

Dog keep will my sheep from the corn,
And warn well warrock when I blow my horn,

Ut Hoy !

For in his pipe he made so much joy.

When Wat to Bethlehem come was,
He swat : he had gone faster than a pace.
He found Jesu in a simple place,

Between an oxe and an asse ;

Ut Hoy !

For in his pipe he made so much joy.
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Jesu ! I offer to thee here my pipe,

My skirt, my tar-box, and my scrip ;

Home to my fellows now will I skippe,
And also look unto my shepe,

Ut Hoy !

For in his pipe he made so much joy.

Now Farewell, myne own Herdsman Watt;
Yea, for God, Lady, and even so I had ;

Lull well Jesu in thy lappe,
And farewell, Joseph, with thy gown and cap ;

Ut Hoy !

For in his pipe he made so much joy.

Now may I well both hop and sing,
For I have been at Christ's bearing ;

Home to my fellows now will I fling,

Christ of Heaven to his bliss us bring.
Ut Hoy !

For in his pipe he made so much joy.

Hilles was perhaps himself a poet, or so I gather
om the phrase,

"
Quoth Richard Hilles," with which

lore than one piece of great merit terminates. He
ould scarcely have added his own name to the com-
osition of another person. Elizabeth, queen of Henry
"II., died in childbirth in February, 1502-3.
The following

"
Lamentation," if not written by Hilles

imself, was written in his life-time :

THE LAMENTATION OF QUEEN ELIZABETH

Ye that put your trust and confidence

In worldly riches and frail prosperity,
That so live here as ye should never hence

;

Remember death, and look here upon me
;

Insample I think there may no better be :

Yourself wot well that in my realm was I

Your Queen but late
; Lo, here I lie.
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Was I not born of worthy lineage :

Was not my mother Queen, my father King ;

Was I not a king's fere in marriage ;

Had I not plenty of every pleasant thing?
Merciful God ! this is a strange reckoning;
Riches, honour, wealth, and ancestry,
Hath me forsaken

; Lo, here I lie.

If worship might have kept me I had not go ;

If wealth might have me served I needed not so;
If money might have held I lacked none.

But oh, good God, what vaileth all this year !

When death cometh, thy mighty messenger
Obey we must, there is no remedy ;

He hath me summoned lo, here I lie.

Yet was I lately promised otherwise

This year to live in wealth and in delice,

Lo, whereto cometh the blandishing promise?
Oh, false astrology diminatrice

Of Goddes secrets, making thee so wise !

How true is for this year the prophecy ;

The year yet lasteth, and lo, here I lie.

Oh, brittle wealth aye full of bitterness,

Thy singular pleasure aye doubled is with pain.

Account my sorrow first, and my distress

Sundry wise, and reckon thee again
The joy that I have had, I dare not feign,

For all my honour, endured yet have I

More woe than wealth
; Lo, here I lie.

Where are our castles now, and our towers,

Goodly Richmond, soon art thou gone from me
;

At Westminster, that goodly work of yours,

Mine own dear lord, now shall I never see.

Almighty God, vouchsafe to grant that ye,

Ye and your children, well may edify,

My place builded is
; Lo, here I lie.
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Adieu, my true spouse, and my worthy lord :

The faithful love that did us two combine
In marriage and peaceable concord,
Into your hands here do I clean resign,
To be bestowed unto your children and mine ;

Erst were ye father, now must ye supply
The mother's part also

; Lo, here I lie.

Farewell, my daughter, Lady Margaret,
1

God wot full sore it grieved hath my mind
That ye should go where we should seldom

meet
;

Now am I gone and have you left behind.

Oh mortal folk ! What be we weary blind !

That we least fear full oft it is full nigh,
Fro you depart I first

; Lo, here I lie.

Farewell, madam e, my Lordes worthy mother,
2

Comfort your son and be ye of good cheer.

Take all in worth, for it will be none other.

Farewell my daughter,
3 late the fere

To Prince Arthur mine own child so dear,
It booteth not for me to weep or cry,

Pray for my soul, for now lo here I lie.

Adieu, dear Harry, my lovely son, adieu,
Our Lord increase your honour and your estate.

Adieu, my daughter Mary,
4
bright of hue,

God made you virtuous, wise, and fortunate.

Adieu sweetheart, my lady daughter Kate,
5

Thou shalt, good babe, such is thy destiny,

Thy mother never know
; Lo, here I lie.

1
Margaret of Scotland, Queen of James IV.

2 The Countess of Richmond.
3 Catherine of Aragon.
4
Queen of France, and afterwards Duchess of Suffolk.

5 Died in childhood.
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Oh Lady Cecil, Anne, and Catherine,
Farewell my well-beloved sisters three

;

Oh Lady bright, dear sister mine
;

Lo here the end of worldly vanity ;

Lo well are you that earthly folly flee,

And Heavenly things do love and magnify.
Farewell and pray for me

; Lo, here I lie.

Adieu my lords and ladies all
;

Adieu my faithful servants every one
;

Adieu my commons, whom I never shall

See in this world
; Wherefore to thee alone,

Immortal God, very three in one,
I me commend thy Infinite mercy
Show to thy servant now

; Lo, here I lie.

Here lyeth the fresh flower of Plantagenet ;

Here lyeth the White Rose in the red set
;

Here lyeth the noble Queen Elizabeth
;

Here lyeth the Princess departed by death
;

Here lyeth the blood of our country Royal ;

Here lyeth the favour of England immortal :

Here lyeth Edward the Fourth in picture ;

Here lyeth his daughter and pearle pure ;

Here lyeth the wife of Harry our true King ;

Here lyeth the heart, the joy, and the gold Ring :

Here lyeth the lady so liberal and gracious ;

Here lyeth the pleasure of thy house
;

Here lyeth very love of man and child ;

Here lyeth ensample our minds to bild
;

Here lyeth all beauty of living a mirrour
;

Here lyeth all very good manner and honour
;

God grant her now Heaven to increase;
And our King Harry long life and peace.

The note changes. We come next to a hunting song :

As I walked by a forest side

I met with a forester
;
he bade me abide

At a place where he me set
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He bade me what time an hart I met

That I should let slip and say go bett
;

With Hay go bett, Hay go bett, Hay go bett,

Now we shall have game and sport enow.

I had not stand there but a while,

Yea, not the maintenance of a mile,

But a great hart came running without any guile;

With there he goeth there he goeth there he goeth
Now we shall have game and sport enow.

I had no sooner my hounds let go
But the hart was overthrow

;

Then every man began to blow,
With trororo trororo trororo,

Now we shall have game and sport enow.

In honour of good ale we have many English
allads. Good wine, too, was not without a poet to sing
s praises, the Scripture allusions and the large infusion

f Latin pointing perhaps to the refectory of some genial

icnastery.

A TREATISE OF WINE

The best tree if ye take intent.

Inter ligna fructifera,

Is the vine tree by good argument,
Dulcia ferens pondera.

Saint Luke saith in his Gospel,
Arbor fructu noscitur,

The vine beareth wine as I you tell,

Hinc aliis prseponitur.

The first that planted the vineyard,
Manet in coali gaudio,

His name was Noe, as I am learned,
Genesis testimonio.
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God gave unto him knowledge and wit,

A quo procedunt omnia,
First of the grape-wine for to get,

Propter magna mysteria.

Melchisedek made offering,

Dando liquorem vineum,
Full mightily sacrafying

Altaris sacraficium.

The first miracle that Jesus did,

Erat in vino rubeo,

In Cana of Galilee it betide,

Testante Evangelio.

He changed water into wine,

Aquae rubescunt hydriaa,

And bade give it to Archetcline,

Ut gustet tune primarie.

Like as the rose exceedeth all flowers,

Inter cuncta florigera,

So doth wine other liquours,
Dans multa salutifera.

David, the prophet, saith that wine

Lsetificat cor hominis,

It maketh men merry if it be fine,

Est ergo digni nominis.

The malicoli fumosetive,

Qure generat tristitiam,

It causeth from the heart to rise

Tollens omnem mcestitiam.

The first chapter specified,

Libri ecclesiastic!,

That wine is music of cunning delight,

Laatificat cor clerici.
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Sirs, if ye will see Boyce,
Oe disciplina scholarium,

There shall ye see without misse,

Quod vinum acuit ingenium.

First, when Ypocras should dispute,
Cum viris sapientibus,

Good wine before was his pursuit,
Acumen praebens sensibus.

It quickeneth a man's spirit and his mind,
Audaciam dat liquentibus,

If the wine be good and well fined,

Prodest sobrie bibentibus.

Good wine received moderately,
Mox cerebrum laetificat,

Natural heat it strengthens pardy,
Omne membrum fortincat.

Drunken also soberly,

Digestionem uberans,
Health it lengthens of the body,

Naturam humanam prosperans.

Good wine provokes a man to sweat,
Et plena lavat viscera,

It maketh men to eat their meat,

Facitque corda prospera.

It nourisheth age if it be good,
Facit ut esset juvenis,

It gendereth in him gentle blood,
Nam venas purgat sanguinis.

Sirs, by all these causes ye should think,

Quse sunt rationabiles,

That good wine should be best of all drink,
Inter potus potabiles.
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Fill the cup well ! Bellamye,
Potum jam mihi ingere,

I have said till my lips be dry,
Vellem nunc vinum bibere.

Wine drinkers all with great honour,

Semper laudate Dominum,
The which sendeth the good liquour,

Propter salutem hominum.

Plenty to all that love good wine,
Donet Deus largius,

And bring them soon when they go hence,
Ubi non sitient amplius.

The boar's-head catch may be added to this, witl

similar Latin intermixtures.

Caput apri refero,

Resonans laudes Domino,

The boar's head in hand I bring,
With garlands gay and birds singing,
I pray you all help me to sing

Qui estis in convivio.

The boar's head I understand,
Is chief service in all this land,

Wheresoever it may be found,
Servitur cum sinapio.

The boar's head, I dare well say,

Anon after the Twelfth day.
He taketh his leave and goeth away,

Exivit tune de patria.

Four of the following verses are on a tombstone, I

believe in Melrose Abbey, and are well known,

if any persons will have seen the poem of which the >
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brm a part. So far as I am aware no other copy
urvives l

:

Vado mori Rex sum, quid honor quid gloria mundi,
Est vita mors hominum regia vado mori.

Vado mori miles victo certamine belli,

Mortem non didici vincere vado mori.

Vado mori medicus, medicamine non relevandus,

Quicquid agunt medici respuo vado mori.

Vado mori logicus, aliis concludere novi,

Concludit breviter mors in vado mori.

Earth out of earth is worldly wrought ;

Earth hath gotten upon earth a dignity of nought ;

Earth upon earth has set all his thought,
How that earth upon earth might be high brought.

Earth upon earth would be a king,
But how that earth shall to earth he thinketh no thing.
When earth biddeth earth his rents home bring,
Then shall earth from earth have a hard parting.

Earth upon earth winneth castles and towers,
Then saith earth unto earth this is all ours

;

But when earth upon earth has builded his bowers,
Then shall earth upon earth suffer hard showers.

Earth upon earth hath wealth upon mould
;

Earth goeth upon earth glittering all in gold,
Like as he unto earth never turn should,
And yet shall earth unto earth sooner than he would.

Why that earth loveth earth wonder I think,
Or why that earth will for earth sweat and swink.

For when earth upon earth is brought within the brink,
Then shall earth for earth suffer a foul stink ,

Since this was written I have learned that a version, with
Dortant differences, has been printed for the Warton Club, from
MS. in the possession of Mr. Ormsby Gore.

U
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As earth upon earth were the worthies nine,
And as earth upon earth in honour did shine;
But earth list not to know how they should incline,
And their gowns laid in the earth when death ha(

made his fine.

As earth upon earth full worthy was Joshua,
David, and worthy King Judas Maccabee,
They were but earth none of them three

;

And so from earth unto earth they left their dignity.

Alisander was but earth that all the world wan,
And Hector upon earth was held a worthy man,
And Julius Caesar, that the Empire first began ;

And now as earth within earth they lie pale and wan.

Arthur was but earth for all his renown,
No more was King Charles nor Godfrey of Boulogne
But how earth hath turned their noblenes upside dowr
And thus earth goeth to earth by short conclusion.

Whoso reckons also of William Conqueror,

King Henry the First that was of knighthood flower,

Earth hath closed them full straitly in his bower,
So the end of worthiness, here is no more succour.

Now ye that live upon earth, both young and old,

Think how ye shall to earth, be ye never so bold ;

Ye be unsiker, whether it be in heat or cold,

Like as your brethren did before, as I have told.

Now ye folks that be here ye may not long endure,
But that ye shall turn to earth I do you ensure

;

And if ye list of the truth to see a plain figure,

Go to St. Paul's and see the portraiture.

All is earth and shall to earth as it sheweth there,

Therefore ere dreadful death with his dart you dare,

And for to turn into earth no man shall it forbear,

Wisely purvey you before, and thereof have no fear.
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Now sith by death we shall all pass, it is to us certain,
For of earth we come all, and to the earth shall turn

again ;

Therefore to strive or grudge it were but vain,
For all is earth and shall be earth nothing more

certain.

Now earth upon earth consider thou may
How earth cometh to earth naked alway,

Why should earth upon earth go stout alway,
Since earth out of earth shall pass in poor array?

I counsel you upon earth that wickedly have wrought,
That earth out of earth to bliss may be brought.

Of songs, nursery rhymes, and carols, there are very
any, of which the next three are specimens :

Lulley, lulley, lulley, lulley,

The falcon hath borne my mate away,
He bare him up, he bare him down,
He bare him into an orchard brown.

Lulley, lulley, lulley, lulley,

The falcon hath borne my mate away.

In that orchard there was a hall,

That was hanged with purple and pall,
And in that hall there was a bed
That was hanged with gold so red,

Lulley, lulley, lulley, lulley.

And in that bed there lyeth a knight,
His wounds were bleeding day and night;
By the bedside there kneeleth a may,
And she weepeth both night and day,

Lulley, lulley, lulley, lulley.

And by the bed side there standeth a stone,
Corpus Christi is written thereon.

Lulley, lulley, lulley, lulley,
The falcon hath borne my mate away.
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I have twelve oxen, and they be fair and brown,
And they go a grazing down by the town,
With haye, with howe, with hoye !

Sawest thou not mine oxen, thou little pretty boy?

I have twelve oxen, and they be fair and white,

And they go a grazing down by the dyke,
With haye, with howe, with hoye !

Sawest thou not mine oxen, thou little pretty boy ?

I have twelve oxen, and they be fair and black,

And they go a grazing down by the lake,

With haye, with howe, with hoye !

Sawest thou not mine oxen, thou little pretty boy?

I have twelve oxen, and they be fair and red,

And they go a grazing down by the mead,
With haye, with howe, with hoye !

Sawest thou not mine oxen, thou pretty little boy ?

Make we merry in hall and bower,
This time was born our Saviour.

In this time God hath sent

His own Son to be present.
To dwell with us in verament,

God is our Saviour.

In this time that is befal,

A child was born in an ox stall,

And after he died for us all,

God is our Saviour.

In this time an Angel bright
Met three shepherds upon a night,

He bade them go anon of right

To God that is our Saviour.
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In this time now pray we
To Him that died for us on tree,

On us all to have pitee,

God is our Saviour.

And how exquisitely graceful too is this :

There is a flower sprung of a tree,

The root of it is called Jesse,
A flower of price,

There is none such in Paradise.

Of Lily white and Rose of Ryse,
Of Primrose and of Flower-de-Lyse,
Of all flowers in my devyce,
The flower of Jesse beareth the prize,

For most of all

To help our souls both great and small.

I praise the flower of good Jesse,
Of all the flowers that ever shall be,

Uphold the flower of good Jesse,

And worship it for aye beautee ;

For best of all

That ever was or ever be shall.

Mr. Hilles was a good Catholic. Amidst a multitude

religious poems of a Catholic kind, there is not one
lich could be construed as implying a leaning towards
* Reformers

;
while under a certain legend of St.

egory some indignant Protestant of the next genera-
;n has written a passionate anathema calling it lies of

; devil and other similar hard names. A private diary
such a person therefore, of the years in which England
s separated from the Papacy, is of especial interest :

"1533. Stephen Peacock, haberdasher, mayor.
"This year, the 2Qth day of May, the Mayor of

ndon, with the aldermen in scarlet gowns, went in

ges to Greenwich, with their banners, as they were

LIBRARY ST. MARY'S COLLEGE
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wont to bring the Mayor to Westminister; and th

bachelor's barge hanged with cloth of gold on the out

side with banners and bells upon them in their bes

manner, with a galley to wait upon her, and a foys

with a beast therein which shot many guns. And the:

they fetched Queen Anne up to the Tower of London
and in the way on land about Limehouse there she

many great chambers of guns, and two of the King'

ships which lay by Limehouse shot many great gum
and at the Tower or she came on land was shot ir

numerable many guns.
"And the 3ist day of May, which was Whitsun ever

she was conveyed in a chariot from the Tower (

London to York-place, called Whitehall at Wes

minster; and at her departing from the Tower ther

was shot off guns which was innumerable to men

thinking; and in London divers pageants, that is t

say,
" One at Gracechurch ;

" One at Leadenhall
;

"One at the great Conduit;
" One at the Standard

;

"The Crosse in Chepe new trimmed ;

"At the conduit at Paul's Gate;
" At Paul's gate a branch of Roses ;

"Without at the east end of Paul's
;

"At the conduit in Fleet Street;
"And she was accompanied, first Frenchmen in

coloured velvet and one white sleeve, and the hors
j

trapped, and white crosses thereon
;
then rode gentkme

then knights and lords in their degree, and there was tv

hats of maintenance, and many chariots, with lords ai
j

many gentlewomen on horseback following the chariot

and all the constables in London were in their best arra<

with white staves in their hands, to make room and
wait upon the Queen as far as

;
and thea

rode with her sixteen knights of the Bath
;
and

Whit-Sunday she was crowned at Westminster wi

great solemnity; and jousts at Westminster all tl

Whitsun holidays, and the feast was kept in Wei
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ninster Hall, and jousts afore York Place called

Vhitehall.

"This year, in the beginning of September, Queen
Vnne was delivered of a woman child at Greenwich,
^hich child was named Elizabeth.

"
Item, this year foreign butchers sold flesh at

^eadenhall, for the butchers of the city of London
lenied to sell beef for a halfpenny the pound accord-

ng to the Act of Parliament.
"
1534. Christopher Ascue, draper, mayor.

"This year, the 23rd day of November, preached at

Caul's Cross the Abbot of Hyde, and there stood on a

caftbld all the sermon time the Holy Maid of Kent,
ailed [Elizabeth] Barton, and two monks of Canterbury,
nd two Friars observant, and two priests and two lay-

nen, and after the sermon went to the Tower. Also
his year, on Palm Sunday even, which was the 28th

lay of March, was a great sudden tempest of wind, and
>roke open two windows at Whitehall at Westminster,
nd turned up the lead of the King's new Tennis Play
t York Place, and broke off the tyles of three gold-
miths 5 houses in Lombard Street, and folded up the

sad at Pewterers' Hall and cast it down into the yard,
.nd blew down many tyles of houses in London, and
rees about Shoreditch.

"Item, the first day of April, which was tenebre

Vednesday, Wolf and his wife, that killed the two
Bombards in a boat upon Thames, were hanged upon
wo gibbets by the water-side between London Bridge
nd Westminster; and on the Monday in Easter
veek the woman was buried at the Crossed Friars in

Condon.

"Item, the 2oth day of April, the parson of Aldmary
sic, but the real person was the priest of Aldington in

Cent) Church, in London, was drawn on a hurdle from
he Tower of London to the Tyburn and there hanged
nd headed. Item, two observant Freers drawn on a

>urdle and both hanged and headed. Item, two monks
>f Canterbury, one was called Dr. Bocking, drawn on a

and hanged and headed. Item, the Holy Maid
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of Kent was drawn on a hurdle to Tyburn and hanged
and headed

;
and all the heads set upon London Brigge

and on the gates of London. Item, the nth day
of July, the Lord Dacres of the north was conveyed
from the Tower of London to Westminster to receive

judgement for treason, but there he was quit by a quest
of Lords. Item, all men, English and others being ir

England, were sworn to be true to the King and his

heirs between Queen Anne and him begotten and for tc

be begotten. Item, the Lord Thomas Garrard, oi

Ireland, beheaded the Bishop of Dublin, called Doctor

Allen, as he would come into England. Item, a general,

peace cried between the King of England and the

Scottish King for their lifetime. Item, there was a

great sudden storm in the Narrow Sea, and two ships
of the Zealand fleet were lost, with cloth and men and

all, for they sank in the sea.

"
Sir John Champneys, mayor.

" This year, in November, came over the high Admira
of France as ambassador from the French King, and he

had great gifts and his costs provided for as long as he

was in the Realm.
"
1535. Item, the fourth day of May, the Prior of the

Charterhouse in London, and two other monks of the

Charterhouse in other places, and the father of the Place

at Sion, being in a grey habit, and a priest which was.

as men said, the vicar of Thystillworth, were drawr
all from the Tower of London to Tyburn and hanged
and their bowels burnt, the heads cut off, and quartered.,
and the heads and quarters some set on London Brigge
and the rest upon all the gates of London and on tht

Charterhouse gate.
"Also shortly after the King caused his own head!

to be knotted and cut short, and his hair was not

half an inch long, and so were all the lords, and alll

knights, gentlemen, and serving men that came to the*

court.
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"Item, on Whitsun even was a great thunder in

London. Item, the fourth day of June, a man and

woman, born in Flanders, were burnt in Smithfield for

heresy. Item, the iQth day of June, three monks of

the order of the Charterhouse were drawn from the

Tower to Tyburn, and there hanged and headed.

Item, the 22nd day of June, the Bishop Rochester was

beheaded at the Tower Hill, the head set on London

Brigg and the body buried at Barking Churchyard.
Item, the 6th day of July, Sir Thomas More, that

sometime was Chancellor of England, was beheaded
at Tower Hill, and his head set on the Brigg and the

3ody buried in the Tower. Also this year the power
and authority of the Pope was utterly made frustrate and
of none effect within the Realm, and the King called

Supreme Head under God of the Church of England ;

and that was read in the Church every Festival day;
and the Pope's name was scraped out of every mass
book and other books, and was called Bishop of Rome.

"
J 5 35~6- Sir John Allen, mercer, mayor.

" At the beginning of the time the sheriffs put away
each of them six servants and six yeomen till they were

compelled by the common counsel to take them again.
"
Item, the Kennell Rakers of London had horns to

D!OW to give folks warning to cast out their dust. Item,

2very man that had a well within his house to draw
.t three times in the week to wash the streets."

The murder committed by Wolf and his wife, which
s mentioned in the Diary, created so much sensation

hat it was discussed in Parliament, and was made the

.ubject of a statute. The extraordinary beauty of the

voman was used as a decoy to entice the merchants into

i boat where the husband was concealed. They were
rilled and thrown overboard, and the wife, acting much
ike Mrs. Manning, took the keys from the body of one
>f them, went to his house and rifled his strong box.

The burial of her body, while her husband was left upon
he gibbet, was occasioned by a circumstance too

lorrible to be mentioned.
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Next "follow parts of the statutes of England how

every craftsman victualler shall be ruled
"

:

" MILLERS.

"
First, the assise of the miller is that he have no

measure at his mill but it be assised and sealed accord

ing to the King's standard, and he to have of every
bushel of wheat a quart for the grinding : also, if he

fetch it, another quart for the fetching ;
and of every

bushel of malt a pint for the grinding, and if he fetch it

another pint for the fetching. Also, that he change nor

water no man's corn to give him the worse for the

better, nor that he have no hogs, geese, nor ducks, nor

no manner poultry but three hens and a duck ; and if

he do the contrary to any of these points his fine is at

every time three shillings and four pence, and if he will

not beware by two warnings the third time to be judged
to the pillory.

"BAKERS.

"Also, the assise of bakers is sixpence highing and

sixpence lowing in the price of a quarter of wheat
;

for

if he lack an ounce in the weight of a farthing loaf he to

be amerced at 2od. ;
and if he lack an ounce and a

half he to be amerced at 2s. 6</., in all bread so baken
;

and if he bake not after the assise of the statute he

to be adjudged to the pillory.

"BREWERS.

"
Also, the assise of brewers is 1 2 pence highing and

1 2 pence lowing in the price of a quarter of malt, and;

evermore shilling to farthing; for when he buyeth &

quarter malt for two shillings, then he shall sell a gallon

of the best ale for two farthings, and so to make 48

gallons of a quarter malt. When he buyeth a quarter

malt for three shillings, the gallon three fathings ;
for

four shillings, the gallon four farthings; and so forth to

8 shillings, and no further. And that he set none ale-
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a sale till he have sent for the ale taster, and as oft as

he doth the contrary he to be merced at six pence ;
and

that he sell none but by measure assised and sealed, and

that he sell a quart ale upon his table for a farthing.

And as oft as he doth the contrary to sell not after the

price of malt, he to be amerced the first time 12 pence,
the second time 20 pence, the third time three and four

pence ;
and if he will not beware by these warnings, the

next time to be judged to the cucking stole, and the

next time to the pillory.

"AN ORDINANCE FOR BAKERS.

"
By the discretion and ordinance of our lord the

King, weights and measures were made. It is to know
that an English penny, which is called a round sterling

and without clipping shall weigh 32 corns of wheat taken

out of the middle of the ear, and twenty pence make an

ounce, and twelve ounces make a pound, which is

twenty shillings sterling; and eight pounds of wheat

maketh a gallon of corn, and eight gallons make a

London bushel, which is the eighth part of a quarter.
" When the quarter of wheat is sold for a shilling,

then the wastell, well boulted and clean, shall weigh six

pounds sixteen shillings. The loaf of a quarter of the

same corn and the same bultell shall weigh more than

the said wastell two shillings. The symnell of a quarter
shall weigh less than the said wastell two shillings,

because that it is boyled and clean. The loaf of clean

wheat of a quartern shall weigh a coket and a half, and
the loaf of all corns of a quartern shall weigh two cokets

;

and it is understood that the baker so may get of every

quarter of wheat as it is proved by the King's bakers

four pence and the bran, and two loaves to furnage of

the price of two pence; and three servants a penny
farthing, and two grooms a farthing ;

in salt a farthing ;

in yeast a farthing, in candell and in wood three pence,
in bultell allowed a farthing.

" Two or four loaves are made to be sold for a penny :

none other kind of bread to be made of great price, but
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only two or four loaves to a penny. There is no bread
made to be sold of three quarterns nor of five quarterns ;

also, there shall be no bread made of corn the which
shall be worse in breaking than it is without. It is to

know that of old custom of the city of London, by
authority of divers Parliaments affirmed for divers

weights which the citizens of London suffer in the

bakers which they have had and have been wont to

have in every assise of bread, the setting of two pence
in a quarter of wheat above all foreign bakers in the

realm of England ;
so that in assise of wheat when a

quarter wheat is sold for five shillings, then it shall be

set to the bakers of London seven shillings for assise
;

and so of every other assise two shillings to the increase.
" The assise of bread after that above contained truly

may be holden after the selling of wheat
;
that is to say,

of the best price, of the second price, and of the third,

and as well wastell bread as other bread shall be weighed
after, of what kind so ever it be, as it is above, by a

mean price of wheat ; and then the assise or the weight
of bread, shall not be changed but by six pence increas

ing or distressing in the selling of a quarter of wheat.

Also, the baker shall be amerced 2S. 6d., and his quar
tern bread may be proved faulty in weight ;

and if he

pass the number he shall go to the pillory, and the

judgment of the trespass shall not be forgiven for gold
nor silver ; and every baker must have his own mark on

every manner bread ;
and after eight days bread should

not be weighed: and if it be found that the quartern
bread of the baker be faulty he shall be amerced 15^.,

and unto the number of 2$. 6d. And it is to know that

the baker ought not to go to the pillory, but if he pass

the number of 2s. 6d. default quartern bread, and he

shall not be merced, but if the default of bread

pass i$d.
" The Rule set upon White Bakers and Brown Bakers.

The rule is that white bakers should inowe make and

bake all manner of bread, and that they can make of

wheat : that is for to say, white loaf bread, wastell buns,

and all manner white bread that hath been used of old
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time
;
and they inowe make wheat bread sometimes

called Crybill bread, and basket bread such as is sold in

Cheep to poor people. But the white bread baker shall

bake no horse bread of any assise, neither of his own
neither of none other men's, to sell. The brown baker

shall inowe make and bake wheat bread as it cometh

ground from the mill, without any boulting of the same
;

also horse bread of clean beans and peason ;
and also

bread called household bread, for the which they shall

take for every bushel kneading bringing home i penny ;

but they shall bake no white bread of any assise, neither

of their own, neither of none other men's, to sell. And
what person of the said bakers offend in any of the

articles above writ, shall as oft as he may be proved

guilty pay 6s. 8^., half to the use of the Chamber of

London, and the other half to the use of the master of

the bakers.

"THE ASSISE OF BREAD WITHIN LONDON.

" Mem. That the farthing loaf of all grains, and the

farthing horse loaf, is of like weight.
"Mem. That the halfpenny white loaf of Stratford

must weigh two ounces more than the halfpenny white

loaf of London.
" That the penny wheat loaf of Stratford must weigh

six oz. more than the penny wheat loaf of London.
" The halfpenny wheat loaf of Stratford must weigh

three ounces more than the halfpenny wheat loaf of

London.
" Three halfpenny white loaves of Stratford must

weigh as much as the penny wheat loaf.
" The loaf of all grains : that is, the wheat loaf, must

weigh as much as the penny wheat loaf and the half

penny white loaf.
" The chete white loaf must weigh 1 2 oz.

"The chete white brown loaf must weigh 18 oz."

After so much solid matter, our repast shall be com
pleted with something of a lighter kind. A list of
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" Divers good proverbs

"
is curious, as showing the long

growth and long endurance of established maxims of

practical wisdom. They are written in a distinct and

singular hand, not to be traced elsewhere in prose or

poetry :

When ye proffer the pigge open the poke.

Whyle the grasse growyth the hors stervyth.
Sone it sherpyth that thorne wyll be.

It ys a sotyll mouse that slepyth in the cattys ear.

Nede makyth the old wyffe to trotte.

A byrde yn honde ys better than three yn the wode.
And heyyn fell we shall have meny larkys.
A short hors ys sone curryed.

Though peper be blek yt hath a gode smek.
Of a rugged colte cumyth a gode hors.

Fayre behestys makyth ffolys fayn.
All thyngs hath a begynyng.

Wepyn makyth pese dyvers tymes.
Wvnter etyth that sorrier getyth.
He that ys warnyd beffore ys not begylyd.
He that wyll not be warnyd by hys owne fader, )

He shell be warnyd by hys step fader.
j

Pryde goeth beffore and shame comyth after.

Oftyn tymys provyth the fruyght affore, )

The stok that hyt comyth off. f

Hyt ys a febyll tre thet fallyth at the fyrst strok.

Hyt fallyth yn a day that fallyth not all the yere afore.

Whyle the fote warmyth the shoe harmyth.
A softe rlyre makyth swete malte.

When the stede ys stolen shyt the stabyll dore.

Merry hondys makyth lyght werke.

When thou hast well done hange up thy hachet.

Yt ys not all gold that glowyth.
Often tymys the arrow hyttyth the shoter.

Yt ys comonly sayd that all men be not trew.

That nature gevyth no man can tak away.

Thys arrow comyth never owt of thyn ownne bow.

Sone crokyth the tre that crokyed wyll be.

When the hors walowyth some herys be loste.
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Thys day a man, to-morrow non.

Seld sene sone forgotyn.
When the bely ys ffull the bonys would have craft.

Better yt ys to be unborn than untawght.
He that no good can nor non wyll lern, [

Yf he never thryve, who shall hym werne ? j

He that all covetyth often all lesyth.

Never hope, herte wold breste.

Hasty man lakkyth never woo.

A gode begynnyng makyth a gode endyng.
Better yt ys late than never.

Poverte partyth felyshype.
Brente honde ffyre dredyth.
Non sygheth so sore as the gloton that may no more.

He may lyghtly swym that ys held up by the chyn.

Clyme not to hye lest chypys fall yn thyn eie.

An skabbyd shepe ynfectyth all the ffolde.

All the keys hange not by one manys gyrdyll.

Better yt ys to lese cloth than brede.

He that hath nede must blowe at the cole.

Of all the treasures of the volume, the richest are

perhaps the hymns and metrical prayers to the Virgin,
of which there are great numbers and every variety.

Some are in English, some in English and Latin. Here
are three in different styles :

Mary mother, thee I pray.
To be our help at Domys day ;

At Domys day when we shall rise,

And come before the high Justice,

And give account for our service,

What helpeth then our clothing gay ?

When we shall come before his doom,
WT

hat will us help there all and some ?

We shall stand as sorry grooms,
Ycald in a full poor array.
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That ylke day without lesing,

Many a man his hands shall wring.
And repent him sore for his living,

Then it is too late as I you say.

Therefore I rede ye both day and night,

Make ye ready to God Almight ;

For in this land is king nor knight,
That wot when he shall wend away.

That child that was born on Mary,
He glads all this company,
And for his love make we merry,

That for us died on Good Friday.

Mater ora filium,

Ut post hoc exilium,

Nobis donet gaudium
Beatorum omnium.

Faire maiden, who is this bairn

That thou bearest in thine arm ?

Sir, it is a Kingis son,

That in Heaven above doth wonne.

Mater ora filium, etc.

Man to Father he hath none,
But himself God alone;
Of a maiden he would be borne,

To save mankind that was forlorn.

Mater ora filium, etc.

Three Kings brought him presents,

Gold, myrrh, and frankinsense,

To my Son full of might,

King of Kings and lord of right,

Mater ora filium, etc.
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Faire maiden, pray for us

Unto thy Son, sweet Jesus,
That he will send us of his grace
In Heaven on high to have a place.

Mater ora filium, etc.

Ave Maria, now say we so,

Maid and mother were never no mo.

Gaude Maria, Christis moder,

Mary mild, of thee I mean,
Thou bare my lord, thou bare my brother,
Thou bare a lovely child and clean,
Thou stoodest full styll withouten blyn
When in thine ear that errand was done.
The gracious Lord thee light within,

Gabrielis nuntio.

Gaude Maria, yglent with grace,
When Jesus, thy Son, on thee was bore,
Full nigh thy breast thou gave him brace,
He sucked, he sighed, he wept full sore

;

Thou feedest the flower that never shall fade,
With maiden's milk, and song thereto ;

Lulley, my sweet, I bare thee, babe,
Cum pudoris lillio.

Oh, Gaude Maria, thy mirth was away
When Christ on cross thy Son did die

Full dolefully on Good Friday,
That many a mother's son it sye.
His blood us brought from care and strife,

His watery wounds us wisshe from woe.
The third day from death to life

Fulget resurrectio.

Gaude Maria, thou birde so bright,

Brighter than blossom that bloweth on hill,

Joyful thou wert to see that sight,
When the Apostles so smet (sic) of will,

x
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All and some did cry full shrill

When the fairest of shape went you fro,

From earth to Heaven he stayed full still,

Motuque fertur proprio.

Gaude Maria, thou rose of ryse,

Maiden and mother, both gentle and free
;

Precious princess, peerless of price,

Thy bower is next the Trinity ;

Thy Son as lawe asketh a right,

In body and soul thee took him to
;

Thou reigned in Heaven like as we find

In cceli palacio.

Now blessed birde, we pray thee abone,
Before thy Son for us thou fall,

And pray him as he was on the rood done,
And for us drank aysell and gall,

That we may wonne within that wall,

Wherever is well withouten woe,
And grant that grace unto us all

In perenni gaudio.

SEQUUNTUR MIRABILIA.

Adfaciendum unumquemque hominum duo capita.

Sume sulphur et argentum vivum, et pone ad lumen

lampadis, et unusquisque putabit socium suum habere

duo capita.

Ut homo videatur habere duo capita equina.

Accipe medullam equi, et ceram virgineam, et fac

candelam, et accende.

Ut omnia instrumtnta in domo appareant serpcntes.

Recipe serpentem, et coque, et sume pinguedinem.

ejus, et fac candelam cum alia cera, et illumina.
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Si vis facere lumen per vim animi.

Accipe vermes qui lucent de nocte et pone in vase

vitreo continente radium solis quousque net aqua, et

tune pone illam in lampade, et lucet sicut candela, et

probatum est.

Ut homines ardere appareant.

Recipe sanguinem leporis, et ceram virgineam, et fac

candelam, et illumina.

Item capiatis argentum vivum, et ponatis ipsum in

aliquo vitro, et etiam aquam ardentem, et aquam vitae,

et projiciatis tres vel quatuor guttas in igne si fuerit

aliqua mulier corrupta statim debet mingere et non
aliter.

"
Gossips mine" has been printed from another manu

script by the Percy Society. To most readers of Fraser^

lowever, it is likely to be new. I select it from the

lumorous poems as being capable (which most of

them are not) of being printed without omissions. The
necessary discretion, it will be seen, has been supplied

the author.

How gossips mine, gossips mine,
When shall we go to the wine.

I shall tell you a good sport,
How gossips gather them of a sort,

Their sick bodies to comfort,
When they meet in land or street

But I dare not for your displeasure,
Tell of these matters half the substance ;

But yet somewhat of their governance,
So far as I dare I will declare.
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Good gossip mine, where have ye been ;

It is so long sith I you seen.

Where is the best wine, tell you me.

Can ye aught tell ? Yea, full well.

I know a draught of merry go down,
The best it is in all the town.

But yet I would not for my gown,

My husband wist. Ye may me trist.

Call forth our gossips, bye-and-bye,
Eleanour, Joan, and Margery,

Margaret, Alice, and Cecily ;

For they will come, both all and some.

And each of them will something bring,
Goose or pig, or capon's wing,
Pasties of pigeons, or some such thing.
For we must eat some manner meat.

Go before, between, and tween,

Wisely that ye be not seen ;

For I must home and come again.
To wit I wis where my husband is.

A strype or two Clod might send me,
If my husband might here see me.

She is afeared, let her flee,

Quoth Alice then, -I dread no men.

Now be we in the tavern set,

A draught of the best let him fet,

To bring our husbands out of debt ;

For we will spend till God more send.

Each of them brought forth their dish,

Some brought flesh and some brought fish,

Quoth Margaret meke now with a wish,

I would Anne were here ;
she would make us

cheer.
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How say ye, gossips, is the wine good ?

That is it, quoth Eleanour, by the rood.

It cheereth the heart and comforts the blood.

Such jonkets among shall make us live long.

Anne bade fill a pot of muscadell ;

For of all wines I love it well.

Sweet wines keep my body in hell.

If I had it not I should take great thought.

How look ye, gossips, at the board's end.

Not merry, gossips ? God it amend,
All shall be well, else God it defend,
Be merry and glad, and sit not so sad.

Would God I had done after your counsel ;

For my husband is so fell
;

He beateth me like the Devil in hell ;

And the more I cry the less mercy.

Alice with a loud voice spake then :

I wis, she said, little good he can,
That beateth or striketh any woman,
And specially his wife, God give him short life.

Margaret meek said, so might I thrive
;

I know no man that is alive

That give me two strokes, but he shall have five.

I am not afeard though he have a beard.

One cast down her shot, and went away.
Gossip, quoth Eleanour, what did she pay ?

Not but a penny ! So, therefore, I say
She shall no more be of our lore.

Such guests we may have enow,
That will not for their shot allow.

With whom came she ? Gossip, with you ?

Nay, quoth Joan : I came alone.
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Now reckon our shot, and go we home,
What cometh to each of us but threepence ?

Pardye, that is but a small expense
For such a sort, and all but sport.

Turn down the street when ye come out,

And we will compass around about.

Gossip, quoth Anne, what needeth that doubt,
Your husbands be pleased when ye be eased.

Whatsoever any man think,

We come for naught but for good drink.

Now let us go home and wink,
For it may be seen where we have been.

This is the thought that gossips take.

Once in a week merry they will make,
And all small drinks they will forsake

;

But wine of the best shall have no rest.

Some be at the tavern thrice in the week,
And so be some every day eke,

Or else they will groan and make them seek,

For things used will not be refused.

We have thrown our net almost at random ; yet there

are few palates which will not have found something
to please them among the specimens which we have

brought together. Let us repeat our hope that the

entire collection may before long be committed to the

more secure custody, as well as the more accessible

form, of a printed volume.
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